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A lot of signal. 
cora little cost. 

We just set a new value standard. Twice. 
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Model 2001 Sweepable 
Function Generator. 5149.95' 

Get the waveforms you need-1 Hz to .1 MHz in 
five overlapping ranges: stable, low- distortion 
sine waves, fast rise /fall -time square waves, 
high linearity triangle waves -even a separate 
TTL square wave output. Plus high- and low - 
level main outputs. 

An applied DC Voltage at the Sweep input 
can shift the 2001 's frequency; or sweep up to 
100:1 with an AC signal. 

A pushbutton activates the DC Offset 
control, which shifts the output waveform up or 
down on command. 

You'd expect to pay a lot more for all the 
2001 can do! 

Model 4001 Ultravariable 
Pulse Generator. S169.950 

Here's a precision digital pulse generator with 
fast rise and fall times covering 0.5 Hz to 5 MHz 
in 5 overlapping ranges. With pulse width and 
pulse spacing each independently variable 
from 100 nsec to 1 sec for an amazing 107:1 

duty cycle range. 
You'll find the 4001 delivers the pulse 

modes you need: Continuous, One -Shot, Trig- 
gered, Gated, Square Wave, even a Comple- 
ment mode. The Trigger /Gate input, 50 Ohm 
variable output, TTL -level output and Sync 
output connectors are BNCs. 

The 4001. Nothing does as much as well 
for anywhere near the price. 

Smarter tools for testing and design. 
CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION 

70 Fulton Tyr New Haven CT 06509 12031624 3103 TWx 713465.1227 

OTHER OFFICES San Francisco 14151 421 8872 TWX 913.372 7992 

Europe CSC UK LTD Phone Sanron Walden 0799 21662 ¡La 617417 

Canada Len ',miler Ltd Ontario 

Call toll -free for details 

1- 800 - 243 -6077 
Suggested U S resale Available at selected local distributors Prices. specdlcations subject tochange without nu; I Copyright 1979 Continental Specialties Corporation 
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Don't take our word for it. 
"We can heartily recommend the Superboard II computer system for the beginner who 

wants to get into microcomputers with a minimum of cost. Moreover, this is a `real' com- 
puter with full expandability." 

Popular Electronics March, 1979 

"(Their) new Challenger 1P weighs in at $349 and provides a remarkable amount of com- 
puting for this incredible price." 

Kilobaud Microcomputing February, 1979 

"Over the past four years we have taken delivery on over 25 computer systems. Only two 
have worked totally glitch free and without adjustment as they came out of the carton: 
The Tektronic 4051 (at $7,000 the most expensive computer we tested) and the Ohio 
Scientific Superboard II (at $279 the least expensive) ... The Superboard II and com- 
panion C1P deserve your serious consideration." 

Creative Computing January, 1979 

"The Superboard Il and its fully dressed companion the Challenger 1P series incorporate 
all the fundamental necessities of a personal computer at a very attractive price. With 
the expansion capabilities provided, this series becomes a very formidable competitor 
in the home computer area." 

Interface Age April, 1979 

"The graphics available permit some really dramatic effects and are relatively simple to 
program ... The fact that the system can be easily expanded to include a floppy means 
that while you are starting out with a low -cost minimal system, you don't have to throw it 
away when you are ready to go on to more complex computer functions. Everything is 
there that you need; you simply build on to what you already have. You don't have to 
worry about trading off existing equipment to get the system that will really do what you 
want it to do. At $279, Superboard Il is a tough act to follow." 

Radio Electronics June, 1979 

"The Superboard Il is an excellent choice for the personal computer enthusiast on a 

budget." 

SUPERBOARD II 

$279.00 
The world's first 

complete computer 
system on a board 

including full 
keyboard, video 

display, audio 
cassette interface, 8K 

BASIC -in -ROM and 
4K RAM. Expandable. 

Requires + 5V at 3 
amp power supply. 

ci MF $995.00 
The first floppy disk based computer 

system the world has ever seen for under $1,000. 
8K BASIC -in -ROM, 12K RAM. Expandable to 32K RAM. 

OHIO SCIENTIFIC 
1333 S CHILLICOTHE RD . AURORA. OHIO 44202 (216) 562 -3101 

Byte May, 1979 

IIII1LttENGEIC . 'tir 

CIP $349.00 
Complete with enclosure and power 

supply. All features of Superboard II. Easy to expand 
to more memory and floppy disk. 

See your Ohio Scientific dealer for lull details. 
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LABORATORY QUALITY AT SERVICE BENCH PRICES 

The most sophisticated scope 
ever offered in money -saving 
kit form: the new Heathkit 
I0 -4235! Compare its features 
...compare prices...and you'll 

ove up to the I0 -4235 

DC -35 MHz response with 
smooth roll -off beyond 
50 MHz 
Dual trace - study two 
signals simultaneously 
Delayed sweep - observe any section of a 
waveform - magnified as needed 
Fast sweep speeds from 50 nS /cm to 0.2 

i 
sec /cm, plus X5 expansion for effective speed 
of 10 nS /cm at the highest sweep rate 

* TV triggering for jitter -free display 
2 mV/cm to 10 V /cm vertical sensitivity 
Algebraic ADD with ability to invert Y, or YZ 

Internal graticule for parallax -free 
measurements 

THE 
EATH 
DC -35 MHz 

DUAL TRACE 
DELAYED SWEE 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

10 kV post -acceleration volts 
- fastest, brightest display in any 

Heathkit oscilloscope ever 
All these features and more, 
in a scope that's surprisingly 

easy to build and maintain! 
Circuit boards swing out for 

easy access to components 
even while the scope is oper- 

ating. You can make minor 
rvice adjustments quickly and 

easily - should that ever be 
necessary. This Heathkit scope is one of the 

best values today...and for years to come! 
Kit I0- 4235....just $869.95 

Also available factory assembled 
and tested....$1195.00 

Prices are mail order net F.O.B., Benton Harbor, Michigan. 
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. 

FREE HEATHKIT CATALOG! 
Send for your FREE Catalog with full descriptions of the 

ID -4235 and all the other exciting new Heathkit exclusives! 
Write to: Heath Company, Dept.020 

Benton Harbor MI 49022 

401111116 
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ON THE COVER 
Fascinating percussion synthe- 
sizer simulates a variety of per- 
cussion instruments. Modular 
accessories make it even more 
valuable. Circuits are straight - 
forward....construction is 
easy....equipment is inexpen- 
sive. Full details begin on page 
43. 

Commercial satellite TV receiving station uses 
huge dish and supersensitive receiver, but you 
can build your own. Story starts on page 47. 

Build this adaptive noise filter to remove the 
snap, crack e and pop from your records and 
tapes. 
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TV sound: With all of the 1980 TV models now introduced, 
it certainly can be said it's the year of television sound." 
Last month reported approaches to better sound by RCA, 
Magnavox and Sylvania. Zenith is capitalizing on improved 
television audio transmission in several ways. A large 
percentage of its sets include audio output jacks for attach- 
ing to external amplifiers. Some consoles feature four 
speakers -two on each side. At the high end of the line are 
sets with separate 10 -watt audio amplifiers, including bass 
and treble cut -boost controls. Quaser, which for several 
years has featured a pseudo- stereo system known as 
Audio Spectrum Sound, now extends that feature to sever- 
al 19 -inch sets and six consoles. 

Among other trends in the new lines are an increased 
emphasis on microprocessor tuning systems that eliminate 
the need to adjust fine tuning even once, and more wide- 
spread use of the vertical interval reference (VIR) signal for 
color set adjusting, as well as comb filters for better color 
and higher resolution. Zenith has a random -access key- 
board tuning system that can tune 105 channels -the stan- 
dard VHF and UHF channels as well as midband and 
superband channels used for modern cable systems. Sony 
introduced the largest direct -view color sets ever offered in 
this country -with a 26 -inch Trinitron picture tube that has 
a 341 -square -inch picture as compared with 315 for a stan- 
dard 25 -inch tube. (The biggest color tube currently being 
offered commercially, also by Sony -but in Japan - 
measures 30 inches in viewable diagonal, 32 inches over- 
all. It isn't offered in a color receiver in the U.S.) 

Car stereo fracas: Independent auto sound manufactur- 
ers have been up in arms about the tendency of car manu- 
facturers to include radios as standard equipment in their 
new models, and their campaign against the practice is 
beginning to bear fruit. Aftermarket car sound manufactur- 
ers established an organization, the Custom Automotive 
Sound Association (CASA), to push their campaign. 
CASA's first major action was an anti -trust suit against 
General Motors which had indicated that all of its new "X" 
cars would be factory- equipped with AM radios. The suit 
never went to trial. In a settlement, GM agreed to allow 
dealers to delete the radios, not to force them to buy 
radio -equipped cars and not to make radios standard 
equipment before 1983. CASA then turned its sights on 
Toyota and Volkswagen, filing suits against both of them. 
Presumably reading the handwriting on the firewall, Honda 
voluntarily decided to delete radios as standard equipment 
on its 1980 models. CASA also plans to act on the legisla- 
tive front, testifying before the Senate Anti -trust Subcom- 
mittee on the subject. 

Computers for everyman: That all- purpose home com- 
puter for the non -technical consumer hasn't yet come to 
pass -but manufacturers still think it will. Texas Instru- 
ments has unveiled its long- awaited home computer, a 
$1,150 self- contained unit with its own 13 -inch color tube 
(procured from Zenith) with resident extended basic, a 16K 
RAM, 16 -color graphics, a microphone jack, sound synthe- 
sizer and cartridges priced from $10 to $70 (game software 

cartridges at $20 each will be supplied by Milton -Bradley). 
RCA's new VIP -II home and business computer has a full 

keyboard, 8K RAM, 12K ROM, resident BASIC capability, 
but no monitor, at around $400. APF introduced a "dock- 
ing" computer system at $500 for its video game with 10K 
RAM, 12K ROM, resident BASIC, color and sound capabili- 
ty for use with a color TV. 

The hand -held "language translators" are rapidly evolv- 
ing into portable computers. TI announced a language 
translator with a voice synthesizer for $300, with $60 
modules containing 1,000 words, all words displayed on 
the readout and half of them pronounced. The translators 
offered by Craig and Lexicon increased their versatility with 
new non -language program modules, including made -to- 
order custom units. Matsushita announced that it would 
enter the hand -held computer market through agreement 
with Friends /Amis, which makes the Craig unit, and its 
American subsidiaries Quasar and Panasonic quickly said 
they'd market the units in the U.S. under their own brand - 
names. 

New VCR models: More than 80 different models of 
home VCR's have now been introduced (including those 
already superseded by newer versions). Some of them are 
similar -even identical- except for the brandname, and all 
are still produced in Japan. For 1980, there are more manu- 
facturers, more brandnames, longer playing time and a 
host of new features. 

The two new brandnames in the U.S. are Akai and Sharp, 
both bringing in the first home video recorders produced in 
their own plants. Akai's is a two- hour -only VHS unit, 
designed for portable operation, lightweight (15 pounds 
with battery), but capable of home operation with a 
companion tuner -timer. The Sharp VHS unit records 6 
hours per cassette and is programmable, for seven differ- 
ent recordings seven days in advance, and contains the 
video version of Sharp's Auto Program Locate Device 
(APLD) that can cue up to 99 different places on the tape 
for rapid access. Mitsubishi's first own -make recorder will 
debut under the MGA label, featuring five direct -drive 
motors, remote control of most functions, with freeze, fast - 
forward and slow motion, also in the six -hour VHS mode. 
New Sony -made five -hour Beta models from Sony and 
Zenith also have complete remote -control systems and 
permit visible fast -forward and rewind for easy program 
location. Hitachi will have a portable similar to the one it's 
making for RCA. JVC, which had stuck with the two -hour 
single -speed concept in its VHS units, has come up with a 
new recorder containing four heads (a different pair for 
each speed), now playing in either the two- or six -hour 
mode. JVC says the four -head concept permits maximum 
fidelity in either speed. Its new model permits remote - 
control of freeze -frame, double- and triple -speed playback, 
infinitely variable slow- motion. is programmable for seven 
days. Sanyo and Toshiba both introduced programmable 
five -hour Beta models with visible fast -forward and re- 
verse. 

DAVID LACHENBRUCH 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 



On your newsstand September 18... 

the 57111@ most 
exciting issue of any 

inthe 
Twentieth Century... 

October 1979 
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From "Radio- Craft" in 1929 to 
Radio- Electronics today, and tomor- 
row, from the vacuum tube to the 
chip, from "wireless radio" to inter- 
planetary communication -it's fifty 
years of history, experiments, and 
excitement from the pages of Amer- 
ica's greatest newsstand electronics 
magazine, all in the most spectacu- 
lar issue ever of any electronics 
magazine -October, 1979 
Radio- Electronics. 

Don't miss a word of this colorful, 
extra -special retrospective issue, 
bursting with all the excitement of 
all those years -or of our experts' 
fascinating projections and predic- 
tions for "The Next Fifty Years" of 
our lives. 

It's October Radio -Electronics. On 
your newsstand September 18 ... but 
not for long. Don't miss it. 
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Philips Shows Laser -Scanned 4' /2-inch 
Digital technology, combined with laser - 

optics, opened a new era in recorded 
sound at a two -day demonstration at New 
York's Plaza Hotel. The revolutionary Phil- 
ips Compact Disc system promises an 
unprecedented improvement in sound 
quality and realism of prerecorded materi- 
al. 

Combining videodisc technology with 
pulse- code -modulation and digital record- 
ing techniques; Philips showed a prototype 
system that puts one hour of extraordinary 
quality stereo sound on one side of a 4' /z- 
inch diameter disc. The system is expected 
to ready for the marketplace in 1983. The 
home player is expected to be of the same 
size and cost as today's quality players. 

The new system converts the original 
sound into high- density pulse- code -modu- 
lation and replaces the playback stylus with 
a low -power solid -state laser. 

Compared to conventional LP and 45- 
rpm audio discs, the Compact Disc (CD) 
provides a flatter frequency response; es- 
sentially flat from 20 to 20,000 Hz with 
stereo channel separation of 80 dB. Signal - 
to -noise ratio and dynamic range are 
boosted to 85 dB -a substantial improve- 
ment over the 60 dB currently available. 

An additional advantage is immunity to 
surface noise and hiss. Since there is no 
stylus riding in a groove, only a laser light 
beam touches the disc, there is no surface 
hiss, clicks, turntable rumble, room vibra- 
tions or pickup arm resonances to detract 
from the recorded sound. 

To convert the analog signal into digital 
form in the CD system, the sound is sam- 

Audio Disc 
pled 44,330 times each second, more than 
twice the audio bandwidth. These samples 
are then quantized and converted into 
binary 14 -bit "words" through Pulse Code 
Modulation techniques. 

Each hour -long CD recording is made up 
of 6- billion bits, encoded along a helical 
track of pits on this disc. This disc is quite 
similar to the Philips videodisc described in 

Radio -Electronics, April 1979 issue. The 
helical track is tightly spaced- separation 
between tracks is only 1.66 microns and 
21/2 miles of recording is fitted on each 4V2- 

inch diameter disc. 
To retrieve the sound, the disc is inserted 

track -side down into the playback unit 
which permits automatic play or manual 
search for a specific selection. A miniature 
AlGaAs (Aluminum Gallium Arsenide) di- 
ode laser, located below the disc, is fo- 
cused on the track and converts the en- 
coded material back into an electronic 
signal. The track is scanned from the cen- 
ter of the record to the outer edge as the 
disc turns at speeds between 215 to 500 
rpm to maintain a constant linear velocity 
between the disc and laser. 

The Philips Compact Disc System is the 
first of it's kind to be designed for the audio 
market that looks like it may be able to 
destroy the "distance" (and the difference) 
between the recording studio and the lis- 
teners living room. It's the first to incorpo- 
rate the digital decoding electronics in the 
playback unit and, with the laser scanner, 
it's the first to insure against deterioration 
of the recorded material as it is played 
back. 

JVC Videodisc Shown 
Shown to the press for the first time 

during the Summer CES Show, JVC re- 
vealed their version of a capacitive video 
disc. It, like the RCA unit (Radio- Electron- 
ics, April 1979) uses a contact stylus. 
Unlike the RCA system it does not ride in a 

groove. Instead it rides over the surface of 
the disc. Victor claims that capacitive sys- 
tems tend to be less expensive that optical 
disc systems. 

The capacitive videodisc is made of an 
electroconductive plastic into which 54,000 
spiral tracks consisting of pits in the base 
material are formed. During playback the 
stylus, mounted on the end of a cantile- 
vered pick -up arm, is guided along the disc 
surface following the helical track. The 
stylus tip contains an electrode that re- 
ceives information from the disc. It has an 
anticipated life of 2000 hours and as it 
wears down, new portions of the electrode 
are exposed. 

The disc spins at 900 rpm, and with 
accessory optional equipment, can provide 
a still picture (maximum of one hour playing 
time), forward and reverse motion at nor- 
mal speed, variable speed slow motion, 
variable speed fast motion, and high -speed 
search. 

It is also possible to add on a random - 
access unit that permits accurate location 

and retrieval of desired recorded material 
and automatic playback in any mode. JVC 
also demonstrated the ability to use their 
videodisc player for audio records. To use 
the player for this purpose a pulse -code- 
modulation (PCM) decoder is connected to 
the player. The random -access unit, when 
combined with the PCM feature provides 
retrieval of any music selection. 

Like both the RCA and Philips videodisc 
systems a maximum of two hours of play- 
back time, one hour on each side of the 
disc, is provided. The disc measures 11 -1/2 

inches in diameter, is Viii-inch thick and is 
scanned by a saphire stylus. 

There has been much speculation about 
the possibility of JVC and RCA agreeing on 
a format for a capacitive videodisc, but to 
date this appears to be only speculation. 
As of this writing there is no such agree- 
ment and the two disc systems, while hav- 
ing some similarities, are not compatable, 
nor is either one compatable with the Phil- 
ips system. 

JVC had no comment on when the play- 
ers would be available. 



We confess. 
To sell an 
advanced 
DMM for 
under $70 
we had to 
cut corners. 
And we sure did! First, we cut 
off the dealer's markup. Then 
we shaved off the overhead costs 
of national sales offices and 
warehouses. Finally, as if that 
wasn't enough, we even cut out 
the high labor costs of factory 
assembly lines. 
All in all, we cut over $100. 
worth of corners! But not a 
single one that affected the 
quality and performance of our 
new DMM. 

Don't let our low price fool you! 
Because Sabtronics sells factory-direct - 
without all the hidden charges a dealer would 
track on - we can offer the superior 2010A 
DMM kit for a surprisingly low $69.95. 
Surprising because you get the accuracy, 
features and performance you'd expect from the 
high priced units. 

The 2010A offers you the long -term accuracy 
of a laser -trimmed resistor network, an ultra - 
stable band -gap reference element and single 
chip LSI circuitry - all in a compact, rugged, 
human -engineered housing. With 31 ranges 
and 6 functions, you can measure AC and DC 
volts from 100 µV to 1000V; AC and DC 
current from 0.1 pA to a surprisingly high 10A; 
resistance from 0.111 to 20 Ma Typical DCV 
and Ohms accuracy is 0.1% ± 1 digit. And you 
see these precise readings on a bright, 31/2-digit 

Brief Specifications 
DC Volts: 10022V to 1000V in 5 ranges 
AC Volts: 100µV to 1000V in 5 ranges 
DC Current: 0.1µA to 10 A in 6 ranges 
AC Current 0.1µA to 10 A ln 6 ranges 
Resistance: 0 1St to 20 MS) in 6 ranges 

Diode Test Current: 0.1µA. 10µA, 1 mA 

ACV Frequency Response: 40Hz to 40kHz 
Input Impedance: 10 MU on ACV and DCV 

Overload Protection: 1200 VDC or RMS on all voltage 
ranges except 250 VDC or RMS on 200mV and 2V AC 
ranges Fuse protected on ohms and mA ranges. 

Power Requirement: 4.5 to 6.5 VDC (4 °C" cells) 
optional NiCd batteries or AC adapter /charger 
Display: 0.36" (9.2mm) Digits reading to ± 1999 
Size: 8 "W x 6.5 "D x 3 "H (203 x 165 x 76 mm) 
Weight: 1.5 lbs. (0.68kg.) excl. battery 

LED display with automatic decimal placement 
and large, 9mm numerals. 

Of course, that's what you'd expect from a 

quality DMM. But we've even added more 
features for extra convenience, flexibility and 
reduction of human error. 

Unique X10 Multiplier Switch - gives you 
convenient push -button selection to the next 
higher decade range. Hi -Lo Power Ohms 
capability gives you three high -ohms ranges 
that supply enough voltage to rum on a 

silicon junction for diode and rransistor 
testing. For in- circuit resistance measurement 
without turning on a semiconductor junction, 
you use the three low -ohms ranges. 

Wide Frenquency Response - 40Hz to 
40kHz bandwidth lets you measure audio 
through ultra -sonic AC signals. 

Touch and Hold Capability - with optional 
probe, retains readings for as long as you 
wish. You can make measurements in hard- 

to -reach places without taking your eyes off 
the probe tip or stopping to record data. 

Plus More - Auto Polarity, Auto Zero, 
Overrange indication and fully overload 
protected on all ranges. 

And, although designed for benchtop use, the 
sleek, compact 2010A is powered by 4 "C" cells 
(not induded), bringing wide -range lab 
performance to the field when you need it. 

You save either way. 
Your 201CA DMM kit comes complete with 
easy -to- follow assembly instructions, all parts 
(induding high -impact case), and test leads. You 
can complete assembly in a single evening. 
However, for a slight additional fee, Sabtronics 
will ship your 2010A factory- assembled and 
calibrated: at $99.50 it's still an incomparable 
value! 
Whether you're a professional or hobbyist, if 
quality and accuracy are important - and 
padded prices aren't - you should inspect the 
2010A DMM for yourself. If you're not 
completely satisfied, return it in its original 
condition within 10 days for a prompt and 
courteous refund of purchase price. Call us 
with your MasterCharge or Visa order today, 
or simply fill out the convenient order form. 

Making Performance Affordaole 

sabtronics 
,;r.,AL we 

13426 Floyd Circle M/S 35. Dallas, Texas 75243 
Telephone 214/783-0994 

To: Sabtronics International, Inc. 13426 Floyd Circle M/S 35, Dallas, TX 75243 
Please send me . . 

Model 2010A Digital Multimeter kills) @S69 95 plus $4.001 shipping and handling each S 

Model 2010A Digital Multimeter Assembled @ 599 50 plus $4 001 shipping and handling each S 

sr AC-115 AC adapter /charger(s) @$7.50 each S 

a NB -120 NiCd Battery set(s) @517.00 /set S 

a THP -20 Touch and Hold Probe(s) @518.00 each S _For delivery in Texas. add 5% Sales Tax S 

l enclose O check D money order tor TOTAL S 

or, please charge to my O Visa MasterCharge Code 
Account No Expiration Date 

a 

Name 

Street Apt 

City State Zip 
LCdnhnantal U S only AK HI 8 PR $500 Canada:S6 50. Foregn $19 00 Anma,l 
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Learn to service 2 -way radio, microwave systems, AM /FM transmitters, 

with NRI's Complete 

Learn installation 
and maintenance of 

commercial, amateur 
or CB communications 

equipment. 
There are more than 25 

million CB sets out there, mil- 
lions more two -way radios, 
walkie- talkies, and other com- 
munications apparatus in use 
by business, industry, govern- 
ment, police and fire depart- 
ments, and individuals. That 
means a lot of service and main- 
tenance jobs...and NRI can 
train you at home to fill one of 
these openings. NRI's Complete 
Communications Course covers 
all types of two -way radio equip - 
ment...AM and FM transmission 
and reception, television broadcasting, 
microwave systems, radar principles, 
marine electronics, mobile communi- 
cations, and aircraft electronics. And 

NRI guarantees you will pass the exam 
for the commercial FCC Radiotele- 
phone License you need to perform 
most servicing work, or your tuition 
will be refunded in full. This money- 

back agreement is good for six months 
after completion of your course. 

Learn on your own 2- meter, 
digitally synthesized 

VHF transceiver. 
You'll learn to service all types 

of communications equipment as you 
assemble your own VHF transceiver. 
NRI engineers have designed it, not 
only as a commercial -quality; high - 
performance unit, but as a unique 
"power -on" training tool to give you 

actual bench experience with the prin- 
ciples needed to service commercial, 
CB, and amateur equipment. 

Then we help you get your 
FCC Amateur License so 
you can go on the air. 

The complete course includes 

48 lessons, 9 special reference texts, 

and 10 training kits. Included are 

your own electronics Discovery Lab® 

antenna applications lab, CMOS 

digital frequency counter, and 7 -scale 
AC /DC volt -ohm meter. You'll learn at 

home, at your own convenience, get- 

ting the training you need for your 
FCC License and the communications 
field of your choice. 

CB specialist course 
also offered. 

If you prefer, you can concen- 
trate on the big field of CB radio with 
NRI's special course in CB servicing. 

You get 37 lessons, 8 reference texts 

and plenty of "hands -on" training 
with your own 40- channel CB, AC 

power supply, and multimeter. Also 

included are 14 coaching units to 

make it easy to get your commercial 
Radiotelephone FCC License...required 
for you to test and service communi- 
cations equipment. 



TV cameras, radar and more... 

Communications Course. 

NRI instructor /engineers 
Each NRI student is assigned his 

own course instructors, there to help 

you over any rough spots, explain 
problems, and give you the advice you 
need as you progress toward your fu- 

ture. And each one knows what he's 

talking about, because he was more 

than likely involved in the design of 
your course or some of the NRI equip- 
ment you use. NRI instructors are 

practical, experienced people who 

really know their field and do their 
best to pass their knowledge on to you. 

You get more 
for your money from NRI. 

NRI employs no salesman, pays 

no commissions. We pass the savings 

on to you in reduced tuition, top - 

quality professional equipment, and 

reliable testing instruments necessary 

for a successful career. You can pay 

hundreds of dollars more at other 
schools, but you can't get better 

training. 

Free catalog... 
No salesman will call. 

Get your free catalog and dis- 

cover why NRI is the leader in home 

technical training. In 65 years of ser- 

vice, we've helped over a million stu- 

dents start to build new careers. Mail 
the card today and get started on your 
new future. If card has been removed, 

write to: 

NRI 

1T11 

NRI SCHOOLS 
McGraw -Hill Continuing 

Education Center 

4939 Wisconsin Avenue 

Washington, D.C. 20016 

Or get into 
TVand audio servicing. 
NRI can train you at home to 

service TV equipment and audio sys- 

tems. Choose from courses to meet 

your needs and budget, with our com- 

plete Master Course in TV /Audio / Video 

Systems Servicing covering the entire 
field of electronic home entertainment. 
You learn to install and repair stereo 

systems, PA systems, car radios and 

tape players, musical instrument ampli- 
fiers, video tape and disc units, AM /FM 
radios, black and white and color TV. 

You get practical bench training as you 
build your own 25" (diagonal) solid - 
state color TV complete with computer 
tuning that lets you program an entire 

evening's entertainment. You also 

assemble your own solid -state stereo 

and professional test instruments. 

Its the kind of training that's al- 
ready helped thousands of pros. 

Send card for free catalog. 

Learn computer electronics. 
Now! Build your own 

microcomputer as you train. 
Train to become one of the new 

breed of computer technicians... at 

home with both the equipment hard- 
ware and the programming software. 

Over two years and one -half million 
dollars in development, the new NRI 

course in Microcomputers and Micro- 
processors covers this exciting new 

opportunity field thoroughly and 

completely. As you learn, you get 

"hands -on" experience, building test 

instruments you use and keep, proving 
theory in the unique NRI Discovery 

Lab,® and assembling the exclusive 
NRI designed- for -learning micro- 
computer. This unique "teaching" 
machine demonstrates and clarifies 
concepts from the very first stages of 
construction. Finished, it's a com- 
pletely functional dual -language unit, 
ready to go to work as your personal 
microcomputer or basis for a com- 
mercial system. It's all part of the most 

up -to -date, complete 
home study course 
ever offered. Mail the 

card for full facts. 



 

what's news 

Texas Instruments New Computer 
It has finally arrived. The Tl -99/4; the 

home computer that Texas Instruments 
has been talking about for the last two 
years. The new machines using plug -in 
software modules as ready -made comput- 
er programs that provide a wide variety of 
user capabilities. 

The computer consists of a console with 
16K RAM, many sound effects, 16 colors 
for graphic display, extended BASIC as a 
programming language and a 13 -inch color 
video monitor. The system is priced at 

Heath Computer Kits -Heath Data Systems 
Computers must be really doing a job for 

the Heath Company. Now, in addition to 
their kit line, they've started a new divi- 
sion -Heath Data Systems. This division 
will market assembled computers through 
retail outlets such as computer stores. 

Along with the announcement is an intro- 
duction of several new hardware items. 
Here's a quick rundown. Shown at the top 
of this column is the Heath H89 all -in -one 
computer. It's available in both kit form for 
$1595. Wired and ready to use as model 
WH89, it costs $2295. It puts into one pack- 
age floppy disc storage, a smart video 
terminal, two Z80 microprocessors, 16K 
RAM expandable to 48K, professional key- 
board and a numeric keypad. 

The terminal and the computer each 
have their own Z80, so the terminal never 
shares processor power with the computer. 
This makes the terminal capable of a multi- 
tude of high -speed functions. 

All terminal functions can be controlled 
by keyboard or softwear. Eight user- defin- 
able keys let your program your own spe- 
cial functions. Baud rates up to 19,200 are 
keyboard selectable.The 12 -inch screen is 
formatted for 25 lines by 80 characters, 
upper and lower case, formed by 5 X 7 dot 
matrix. Lower case letters with decenders 
such as "g" use a 5X9 dot matrix. Direct 
cursor addressing permits inserting or de- 
leting characters and lines anywhere on the 
screen and gives you line graphics capabili- 
ty from keyboard or computer. 

The floppy is a Wangco 82 single -drive 
system. Each 51 -inch diskette has more 
than 102K bytes of storage area. 

Also introduced was the H19 Smart Vid- 
eo Terminal. It's $675 as a kit, or $995 as 

fully wired model WH 19. The terminal inter- 
faces with either the Heath H8 or H11 
computers or with any RS -232 interface. It 

uses a Z -80 microprocessor. Like the H89it 
works at baud rates up to 19,200 (keyboard 
selectable) and has 8 user -definable keys. 
Format on the 12 -inch screen is 24 lines by 
80 characters (with software controlled 
25th line). 

Included in the products is the H14 line 
printer at $595 in kit form and $895 as an 

assembled WH14. It is microprocessor 
controlled and delivers a permanent hard 
copy printout. The unit prints the standard 
96- character ASCII set (upper and lower 
case) with a 5 X7 dot matrix print head. The 
impact printer uses readily available 1/4-inch 

wide nylon ribbon on 2 -inch spools. 
Maximum instantaneous print speed is 

165 characters per second with a selecta- 
ble line length of 80, 96 or 132 characters. 
Line spacing is 6- lines- per -inch with 8- 
lines- per -inch software selectable. Baud 
rates are selectable from 110 to 4800. An 

adjustable width sprocket feeds allows the 
use of edge -punched fan -fold forms from 
2.5 to 9.5- inches wide. 

Finally a modem, the WH 13, is now avail- 
able for $195 wired. Use it to let your 
computer talk to other computers over 
ordinary telephone lines. Features selecta- 
ble originate and answer modes. LED dis- 
play of unit status and special acoustic self 
testing. 

That's the latest on computers from 
heath. They promise even more products 
to be added to the computer line in the 
months to come. It looks like Heath intends 
to keep computers as a major product line. 

That's good news indeed. 

$1150. Software modules cost between 
$19.95 and $69.95. 

Existing modules include Demonstration, 
Home Financial Decisions, Household Bud- 
get Management, Video Chess Investment 
Analysis, Early Reading, and Tax and In- 
vestment Recordkeeping. 

TRS -80 Model II Announced 
The TRS -80 now has a bigger brother, 

the new Model ll, designed to meet the 
needs of many users for more data storage, 
greater versatility and higher computing 
speed. The /l has either 32 or 64K bytes of 
RAM and a built -in 8 -inch floppy. It in- 
cludes a 12 -inch monitor that displays 24 
lines of 80 characters either upper or lower 
case. The price will be $3450. 
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editorial 

The Fight Against 
Cancer -A Turn Towards 
Electronics! 
If asked, we all pretty much agree that electronics is beneficial to 
mankind. We point to accomplishments in communications, data 
processing, energy conservation and generation, automation, 
entertainment, and on and on. We describe the roles of electronics 
in the industrial manufacturing process, collision avoidance, 
vehicular technology, navigation, etc. But strangely enough, most of 
us would probably overlook one important area -medical 
electronics. 

A news item crossed my desk the other day and it made me feel 
proud just to be a part of this industry. The item described the use 
of RF energy in the fight against cancer. The treatment is called RF 
hyperthermia and is very much experimental. RF energy, ranging in 
frequency from several megahertz to the microwave area, is used to 
heat and thus destroy cancerous tumors. Cancer cells appear to be 
more susceptible to heat than normal cells. There are several 
theories, but it is more commonly accepted that cancer tumors 
have a limited blood supply and cannot disperse the heat as readily 
as normal tissue, making them more susceptible to the heat. 

Hyperthermia is not new. Researchers have experimented with 
raising the temperature of the whole body instead of just the cancer 
site. They have also experimented with combining hyperthermia 
with radiation treatments, hoping that less radiation would be 
required. What is new, is using RF energy to perform the actual 
heating. By using RF energy, the researchers have much more 
precise control over temperature and localization. 

It must be stressed that the use of hyperthermia is experimental. 
Some researchers argue that the increased blood flow around the 
heated tumor might actually have a cancer spreading affect. What is 
needed is far more research. The problem is that very little RF 
hyperthermia equipment actually exists. As a result, researchers are 
finding it difficult to experiment with it. For now, RF hyperthermia 
remains only as a treatment of last resort. 

I do find it interesting though, that after all these years of surgery, 
chemotherapy and radiation treatments, researchers are turning 
towards electronics. If you are as proud as I am of being a part of 
this industry, you now have just cause for feeling prouder still. 
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RADAR JAMMER 
This is in response to your editorial com- 

ments concerning speed radar jammers in 
the December 1978 issue. 

I recently received a flyer for a police 
radar calibrator ( "illegal to use to jam 
police radar ") that may be the device you 
refer to. Such a device can indeed cause a 
stationary Doppler radar to give a false 
reading if they are both in the same 
frequency band (X, K or whatever). Howev- 
er, consider this: 

A moving oncoming police radar (for 
example, Kustom Signals' MR -7) probably 
will not be adversely affected by the steady 
tone that would jam a stationary radar. This 
is because internally the unit has two audio 
bands -a low Doppler band, representing 
the police- cruiser speed with respect to the 
road surface, and a high Doppler band 
within which the heterodyne signal from the 
oncoming vehicle will fall. The high -fre- 
quency band signal will represent the sum 
of the speeds of the cruiser and the target. 

In real life this sum might be equal to 115 
mph (cruiser, 50 mph; target, 65 mph). 

In this example, in order to jam the radar, 
you would need to transmit an indicated 
speed of 105 mph. Suppose the cruiser 
slows down to 35 mph; you will pass him 
and indicate 70 mph. At 105 mph the 
stationary Smokey will just love you. 

Such a moving radar can be jammed by 
using a glide tone passing through the high 
Doppler band. This must change at a rate 
indicating a speed change greater than 
3.15 mph. This causes the internal verifier 
circuits to reject the input. The effect of this 
technique on a stationary radar is unpre- 
dictable and not worth the risk. 

There are also serious side effects in 
transmitting your own signal: 1) your own 
radar detector is overwhelmed and use- 
less; 2) every detector in the oncoming traf- 
fice lanes will be set off, resulting in a mass 
slowdown. (A recent excursion down an 
interstate highway while testing a prototype 
microwave device, not a jammer, pointed 

this out. No one could spot the Smokey, so 
everyone slowed down.) 

A practical jammer is feasible, but it 
would need to be activated only when an 
incoming signal is present and would have 
to transmit CW (Continuous Wave) at an 
offset from the police signal that would 
produce the desired heterodyne. 

Passive methods are possible. Create a 
plasma screen large enough to hide your 
vehicle behind, then turn it on and off at the 
desired rate to modulate the returned mi- 
crowave energy. A bank of neon or fluores- 
cent tubes on the front would do it. A tuned 
cavity with a modulating device will return a 
jamming echo within 50 to 60 feet of a 
roadside radar. You could coat your vehicle 
with microwave absorber and then make 
them think you are a big fuzzy caterpillar. 

If these so- called jammers proliferate, 
the only result will be increased confusion 
on the highways and the opportunity for 
government agencies to intrude further 

continued on page 22 

Kleps 40 

Clever Kleps 
Test probes designed by your needs - Push to seize, push 
to release (all Kleps spring loaded). 
Kleps 10. Boathook clamp sgrips wires, lugs, terminals. 
Accepts banana plug or bare wire lead. 43/4" long. $1.59 
Kleps 20. Same, but 7" long. $1.69 
Kleps 30. Completely flexible. Forked -tongue gripper Ac- 

cepts banana plug or bare lead. 6" long. 91.99 
Kleps 40. Completely flexible. 3- segment automatic collet 
firmly grips wire ends, PC -board terminals, connector pins. 
Accepts banana plug or plain wire. 61/4" long. 
Kleps 1. Economy Kleps for light line work (not lab quality). 
Meshing claws. 4V2" long. $1.09 
Pruf 10. Versatile test prod. Solder connection. Molded 
phenolic. Doubles as scribing tool. "Bunch" pin fits banana 
jack. Phone tip. 51/2" long. 9 .99 

All in red or black - specify. (Add 50C postage and handling). 
Write for complete catalog of . test probes, plugs, sockets, 

connectors, earphones, headsets, miniature components. 
A'ailable through your local 

edistributor, or write to: 

i N O u r q, 

Mops 10 - 20 

Mops 30 

Kleps 40 

Klops 1 

Prit 10 

RYE INDUSTRIES INC. 
126 Spencer Place, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 
In Canada: Rye Industries (Canada) Ltd. 
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NEW 
GOULD 

COMPACT 
25 MHz 
SCOPE. 

.. - 
" 

9_ t*.i 

PRICE $1,195 
INCLUDING PROBES AND 

FRONT PANEL COVER. 

The Gould 0S1200 is a 
compact portable 25MHz 
dual trace oscilloscope 
designed for analog and 
digital applications in both 
laboratory and field service 
environments. 

The oscilloscope is 
housed in a rugged metal 
enclosure only 51/4" high 
and weighing under 17 lbs. 
Despite its compact dimen- 
sions, the unit features a 
bright 5" rectangular 
C.R.T. with internal grati- 
cule for optimum measure- 
ment accuracy. 

25MHz Bandwidth 
2mV Sensitivity 
Signal Delay 
High Brightness C.R.T. 
Internal Graticule 
17 lbs. Weight 
51/4 "x12 "x161 " 
Probes Included 
2 Year Warranty 
Call today for complete 

data and location of your 
nearest distributor. 
For free brochure call: 
TOLL FREE NUMBER 
(800) 325-6400. In 
Missouri (800) 342 -6600. 
Gould Inc., Instruments 
Division, 3631 Perkins 
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
44114. 

} GOULD 
An Electrical /Electronics Company 
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THE SUPER CASE 
70260 

The world famous Super 
ase. Complete with 48 of the most popular 

and professional problem -solving tools. From 
screwdrivers and nutdrivers to pliers, wrenches, 

crimping tools and more. A super variety and super value. All 
unconditionally warranted from Vaco, of course. The Super Case 

and all the other fine Vaco tools can be seen in our new 1979 
catalog. It's free, just write. Say you want to take a good look 

at VACO. 

Vaco Products Company, 1510 Skokie Blvd., 
Northbrook, IL 60062 U.S.A. 
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At CIE, you get 
electronics career 
training 
from 
specialists. 
If you're interested in learning how to fix air 
conditioners, service cars or install Beating 
systems - talk to some other school. But if 
you're serious about electronics, cone to 
CIE -The Electronics Specialists. 

Special Projects Director 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics 



My father always told me that 
there were certain advan- 

tages to putting all your eggs in one 
basket. "John," he said, `learn to 
do one important thing better than 
anyone else, and you'll always be 
in demand." 

I believe he was right. Today is 
the age of specialization. And I 
think that's a very good thing. 

Consider doctors. You wouldn't 
expect your family doctor to perform 
open heart surgery or your dentist to 
seta broken bone, either. Would you? 

For these things, you'd want a 
specialist. And you'd trust him. Be- 
cause you'd know if he weren't any 
good, he'd be out of business. 
Why trust your education 
and career future to 
anything less than a 
specialist? 

You shouldn't. And you certainly 
don't have to. 

FACT: CIE is the largest inde- 
pendent home study school in the 
world that specializes exclusively 
in electronics. 

We have to be good at it because 
we put all our eggs in one basket: 
electronics. If we hadn't done a good 
job, we'd have closed our doors 
long ago. 
Specialists aren't for 
everyone. 

I'll tell it to you straight. If you 
think electronics would make a nice 
hobby, check with other schools. 

But if you think you have the 
cool - and want the training it takes 
-to make sure that a sound blackout 
during a prime time TV show will be 
corrected in seconds -then answer 
this ad. You'll probably find CIE has 
a course that's just right for you! 

At CIE, we combine 
theory and practice. You 
learn the best of both. 

Learning electronics is a lot 
more than memorizing a laundry list 
of facts about circuits and transis- 
tors. Electronics is interesting be- 
cause it's based on some fairly recent 
scientific discoveries. It's built on 
ideas. So, look for a program that 
starts with ideas -and builds 
on them. 

That's what happens with CIE's 
Auto -Programmed® Lessons. Each 
lesson uses world- famous 
"programmed learning" methods to 
teach you important principles. You 
explore them, master them com- 
pletely... before you start to 
apply them! 

But beyond theory, some of our 
courses come fully equipped with 
the electronics gear to actually let 
you perform hundreds of checking, 
testing and analyzing projects. 

In fact, depending on the course 
you take, you'll do most of the basic 
things professionals do every day - 
things like servicing a beauty of a 
Zenith color TV set ... or studying a 
variety of screen display patterns 
with the help of a color bar generator. 

Plus there's a professional quality 
oscilloscope you build and use to 
"sec" and "read" the characteristic 
waveform patterns of electronic 
equipment. 
You work with experi- 
enced specialists. 

When you send us a completed 
lesson, you can be sure it will be 
reviewed and graded by a trained 
electronics instructor, backed by a 
team of technical specialists. If you 
need specialized help, you get it fast 
... in writing from the faculty spe- 
cialists best qualified to handle 
your question. 
People who have known 
us a long time, think of us 
as the "FCC License 
School. 

\\'e don't mind. We have a fine 
record of preparing people to take... 
and pass... the government - 
administered FCC License exams. 
In fact, in continuing surveys nearly 
4 out of 5 of our graduates who take. 

r 

the exams get their Licenses. You 
may already know that an FCC 
License is needed for some careers 
in electronics -and it can be a 
valuable credential anytime. 
Find out more: Mail this 
card for your FREE 
CATALOG today: 

If the card is gone, cut out and 
mail the coupon. 

I'll send you a copy of CIE's 
FREE school catalog, along with a 
complete package of independent 
home study information. 

For your convenience, I'll try to 
arrange for a CIE representative to 
contact you to answer any questions 
you may have. 

Remember, if you are serious 
about learning electronics ... or 
building upon your present skills, 
your best bet is to go with the elec- 
tronics specialists -CIE. Mail the 
card or coupon today or write CIE 
(and mention the name and date of 
this magazine ), 1776 East 17th 
Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

Patt: ens m t mi I V and rrscilluscope screens are simulated. r---------- _- - - - - -I 
CIECleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th Stre . Clevel,' J. Oho 44114 ' Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

111 

Li YES ... John, I want to learn from the specialists in electronics -CIE. 
Send me my FREE ('IE school catalog- including details about troubleshooting 
courses - plus my FREE package of home study infornation. 

RE -71 

Print Name 

Address 

City 

State 

.lgc 

\lit. 

Zip 

Phone ( arca code ) 

(heck box for( i. I. lull inlin'mati m: \étcran I Active Duty 

Mail today: 
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into our personal lives. Oh yes, the 55 -mph 
limit has had one good effect: Look at the 
shot in the arm it gave the electronics 
industry! 
RICHARD L. PEARSON 
Pearson Electronics 
Gastonia, NC 

WIPER DELAY MODIFICATION 
The following modifications (shown in the 

diagrams) to the Digital Windshield Wiper 
Delay described in the November 1978 
issue of Radio -Electronics make it possi- 
ble to operate the device on either switch- 
ed + 12 volts or switched -ground circuits 
at the flip of a switch (see Fig. 1). I have also 

5 -a. 

FIG. 1 

provided an emergency bypass switch in 
case it (the device) fails (see Fig. 2). New 
components required are a 3K resistor, a 
DPDT switch and an SPDT switch. 

(The diagram also shows the cathode of 
D2 was moved to + 12V at terminal 2.) 

I installed my unit in a '74 Ford Courier 

gyraASS 

I SWITCH CU .RE .LT TO 

EKSTIHG WIPER. RELA.es 
COIL 

FIG. 2 

(switched ground) and it works fine. I've 
used it in mist for one to two hours total so 
far. Thanks for the article. 
MILES ABERNATHY 
Austin, TX 

APRIL FOOLS 
When I received my April 1979 copy of 

Radio -Electronics, I was agreeably sur- 
prised at the three Special April Projects. 
The One Station Intercom is a must for 
every hermit. The Solar- Powered Night 
Light needs an ON -OFF switch, otherwise a 
great deal of energy, which we need to 
conserve, is wasted. 

I assume that Messrs. Weinstein and 
Gartman are proteges of those two widely 
known authors of previous years -Mr. Lar- 
son E. Rapp (WIOU of Amateur Fame) who 
wrote for QST such articles as "Negative 

Modulation" (thus doubling the number of 
stations in a given spectrum), "Under- 
ground Antennas," Circular Hamband The- 
orem," etc.; and your own Mohammed 
Ulysses Phips who is no doubt best known 
for his 1962 article "An Electronic Shaver" 
(cordless yet!). That one had a technician 
friend of mine actually accumulating the 
required components for three days until 
we pointed out that it was not a "construc- 
tion" article! 

I thoroughly enjoy Radio -Electronics, 
have for the past 20 or so years, and hope 
to continue for the next 20. Keep up the 
good work. 
HERBERT M. PLUMMER 
Catharpin, VA 

DIGITAL REFERENCE CHARTS 
The Digital Reference Charts on page 45 

of the November 1978 issue are quite infor- 
mative. However, according to what I was 
taught in a digital course I took in college, 
the sample addition of the two binary num- 
bers 111 and 111 are equal to 1110 and not 
1010. 

I enjoy your magazine very much. 
WILLIAM HAINER 
Hazelwood, MO 

SOLAR CONTROLLER 
With the current interest in solar energy, 

the article entitled "Solar Controller" (De- 
cember 1978, page 35) should be of inter- 
est to many readers. Further articles on this 
topic would also be appreciated. 

Probably many readers have noticed that 
the control, labeled "Hysteresis" in Figs. 5 

continued on page 24 

Stereo ... Eleven Bands Per Channel Extremely Low 
Noise & Distortion LED Peak Indicators Center Detent 
( "flat ") sliders Built -in "record" Switching Line and Micro- 
phone Level Inputs /Outputs Regulated Power Supply 
Fully Guaranteed Horizontal or Vertical Cabinets Kit or 

Fully Assembled Plus Much, Much More! 

Absolutely equals or exceeds overall performance 
and features of any graphic equalizer made today! 

AARON -GAVIN INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
17231 Corla Avenue Tustin, California 92680 

Yes! I've enclosed S RUSH me. 
assembled equalizers at $18995,p. p d 

°binez brochure 

_unassembled equalizer kits at $99.95. p p d Horizontal (flat) Vertical (up -nghi 

California residents include 6 sales tax 
Visa & Master Charge orders accepted 

Name 

Address Card No 

City State Zip Date 
nk Bank 

Dealer inquiries invited 
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fix it on the spot! 
SOAR's portable, battery -operated counters and 
multimeters are so light and convenient that you can 
take them anywhere your ham or CB equipment goes. 
Two models have been engineered specifically for 
the radio hobbyist and CB operator. 

FC -841 MULTIFUNCTION 
FREQUENCY COUNTER 

This seven -digit counter 
covers the entire ham and CB 
ranges from 10 Hz to 50 MHz. 
The tilt -view stand all -steel 
case and the 3" high LED readout make troubleshooting 
easy no matter where you are. Supplied with four AA 
batteries, the counter can also be plugged into any AC outlet 
(AC adapter optional) or your car's cigarette lighter. 
Price $90.00 

S -20 ANALOG MULTIMETER 
At our price and for all its features, this 
instrument has no equal. The rugged 
d'Arsonval meter movement guarantees 
accuracy and sensitivity - 30,000 ohms 
per volt DC. And let's not forget the five 
function modes -DCV, ACV, DCmA, 
Ohms, and dB -and the twenty 
measurement ranges. Price: $35.00 

Call or write TODAY to find out more 
about the FC -841 and S -20 -and 

why not also inquire about our complete line of 
multimeters and frequency counters. 

/'` 
I 

SOAR 
corporation 

SOAR ELECTRONICS (U.S.A.) CORP. 
200 1 3TH AVENUE 
RONKONKOMA. NEW YORK 11779 
TEL. (516) 981- 6444 TELEX 144638 
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YOU CAN GET 
TWICE AS DIG 
A DEAL AT 
GENERAL 
ELECTRIC. 

our ONLY DURING 
SEPTEMDER & OCTODER. 

Earning "pro plus" points by stocking up on GE receiv- 
ing tubes, tripiers and semiconductors was a big deal before. 
But now we've gone one better by doubling the deal! 

That means you have twice as many reasons for saving 
those valuable tags, bags and flaps -and for submitting them to 
GE "pro plus "Award Headquarters before October 31. Each one 
will be worth twice its normal value in "pro plus" award points. 
Which means you can double the rate at which you earn that award 
or weekend - for -two trip you have in mind. 

We cannot extend the time limit for this kind of dou- 
ble-dealing; but no one will ask questions if you 
decide to boost the size of your order. Just re- 

fir. 
I : °`- 

member to save the tags & bags & flaps and ? 
turn 'em in during September and October. 
We want to he sure you get the big deal you deserve. 

WE'RE AT YOUR SERVICE. 
Tube Products Department- Owensboro, Kentucky 42301 

GENERAL 
©1979. General Electric C,, 

ELECTRIC 
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and 7, is actually a "Trip Point" setting and 
that the circuit has no hysteresis. A suitable 
hysteresis effect can be achieved with the 
addition of two resistors (see diagram). 

For a hysteresis of 5 °F to 10 °F, the resis- 
tance ratio would be on the order of R, = 
240 R2. The exact values can be deter- 
mined in the experiment Mr. Kreuter de- 
scribes on page 37. The 47 -ohm resistor 
should be increased somewhat to insure 
that minimum turn -on minus hysteresis is 
greater than zero. A change in the value of 
hysteresis will affect the calibration of the 
trip point. 
CYRUS W. ROTON 
China Lake, CA 

RADAR DETECTORS 
Radar detectors are, in my opinion, a 

good thing. I've been running a Micronta 
X- K(Radio Shack) detector for a little over 
nine months now, and I am well pleased. 

I do not condone speeding; I just like to 
know where the police radar is. There are 
many times the police (all of whom I know 
personally) in my town will issue a traffic 
citation for going 37 mph in a 35 mph 
zone. 

As for the miniradar transmitter you 
mentioned, it is a neat idea, but to be effec- 
tive it would have to be in continuous oper- 
ation what with the new radars now being in 
moving police cars. These police radars 
automatically deduct the speed of the po- 

lice car, and register the speed of the 
clocked vehicle. The officer can turn off the 
radar until the suspicious car is just within 
range, turn it on, clock your speed and 
have you pulled over before you know what 
happened. 

Some people I know have taken a 
10,000 -MHz amateur transceiver (a fre- 
quency range where pulse transmission is 
FCC -authorized) and modified them to 
work from 9320 MHz -9500 MHz (police X- 
band) or 10,500 MHz - 10,750 MHz (approx- 
imate police K -band) with pulse transmis- 
sion. Bear in mind that the normal police 
radar transceiver works at approximately 
100 -mW output from the transmitter, and 
the same amount comes back to the 
receiver. The modified amateur transceiver 
has output at either 1 watt or 10 watts, 
depending upon operator preference. The 
police radar does not stand a chance. 

I guess we have only two alternatives. We 
can drive at the speed limit, or we can enter 
the countermeasure war, in which each 
side will have to spend huge sums of money 
to try to win. But if you have a detector and 
still get chased, don't blame the detector or 
the police -it is nobody's fault but your 
own. 
ROBERT E. WILLIAMS 
Port Angeles, WA 

Entering the "countermeasures war" by 
adding an illegal device, be it a transmitter 
or whatever, is not the answer. Many of us 
like to drive fast. But isn't it more important 
to have fuel available and drive slowly, than 
to have NO fuel available and be unable to 
drive at all! Or perhaps you believe that our 

crude oil supplies will last forever? Why not 
put the effort being expended on counter- 
measures into something productive, like a 
new fuel source or at least a more efficient 
power converter- Editor 

TECHNOLOGICAL PREDICTIONS 
It is true that technology is advancing at 

a staggering rate, but it is not "almost 
impossible to keep up with (it)." We are the 
masters; and whatever our needs, technol- 
ogy and human ingenuity will answer 
them. 

The next 10 years will give us a magni- 
tude of change equal to that of the past 100 
years. We will see giant solid -state televi- 
sion panels that when switched off will 
display a mural or painting. We will see 
completely solid -state TV camera /receiv- 
er /recorder combinations that use no tape 
at all. Digital memories will store audio as 
well as video. There will be thousands of 
public communications and information 
channels. Medic -alert sensors will be built 
into our wrist calculator /watches that will 
be tied into central computer banks for 
cardiac monitoring. We will have central 
processing units capable of retrieving any 
type of information. 

We will be limited only by our imagina- 
tions. But we must not become the slaves 
of technology; it is a tool for our survival 
and the key to our future. These are excit- 
ing times we live in. 
JOHN SOWERS, JR. 
Petersburg, VA 

OK, that takes care of tomorrow, but 
what about next week ? - Editor R -E 
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(/)sERvIcE ORDER FORMS 
"carbonless" 
SALES SLIP 
and Portable Register 
Speeds sales handling - provides clean, clear 
copies without carbons to insert, position or 
throw away. 

Simplifies your paperwork - this one form 
serves as: Sales Slip, Charge Slip, Cash 
Receipt, Invoice, Service Order, etc. 

Saves steps - have Portable Registers in 
several locations, on counter, by phone, in 
truck, etc. Cuts down customer waiting time. 
Helps you collect your money - Promissory 
Note printed on back of all copies. Have 
doubtful accounts sign. 

PORTABLE REGISTER 
Compact, lightweight, easy -to- operate. Holds up to 
75 "carbonless" Register Forms in duplicate or trip- 
licate. Durable. virtually unbreakable . made of 
silver -gray, high -impact Cycolac" plastic. Used copies 
can be stored in back of register. 
*925 - For 554" x 859' "carbonless" Register Forms. 
Each $7.95 

SERIES 610 SALES SLIP REGISTER FORM Size 
554 "X854" Designed for use in NEBS Registers 5925 
and 5927 or other Portable Registers for 559' X859' 
forms with two, 3í1z' dia. round holes, 2Y. center -to- 
center. Duplicate sets have white original, canary 
copy Triplicate sets are white, canary and pink. 
Prices include your heading printed in blue ink and 
consecutive numbering (please specify). 

DUPLICATE 610 -2 TRIPLICATE 610 -3 

20.000 $230.00 20,000 $365.00 
10.000 139.00 10,000 225.00 
6.000 98.00 6.000 149.00 
4.000 77.50 4.000 108.00 
2.000 42.50 2.000 59.50 
1.000 24.95 1.000 34.95 

500 15.95 500 21.50 
250 10.95 250 14.50 

Prices for forms do not include Portable Register 

Save time and money with this 
4 in 1 INVOICE- REPAIR TAG 

1 PERMANENT OFFICE 
RECORD -A carbon copy 

of all entries on customer 
invoice ... saves recopying. 

2 CLAIM CHECK - Printed 
with your heading and 

numbered consecutively. 

3 COMPLETE JOB 
RECORD - Tag remains 

tied to article - space to 
list parts and labor. 

4 CUSTOMER INVOICE - 
Printed with your heading 

and numbered consecutively. 

Provides quick, easy Identification 
of work left for service all parts 
consecutively numbered. 
Tags are pre -strung with extra long 
looped string permits fast. secure 
attachment to merchandise. 
Saves money this one form 
serves as: Service Order. Claim 
Check. Identification Tag, Invoice, 
Job Record, Office Record. 

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 
If for any reason you are not satis- 
fied, your money will be promptly 
refunded. 

SINGLE TAG (0301 -1) Heavy manila tag (no copies) DUPLICATE TAG (0300 -2) 
White bond, heavy yellow tag. Carbons pasted in TRIPLICATE TAG (0303 -3) 
White & canary bond. heavy salmon tag. Carbons pasted in All sizes 3ifi "x9" 
overall. Prices include: Firm name and address printed in red ink in two locations; 
consecutive numbering on all parts. (Note: Tags are pre -numbered, no specific 
starting numbers possible.) 

QUANTITY 0301 -1 SINGLE 0300 -2 DUPLICATE 0303 -3 TRIPLICATE 
4,000 $95.00 $142.00 $183.00 
2,000 54.95 76.50 102.95 
1,000 32.95 43.95 58.50 

500 21.95 27.50 36.50 

FAST SERVICE BY MAIL CODE 
OR PHONE TOLL FREE 1 (800) 225 -6380 
Mass. residents 
1 (800) 252 -9226 DATE 19 

INN 
66270 

OTT. ITEM NUMBER IL DESCRIPTION PRICE START 
CONSECUTIVE 
NUMBERING AT 

ONO. 1001 

ONO. 
DO NOT NUMBER 

NAME AND ADDRESS TO BE PRINTED ON ITEMS (Please print or type) 

STREET 

CITY and STATE ZIP CODE 

PHONE 

BILL AND SHIP TO Of different from above) 

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE PHONE NUMBER 

/ ) New England Business Service, Inc. 
( l Townsend, Massachusetts 01470 

NM MN ót1 - ót1 - - ti I - - - - 
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equipment reports 

ATV Research Model 
MVX -500 Micro- Verter RF 
Modulator 

CIRCLE 101 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

AS REPORTED IN THE AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER 
1978 issues of Radio-Electronics, many video 
modulators are being offered for sale in kit 

form and assembled. Frequently called RF 
modulators, these devices are used to convert a 
video signal from a computer, video game, 
video recorder or video camera into a modu- 
lated RF signal at a frequency that can be fed 
directly to the antenna terminals of a TV 
receiver. All the units described had an output 
in the low VHF range -Channels 2-6. Howev- 
er, most microcomputers radiate harmonics 
into this frequency range, causing interference 
and degradation of the TV picture. This is 
especially true in color systems, depending on 
the TV receiver or computer used, the place- 
ment of the cables and the RF modulator. 

The model MVX -500 Micro-Verter (Com- 
puter Video to RF Interface) overcomes this 
problem by operating in the UHF frequencies 
well above the range of the computer gener- 
ated harmonics. While specifically designed 
for use with the Apple II microcomputer to 
provide worm -free color displays, the Micro- 
Verter interfaces easily with other microcom- 
puters and any color or monochrome TV 
receiver capable of tuning in the UHF chan- 
nels above Channel 14. The Micro-Verter may 

TUNE in with DAVIS 
FREQUENCY COUNTERS 
NOW . . . for the FIRST TIME 

RECEIVE FREQUENCY ADAPTER 

ONY 4995 
7208 10 Hz to 600 MHz MINI COUNTER 

All Metal Cabinet 8 Digit 4" LED Readout 
115V or 12V Operation 1 8 1 Sec Gate Times 
Automatic DP Stable Crystal Timehase y 1 ppm 

7208 Kit 99 7208A Assembled 

Options: Prop Crystal Oven (OCXO) t 1 pprn 10 to 50 C 
NI-Cad Battery. Built -in with charger 
Handle 
VHF -UHF Preamp 
240V 
Receive Frequency Adapter 

519995 
539.95 
539.95 

5500 
51000 
510.00 
549.95 

'OCXO - achieve superior frequency stability through the use 
of proportional control oven which maintains the crystal at a 

stable temperature. 

CALL FACTORY DIRECT 
1-716-874-5848 

TE RMS Add $3.00 shipping to U.S. & Canada. Other coup. 
trees add 10 °li to total price. N.V. State residents add 7% sales 
tax. C.O.D. Fee $1.00. P.O. accepted from rated companies. 

yam u 
DAVIS ELECTRONICS 
636 Sheridan Drive 
Tonawanda. New York 14150 
(716) 874 -5848 
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also be used with any standard NTSC- format 
video source. 

This small (31/2 W X 21/: H X 4 inches D) 
unit comes completely assembled (without 
batteries) in a black -wrinkle -finished steel cab- 
inet with four rubber feet. The front and rear 
panels are silver with blue trim. The front 
panel contains an on -off toggle switch, while 
the rear panel has RCA -type video input and 
RF output jacks. The unit comes with a short, 
1 -cm (approximately ' /cinch) stub coupler 
that plugs into the RF output jack, thus acting 
as a short -range antenna. The Micro-Verter 
comes with a 10 -foot -long shielded cable with 
RCA -type plugs on each end. If your micro- 
computer is not an Apple I1, or if you use the 
Micro-Verter with some other video source, a 
different connector or adapter at one end of 
this cable may be necessary. 

Operation is simple. Just plug one end of the 
cable into the video input connector on the 
back of the Micro-Verter and connect the 
other end of the cable to your video source. 
Now, set the Micro-Verter on the TV receiver 
near the UHF loop antenna or UHF antenna 
terminals. The RF output is radiated from the 
stub coupler on the back of the unit, so no 
direct connection to the antenna terminals is 
necessary except in cases of high interference. 

The Micro-Verter does not come tuned to a 
specific channel, but generally will be operat- 
ing between Channel 15 and Channel 25. 
Tuning to a particular channel is accomplished 
with a screw adjustment that is accessible 
through a hole in the bottom of the case. 

Unfortunately, a video input -level control is 

not included in the Micro-Verter. If the video 
output of your source is not adjustable and is 
too high, a small series resistor (typically from 
15 ohms to 150 ohms) is needed in the video 
line to drop the signal to a level that will not 
overdrive the Micro-Verter. 

The Micro-Verter is ruggedly constructed; 
no glue or double -sided tape is used, and every- 
thing is either bolted or soldered together. A 
small PC board holds all the working parts 
except for the switch, batteries and video-input 
bypass capacitor. Power is supplied by four 
AA penlight batteries mounted in a spring - 
loaded holder to provide 6 volts. The batteries 
will last for over 1000 hours of operation since 
the circuit draws less than I mA in use. 

We tested the device using three video 
sources -a TRS -80 microcomputer, a black - 
and -white video camera and a color video 
recorder; in all cases, using both color and 
black- and -white TV receivers. When the cam- 
era or recorder were used, the TV pictures 
were as good as when using a typical direct - 
connection video monitor. However, the com- 
puter image was still not as good as when a 
direct monitor connection was used. This is not 
surprising, since most microcomputers need a 
6 -mHz bandwidth to display all the characters 
and graphics sharply, and a TV front -end and 

continued on page 32 
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New Heathkit® H89 
All -In -One Computer 
Heath takes the risk out of selecting a 

balanced computer system. Now, video 
terminal, floppy, keyboard and 8 -bit 
computer are brought together in one 
self- contained, compact unit. Nothing 
hangs out. 

Two Z80's 
The personal computer has never been 
simpler. Or smarter. Two Z80 microproc- 
essors mean terminal never shares pow- 
er with computer, as do most desK -top 
units. So this terminal is capable of a 

multitude of high -speed functions, all 
controllable by keyboard or software. 
$1195 without floppy. Mail order kit price, F.O.B. 
without notice. 

102K bytes storage 
Built -in floppy disk system gives you fast 
access to programs and data. Each 51/4- 
inch diskette has more than 102K bytes 
of storage area, enough to hold entire 
files. The All -In -One comes with 16K 
RAM, expandable to 48K. 

Hundreds of uses at 
home or work 
The All -In -One Computer runs programs 
written in MICROSOFT' BASIC and 
ASSEMBLER Languages. And it accepts all 
current software written for the popular 
Heathkit H8 computer. You can choose 
from scores of practical programs for 
home and business. 

Learn by building 
What better way to learn about comput- 
ers than to build one yourself? The All - 
In -One is available in easy -to -build kit 
form, as well as completely assembled. 
Like all Heath electronic kits, it comes to 
you with its own easy -to- follow assem- 
bly manual and a nationwide network of 
service centers to assure smooth sailing. 

FREE CATALOG 
For complete details on the 
Heathkit H89 All -In -One 
Computer and nearly 400 
other electronic kits for your 
home, work or pleasure, send 
today for the latest Heathkit 
Catalog of values. 

Benton Harbor, MI. Also available at Heathkit Electronic Centers at slightly higher prices. Prices subject to change 

Heathkìt® 
HEATH COMPANY, DEPT. 020 -570, BENTON HARBOR, MI 49022 

CP-185 
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The world of electronics is daily becoming more 
challenging. Technology is growing more specialized, 
and the importance of digital systems increases 
every day. Test instruments, home entertainment 
units and industrial control systems are all going 
digital. And now, NTS training programs include a 

wider choice of solid -state and digital equipment than 
ever before offered in any home study course: 
Advanced NTS /Heath digital color TV (25" diagonal 
with optional programming capability), NTS /Heath 
microcomputer, digital test equipment, digital stereo 
receiver (70 watts per channel), NTS compu- trainer, 
plus much more state -of- the -art equipment to make 
your training exciting and relevant. 

The equipment you receive with NTS training 
programs is selected to provide you with a solid 

background in electronic systems. Kits and lessons 
are designed to work together to demonstrate 
electronic principles and applications. The kit -building 
not only shows you how electronic hardware 
functions, but how various circuit designs accomplish 
different purposes. Your lessons guide you through 
any number of experiments associated with many 
projects. This is the Project- Method, and it works. 
Step -by -step, you learn how and why digital 
electronics has become a part of our world, and the 
even bigger role it is sure to play in the future. 

Whether you are looking for training in Consumer, 
Commercial, or Industrial electronics, NTS offers 
fourteen courses, some basic, many advanced, in 

several areas of electronics. An all -new full -color 
NTS catalog shows you what each course covers, 



electronics of the future. 
systems and more...from 
in home study. 
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Simulated TV Reception 

and every piece of equipment included. 

Send for it today, and see for yourself what's really 
happening in electronics training technology at NTS. 
Find out how much has changed, and what new 
directions the field is taking. You'll probably want to 
be a part of it. 

Its free. Just mail the card or coupon. Today. 

NO OBLIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL. 
APPROVED FOR VETERAN TRAINING. 

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 
TECHNICAL -TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

Resident and Home -Study Schools 
4000 South Figueroa St.. Los Angeles, Calif. 90037 
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4000 South Figueroa Street. Los Angeles, California 90037 

Please send FREE Color Catalog and Sample Lesson. 

Color TV Servicing 
B & W TV and Radio Servicing 
FCC License Course 
Electronic Communications 
Electronics Technology 
Audio Electronics Servicing 
Digital Electronics 

C MicroComputers /MicroProcessors 

Name 

Address 

Apartment Number Age 

City - 
State Zip 

Check if interested in G.I. Bill information. 
.Check f interested ONLY in classroom training in Los Angeles ----- - - - --j 
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Your A P Jumper 
isn't just crimped, 
it's fused together 
for keeps. 
You can't pull one of our assemblies 
apart on purpose, much less by 
accident. Not without tools. 

It's because we don't just crimp 
them together like other jumper 
makers, we mold our connectors 
to the flat ribbon cable. And after 
they're fused together, we test each 
assembly to make sure it's in perfect 
working order. 

All of this means you're not going 

to be bugged by gaps or shorts. Not 
with A P Jumpers. Not even after 
repeated use. They're the world's 
most dependable way to jumper 
within PC boards and interconnect 
between PC boards, backplanes 
and motherboards. 

If your application involves 
sockets, card edge or DIP connec- 
tors, you'll find your A P dealer 
has the contacts and lengths 
you need. 

Who's your dealer? Phone (toll - 
free) 800 -321 -9668. And ask for the 
complete A P catalog, The Faster 
and Easier Book. 

A P PRODUCTS 
INCORPORATED 
Box 1108. 72 Corwin Drive 
Painesville, Ohio 44077 
Tel. 216/354 -2101 
TWX: 810 -425 -2250 

Faster and Easier is what we're all about. 
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS 
continued from page 26 

IF section have only about a 4.5 -mHz band - 
pass. However, no interference was noted -an 
improvement over the VHF modulators. Also, 
the coupling stub provides a very simple 
connection to the TV receiver. Unfortunately, 
the lack of a video input -level control was 

inconvenient, since a dropping resistor was 

needed with each source tested. 
The detailed instruction sheet that accompa- 

nies the Micro-Verter has four lengthy para- 
graphs describing the FCC rules regarding 
Class I TV Devices, and the precautions to be 

followed in their use. 

The model MVX -500 Micro-Verter sells for 
$35 from ATV Research, Dept. R, 13th and 
Broadway, Dakota City, NE 68731 (postpaid 
in the U.S., Canada and Mexico). It is also 

available at many computer dealers nation- 
wide. R -E 

American Antenna Model 
K -40 CB Antenna 

CIRCLE 102 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

PROBABLY FEW CB ANTENNA PRODUCTS HAVE 
has as much laboratory computer design and 
extensive field testing as the model K -40 
developed by American Antenna (1945 South 
Street, Elgin, IL 60120). 

According to the manufacturer, an intensive 
two -year development period coupled with in- 
field evaluation, preceded the product's ap- 
pearance on the market. Over 700 active CB 
mobile operators participated in the in -field 
test, of which only about 5% reported no 
improvement over their present antennas. In 
contrast, the manufacturer claims 95% noted 
better performance over their present anten- 
nas. 

The field tests confirmed the manufacturer's 
lab tests. The CB'ers reported an average 30% 
improvement in range over competitive anten- 
nas. 

Much of the instrument's high performance 
can probably be attributed to its loading coil; it 
is carefully designed, wound over a hollow core 
(American Antenna calls it an "isolation 
chamber ") and rigidly molded. 

The adjustable steel whip has a rounded tip, 
making unnecessary the usual antistatic ball 
that is inevitably lost to a tree or low bridge! 
The hollow coil permits two inches of whip 
adjustment, allowing correction for a wide 
SWR range. The coil- and -whip assembly 

continued on page 34 
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X -10 Remote Control For 
Lights and Appliances 

NO WIRES NO HASSLES 
System X -10 requires no specal wiring or complicated 
installation. Simply plug a :omrr>and ConEolk into your wall 
owlet in any desired locaton in dour home. Plug each Lamp 
or appliance into the appropriate module anc then plug that 
module into any wall outle_. Any numbe- of Command 
ConsoleE may be used in a s nge system. 

TOTAL CONVENIENCE 
With System X-10 you cal ope-ate almost every light and 
electrica appliance in you- home without lE ving the ccmfort 
of your Easy chair. Imagine turning on a -/ set or stereo, 
even dimming a light, in the next room fvihout moving from 
your char. 
Think of the money you can saN.e on elec.tr bills with 
System X -10. Tun off ht esters or appliances from any location 
in your home without a to of running arounc. 

DELUXE ULTRASONIC COMMAND SYSTEM 
The Console cont-ols all nodules from its built -in keybcard, 
plus it ccmpletely controls all modules frcrr is wireless hand 
held ultrasonic control unt. Simply aim the hand held unit at 
the Console, press any appropiate COT TIE id button to 
turn on End off, dim and trighten lights cr tarn on and off 
appliances. Hand held unt operates at dista-ices of up to 
thirty feet, line of sight of conscle (does ic- operate trough 
walls). A worthwhile add ton to any existing X -10 system or 
an excel ent way to begir_ 

STANDARD COMMAND CONSOLE 
Fully controls all modules as above system, but will not 
responc to hand held remote ueit commands - may be 
intermixed with the deluxe ConTnand System or used 
separately to form independent control sistams. 

MICROPROCESSOR BASED DESIGN 
The BSF, X -10 System uses the latest d gitEl techniques for 
trouble -'nee operation. Digital pulse codes a-e sent through 
the house power lines to assure reliable :,c-ltrol throughout 
the system. Amazingly ccmpac, The Command Consoles 
measure only 434" X 31/4" X 

LAMP MODULE 
Each nodule will control any incandescen- lamp rated up to 
300 watts from control signals received from the 
Command units. Functions include on and off, 
brighten and dim. UL listed. 

APPLIANCE MODULE 
Each module receives signals from the Command units to turn 
appliances on and off, such as TV, stereo, fan, etc. Maximum 
appliance ratings. Resistive load - 15 amps. Motor load - 

'/3 HP Incandescent lamp - 500 watts. U_ listed. 

WALL SWITCH MODULE 
Receiies signal from the Command units to control 
incardescent lamps normally operated by a wall switch up to 
500 watts. Installs just like any normal wail switch. Functions 
include on and off by remote or local con-rol and 
brighten and dim by remote control. UL listed. 

GETTING STARTED 
t, 

leg 

Deluxe- Ultrasonic starter kit includes: 1- Deluxe Ultrasonic 
Command Console, 1 -Hand Held Remote Unit, 2 -Lamp 
Modu es, 1- Appliance Module. Orly $1 12.95 
Standard starter kit includes 1- Standard Command Console, 
2 -Lamp Modules, 1- Appliance Module. Only $87.95 
Extra -amp, Appliance or Wall Switch Modules only $16.00 
each. 
Extra Deluxe Ultrasonic Command Console with Hand Held 
Remote Unit, $64.95. 
Extra Standard Command Console $39.95. 
Please include $3.00 shipping and handing on all orders. 

54 Wait 45 Street New York N Y. 10036 

Please send me 
fìSR 5 piece Deluxe Ultrasonic starter kit $112.35 set 
RSA 4 piece Standard starter kit $87.95 set 
I amp Mod ._ .. ppliance Mod. Wall Switch Mod $16.00 each - Deluxe Ultrasonic Console with Handheld Remote lout $64.95 each 

__Standa-d Command Console $39.95 each 

To order - use this coupon or call 

M. TOLL FREE HOT LINE 
800-223 -0474 

-IN NEW YORK STATE 212-687.2224 

Payment Enclosed t ] Bil my MASTER CHARGE IA VISA 

Acct P Exp Date 

Name 

Address 

City _ State _Zip 
Add S3 00 Shipping and Handling. N Y.S Res. add sales tax. 

RE-9 



EQUIPMENT REPORTS 
continued from page 32 

quickly disconnects from the base. A spring - 
loaded bayonet system permits rigid contact 
while mounted, but the unit can be easily 
removed for storage, for a car wash, or as theft 
protection. The K -40 comes ready to mount on 
a trunk lip, hatch back, or through the roof. 

The antenna has a double guarantee: a (- 
year warranty against defects, and a promise to 
perform better than any other mobile antenna 
(the antenna also comes with a full -length 9- 
foot whip). An 18 -foot length of low -loss RG- 
58A/U coaxial cable is provided that is termi- 
nated with a soldered (not crimped -on) PL- 
259 connector. And both the coaxial cable and 
chrome -plated mount meet military specifica- 
tions. 

The optional Uni -Mount universal mounting 
bracket allows the model K-40 to be attached 
to virtually any imaginable mobile fixture - 
from mirrors to luggage racks. Another op- 
tional accessory is the Magna- Mount, an 8- 
pole, 120 -lb. -pull magnetic mount. Not only 
will this mount stay in place tightly under 
normal driving conditions, but, when used with 
the model K -40, it is guaranteed to outperform 
any mobile antenna, including the K -40 
mounted without it! 

So with all these boasted claims, we had to 
try one. A Cobra CB was connected through 
an SWR meter into a coaxial antenna switch. 
The switch, in turn, could select between the 
K -40 and another antenna, both of which were 
magnetically mounted. To prevent interaction 
between the antennas, only one antenna at a 

time was in place in the center of the roof of 
the vehicle. 

A portable receiver with an S -meter was 
used to measure the relative signal strengths of 
the two antennas. When in place, the SWR on 
the model K -40 was 1.5:1; that of the competi- 
tive antenna was 1.2:1. In theory, there should 
be little difference in performance if SWR 
were the only factor. 

The results of our tests showed that, in three 
different positions of the monitoring receiver, 
the model K -40 equaled or outperformed the 
competitive antenna. Apparently, American 
Antenna's advertising is not merely Madison 
Avenue showmanship. 

Considering the performance, the workman- 
ship and the price, we believe the model K -40 
is an excellent high -quality mobile CB anten- 
na. Suggested retail prices are: The model K- 
40 antenna, $38.50; the Uni- Mount, $8.95; the 
Magna- Mount, S15.95. R -E 

Electra Model BC220 
Programmable Scanner 

ANOTHER PROGRAMMABLE SCANNER INNOVA- 

tion has been released from Electra. The mod- 
el BC220 covers the VHF -low, VHF -high and 
UHF FM land mobile services. In addition, it 
can receive the VHF AM aircraft band, 
118 -136 MHz. 

As with previous keyboard -entry scanners, it 
has a dual 120 VAC /12 VDC power supply. 
The unit's steel cabinet provides superior 
shielding. Accessory jacks are provided for an 
external speaker and antenna. 

The BC220 provides 20 programmable 
channels. Similar to the BC250, these channels 
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can be selected or locked out in two banks of 
10 channels each. Individual channels can also 
be locked out. Regardless of the setting of the 
channel band switch, when the receiver is 
turned on only the first bank will be operation- 
al. 

Specifications 
The FM frequency ranges are: 32 -50 MHz, 

144 -174 MHz and 420.450 -512.450 MHz. 
Sensitivity is very good on the FM ranges: 
0.4µV on VHF and 0.8 AV on UHF. Aircraft 
AM specifications display poor sensitivity: 1 

µV on the 118- 136 -MHz range. IF selectivity 
is a sharp 55 -dB down t 25 kHz. 

An on- the -air evaluation of the compact 
model BC220 verified the aircraft band's low 
sensitivity; signals that were received quite 
strongly on a competitive receiver were notice- 
ably weaker on the model BC220. Clearly, the 
design of the aircraft -band circuits is first- 
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Easy -to -build KIT 
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Factory- Wired & Tested 

05 .V¡IVV, -116W 
Now you can get all the benefits of a 

VTVM (laboratory accuracy, stability and 
wide range) but with its drawbacks gone: 
no plugging into an AC outlet, no waiting 
for warm-up, no bulkiness. New Field 
Effect Transistor FET design makes (FET) B 
possible low loading, Instant -on battery - 
operation and small size. Excellent for 
both bench and field work. 
Compare these valuable features: 

High impedance low loading: 11 meg- 
ohms input on DC, 1 megohm on AC 
500-times more sensitive than a standard 
20,000 ohms -per -volt VOM Wide -ran[e 
iersatility:4 P-P AC voltage ranges: 0-3.3, 
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step assembly instructions. Both kit and 
tactorwired versions shipped complete 
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generation, but it does work. Sensitivity should 
not be a problem for listeners near airports or 
aircraft flight patterns. 

The greater improvement of this unit over 
all previous scanners is the virtual eradication 
of spurious signals. Reception is exceptionally 
clean of these phantom signals with no sacri- 
fice in receiver sensitivity. 

Scanning and search rates are slower than on 

previous Bearcat programmable scanners. A 
SPEED key selects between two speeds, which 
seems unnecessary since listeners would un- 
doubtedly prefer to intercept communications 
as rapidly as possible. 

A clever innovation in the mode! BC220 is 

the inclusion of a preprogrammed aircraft and 
marine -band search /limit feature. Simply 
press AIRCRAFT or MARINE key, and the unit 
starts searching either of those bands for 
signals. Another desirable provision is the 
inclusion of a hold feature (not shown in the 
photo). This feature permits you to stop the 

search mode at any point and remain on the 
frequency displayed until the SEARCH key is 

pressed again. On some previous Bearcat mod- 
els, the only way the unit could be stopped on a 

particular frequency when no signal was pre- 
sent was by advancing the squelch control. 
This was a noisy inconvenience, and the relief 
is welcome! 

A PRIORITY mode is also featured for the 
channel one position. As with previous Bearcat 
programmable scanners, a brief interruption 
every 3 seconds samples channel one when the 
priority channel is in use; this may be irritating 
to some listeners. 

A key is also provided for delay /no delay. 
When no delay is desired, scan or search func- 
tions resume immediately upon the loss of the 
carrier signal. Unfortunately, even with delay, 
scanning resumes almost as fast- within I 

second. All scanners should provide a delay 
time of no less than 2 or 3 seconds. If not there 
is scarcely enough time for the listener to be 

distracted, look at the display, and register the 
frequency or channel number before the unit 
resumes its search or scan function. 

Audio passband is crisp, enhancing good 
voice fidelity. Any channel, from 1 through 20. 

can be selected at random without your having 
to step through the sequence. Search -limit 
programming is simplified. The keyboard ac- 
tion is very positive; no contact bounce was 

apparent as observed with some other scan- 
ners. And the display itself provides thicker 
and brighter characters. 

All tests considered, we liked the model 
BC220. It performs well by itself or as a receiv- 
ing mainframe with outboard converters, such 
as a 220 -400 -MHz converter for the UHF/ 
AM military aircraft band. The model BC220 
Bearcat has a suggested retail price of $379.95 
and is available from Electra Company, Cum- 
berland, IN 46229. R -E 

Motorola Model CM540 
Electroscan CB 
Transreceiver 

MOTOROLA, LONG A LEADER IN RADIO COMMU- 
nications equipment, has released an advanced 
CB radio. Called the Electroscan, the Model 
CM540 40- channel transceiver has no fewer 
than 28 (count 'em, 28!) front panel and mike - 
mounted pushbuttons, controls, and visual in- 
dicators. 

In spite of the busy appearance of the rig, it 
does look more like a professionally -engi- 
neered piece of advanced communications 

ir 5, S t .. Write and run programs -the 
9 very first night -even if you've 

never used a computer before! 

1802 R COSMAC CPL, I 
Own a powerful home computer system starting tor lust $99 95 - a price that 

gets you up and running the very hest night with your own TV for a video 

display $99 95 ELF II includes RCA 1807 B bit microprocessor addressable to 64k 

bytes with DMA, interrupt 16 registers ALU 256 byte RAM. full hex keyboard 

two digit hey output display stable crystal clock for timing purposes RCA 1861 

video IC to display your programs on any video monitor or TV screen and S slot 

plug In expansion bustles, connectors/ to expand (If ll into a giant' 

ELF II Explodes Into A Giant! 
Master ELF Its $99 95 Capabilities. then expand with GIANT BOARD 

KLUGE BOARD 1k RAM BOARDS TINY BASIC ASCII KEYBOARD 

LIGHT PEN ELF BUG MONITOR COLOR GRAPHICS b MUSIC SYSTEM 

TEXT EDITOR ASSEMBLER DISASSEMBLER VIDEO DISPLAY BOARD 

and. 

More Breakthroughs Coming Soon! 
Soon to be introduced ELF II special application kris that give you the hard 

ware and software You need to use ELF II for specialized purposes such as a 

telephone dialer industrial controller home photography security sys 

tern police alert motor controller station output monitor on a conveyor 

belt assembly line and some new super lantashc games' 
Also coming soon PROM Programmer AD DA Converter Controller 

Board and more' Unlike some heavily advertised hobby computers ELF II 

doesn't limit you to prerecorded programs With ELF II you learn computing 
Irom the ground up Irom machine language to assembly language to BASIC 

In quick cleat and easy steps ELF II is a powerful computing tool, but one 

that you can master with the same ease you once mastered a slide rule or 

pocket Calculator 

Master This Computer In A Flash! 
- egardless 01 how minimal rour computer background is now you can learn 

to program an Elf II in almost no time at all Our Short Course On Mirropro 
censor b Computer Programming wrinen in non technical language guides you 

through each of the RCA COSMAC 1802 s capabilities so you Il understand 

everything ELF II can do and how to get Ell II to do it' Don t worry of you re 

been stumped by computer books before The Short Course represents a major 

advance in literary clarity m the computer field You don t have to be a computer 

engineer in order to understand n Keyed to ELF II n s loaded with "hands on 

illustrations When you re finished with the Short Course neither ELF II nor the 

RCA 1802 will hold any mysteries for you 
In fact not only will you now be able to use a personal computer creatively 

you II also be able to read magannes such as BYTE INTERFACE AGE POPU 

LAR ELECTRONICS and PERSONAL COMPUTING and fully understand the 

articles And you Il understand how to expand ELF II to give you the exact 

capabilities you need' 

It you work with large computers ELF II and the Short Course will help you 
understand what they re doing 

Get Started For Just $99.95, Complete! 
$99 95 ELF II includes all the hardware and software you need to star writing 

and running programs at home. displaying .alto graphics on your TV screen and 

designing circuits using a microprocessor the very fast night even it you ve 

never used a computer before 

ELF II connects directly lo the video input of your TV set without any add. 

tonal hardware Or with an $8 90 RF modulator !see coupon below) you can 

connect ELF II to your TV s antenna terminals instead 

ELF II has been designed to play all the video games you want including a 

lasernanng new target missile gun game that was developed specifically for ELI 

Il But games are only the Tong on the cake The real value of ELF II .s that r 
gives you a chance to write machine language programs and machine language 

is the fundamental language of all computers Of course machine language .r 

only a starting point You can also program ELF II with assembly language and 

tiny BASIC But ELF Its machine language capability gives you a chance to 

develop a working knowledge of computers that you can't get from running only 

You're up and running with video graphics for just $99.95 - 
then use low cost add -ons to create your own personal system 
that rivals home computers sold for 5 -times ELF II's low price! 

pre recorded tape cassettes 

ELF II Gives You The Power To Make Things Happen! 
Expanded ELF II can give you more power to make Things happen in the real 

world than heavily advertised home computers that sell for a lot more money 

Thanks to an ongoing commitment to develop the RCA 1807 for home computer 

use. Me ELF II products - being introduced by Netronres - keep you right an the 

outer fringe of todaY s small computer technology ll's a perfect computer for 

engineering. business. Industrial scientific and personal applications 
Plug in the GIANT BOARD to record and play back programs. edit and 

debug programs communicate with remote devices and make things happen in 

the outside world Add Kluge iprototrprngl Board and you can use ELF II to 

solve special problems such as operating a complex alarm system or controlling 

a printing press Add 4k RAM Bards to write longer programs, store more 

information and solve more sophisticated Problems 
ELF II add ons already include the ELF II light Pen and the amazing ELF BUG 

Monitor two extremely recent breakthroughs that have not yet been duplicated 

by any other manufacturer 

The ELF BUG Monitor lets you debug programs with lightening speed because 

the key to debugging rs to know what s inside the registers of the m.noproces 

sor And, with the ELF BUG Monitor instead of single stepping through your 
programs, you can now display the entire contents of the registers on your TV 

screen You find out immediately what s going on and can make any necessary 

changes 

The incredible ELF II Light Pen lets you write or draw anylhmg you want on a 

TV screen with rust a wave of the magic wand Netronics has also introduced 

the Elf II Color Graphics b Music System more breakthroughs that Elf II 

owners vote the lust to enjoy, 

ELF II Tiny BASIC 
Ultimately ELF II understands only machine language the fundamental coding 

required by all computers But to simplify your relationship with ELF II, we've 
introduced an ELF II Tiny BASIC that makes communicating with ELF II a 

breen 
Tiny BASIC saves you the time of having to code your individual instructions in 

machine language for ELF II Instead you simply type instructions on a keyboard 

PRINT RUN 10A0. ETC Your Tiny BASIC program automatically translates 

them into machine language for ELF II Then it translates ELF Its output back 

into simple words and symbols for you 

Now Available! Text Editor, Assembler, 
Disassembler And A New Video Display Board! 

The Text Editor gives you word processing ability and the ability to edit 

programs or text while rl is displayed on your video monitor Lines and charac 

Cers may be quickly inserted deleted or changed Add a printer and Elf II can 

type letters for you error tree plus print names and addresses from your 
mailing list' 

Elf ll's Assembler translates assembly language programs into heudeomal 
machine code for ELF II use The Assembler leatures mnemonic abbrerrations 

rather than numerics so that the instructions on your programs are easier to 

read this is a big help in catching errors 

ELF II s Drsassemkr lakes machine code programs and produces assembly 

language source listings This helps you understand the programs you are 

working with and improve Them when required 

The new ELF II Video Display Bard lets you generate a sharp professronae 

37 or 64 character by 16 line upper and lower case display on your TV screen o' 

rodeo monitor dramatically improving your unex panded $99 95 ELF II When you 

gel into longer programo the Video Display Board rs a real blessing' 

Ask Not What Your Computer Can Do 
But WHAT CAN IT DO FOR YOU? 

Don I be trapped into buying an expensive dinosaur, simply because ou 

can afford It ELF II is more advanced and more fun to use than big name 

computers that cost a lot more money With ELF II you learn to write and 

run your own programs You re not lust a keypunch operator No matter 

what your interests are ELF II is the fastest wry to get Into computers 
Order from the coupon below! 

Netronics R&D Ltd., Dept RE9 
333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776 
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equipment than a miniature pinball machine. 
A large, bright LED channel indicator is 

easily visible. The S -meter serves also as a rela- 
tive power output indicator and SWR meter. 
Separate IF and RF gain controls allow some 
reduction of background interference., A noise 
blanker effectively suppresses sharp pulse 
noise from nearby spark and ignition sources. 
A continuously variable ANL control allows 
various levels of noise suppression without 
distortion from harsh clipping. 

Speaker audio is unusually good. Voice pass - 
band is emphasized from the speaker, and the 
loud audio available should be adequate for 
even the noisiest mobile environments. A PA 
switch allows the audio power to be put to use 
for public address applications. 

The Electroscan feature refers to the built - 
in digital logic that provides a number of auto- 

CIRCLE 104 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

matic channel -searching functions. Pushbut- 
tons on the microphone permit the user to step 
up or down, channel -by- channel, or switch 
channels rapidly. By using the built -in scan 
feature, the rig may automatically look for 
busy channels or open channels, at the user's 
discretion. 

A memory feature permits up to ten chan- 

We Started With A Great Idea 

eAdir6P No 410 9'2" - 
Then Made It 10 Times Greater 

if re. 

24 4 

No 420 9' : " No 422 9': J (! -,.. 

No 426 6' 

r -MAI! 

No. 415 10 

12" No 440 12 

#11111 

--OG 16 

We originated the tongue and groove plier. Improved it 
with patented undercut mating parts that can slip. 
Improved it again with the patented reinforcing flange 
that minimizes stress breakage. Meanwhile, we de- 
veloped ten sizes and styles to satisfy a wide range of 
needs. Reasons why the first of its kind is best of its kind. 
CHANNELLOCK. Be sure that name is on the handle. 

CHANNELLOCK. INC. Meadville. Pennsylvania 16335 

Meet The Rest Of The Family. Send For Free Catalog. 
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nels to be memorized and scanned separately 
from the other thirty. Channel 9 will always be 
in memory unless it is purposely replaced by 
another tenth channel. When memorized 
channels are erased, channel 9 will remain in 
memory. Scan rate is rapid; all ten channels are 
sampled in less than one second. 

The Electroscan is securely packaged. It 
includes a variety of mounting hardware and 
literature. Warranty /service booklets, FCC li- 
censing information and applications, a com- 
plete set of operating instructions, and even a 

set of operational exercises to help you famil- 
iarize yourself with the Electroscan features 
are included. Additionally, a complete sche- 
matic diagram is provided. 

In spite of the unusually -large selection of 
features, the Electroscan is no more difficult to 
install than any other CB transceiver. Simply 
mount the unit, connect power and an antenna, 
and you're on the air! Everything is self - 
contained. 

Microphone audio is unusually crisp and 
natural. You may custom -adjust mike gain for 
your operating conditions with a thumbwheel 
control located on the mike. 

Although the initial reaction of a new CB'er 
seeing all of those awesome controls might be 
fright, the Electroscan is really quite simple to 
operate. Virtually every control is independent 
of the others, and even the automatic features 
may be defeated at the touch of a button. 

Sensitivity of the receiver is quite good. 
Although no specifications came with our sam- 
ple, the unit seemed to perform as well as any 
we had previously tested. The two separate 
noise limiters proved to be very useful in 
combination. The variable ANL control allows 
adjustable suppression of moderate hash inter- 
ference, with the Extender (noise blanker) 
switch reduces sharp impulse noise dramatical- 
ly. Both controls worked efficiently without 
degrading the intelligibility of received sig- 
nals. 

A series of LED status lights provides visi- 
ble indication of various transceiver functions. 
A modulation light flashes as the operator 
speaks into the microphone, providing a rough 
modulation level reference. Other LED's an- 
nounce receive, memory, and scan modes oper- 
ating at the moment. 

Our sample unit had one apparent defect. 
Even with volume and all gain controls turned 
down, an annoying crackling sound issued 
constantly from the speaker. We assume that 
this was unusual, and not common to all radios 
of this series. If such a problem were encoun- 
tered in the field, the user should exercise his 
warranty. 

Although all of the features available on the 
Electroscan are not likely to be used by all 
operators, each has a legitimate application to 
CB communications. The Motorola Electro- 
scan is well- engineered and thoughtfully de- 
signed for the serious CB user. For additional 
information about the model CM540 Electro- 
scan CB transceiver, write Motorola, Inc., 
Automotive Products Division, 333 Northwest 
Avenue, Northlake, IL 60164. R -E 
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The Most Complete 

MICROCOMPUTER 
Self -Study COURSES 

Available on Tape! 
Now you or your company can hold self -study seminars 
at home or in the office. Whenever its most convenient. 

Eliminate the need to, and cost of, sending 
corporate personnel to periodic seminars. 

Choose one or more of the 10 cassette courses from 
the Sybex self -study library described below. Each course 
consists of a set of cassette tapes packaged in a durable, 

book -like case, and a guidebook for studying ease. 
The lectures are completely coordinated to the pages 

of the study books, and have been extensively used for 
personal study with positive results. 

The tapes can be played on any standard cassette player. 

INTRODUCTORY - SHORT COURSES 
no technical background assumed) 

Each course includes a special course book plus two 
cassettes (total course length 2t/2 hours). 

S1 - INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS 529.95 
This sem.na, 

s 

intended for all non-spec alists who wish to acquire a broad 
understanding of the basic concepts and advantages of microprocessors It explains how 
microprocessors work and it stresses methods. costs. advantages and disadvantages for 

the most important application areas of each type of microprocessor. What s needed to 
implement a system, how to use it the impact of microprocessor -based systems. their 

evolution Topics covered include BASIC DEFINITIONS. SYSTEM COMPONENTS. 
MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS. WHAT TO LOOK FOR. and IMPACT AND 
EVALUATION 

$29.95 S2 - PROGRAMMING MICROPROCESSORS 
This seminar describes the internal operation of a microprocessor system including now 
instructions are retched and executed. how programs are written and executed in typical 

cases (arithmetic and input -output) The goal of this course is to provide an overall 
understanding of the basic concepts of microprocessor programming Requires an 

understanding of the main concepts in the INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS 

SEMINAR It is recommended that these two seminars be taken together 

S3 - DESIGNING A MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEM $29.95 
How to interconnect a standard microprocessor system, in detail the ROM. RAM. PIO, 

UART. MPU. clock Trade -offs in addressing techniques Case studies (8080. 8085. others) 
You will learn in lust 25 hours how to interconnect a complete system. wire by wire 
The techniques are applicable to all standard microprocessors 

S10 - INTRODUCTION TO PERSONAL 
AND BUSINESS COMPUTING 521.95 

Are you planning to buy or use a microcomputer systems This seminar will make you 
understand the choices and possibilities A comprehensive description of what is needed 

and what is available business computing, peripherals. selection, comparisons 
costs, the future 

INTRODUCTORY - COMPREHENSIVE COURSES 

Each course includes a 300 -500 page seminar book 

and 7 to 8 C -90 cassettes. 

SB1 - MICROPROCESSORS (12 hours) $69.95 
The basic hardware course It does not regiiir e any piev..iiis computer kn,iwledile It Will 

provide you with a comprehensive and effective understanding of all the important 

aspects of microprocessors and systems In two hours. you will know in complete detail 

how an MPU operates In four hours, you will know all the chips In ten hours you will 

know the complete interconnect of a system At the end of the course. you will know all 

the essentials about microprocessors 
CONTENTS: Technical Introduction LSI Technologies Internal Architecture of a 

Microprocessor System Components The Microprocessor Families Microprocessor 

Programming / Applications of Microprocessors / Building a System Product 

Development Design Aids / Microprocessor Selection / Evolution and Perspectives 

SB2 - MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING (10 hours) Sass 
The basic software course It does not require any previous computer or programming 
knowledge II will take you step by step through all the important aspects of microcomputer 
programming, at the assembly language level (with a survey of PL/M and BASIC) 
The techniques presented are applicable to all microprocessors, but the examples presented 
focus on the 8080 and the 6800 At the end of the course you will have understood 
the theory and should be ready for actual practice 
CONTENTS: Microcomputers Programming, Basic Concepts. Arithmetic. Subroutines 
Input - Output. Pulses and Delays. Parallel and Serial Transfers, Peripherals, Polling and Inter 
rums ' Microprogramming Program Development Procedure. Software. Equipment PL M 

Costs and Summary 

STUDY 
AT 

HOME, 

OFFICE 

OR IN 

YOUR 

CAR. 

CREDIT CARDS 

AND COMPANY 
P.O . S 

ACCEPTED 

FOR FAST 

SERVICE 

CALL IN 
TO 

(5161 829 5858 

SPECIALIZED COURSES Each course includes 

a 300 -500 page workbook and 3 to 4 C -90 cassettes. 

Level required: Basic understanding of microcomputers. 

SB3 - MILITARY (SEVERE ENVIRONMENT) 
MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS (6 hours) 359.95 

A complete study of constraints. techniques and systems available for severe - 

environment applications, including the Hugues. Raytheon. Actron. and other systems 

CONTENTS: Technical Introduction / LSI Technologies ' Militarized Microprocessor 
Systems Militarized Microprocessors / Standardization Building a System I 

Applications Reliability Testing ' Summary and Perspective 

SB5 - BIT -SLICE (6 hours) 369.96 
In one day. a complete system will be built with bit -slices. in detail first a last CPU. then 

the complete control section. using a PLA. a sequencer, PROM's and miscellaneous 

logic Other innovative applications of slices are also examined 

To follow this course, you must understand what a CPU is In this course, you will learn 

how to build real Systems. with careful performance optimization 
CONTENTS: Brief History of CPU Design Bit Slice Principles / Bit-Shoe in Detail / 

Building with Bit-Slice Devices Survey of Bit -Slice Devices Applications Develop- 

ment Aids Concli isions 

SB6 - INDUSTRIAL MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS 
(4' 2 hours) 

This course stresses actual industrial hardware and software techniques. the components. 
the programs. the cost In particular 0/A conversion, filtering. tests. tail -solt hardware 
replacement programs. industrial case studies 
CONTENTS: Industrial Constraints Ruggedrzation / Input- Output / Digital- Analog 
Conversion Industrial Components Control Microprocessors Industrial Case -Studies 

System Development Reliability and Testing Evolution and Perspective 

SB7 - MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING (6 hours) 369:5 
How to assemble. interface and interconnect a system Assembling a complete CPU. 

input- Output Techniques. Basic interfacing Connecting the Peripherals keyboard. LED 

ieietype. printer. cassette. floppy-disk (including one -chip floppy controllers). CRT 

Lsplay. Communications Standard buses 5100. RS232, CAMAC. IEEE 499 Evolution. 

ORDER TODAY - SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
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¡n¡ Professional or not, the Computer 
the best books in the field... 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES. By Allen 
B. Tucker, Jr 439 pp.. it /us Gives you not only 
theprinciples of design but the applications of 
six major programming languages so you can 
decide -among the special features of 
each -what best suits your operations. Shows 
you the languages' strengths and weaknesses 
through demonstrations of their use in solving 
various representative "benchmark' prob- 
lems. Also provides programs using a variety 
of computers so you can evaluate languages 
and their compilers on a basis of uniform and 
meaningful criteria 
654/158 Pub, Pr.. 522.00 Club Pr.. 516.50 
ADVANCED PROGRAMMING 
TECHNIQUES: A Second Course in 
Programming Using FORTRAN. By 
Charles E Hughes, Charles P Peleeger. and 
Lawrence L. Rose 287 pp.. with figures If 
you're a novice programmer who wants to be- 
come a professional -or if you've already 
made it and want to grow -here are the tools 
and techniques you need. Although the au- 
thors use FORTRAN as a basis for their pre- 
sentation, much of what you will learn here 
applies to other languages. An ideal book for 
anyone with any experience in any proce- 
dure- oriented programming language 
786/860 Pub. Pr.. $15.95 Club Pr.. $12.25 
HOW TO DESIGN AND BUILD YOUR 
OWN CUSTOM TV GAMES. By David L 
Heiserman. 544 pp , illus. This manual shows 
you how to concoct original games that are lust 
as imaginative. complex. and tricky as you 
care to make them It gives you a thorough 
course in game circuitry with detailed how-to - 
build-it instructions and complete schema- 
tics -and it goes far beyond a mere descrip- 
tion of game circuits to real -world design 
too-Iniques and pnrn iplr ti 

786 585 Pub Pr 514 95 Club Pr. $11.95 

BE SURE TO CONSIDER THESE IMPORTANT TITLES AS WELL- 
MICROPROCESSOR /MICROPROGRAMMING 

HANDBOOK. By. B Warr, 
768 749 Pub Pr. S9 95 Club Pe.. 58.45 

PROGRAMMING MICROPROCESSORS. By M W 
McMurran 
770/913 Pub. Pr.. S9.95 C.ub Pr. 58.45 

SOFTWARE RELIABILITY Principles S Prac- 
tices. _ 

7691885 Pub. Pr., $19.95 Club Pr., $15.75 

MATHEMATICAL ELEMENTS FOR COMPUTER 
GRAPHICS. '..: 1, , 

535:272 Pub. Pr., $12.95 Club Pr.. $9.25 

57 PRACTICAL PROGRAMS & GAMES IN 
BASIC. 
784/957 Pub. Pr., $10.95 C.ub Pt, $9.30 

GETTING INVOLVED WITH YOUR OWN COM- 
PUTER A Guide for Beginners. li, L Solomon 8 
S Veil 
7711952 Pub. Pr. . S9 95 Club Pr. 58.35 

MICROPROCESSOR AND MICROCOMPUTER 
SYSTEMS. 
783 659 Pub, Pr., $24.50 Club Pr., $19.50 

MICROCOMPUTER -BASED DESIGN. 

491 380 Pub. Pr.. 526.50 Club Pr., 518.95 

DIGITAL COMPUTER DESIGN. 13v R K' 
784 450 Pub Pr. 519.50 Club Pr. 515 75 

INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING: Pro- 
gramming Logic and Flowcharting. . . 

h 
574 456 Pub. Pr.. $9.60 Club Pr.. $7.95 

This title counts for 
two premium books 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER 
SCIENCE. Edited by Anthony Ralston and C 
L Meek. 1.500 pp., 60 illus . 100 charts. 7 x 10 
format. This first and only in -depth coverage of 
the entire field of computer science in a single 
volume is utterly comprehensive and 
completely up to date An invaluable reference 
work for specialists, nonspecialists. educators. 
students. general readers, and librarians. it 
provides answers to any computer science 
discipline question in minutes. In addition to 
covering every aspect of the discipline in five 
broad areas, each is broken down into some 
500 articles. most of them containing bibliog- 
raphic information to make intensive study of 
any one subject easier 
769 01X Pub. Pr.. 560.00 Club Pr.. $39.95 

ERROR -DETECTING CODES, SELF - 
CHECKING CIRCUITS. AND APPLICA- 
TIONS. By JOHN WAKERLY 321 pp with 
tigi,res and tables. Otters you the newest. 
most profitable uses of error-detecting codes 
in the design of logic circuits that check them- 
selves Combining a comprehensive treatment 
of the best codes for checking hardware errors 
in computers with the latest research results. 
this book is the first detailed study of self- 
checking circuits using the codes and their 
applications in computer design 
784/574 Pub. Pr., $18.95 Club Pr.. $15.50 

FORTRAN: A Structured, Disciplined 
Style. By GORDON B DAVIS and THOMAS 
R. HOFFMANN 372 pp . illus.. 8'2x 11 format 
Why another FORTRAN book? First. the 1977 
changes in the American National Standard 
(ANS) FORTRAN made many existing texts 
obsolete. Second. recent developments in 
programming style and discipline made most 
existing works inappropriate 
159/017 Pub. Pr.. $12.95 Club Pr., 510.50 

PROGRAMMING FOR MINICOMPUT- 
ERS. By J C CLULEY 288 pp illus For 
practicing engineers. scientists. and students 
who must know the latest details and tech- 
niques of assembly level programming-par - 
ticularly in the context of on -line operations - 
here is a book which covers the whole spec- 
trum from the encoding of data and instruc- 
tions to the specific performance of systems 
software 
785:49X Pub. Pr.. $17.50 Club Pr.. 513.50 

MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING 
For Computer Hobbyists. By Neil 
Graham 282 pp , with figures. tables. and 
samples. If you are a personal computer en- 
thusiast or technician, this book will prove to be 
one of the most valuable and interesting in- 
vestments you can make It contains full 
details on programming -from the very basics 
to the state -of- the -art capabilities -and yet it 
is written so simply. and progresses in such a 
direct and logical manner. that any reader, no 
matter how inexperienced. can easily follow it 
783,56X Pub. Pr.. 512.95 Club Pr.. S10.95 

ELECTRONICS DICTIONARY. Edited by 
JOHN MARKUS 4th Ed . 768 pp . 1, 173 illus 
The indispensable. easy -to -use standard au- 
thority on the meaning of 17.090 terms that 
make up the language of today's electronics is 
now available in a revised. updated edition. 
With the vocabulary becoming more challeng- 
ing and more complex every year. this latest 
edition is a real necessity for everyone in the 
electronics community -engineers. techni- 
cians technical writers, students, and scien- 
tific and technical libraries 
404/313 Pub. Pr., $24.50 Club Pr., $19.50 



Professionals' Book Club provides you with 
Values to $76.95 (and at great savings, too!) 

MINIPROCESSORSr From Calculators 
to Computers. By DAVID HEISERMAN. 
195 pp.. dlus It you like to tinker with calculator 
circuits. this book shows you lust how far you 
can push them. A lot of fun but with serious 
intentions, it is a machine- language hybrid 
calculator guide that you'll use for years. 
784/71X Pub. Pr., $9.95 Club Pr., S8.45 

APPLYING MICROPROCESSORS 
New Hardware, Software, and 
Applications. Edited by Laurence Altman 
and Stephen E. Scrupski. 200 pp.. illus., 8"2 x 
11 format A follow -up volume to Electronics 
magazine's recently published book. Micro- 
processors. this work takes you into the 
second- and third- generation devices rolling 
off semiconductor lines today. The collection of 
articles here is designed to smooth your way to 
mastery of new design methods, and it gives 
you both an overview of the state of the art and 
a wealth of design ideas, analyses, and appli- 
cations 
191/603 Pub. Pr.. $19.50 Club Pr., $15.50 

MICROCOMPUTERS/ 
MICROPROCESSORS 
Hardware, Software, and 
Applications. By John L. Hilburn and Paul 
N. Julich. 372 pp.. illus. This book was ex- 
pressly created for people involved in the de- 
sign, use. or maintenance of digital systems 
using microcomputers. The opening chapters 
provide needed background in digital logic and 
present well- organized discussions of number 
systems. arithmetic operations, and codes 
employed in microcomputers. The authors 
then describe the theory and workings behind 
microprocessor architecture, read -only mem- 
ory (ROM). random -access memory (RAM). 
and inputoutput interfacing methods. 
771.499 Pub. Pr., $22.50 Club Pr., S16.50 

THE 8080A BUGBOOK: 
Microcomputer Interfacing and Pro- 
gramming. By Peter R Rony. David G Lar- 
sen. and Jonathan A. Titus. 416 pp.. with fig- 
ures. charts. and tables. paperbound. Gives 
you the basic concepts of microcomputer inter- 
facing and the associated microcomputer I/O 
programming so you can develop your own in- 
terfaces to other digital devices. For the 8080 
user. this book will be invaluable. because the 
Intel 8080 is penetrating every facet of life today. 
creating new industries and threatening old 
ones. and this book teaches you the fundamen- 
tal tasks of microcomputer interfacing. 
783/845 Pub. Pr., $9.95 Club Pr.. $8.45 

ANALOG SYSTEMS FOR 
MICROPROCESSORS AND 
MINICOMPUTERS. By Patrick H. Garrett. 
248 pp illus Explores all possibilities for ana- 
log systems in one applications -oriented 
volume -with many specific examples. 
Analog topics presented in this outstanding 
reference support the growing emphasis on 
microprocessor and minicomputer applica- 
tions for real -time data acquisition and control. 
786/496 Pub. Pr., $18.95 Club Pr.. $14.95 
MICROPROCESSOR 
APPLICATIONS MANUAL. By Motorola 
Semiconductor Products. Inc 720 pp., illus . 

8'2 11 format With a nuts -and -bolts kind of 
practicality, this manual by the Motorola people 
(who should know) gives you detailed applica- 
tions information on microprocessors and as- 
sumes no prior knowledge on your part about 
MPUs. It covers all the systems phases and 
explores such topics as architecture. the 
instruction set, addressing modes, interrupt 
structure. and other vital MPU features 
435/278 Pub. Pr.. $38.00 Club Pr.. $26.50 

ALGORITHMS DATA STRUCTURES 
PROGRAMS. By NIKLAUS WIRTH. 366 pp., 
illus. Lucid, penetrating, and rigorous, this vol- 
ume presents a very systematic and scientific 
approach to the fundamental techniques as- 
sociated with data composition and program 
development. The basic principles discussed 
here are applicable to many scientific and en- 
gineering endeavors. 
769/664 Pub. Pr.. $19.95 Club Pr., $15.50 

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING 
HANDBOOK. Edited by The Diebold Group. 
976 pp., 269 illus. Written by a staff of interna- 
tionally recognized authorities on ADP and 
sponsored by one of the nation's leading man- 
agement consulting firms, this utterly com- 
prehensive handbook explains and discusses 
computer systems, programming and lan- 
guages, communications processes, and the 
design and installation of today's computers. 
168/075 Pub. Pr., $38.95 Club Pr., $25.75 
FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER AL- 
GORITHMS. By ELLIS HOROWITZ and 
SARTAJ SAHNI. 626 pp., illus. Some of the 
most useful, sophisticated. and beautiful al- 
gorithms that are known fill the pages of this 
book. But the skills you learn here are more 
important than lust recreation. They give you a 
distinct advantage since you can apply them to 
your own work and the work of others. 
786/380 Pub. Pr., $19.95 Club Pr.. $15.95 

COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS' BOOK CLUB 
saves you both time and money! 
Here is a book club designed to meet all of your professional as well as hobbyist needs by 
providing practical books about computers on a regular basis at below publisher prices. If 
you're missing out on important technical literature - if today's high cost of reading curbs 
the growth of your library - here's the solution to your problem. 

The Computer Professionals' Book Club was organized for you. to provide an econom- 
ical reading program that cannot fail to be of value. Administered by the McGraw -Hill Book 
Company. all books are chosen by qualified editors and consultants. Their understanding of 
the standards and values of the literature of interest to you guarantees the appropriateness 
of the selections. Books are selected from a wide range of publishers. 

How the club operates: Thirteen times a year you receive free of charge The Computer 
Professionals' Book Club Bulletin. This announces and describes the Club's featured book 
as well as alternate selections available at special members' prices. If you want to examine 
the Club's feature. you do nothing. If you prefer one of the alternate selections - or if you 
want no book at all - you notify the Club by returning the card enclosed with each Bulletin. 

As a Club member, you agree only to the purchase of four books (including your first 
selection) over a two -year period. Considering the many books published annually. there 
will surely be at least four you would want to own anyway. By joining the Club. you save 
both money and the trouble of searching for the best books. 

any two 

Two Special 
premium books 

come to you with 
your first selection 

- - -- MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY - - - -1 
COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS' BOOK CLUB 
PO Box 582. Higotstown. New Jersey 08520 

Please enroll me as a member and send me the three 
books indicated. I am to receive the two bonus books at 
the introductory price of $2.95 plus my first selection. plus 
tax, postage. and handling. If not completely satisfied. I 

may return the books within 10 days and request that my 
membership be cancelled. If I keep the books, I agree to 
take a minimum of three additional books during the next 
two years at special Club prices (guaranteed 15 °o dis- 
count. often more). I will receive the Club Bulletin 13 times 
a year. If I want to examine the featured selection, I need 
take no action It will be shipped automatically. If. however. 

I want an alternate selection -or no book at all -I simply 
notify the Club by returning the convenient card always 
enclosed. I will always have a minimum of 10 days in which 
to return the card and you will credit my account fully. 
including postage. if this is not the case. Membership in 
the Club is continuous but cancellable by me at any time 
after the four -book purchase recuirement has been filled. 
This order subject to acceptance by McGraw -Hill. Or- 
ders from outside the continental U.S must be prepaid. 
Company, business or institutional tax exemption status 
is not applicable to purchases made through individual 
Club memberships All prices subject to change with- 
out notice. Offer good for new members only Postage 
and handling charges are added to all shipments 
Members are billed when books arrive. 

Write Code * of Write Code Of of Write Code #r of 
1st 2nd 1st book 
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selection here selection here here. 
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ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

EXTRA SAVINGS: Remit in full with your order plus any local and 
state tax. and McGraw -Hull will pay all regular postage and handling 
charges 
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ANNOUNCING 
AMERKA'S ONLY 

LAND, SEA AND AIR 
SCANNER. 

Only the incredible, new, 
no- crystal Bearcat 220 Scanner 
tunes in all the real excitement of 
the entire AM aircraft band-plus 
every FM public service 
frequency -with pu button 
ease. 

Now. 
Tune in all the 
real excitement of 
the wild blue yonder, at 
the touch of a button. 

The new, no- crystal Bearcat 220 
Scanner searches and tunes in the entire air- 
craft band. Jets at 30,000 feet. All the tense tower 
talk. Everything is pre -programmed in space -age 
memory banks. 

Only the 7 -band Bearcat 220 Scanner also 
brings home every public service frequency, too. 
Pre -programmed Marine frequencies. Police ac- 
tion. Fire calls. Weather warnings. You name it. 

The new Bearcat 220 has all the features and 
quality Bearcat Scanners are famous for. Track 
tuning. Decimal display readout. Automatic Search. 
Selective Scan Display. Automatic squelch and 
lockout. Priority. And much, much more. 

After all, Bearcat invented Scanning. And we'll 
stop at nothing to bring you all the excitement - 
of land, sea. and air. 

BEARCAT 
2Z0 SCANNER 

Follow the leader to real excitement. 
uCC f Copyright 1979 Electra Company Division of Masco Corp. of Indiana 300 East County Line Road. Cumberland. Indiana 46229 

CIRCLE 10 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Polytonic 
Percussion 
Synthesizer 
Even if you don't play a percussion instrument, you can have 

loads of fun simulating congas, bongos, wood blocks and 
timpani; either manually or with triggering from special circuits.. 

JAMES J. BARBARELLO 

TECHNICALLY SPEAKING, PERSYN (PRO - 

nounced "Person ") is a manually and /or 
automatically triggerable, polytonic per- 
cussion synthesizer. This fully electronic 
device contains three independent strik- 
ing surfaces that, when struck, cause 
percussion sounds to be synthesized. 
Each striking surface controls its own 
percussion sound generator and each sur- 
face is adjustable as to the required strik- 
ing force. Each sound generator is fully 
adjustable for frequency, envelope and 
volume of the sound synthesized. Each 
can also be automatically triggered (by 
way of the TRIG input /output jack) with a 
squarewave generator for automated or 
special effects. Any generator can be 
combined in the mixer with other signals 
or processed by special effects devices 
(such as a balanced modulator for gong 
and chime effects). Almost all standard 
percussion effects, such as conga, bongo, 
bell, wood block and timpani can be 
generated. The device can also be used 
with a special interface module (that will 
be described later) to allow triggering by 
the amplitude envelope of a conventional 
electrified instrument, such as an electric 
guitar. 

PerSyn is powered by two 9 -volt bat- 
teries, uses readily available parts and can 
be constructed for about $60.00 (see 
parts list for complete kit availability). 

How it works 
Referring to the schematic diagram in 

Fig. I, we see one of three identical 

-GEN t - -GEN 2- -G it 3- 

VOL'bME VOLUME VOLUME 

ENV E ENVELOPE ENVELOPE 

FREQ FFLQ F"kL.) 

o o a 
TRIG TRIG TRIG 

BNB Kits 
Percussion 
Synthesizer 

THE PERCUSSION SYNTHESIZER with the three striking -surface boxes. Note that the output plug 
on the center box is centered; on the others the plugs are offset to right and left. 
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FIG. 1- SCHEMATIC of one of the three identical 

generator circuits built around two 5558 
or 1458 dual op -amps (ICI and 1C2). 
(Table 1 compares the codes and IC pin 
connections of Generators 2 and 3 to 
Generator 2 in Fig. l.) Using the ICI -a 
circuit as an example, we see that short- 
ing J4 (or providing a positive voltage 
level to trigger jack J I ) quickly charges 
CI through RI. This positive transition is 
transmitted through C2 as a positive - 
going pulse. Diode D2 clips the lower 
portion of the pulse. When the positive 
voltage provided by J I or J4 is removed, 
CI discharges through R2 and produces a 

negative -going pulse through C2. This 
negative pulse is blocked by D2 so that 
only a single trigger pulse is generated. 

This pulse is applied through R3 to 
ICI -a, a high -gain inverting amplifier. 
Feedback loops R4-R5 and R6 -R7 -C3 
and C4 -05 -R8 (a twin -T notch filter) 
control the gain of the amplifier. The 
twin -T filter attenuates a specific fre- 
quency selected by R8. Therefore, if only 
the twin -T filter were used as a feedback 
loop, the amplifier would produce a con- 
tinuous oscillation at the notch frequen- 
cy. When R4-R5 feedback loop is added, 
the amplifier gain is reduced to the point 
where oscillation cannot be sustained. 
However, when the input trigger pulse is 

applied, it provides enough "kick" to 
create a damped oscillation. How long 
this oscillation lasts (envelope) is deter- 
mined by the values of R4 and R5. With 
the values indicated, effects ranging from 
a short click to continuous oscillation are 
possible. A portion of the output signal is 
tapped off VOLUME control R9 and pro- 
vided to J7 (GEN OUT I ). 

The mixer (Fig. 2) circuit has IC2 -b 
connected as a standard unity -gain invert- 
ing mixer with a very low output imped- 
ance (typically 75 ohms). This low - 
impedance output can drive most any 
standard amplifier. Two transistor batter- 
ies (Fig. 2 -b) provide ±9 volts (that is 
also available at the TAP jack, J 16). 

Construction 
We recommend constructing the cir- 

R8 
2.2K 

C3 
1 

C5 r 
1 

FREO 

tone generators. 

R9 
10K 

o v J7 

GEN OUT 1 

VOLUME 

cuit on a PC board, the layout and 
components placement for which are 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. All controls, jacks 
and the power switch should be mounted 
in a suitable enclosure (see Fig. 5 for a 

R28 

INTERIOR of the percussion synthesizer. See 
Fig. 8 for the hook -up of pots and jacks. 

typical layout of components on the en- 
closure panel). Jack, control and power 
switch interwiring should be performed 
at this point as indicated in Fig. 6. Upon 
completion, the 21 wires from the PC 
board (identified as "A" through "U ") 
are connected to the control plate. If solid 
wire is used, the PC board will be well 

v+ v- 

J15 

MIXER 
OUT 

ON 

J16 
TAP 

00 
s1 
POWER 

+ 1 - -p + 1 

BATTI BATT 2 

a) bi 
FIG. 2- DIAGRAM of the five -input mixer. Circuit uses an op -amp connected as a unity -gain 
inverter. The output impedance is approximately 75 ohms. 

TABLE I CORRESPONDING PARTS IN GENERATORS 1.2 AND 3 

Generator I Generator 2 Generator 3 Value 

ICI-a ICI-b IC2-a 
RI R10 R19 2.2K 
R2 R11 R20 68K 
R3 R12 R21 330K 
R4 

R5 
R13 
R14 

R22 
R23 

100K trimrnc, 
200K pot 

R6 R15 R24 100K 
R7 R16 R25 100K 
R8 R17 R26 2.2K pot 
R9 R18 R27 10K pot 

ICI-a ICI-b 1C2-a 
1/2 5558 or 
1/2 LM1458 

DI D3 D5 1N4148 
D2 D4 D6 1N4148 
Cl C6 C11 0.1 
C2 C7 C12 .0047 
C3 C8 C13 0.1 

C4 C9 C14 0.1 
C5 CIO C15 0.1 
JI 12 J3 
J4 35 J6 
37 

v+ 

18 J9 

v+ 

2 8 6 2 8 

3 5 3 
IC2-, ICI-a ICI -b 

+ 
4 

v- 

+ 
4 

v- 
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FIG. 3 -FOIL PATTERN of the percussion synthesizer printed -circuit board. You can etch your own 
or get them in the complete kit of parts that is available. 

supported by the interconnection wiring 
and no separate mounting is required. 

The two 9 -volt batteries (connected as 

in Fig. 2 -b) should be mounted in the 
case. They can be held in place by a I by 
3 -inch piece of aluminum with a hole 
drilled in the center. By drilling a corre- 
sponding hole in the case bottom, a 6/12 X 
1 -inch screw can be passed through the 
case, between the batteries and through 
the aluminum plate. A nut tightened 
down will then keep the batteries from 
moving. 

PARTS LIST FOR PERCUSSION 
GENERATOR (Figs. 1 and 2) 

Resistors 'I, watt, 5% unless otherwise 
noted 

R1, R10, R19 -2200 ohms 
R2, R11, R20- 68,000 ohms 
R3, R12, R20- 330,000 ohms 
R4, R13, R22- 100,000 ohms, trimmer 

potentiometer 
R5, R14, R23- 220,000 ohms, miniature 

potentiometer 
R6, R7, R15, R16, R24, 

R28 -R33- 100,000 ohms 
R8, R17, R26 -2200 ohms, miniature 

potentiometer 
R9, R18, R27- 10,000 ohms, miniature 

potentiometer 
Capacitors, disc ceramic, 10 volts or 

higher 
Cl, C3 -C6, C8 -C11, C13- C16 -0.1 pF 
C2, C7, C12 -.0047 pF 
D1- D6- 1N4148 
ICI, IC2 -1458 or 5558 (8 -pin DIP dual 

op -amp) 
J1 -J14, J16- miniature phone jack 
J15 -phone jack (full size) 
S1 -DPDT switch 
BATT1, BATT2- battery, 9 volts 

Note: A complete PerSyn kit, consisting 
of all required parts as listed above, all 
predrilled and marked enclosures and 
complete assembly instructions (Kit 
PS -1) is available for $59.95 from BNB 
Kits, R.D. 1, Box 241H, Tennent Road, 
Englishtown, NJ 07726. 

The above price includes U.S. post- 
age and handling. Canadians add $1.50 
additional per order. New Jersey resi- 
dents add 5% sales tax. No C.O.D. 
orders. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for 
delivery. 

Accessories 
I o lull) use the capability of the 

device, three striking surface boxes 
should be constructed. The striking sur- 
face box contains a trigger switch assem- 

bly (see Fig. 7) and a thin plastic cover 
plate. (When assembled as shown, the 
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adjusting screw can be rotated to force 
the PC board upward. This movement 
depresses the calculator switch to the 
point where a slight depression of the 
cover (striking surface) will close the 
switch contacts and generate a trigger 
pulse. The PC pattern is in Fig. 8a; Fig. 9 

shows how the calculator switch goes 
on.) 

The wires from the trigger switch 
assembly are connected to a phono jack or 
plug mounted in the case side (if the 
phono plug is used, the box can be 
plugged in directly to J4, J5 or J6). A 
piece of rubber should be used to cover 
the cover plate to lessen the noise when it 
is struck. The rubber can be secured with 
double -faced tape. 

Initial adjustment and checkout 
Place all controls and trimmers to mid - 

position. Short J7 (GEN OUT 1) to J10 
(MIXER IN) and connect J15 (MIXER OUT) 
to your amplifier. Place a phone plug in 
J4 and turn on the power. (Note: If you 
hear a continuous oscillation, proceed to 
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FIG. 4- COMPONENT LAYOUT for the percussion generator. Pads marked by letters A -U are for 

connections to the switch, pots and jacks on the panel. 
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FIG. 5- TYPICAL LAYOUT for the components that are mounted on the front panel of the genera- 
tor. Grouping of components makes the instrument easy to use. 
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FIG. 6- INTERWIRING of the components on the control panel of the instrument. The points 
marked -A" through °U" are for making connections to the PC board. 
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NOTE: DIMENSIONS SPECIFIED ARE FOR USE WITH KEYSTONE ELECTRONICS CASE NO. 703, 
BLACK PHENOLIC PANEL CATALOG NO. 2042 AND OAK CALCULATOR SWITCH NO. 7302. 

FIG. 7- MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION of the three striking blocks. Leeds from the switches go to 
miniature phone plugs mounted on the end panels of the small enclosures. 

INSIDE THE STRIKING BLOCK. This particular 
block is on the right in lead photo. 

the R4, R5 adjustment.) Momentarily 
short the contacts of the plug in J4 and 
note if an output is heard. Rotate R5 (EN- 

VELOPE) fully clockwise. Rotate trimmer 
R4 until a steady oscillation is heard. 
Back off R4 until the oscillation ceases, 
or to minimum resistance if oscillation 
does not cease. Reset R5 to midposition. 
Repeat this procedure for generator 2 

(J5, J8 (GEN OUT 2), Jll (MIXER IN) 
trimmer R13 and R I4 (ENVELOPE)) and 
generator 3 (J6, J9 (GEN OUT 3), J12 
(MIXER IN), trimmer R22 and R23 (EN- 
VELOPE). Also use JI3 and J14 (MIXER 
IN) to insure they are functioning. 

Place a phone plug in J I6 (TAP) and a 

phone plug in J I (GEN 1 TRIG). Short the 
tips of the two plugs and note the pres- 
ence of an output. Repeat this procedure 
using J2 (GEN 2 TRIG) and J3 (GEN 3 

TRIG). If a voltmeter is available, measure 

approximately 18 volts between the 
phone plug tip and body in J16. 

Connect a striking surface box to J4. 
Rotate the adjusting screw clockwise un- 
til an output is generated. If nothing is 
heard, the screw may be advanced too far. 

I1 

'TS-1 

o 
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TRIGGER SWITCH P.C. BOARD 

FIG. 8- SIMPLE PC PATTERN for the striking 
block. 

DRILL 
1" DIA 
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FIG. 9- CALCULATOR SWITCH positioned on 
the PC board. See photo on this page. 

CALCULATOR 
SWITCH 

Back off the sere a fey turns and begin 
again. After a sound is generated, back 
off the adjusting screw about a quarter 
turn. Tap the cover plate and note the 
presence of an output. Adjust the screw 
to obtain the sensitivity desired. Repeat 
this adjustment for the remaining two 
striking surface boxes. 

Use 
Once the initial adjustments have been 

completed as above, the basic operation of 
the device should be clear. Experiment 
with all controls and note their effect on 
the sounds created. When the unit is not 
being used, turn the power off to conserve 
battery life. 

There are a few modifications you 
might like to make. The minimum setting 
of the frequency control may not produce 
a low enough frequency output to synthe- 
size sounds such as a bass drum. If this is 

the case, you may wish to modify one or 
more of your generators in the following 
manner: Remove the three 0.I -µf capaci- 
tors in the twin -t notch filter section (C3, 
C4 and C5 for generator I) and replace 
them with 0.2 -0 units (0.2 -µf units may 
be created by paralleling two 0.1 -µf ca- 
pacitors). This modification should lower 
the complete frequency range. 

There are several options that can 
increase the capability of the PerSyn. 
Among them are a púlse generator that 
will automatically trigger the PerSyn at a 

rate adjustable from around I Hz to 500 
Hz, a balanced modulator for producing 
chimes and similar metallic sounds and a 

trigger interface for triggering the Per - 
Syn in step with the keying of another 
musical instrument. These options and 
details on their use and construction will 
be covered in the following issue. R -E 
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LAST MONTH WE GOT A LOOK AT EARTH 

satellites and how they are used in domes- 
tic and world -wide communications. Now 
we'll conclude with a look at the "birds" 
that carry TV programming of interest. 

40 -plus TV channels 
Imagine you're sitting in your living 

room on a Sunday afternoon trying to 
decide what you want to watch. On local 
TV (or "terrestrial" as we'll call it from 
this point onward) there are a couple of 
network -selected regional professional 
football games, an old movie and a PBS 
program on how to prepare fall bulbs for 
planting. The two football games don't 
include any team you are really interested 
in, so, let's see what's on the satellites. 

We'll start on the eastern edge of the 
active U.S. /Canadian orbit belt with the 
WESTAR I at 99 degrees west: 

Transponder 1 has a pro football game 
being relayed via satellite to who knows 
where; Transponders 2, 6 and 10 also 
feature football games, none of which are 
on terrestrial TV. Transponders 8, 9 and 
11 present three separate PBS programs, 
one matching the local PBS channel. 
Transponder 12 is showing a professional 
soccer game originating in Minneapolis 
and relayed to Los Angeles. Next, ANIK 
Ill, the prime Canadian satellite, is sta- 
tioned at 114 degrees. On Transponder 4 

the CBC is running a "pre- network feed" 
for a program to be viewed on terrestrial 
TV later that evening in Canada. Trans- 
ponder 8 shows a French language movie. 
Transponder 10 features a Canadian 
Football League football game, while 
Transponder 12 is showing a hockey 
game from Vancouver. 

Moving on to RCA SATCOM F2 (at 
119 degrees) Transponders 4, 10, 16 and 
20 are showing more pro football games. 
One of these games is being shown on 
your local NBC affiliate; the other three 
are not available locally. On Transponder 
8, there is an NBC network prefeed of 
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that evening's Walt Disney program, 
beamed from Los Angeles to New York 
far network viewing severa_ hours later. 
Transponder 18 has another prefeed for 
NBC; this one is a news report for the 
next day's "Today Show ". On Transpon- 
der 22 a golf match is being relayed live 
from a South Carolina locale where it is 

being transmitted to major- market inde- 
pendent TV stations. Finally, Transpon- 

der 23 is carrying a s ecial program 
presented by the A_askan Nat %e's Feder- 
ation being relayed via satelë.e to ap- 
proximately 50 A.askan "Bush Termi- 
nal" ;ites. 

Our next stop is WESTAR at 123.5 
degrees west. Between WESTAR I and 
SATCOM I I we've already run :nto eight 
professional football games. Eleven will 
be played that afternoon so we are not 



surprised to see engineers, technicians 
and announcers preparing for one more 
on transponder 3. Transponder 1 carries 
New York City's WOR -TV, (a highly 
rated independent station) which is being 
fed to cable systems, and is showing an 
old black- and -white Bogart film. On 
Transponder 4 Chicago's station WGN is 
showing Star Trek to cable systems. 
Transponder 7 shows a bullfight, direct 
from Mexico City's station XEW -TV. 
Transponder 7 carries an average of 12 
hours of Spanish language programming 
per day, much of which is transmitted 
directly from Mexico City to a handful of 
U.S. Spanish language TV stations in 
Miami, San Antonio and Los Angeles. 
Way up on Transponder 12 station 
KTTV in Los Angeles, another indepen- 
dent station being fed to cable systems 
nationwide, is wrapping up the Dodgers' 
baseball season. Since this station tele- 
vises around 100 live Dodger games each 
year, this broadcast of a Dodger game fits 
its format. 

There's still "nothing to watch," so you 
head for "the big one," RCA's SAT - 
COM FI (at 135 degrees west). You run 
through one of the three ATT /GT &E 
"telephone company" birds, COMSTAR 
I, at 128 degrees west. Normally, they 
don't have much video on them but you 
check anyway. There on Transponder 14 
are a couple of people talking. It seems to 
be one -half of a conversation. Up on 
Transponder 18 you find the other half: a 
group of scientists in Honolulu are talk- 
ing with politicians in San Juan. 

You're not interested, so you now move 
the antenna round the last notch to SAT - 
COM Fl . Surely here you will find some- 
thing interesting to watch. After all, there 
are 20 separate almost full time video 
channels on FI! 

On Transponder 1 station KTVU from 
San Francisco, another independent sta- 
tion, is showing a movie. Transponder 2 
carries PTL, a 24- hour -per -day religious - 
based family entertainment service. 
Transponder 3 is showing Chicago's 
WGN broadcast of Star Trek again. On 
Transponder 5 you find "Nickleodeon," a 
13- hour -per -day Children's Television 
Network created by Warner (Brothers) 
Cable. Transponder 6 carries Atlanta's 
"Super Station" WTCG, with wrestling. 
On Transponder 7 "ESP," a New En- 
gland regional service, is showing play- 
backs of the area's college football games. 
Then on Transponder 8 you tune into 
CBN (Christian Broadcasting Network) 
the original 24- hour -per -day, satellite - 
transmitted religious -family channel. 

Transponder 9 gives you Knicks bas - 
2 ketball game direct from Madison Square 
p Garden (there are more than 1000 hours 

of Madison Square Garden events on this 

w transponder per year). During the week 
and in the daytime, Transponder 9 tele- 

o vises U.S. House of Representatives ses- 
E sions live from Washington, which also 
cc totals about 1000 hours per year. 
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On Transponder IO you find the West 
Coast feed for "Showtime," a 12 -hour- 
per -day movie and entertainment service; 
they are running a current children's (G- 
rated) hit movie. Tuning to Transponder 
11 you find Warner's "Star Channel," a 
14- hour -per -day movie and entertain- 
ment service, showing a Tom Jones night- 
club act from Las Vegas. 

Transponder 12 gives you "Show - 
time's" East Coast channel and a Burt 
Reynolds movie. One nice thing about 
having an East and West Coast feed from 
SHOWTIME (and HBO) is that if you 
don't have the time to sit down and watch 
Burt Reynolds now you can come back in 
three hours and catch it on the West 
Coast channel at that time. Transponder 
13 is running some engineering equip- 
ment tests. Transponder 14 also is show- 
ing the 24- hour -per -day religious chan- 
nels -KTBN or Trinity Broadcasting. 
Only this channel, unlike PTL (Trans- 
ponder 2) or CBN (Transponder 8), is a 
regular broadcast TV signal that happens 
to be sent out via satellite. (CBN and 
PTTL are special feeds created just for 
the satellite) On Transponder 16 you 
find, "Fanfare," a southwestern U.S. re- 
gional pay cable service specializing in 
late -release movies, nightclub and stage 
acts, and regional sports. Transponder 18 
shows some digitally transmitted news 
from Reuters, on which, with a special 
receiver adapter, you can watch the latest 
world news. Transponder 20 is running a 
movie epic on oil exploration. Transpon- 
der 22 has the West Coast feed for HBO 
(Home Box Office), and as you tune in 
they are previewing the day's movie and 

Are people actually watching all these 
programs? They sure are, and with their 
own backyard receiving systems. 

They all must be millionaires, you 
might think. To be sure, a few had to be 
able to afford the prices being charged for 
"cable television grade receive terminals" 
back in 1977 or even early 1978. But let's 
back up a few steps again and take a look 
at some of the satellite specifications. 

Microwave in the sky 
A satellite is a combination of micro- 

wave electronics, solar -powered electron- 
ics and rocketry. Stripped of all of its 
mind -boggling exotic details, a satellite is 
nothing more than an unattended relay 
station. It has one set of antennas to 
receive the transmissions originating on 
earth (called uplink signals), and another 
set of antennas to retransmit those signals 
back to earth (called downlink signals). 
The uplink signals are between 5.9 GHz 
and 6.4 GHz (5900 MHz to 6400 MHz), 
and the downlink signals are between 3.7 
GHz and 4.2 GHz (3700 MHz and 4200 
MHz). 

The uplink and downlink frequencies 
divided into (typically) 40- MHz -wide 
channels; and since the up and down 
frequency bands are 500 MHz wide, 
there is room for 12.5 such channels both 
up and down. This results in a maximum 
capacity of twelve 40- MHz -wide chan- 
nels, plus some room for ground- to-satel- 
lite command signals, satellite -to- ground 
acknowledgment signals, and a couple of 
"beacons" to help ground control mea- 
sure exactly where in space the satellite is 
located at any given moment. (See Fig. 
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FIG 4 -THE DOWNLINK BAND is 500 MHz wide from 3.7 to 4.2 GHz and is divided into 12 channels. 
Each channel is 40 MHz wide. 

special fare. Transponder 23 has the 
HBO family -program service called 
"Take Two "; and a recently released 
Walt Disney movie. Finally, in the last 
transponder position, HBO's East -Coast 
feed service gives you the movie you 
wanted to watch. Decisions, decisions: 
Should you watch the movie now or catch 
it later on West Coast Transponder 22? 

From Canadian hockey live from Van- 
couver to a bullfight telecast live from 
Mexico City, you have a choice of 11 

professional football games, a motorcycle 
race from Houston or a soccer match 
from Minneapolis. These broadcasts are 
shown with such clarity and resolution 
that you almost feel compelled to reach 
out and touch the screen. That's what 
satellite TV means to those equipped to 
receive it. 

4.) There can be more than 12 channels 
on a single satellite, however, and we'll 
see why that's possible in a later article. 

The electronics inside most of today's 
satellites is fairly similar in design up to 
the output stages and the transmitting 
antennas. The uplink signals (between 5.9 
GHz and 6.4 GHZ) are received via fair- 
ly wide -beam "sculptured" antennas that 
cover all the service area fairly efficiently. 
Being directional antennas, they have a 
pattern, and in satellites the center of the 
antenna pattern is called the "boresight 
point." The boresight point on the receive 
antenna is where maximum gain occurs, 
as well as on the downlink transmitting 
antenna. All received signals are pro- 
cessed by a broadband (5.9 -6.4 GHz) 
front end. The signals are amplified and 
fed into a converter stage that translates 
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FIG. 5 -12 CHANNEL SATELLITE designed by Hughes Aircraft. 

their incoming frequency down directly 
to the appropriate area in the 3.7- to 4.2- 
GHz range. 

Figure 5 is a block diagram of a typical 
I 2-transponder satellite, in this case, the 
ANIK series. Note that the input side is 
redundant; this is a security measure in 
case something in this broadband circuit 
area should fail prematurely. Once the 
signals have been translated down to the 
4 -GHz range, they are fed into the appro- 
priate output -amplifier stages; individual 
TWT (Traveling Wave Tube) output - 
amplifier stages are included for each 
transponder. The peak power at this point 
is 5 watts ( +7 dBw, or decibels above 1 

watt) and from there the 5 watts are 
coupled into the appropriate downlink 
transmit antennas. The transmit antennas 
have gain (with reference to a dipole or 
isotropic source) and the gain added by 
the directional transmit antenna mea- 
sured in dB's is added to the power - 
output level of the TWT amplifier. This 
results in an effective radiated power 
(EIRP) for the downlink system. At 
boresight on the transmit antenna, the 
power generated is in the +34 -dBw to 
+37 -dBw range; this varies slightly from 
satellite to satellite. 

The ground -to- satellite signal path (in 
the 6 -GHz range) requires substantial 
transmitter power (i.e., 1 kW to 3 kW) 
plus large antenna gains (50 dB to 60 dB) 
to saturate the input of the satellite with 
high -quality (noise -free) signals. Like 
any relay station, the signal quality re- 
turning to earth is only as good as that 
initially transmitted to the satellite. On 
the uplink path, free space loss approxi- 
mates 198 dB. 

Our primary interest is in the downlink 
path since that is where we can partic- 
pate. Figure 6 shows how the ANIK 
satellite views Canada: 
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FIG. 6- TYPICAL COVERAGE of the earth's surface by a satellite. Two different approaches to 
receiving antennas are shown. Small antennas with a broad beam can be non -tracking while large 
antennas with a narrow beam must track the satellite. 

TVRO terminals 
TVRO (TeleVision Receive -Only) ter- 

minals really came into being when satel- 
lite relay service was inaugurated for 
cable TV companies. Since September 
1975 their development has followed 
closely the established criteria for the big 
(and expensive) Intelsat stations. 

When the first cable TV use of satel- 
lites started the present gold rush in the 
sky, the FCC had no ready system for 
handling the explosion. Because Intelsat 
stations were more often than not both 
reception and transmission systems, they 
naturally required FCC licenses. Domes- 
tic terminals that were first installed by 

RCA, Western Union and (in Canada) by 
Telesat were both transmit and receive 
terminals. RCA, for instance, built 
ground- station terminals near major met- 
ropolitan centers and used terrestrial mi- 
crowaves to link into and out of these 
centers. The New York City area is 
served from a location near Sussex, NJ, 
called Vernon Valley. This site (close to 
two other major uplink and downlink 
control sites) is the "first north -south 
valley location west of New York City 
where there is terrain shielding" from 
terrestrial microwave emissions. 

This is important because the downlink 
frequency band in use (3.7 GHz to 4.2 



GHz) is a shared band, that is, it is also 
used as the heavy microwave trunk route 
for the Bell Telephone Company (and 
other phone systems) throughout the 
U.S. Because the telephone company mi- 
crowave circuits criss cross the country in 
the same frequency band as the downlink 
signals from the satellites, there exists a 
potential for interference. Fortunately, 
because of the highly directional charac- 
teristics of the parabolic antennas used in 
satellite reception (and the point -to -point 
"thin -line path" design of terrestrial tele- 
phone circuits) the two can operate close- 
ly without interference. What interfer- 
ence there is results from transmissions 
from the terrestrial circuits to the satel- 
lite- receive terminals since the latter do 
not transmit. (My own terminal is only 
2.4 miles from a major Bell Company 
relay site, but we have never experienced 
any interference at our receiving 
TVRO.) 

This does indicate however that occa- 
sionally a nearby terrestrial microwave 
transmitter, located either very close to 
you and to the side or out in front of you 
(i.e., on a line towards your satellite head- 
ing), could cause some interference with 
satellite reception. We'll look at solutions 
to this problem in a later article. 

One of the manageable things about 
the satellite -to -earth system is its high 
degree of signal -level predictability. Be- 
tween the excellent station keeping by the 
"flight engineers" and the well -known 
parameters of space loss between the 
satellite and earth, engineers with calcu- 
lators or enthusiasts with TRS -80 com- 
puters can determine within 0.1 dB the 
type of signal level that can be expected at 
a given location. Adjusting to 0.1 -dB 
signal -level steps is part of adjusting to 
satellite technology. 

The satellite's signal is contained with- 
in a 36- MHz -wide frequency bandwidth. 
The video signal is frequency -modulated 
(FM) and the audio signal is also FM, 
being transmitted as a subcarrier signal at 
either 6.8 MHz or 6.2 MHz. Because this 
is an FM /FM system, several important 
factors must be considered that are not 
part of normal AM (terrestrial TV) 
transmission. The foremost factor is 
called "the FM threshold." Let's simplify 
what that is: 

1. When an FM signal (on an FM set, 
a two -meter amateur radio, etc.) 
reaches "full quieting," all back- 
ground noise is gone. 

2. As long as the signal stays above 
the "threshold of noise," you 
have no way of judging (without 
some complicated meter mea- 
surement) how close you are to 
the noise since in "full quieting" 
there is no noise. 

3. The signal may be far above qui- 
eting (into heavy limiting) or it 
may be simply right on the rag- 
ged edge (on the plus side) of 
noise; it all sounds the same. 

4. However, when you fall out of full 

quieting (that is, the signal level 
slips down in level and there is no 
limiting action) noise appears 
quite suddenly and often very 
dramatically. 

This indicates that if the frequency - 
modulated satellite video signal could be 
maintained just above the noise threshold 
and if the satellite signal was very stable, 
you could get by with a "low- margin" 
(for fading) receive system that would to 
all normal eyeball testing give the same 
apparent picture quality as a signal that is 
many many dB stronger than full quiet- 
ing. When you include in your calcula- 
tions a parameter called the FM advan- 
tage (along with the other parameters of 
this particular system), a noise -free pic- 
ture occurs when there is a 48 -dB signal- 
to -noise ratio, as measured at the base - 
band video signal. FM advantage derived 
from this type of service, with normal 
receivers, is around 37 dB (give or take a 
few tenths of dB's) If you subtract 37 dB 
(the FM advantage) from the noise free 
video signal -to-noise ratio (48 dB) this 
gives you the type of 4 -GHz -range carri- 
er-to-noise ratio your receiver must at- 
tain: in this case, 48 - 37 = 11 dB. 
Some fine tuning can be done with these 
values, but for now they are close 
enough. 

When you go through all the system's 
mathematical components (satellite 
EIRP minus free -space loss minus receiv- 
er -noise value plus antenna gain) for 48 
dB video signal -to -noise pictures, you 
need a 10 -foot parabolic dish antenna 
with a 2.6 -dB noise figure signal pream- 
plifier, also called a low -noise amplifier 
(LNA). This is if you are within a 36- 
dBw contour and use a receiver with an 
adjusted IF bandwidth of 27 MHz. 

Let's leave you with this bit of reassur- 
ance. If you sat down with an order form 
from established, reputable manufactur- 
ers selling hardware to the CATV (etc.) 
commercial users and bought everything 
you need for this type of reception 
already assembled (you would do the 
actual installation), you could buy every- 
thing necessary for 48 -dB video signal - 
to- noise -ratio reception for less than 
$5500. And that includes a 24- channel 
tuneable receiver. 

While a far cry from the $100,000 
early turnkey cable systems of 1975, it 
may still be too rich for your blood. So, 
let's add this postscript: If you built your 
own antenna and LNA, and assembled 
your own receiver from prewired and 
tested modules, it would cost about 
$3000. Still too much? Here's the bottom 
line for this month: A California hobbyist 
assembled his own system for under 
$1500, using lots of ingenuity and a good 
knowledge of surplus equipment. And a 
fellow in Sheffield, England, built his 
private terminal for under $1000. We'll 
dig into all this with some enthusiasm in a 
future article. R -E 
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AS ELECTRONIC PROJECTS HAVE GROWN IN 
complexity, the problems of intercon- 
necting the components have grown as 
well. When I first started building pro- 
jects, point -to -point wiring was the most 
common method of interconnection. To- 
day the most common interconnections 
are copper traces on a printed- circuit 
board. As the transition occurred, a num- 
ber of "how -to" electronic hobbyist mag- 
azine articles were published. Unfortu- 
nately, none of the articles I have read 
ever discussed the topic of printed- circuit 
design; instead they dealt with PC fabri 
cation or artwork generation. So, let' 
take a more general look at PC desi 
starting with the choice of board mate 
al. 

Choosing PC stock 
There are seven general classes of 

per -clad stock used today; three of them 
are a phenolic paper base and four are a 
type of glass epoxy. The first phenolic 
paper material has two subclasses- desig- 
nated XXXP and XXXPC -where the 
only difference in their characteristics is 
that the XXXPC material must be 
punched in a temperature range of 73 °F 
to 140 °F (for a board- thickness range of 
'/.6 to 1/8 inch). 

The PC board is made using a paper - 
base stock that is impregnated with phe- 
nolic resin. Generally, the material is 
opaque with a medium -brown color. 

The second material is made of flame - 
retardant paper phenolic and is desig- 
nated FR -2. The color ranges from medi- 
um to dark brown. 

The third paper -based material is FR -3 
laminate impregnated with epoxy resin. 
There are two subclasses -PX and PH. 
This laminate is translucent (for ' /.e -inch 
or less thickness) and usually is a light 
yellow or white color. Epoxy paper is 
flame -retardant and self- extinguishing. 
The PX laminate is generally used when 
holes are cold -punched; the PH laminate 
on the other hand is hot -punched. 

The remaining materials are of the 
glass -epoxy type. The first is G -10 stock 
which is the standard general- purpose 
grade. It is formed from a glass -base 
continuous -filament cloth that is then im- 
pregnated with an epoxy -resin binder. 
The board is semitransparent and is usu- 
ally a medium -green color. The G -10 
stock is used only in the range of normal 
ambient room temperature. It should not 
be used to mount heat sinks or in unventi- 
lated enclosures where heat is being gen- 
erated or dissipated. 
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There is /hardly anTB.lctronic project designed today that 
does not have a printed -circu t board. if you design your own 
equipment, this story tells what you need to know to put it on 
PC boards. 

The second is the G-11 material which 
is temperature- resistant grade. The mate- 
rial retains at least 50% of its room - 
temperature flexural strength at an ele- 
vated temperature of 150 °C for one 
hour. The third glass -epoxy material is 
the FR -4 laminate which is a flame- retar- 
dant epoxy glass. This material is general- 
ly a yellow -green to medium -green color. 
Some manufacturers market dark opaque 
versions of varying colors. 

The final type of laminate is of flame - 
retardant and temperature- resistant 
glass -epoxy stock. Its NEMA (National 
Electrical Manufacturers Association) 
designation is FR -5. The material can be 
recognized by its semitranslucent brown 
to dark green color; some varying opaque 
colors are also manufactured. Now that 
you are familiar with what materials are 
available and how to identify them, we'll 
look at their individual characteristics. 

Physical characteristics 
An important featurTof any laminate is 

its capability to withstand deformation 
under load. It is this characteristic that 
defines how well components that are 
bolted or riveted to the board can with- 
stand the board's tendency to deform and 
thus loosen the connection. Nowadays, 

voltage regulators are generally mounted 
on the board. When a TO -3 -type case is 

used, two screws act as one of the electri- 
cal terminals; if they become loosened 
after assembly, then erratic operation of 
the complete assembly will surely result. 

Another consideration is that the board 
acts as a shock amplifier. In this case he 
loosened bolts would leave the massive 
TO -3 case suspended by two pins. These 
pins are insulated from the package by 
glass seal rings -thus, one good -sized 
shock and you may need a new voltage 
regulator. If the laminate materials dis- 
cussed above were subjected to 24 hours 
of a 4000 PSI load at 70 °C, the following 
deformation characteristics would be ob- 
served: 

XXXP 1.7% deformed 
FR -3 1.5% deformed 
G -10 0.3% deformed 
G -11 0.1% deformed 
FR -4 0.2% deformed 
FR -5 0.1% deformed 

The modulus of elasticity is the amount 
of stress that a material can be subjected 
to without permanent deformation. The 
stress capability of the XXXP and the 
FR -3 materials is identical (about 
1,300,000 PSI); that of the G -10 and FR- 
4 types is about twice that of the XXXP 

and FR -3; and the G -1 I and FR -S types 
are a bit more resistant yet. Flexural 
strength, or the load the laminate will 
stand without fracture, is about 12,000 
PSI for the XXXP material. The FR -3 
laminate is about twice as hard to break, 
and the glass epoxy is over twice the flex- 
ural strength of the FR -3 laminate. 

The FR -3 copper -clad material resists 
delamination (the copper clad separating 
from the base material) for 5 seconds at 
500 °F; the glass epoxies resist delamina- 
tion at the same temperature for 20 
seconds. The maximum continuous oper- 
ating temperature of the XXXP and FR- 
3 materials is 120 °C; the G -10 and FR -4 
glass -epoxy materials can operate at up to 
130 °C; and the G -11 and FR -5 laminates 
can withstand 150 °C. The glass -epoxy 
materials can withstand fungus, the pa- 
per- phenolic types will not. 

The remaining laminate characteristics 
are those that affect the electrical circuit. 
The dielectric strength (i.e., an insula- 
tor's capability to resist the passage of an 
electric current) is 740 volts-per-mil for 
XXXP; 550 volts -per -mil for FR -3; 510 
volts -per -mil for G -10; 600 volts per mil 
for G -11; 500 volts - per -mil for FR -4; and 
490 volts - per -mil for FR -5 stock. The 
dielectric breakdown for Vie-inch-thick 



material is 15 kV for XXXP; and 30 kV 
for FR -3, G -10, G-11, FR -4 and FR -5 
materials. 

The dielectric constant is the ratio of 
the capacitance of a capacitor with a 
given dielectric material to that of the 
same capacitor with air as a dielectric. 
The dielectric constant varies with tem- 
perature, humidity and frequency. The 
following data is shown for material 
tested at 1 MHz that has been precondi- 
tioned by being soaked in distilled water 
for a day at room temperature. The 
XXXP is 5.3, the FR -3 is 4.8 and the 
glass -epoxy boards are 5.4. The dissipa- 
tion factor is the ratio of total power loss 
to the product of the voltage and current 
in a capacitor in which the laminate is 
used as a capacitor. The glass -epoxy ma- 
terials have a dissipation factor of 0.035, 
the FR -3 materials, 0.040 and the XXXP 
material, 0.050. 

Drilling holes 
Holes are generally drilled in the PC 

board, as opposed to being die -punched, 
when low- production quantities are en- 
countered or where higher quality with 
better tolerance is needed. The drill toler- 
ances will be about -0.002 inch for all 
holes under'/32 of an inch in diameter; the 
tolerance will be -0.003 inch for holes 
between 3/32 -inch and '/4-inch in diameter; 
and -0.004 inch for holes larger than 
'/4 -inch in diameter. 

For the paper -phenolic materials, al- 
most any high -speed drill bits can be 
used. When drilling through paper phe- 
nolic, best results are obtained with a 
point angle around 70 degrees; however, 
burrs occur on the copper foil, so a 
compromise angle of 100 degrees is gen- 
erally used. 

Glass -epoxy laminate is another sto- 
ry- high -speed drill bits, chrome -plated 
or even nitrided drills, seem to melt away 
before your eyes. Solid- carbide drill bits 
are a must; these bits will produce from 
10,000 to 30,000 holes (that is, if you 
don't break them) for G -10 and FR -4 
materials. The FR -5 or G-11-type lami- 
nate will yield about 2000 -5000 holes. 
Carbide drill bits are very brittle and easy 
to break. When drilling it is also recom- 
mended that you place a piece of board of 
same type as that being drilled under the 
PC board to keep the pressure on the bit 
constant. 

Electrical parameters 
A critical parameter of low- impedance 

circuits is the resistance of a printed - 
circuit trace. The TTL circuits and lin- 
ear- voltage regulators that are commonly 
used by hobbyists are low- impedance cir- 
cuits. If a conductive path becomes 
long -let's say it connects components on 
one side of an 5 -100 bus board to compo- 
nents on the other side -then close atten- 
tion must be given to loads on that line or 
erratic operation may result. For 2 -oz. 
copper stock, the resistance in ohms per 

linear inch, R, can be calculated as a 
function of line width (W, in inches) by 
the following equation: 

R 
0.000277 

W 
This calculation must be made for all 
power circuits and low- impedance logic 
arrays with long lead lengths. 

If high- frequency circuits are to be 
constructed, then capacitance becomes 
very important. At high frequencies any 
distributed capacitance between conduc- 
tors on opposite planes must be accounted 
for. A working guide can be obtained 
from 

C = (0.00235) 
W d 

s 

where C is the capacitance in picofarads- 
per -inch, W is the conductor width in 
mils, d is the dielectric constant, and s is 
the thickness of the laminate in mils. The 
capacitance between parallel conductors 
on the same plane is a function of width, 
thickness, the spacing of the conductors, 
and the board material, as shown by the 
equation: 

(I +d 
C- 3.23 W \ 4.35 

log 10(1 +? + 2XW + W) 
s s 

where t is the conductor thickness in 
inches; all other symbols are the same as 
the previous equation. 

Consideration should be given to any 
conductor located over a ground plane, 
since the entire length of the track is 
capacitance- coupled to the plane; as a 
result they are coupled to other lines with 
a similar relationship. It should be noted 
that for high frequency operation where 
critical circuits are involved, single -sided 
boards are unusable; ground planes and 
strip -line construction are mandatory. 
The ground plane significantly reduces 
the coupling between two adjacent single 
lines by as much as ten times. 

One final electrical parameter that 
must be considered is the current flow 
with respect to temperature. Figure 1 

shows a set of current vs. cross -sectional 
area curves, each of which represents the 
temperature rise above ambient. There- 
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fore, it is possible for the designer to 
choose an acceptable temperature rise 
and the desired maximum current level 
for a PC trace and determine a cross - 
sectional area. Next, you must find the 
minimum trace width by dividing by the 
copper -foil thickness (0.004 inch for 3- 
oz. stock, 0.0027 inch for 2 -oz. stock, 
0.00135 inch for 1 -oz.. stock, and 
0.00067 inch for ' /2 -oz. stock). Using the 
above data assures having minimum con- 
ductor widths without sacrificing reliabil- 
ity. Trace spacing is a function of the 
printed- circuit process and breakdown 
voltage. For low- voltage logic circuits, 
traces can be placed within 15 mils or 
less. 

Structural characteristics 
Earlier it was stated that a circuit board 

is a shock amplifier. This section dis- 
cusses general PC mounting. 

The two common board -mounting 
methods are: one end fixed, say, in an 
edge connector, with rails providing mini- 
mal support on the two sides; and a board 
clamped on both ends by rails or standoff 
insulators. The mechanical resonant fre- 
quency of the board depends upon the 
fastening method used and on its modulus 
of elasticity, its thickness, weight per - 
square -inch and length. The curve shown 
in Fig. 2 is a plot of board length vs. reso- 
nant frequency (where the modulus of 
elasticity equals 1,800,000 PSI; the thick- 
ness is '/s -inch, and the board's weight 
per- square -inch is 0.016 PSI). Using the 
equation of Fig. 2, an S -100 bus board 
using G -10 glass epoxy would have a 101 - 
Hz resonant frequency. If this board were 
clamped on the free end, its resonant 
frequency would become about 655 Hz. 
If paper -phenolic XXXP stock were 
used, the S -100 bus board (unclamped) 
would become resonant at about 70 Hz. 

The vibration factor 
Why is mechanical resonance so im- 

portant? Most electronic equipment is 
subject to shock or vibration, even if only 
during shipping. A few decades ago when 
jet airplanes were just arriving on the 
scene, a new technology was discovered- 

o 
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AREA, CROSS SECTION (MI LS2) 

FIG. 1- CONDUCTOR CROSS -SECTIONAL AREA vs. current flow for safe temperature rise above 
ambient. 
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the study of material fatigue. If your 
equipment is to be installed in a car, you 
should definitely give a thought to mate- 
rial fatigue. The best way to avoid prob- 
lems is to design the resonant frequency 
of your board so that it is outside the band 
of vibration to which it will be subject. A 
ship or boat has a constant vibration of 
about one -third of a G between O Hz and 
11 Hz; from 11 Hz -30 Hz it rises to 
about two- thirds of a G; throughout this 
frequency range, sporadic vibrations of 
just less than 1 G may occur. For aircraft 
a constant 1 -G vibration between 0 and 
50 Hz is observed; between 50 Hz and 
300 Hz, vibrations of up to three G's are 
experienced; sporadic vibrations of two 
G's occur between 0 and 12 Hz; between 
12 Hz -125 Hz, a linear curve ranging 
from 2 G's to 20 G's exists; and from 125 
Hz to 300 Hz, sporadic vibrations with an 
amplitude of 20 G's occur. 

Another fact to consider is that an elec- 
tronic component mounted on a PC board 
may experience a higher G -force than the 
equipment as a whole. This G -level is 

determined by both the resonant frequen- 
cy and the amplitude of the vibration. 
Since the G force is directly proportional 
to the amplitude of the vibration, if a 

vibration frequency is 0.9 times the reso- 
nant frequency, the G -level the compo- 
nent experiences is about 5'/4 times great- 
er then the G -level the equipment under- 
goes. This is expressed by 

M = 1 

I - (f7f,)2 

where M is the amplitude multiplier 
transmitted to the component; f, is the 
frequency of the incoming vibration; and 
fr is the resonant frequency of the circuit 
board. The amplitude of the vibration 
transmitted to the component is the pro- 
duct of the amplitude of the vibration 
frequency and the value of M. Finally, 
several transmissibility -type functions 
may cascade, creating a supershock. For 
example, a circuit board may be mounted 
in a slot in a 19 -inch card rack sitting in 
your lab area; a truck drives by, the build- 
ing vibrates; this vibrates the rack, the 
card cage and, finally, the circuit board. 
Each vibration may increase in amplitude 
depending upon the individual resonant 
frequencies of each stage. 

500 ONE END FIXED (K =3.5) 
3710 BOTH ENDS FIXED (K =22.5) 

Component layout 
One of the first steps in laying out a 

circuit board is to decide what its size will 
be and how many conductive layers are 
needed. If the circuit is simple and 
requires only a few interconnections, then 
a small single -sided board can be de- 
signed. But if it is a complex circuit with 
a mass of interconnections, a larger dou- 
ble- sided board is needed. It should be 

pointed out that the larger a board 
becomes, the fewer the connections to the 
board itself, but at the expense of warping 
or bowing (and also a lower resonant 
frequency is obtained). 

The method I use for determining both 
predefined and undefined areas is to 
calculate the total area that will be taken 
up by all the components, and then multi- 
ply by a "cheat" factor. For example, if a 

circuit uses ten I 4-pin IC's, three 16 -pin 
IC's, fifteen '/4 -watt resistors and four- 
teen bypass capacitors, the following 
equation would result: 
A = 10 A1C14 + 3 A1C16 + 15 AR + 14 

Ac 
Since, A1C14 = 0.257 sq. in.; A1C16 = 
0.264 sq. in., AR = 0.045 sq. in., and Ac 
= 0.060 sq. in., then Ac = 4.9 square 
inches. Next, multiply by the intercon- 
necting factor (I use a value ranging from 
3 to 5, depending on circuit complexity). 
If yours is a complex digital circuit with a 

large number of interconnections, use a 

factor of 5. This gives an area of 241/2 in.2; 

a board that is one -half the size of an 
S -100 bus is required. Another method 
would be to use a Bishop Graphics Pup- 
pet design kit; this contains scaled cutouts 
that, by intuition and trial- and -error, can 
be used to develop both conductor paths 
and board size. 

Next, choose the laminate. Then, de- 
fine the copper thickness -3 oz., 2 oz., I 

oz. or 1/2 oz. -which will depend upon the 
current requirements. The width of the 
conductors also depends on the current, 
but is limited by the board size. Keep the 
conductors less than 1/2 -inch wide since 
large areas may cause warpage or solder - 
blistering. If wider conductors are needed 
use a ground plane. If space is no problem 
use 0.031- inch -wide conductors for low - 
voltage logic paths and 0.050- inch -wide 
trace for power. Make sure the conduc- 
tors are spaced far enough apart to with- 

stand the peak voltage between them; 
when possible, leave 0.031 inch between 
all traces. If narrow conductors and 
spaces are used, then consider the error 
factor in your construction process. 

Lay all components out along the hori- 
zontal and vertical axes; use a grid system 
to place all components and holes (a 0.1 -, 
0.05 -, or 0.025 -inch grid is recom- 
mended). First, using a well -drawn sche- 
matic, make a trial layout with the same 
parts proximity. Next, if there are some 
components that must be located at some 
particular point on the board due to 
mechanical requirements or because of 
signal input /output, move them to the 
required location. The closer you can 
make the layout look like the schematic 
the better, since this generally avoids 
unwanted couplings. Make sure that no 
physical interference exists between com- 
ponent bodies., Now, stop and look at 
your layout and consider the possibility of 
parasitic coupling between circuit ele- 
ments; add any necessary bypass- circuit 
capacitors or move components about to 
reduce these effects. 

Now, consider the routing of the con- 
ductors. Remember, however, that 
grounding the conductors is of the high- 
est priority. Cross -talk is most often a 

ground problem. Try to generate a single 
ground at one point. 

In order to reduce unwanted feedback, 
keep inputs and outputs of a device far 
apart. Another rule is to try to make 
conductor routes as short and direct as 

possible; in order to achieve this, some 
leads will become longer than desired. 
However, with a bit of thought these 
problems can be solved. Don't be afraid to 
use a jumper (for double -sided boards as 

well) because sometimes this results in a 

better- performing circuit than when a 

conductor has been routed all over a 

board in order to obtain a free path. If 
there's a noisy signal line near a low -level 
high -impedance line, try to run a ground 
line between them. Any ground planes 
should be formed using a striped or 
checkered pattern of 50 -mil conductor 
(50% of the area must be nonconduc- 
tive). 

Although some designers lay out the 
conductors in smooth graceful lines, I 

prefer straight lines that change direction 
with sharp corners -between 90 and 135 
degrees. Never use less than a 90- degree 
angle or delamination may occur. Anoth- 
er important point to consider when lay- 
ing out your circuit is to leave test points 
at key circuit locations; you will be thank- 
ful you did. 

Most boards require a number of dif- 
ferent -size holes. Never space the holes 
closer than a distance equal to the board 
thickness. Never make overlapping 
holes -this is a good way to break expen- 
sive drill bits. A minimum hole -pad size 
should be 62 mils. 

Every jumper, component lead or ter - 
Continued on page 91 
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Adaptive Noise 
Filter . . 

P I ":1 art 2- Simple to build and operate, this dy- 
namic variable- cutoff low -pass filter can be used to re- 
move that annoying snap, crackle and pop from your records and tape. 

TIM SKORMOND AND 
GENE GARRISON 

LAST MONTH WE INTRODUCED THE 
Adaptive Noise Filter and discussed its 
operation. Now, we'll see how to put one 
together. 

Construction 
Printed -circuit construction techniques 

should be followed in the assembly of the 
filter and the associated bar -graph dis- 
play. Two suitable printed- circuit boards 
are used; their patterns are shown in Figs. 
7 and 8. Parts are placed as shown in Figs. 
9 and 10. All components are mounted on 
the printed- circuit board with the excep- 
tion of the sensitivity potentiometer, 
R19, the optional switches, jacks and the 
power transformer. Sockets or Molex 
strips will simplify IC installation. 

The front panel may be drilled and 
punched to accommodate the bar -graph 
display and printed- circuit board. Mount- 
ing holes are provided at the four corners 
of the PC board for this purpose. The 
LED's are mounted on '/. -inch centers, 
with the hole diameter dependent upon 
the individual LED's used. The three 
switches and the sensitivity control are 
mounted on the front panel and eight 
phono jacks, JI -J8, on the rear panel. 

Figure 11 shows a wiring format for 
the finished unit as seen looking down 
into the inside of the box. Switch SI 
represents the POWER switch; S2, the PRE 

TAPE /BYPASS switch; and S3, the POST 

TAPE /BYPASS switch. 
The jumpers across S2 and S3 should 

be wired before the boards or transformer 

L. 33.. 
a 

FIG. 7- FULL -SIZE FOIL pattern for the main board in the noise filter. The circuit on top half of board 
is for left channel; right channel is on lower half. 

AY 

FIG. 8 -THE BAR -GRAPH is made by mounting rectangular LED's in this PC board along with the IC 
that drives the individual elements. 
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FIG. 9 -HOW PARTS ARE POSITIONED on the filter's main circuit board. Patterns on the left side of 
board are almost mirror images because they are for right- and left- channel inputs. 

are installed. These jumpers should be 
insulated wire but need not be shielded. 
The four wires to connect S2 and S3 to 
the PC board should be soldered to the 
switches and cut to length but not yet 
connected to the board; these wires 
should be shielded cable with the shield 
grounded at the PC board. 

The eight connections to the rear -panel 
jacks may now be made using shielded 
wiring with the shields grounded at the 
jacks. The jacks are shown in Fig. 11. The 
"J" code numbers correspond to the 
numbers on the eight switch poles. These 
wires should be placed so that they will lie 
under the main board. 

The PC boards and transformer may 
now be installed, and the AC line cord, 
fuse, power switch and transformer wir- 
ing connected. The SENSITIVITY pot is 

connected to the board through shielded 
cables with the shields grounded at the 
board. The three connections from the 
bar -graph display to the main board need 
not be shielded. Be sure to tie the ground 
for the jacks (chassis) to the board. 

Using the filter 
The Adaptive Noise Filter can now be 

connected in the tape monitor loop of a 

a 1C3 
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4F- 44- 
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R33 

INPUT FROM 
F15, R16, R27 

FIG. 10- COMPONENT LAYOUT for the display board. The rectangular LED's in the bar -graph 
protrude through a narrow slot that is cut in the front panel. 

receiver or amplifier. The SENSITIVITY 
control, R19, should be turned down 
completely and the source material 
placed in an area with no musical content 
(between cuts, for instance). 

All but the first LED should be off in 
this condition. The sensitivity control is 

then advanced until the next LED just 
begins to flicker. This is an indication 
that the filter is barely opening on the 
noise floor and is capable of reaching full 
bandwidth on musical information above 
this level. Alternatively, the control may 
be advanced until there is a barely per- 
ceptible increase in the noise level and 
then backed off very slightly. 

The 19 -kHz multiplex pilot tone pre- 

sent in all stereo FM broadcasts is attenu- 
ated by LI and C12. The presence of this 
pilot tone will limit the noise reduction 
capability since the noise filter will sense 

the level of the pilot tone rather than the 
level of the noise source. 

The inductor provided with the kit of 
parts described in the parts list is pre - 
tuned and should not be altered. If, 
however, you purchase LI separately, 
then it must be tuned to within about 
±20 Hz of the 19 -kHz pilot tone. The 
simplest way to obtain this reference 
frequency is directly from the FM broad- 
caster. Tune your FM receiver and wait 
for a quiet (no audio signal) interlude. 
Tune LI for minimum noise filter band- 



PARTS LIST 
All resistors 5 %, 'A watt unless 

otherwise noted 
R1, R7- 100,000 ohms 
R2, R6, R8, R12 -3000 ohms 
R3, R4, R9, R10- 22,000 ohms 
R5, R11- 51,000 ohms 
R13- 15,000 ohms 
R14, R26, R27- 10,000 ohms 
R15- 200,000 ohms 
R16 -3900 ohms 
R17, R18- 20,000 ohms 
R19- 100,000 ohms, miniature pot, audio 

taper (Clarostat 389 N 100K -Z) 
R20, R32 -3300 ohms 
R21- 330,000 ohms 
R22, R25 -100 ohms 
R23 -1000 ohms 
R24 -10 ohms 
R28 -27 ohms 
R29- 91,000 ohms 
R30 -5100 ohms 
R31 -750 ohms 
R32 -360 ohms 
Capacitors 
C1, C4, C20 -1 µF, 16 volts electrolytic, 

radial leads 
C2, C5 -.0047 MF, 50 volts, Mylar, 10% 
C3, C6 -5 MF, 10 volts, electrolytic, radial 

leads 
C7, C8 -.001 µF, 50 volts, ceramic disc 
C9, C10 -.01 MF, 50 volts, ceramic disc 
C11, C14, C15, C17, C21, 022 -0.1 gF, 50 

volts, Mylar 
C12 -.015 µF, 50 volts, Mylar, 5% 
C13 -.033 µF, 50 volts, Mylar 
C16 -6.8 AF, 25 volts, tantalum, 10 %, 

radial leads 
C18 -470 µF, 25 volts, electrolytic, radial 

leads 
C19 -10 MF, 10 volts, electrolytic, radial 

leads 
Semiconductors 
D1, D2 -1N914 
D3- 1 N4002 
01, 02, A3- 2N4401 
IC1- LM13600 dual operational 

transconductance amplifier (National) 
IC2- LM387N dual low -noise preamplifier 

(National) 
IC3- LM78L12CZ (National) 
IC4- LM3915N logarithmic bar -graph 

display driver (National) 
LEDI- LED1O- NSL57124 rectangular 

LED for bar graph (National) 
Miscellaneous 
S1- miniature SPST toggle switch 
S2, S3- miniature 4PDT toggle switch 
T1 -power transformer, 14 VAC, 250 mA 

(Triad F -112X) 
L1- adjustable inductor, 4.7 mH, Q = 35 

at 19 kHz (TOKO CLN20 740 HM) 
J1- J8- panel -mount RCA -type phono 
F1 -' /4 -amp slow -blow fuse 
Fuse holder, line cord, PC boards, control 

knobs, hardware 
The following parts are available from 

Advanced Audio Systems, PO Box 24, 
Los Altos, CA 94022: 

DX -244 (NR -2) complete kit including 
case -$69.95 

DX -245 (NR -2) main and display PC 
boards -$19.95 

DX -247 (NR -2) component kit; includes 
D1, D2, D3, IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, 01, 02, 03 
and L1- $27.50 

California residents add state and 
local taxes, as applicable. 
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FIG. 11- WIRING LAYOUT shows connections between the main circuit board, the components on 
the back panel and the switches, pot and display board on the front panel. 

TOP VIEWS of the two circuit boards and their components. Translucent board material makes it 
easy to insert components in correct places and simplifies circuit tracing. 

width as monitored on the LED display. 
The bypass switch can be toggled be- 

tween the BYPASS and FILTER positions to 
compare the action of the adaptive filter 
with that of a full system response. The 
difference should be quite dramatic, giv- 
ing a subjective improvement in S/N of 
12 to 14 dB. The action of the filter is 

most apparent between cuts where it 
removes nearly all of the annoying hiss. 

You should be aware of a psychoacous- 
tic effect that is common to all noise - 
reduction systems. The addition of high - 
frequency noise (such as tape hiss) to a 

music signal will seem to increase the 

high -frequency content of the music. 
Thus, upon first auditioning the Adaptive 
Noise Filter using noisy source material, 
the user will seem to hear a degradation 
of the music's high -frequency content. 
The system's actual effect on the high - 
frequency information can be observed 
by using a source with a good initial S/N 
and by switching the filter in and out. 

It should be noted that the filter is 

designed for a I -volt RMS average input 
level. Some tape decks are capable of 
much larger output levels at "0 VU" and 
should be attenuated accordingly to pre- 
vent overloading the filter inputs. R -E 
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ANTISTATIC 
RECORD CARE 

Electrostatic charges on phono records can be the 
direct and indirect causes of the "snap" and "crackle" 

that you hear. Here's word of an effective remedy. 

SOME MONTHS AGO, A REPRESENTATIVE OF 

a British -based company called Milty 
Products, Ltd., asked me if I would be 

willing to test a new antistatic product in 
my audio lab that his company had devel- 
oped. The product, he claimed, would 
completely and permanently reduce static 
charges on phonograph records with a 

single application. While this seemed in- 
credible to me, I agreed to perform the 
tests. Of course, I had no way of accurate- 
ly measuring static charge on a record. 
The Milty representative agreed to lend 
me an instrument to measure electrostat- 
ic surface charge. This device is called a 

"field mill." 
Figure I shows the field mill, a cleverly 

designed test instrument that features a 

motor- driven rotating blade in the front 
that effectively "chops up" the electrical 
field into a number of pulses, making it 
easy to measure the charge in volts -per- 
meter or volts -per- centimeter using built - 
in alternating voltage detection and me- 
tering techniques. 

The field mill's rear panel is equipped 
with a zero -centered meter, enabling the 
user to read both positive and negative 
charge voltages. In use the rotating -blade 
end of the device is held a few centimet- 
ers from a surface whose charge voltage is 

to be measured. 
Since the meter is equipped with sensi- 

tivity scales X 1, X10 and X100, full - 
scale maximum readings equal 10,000 
volts. However, to arrive at a voltage -per- 
centimeter reading, you must multiply 
the observed reading by the distance (in 
centimeters) from the surface being mea- 
sured. Accordingly, holding the device at 
some 5 centimeters from the surface, you 

LEN FELDMAN 
CONTRIBUTING HI -FI EDITOR 

could measure charge voltages as high as 

50,000! 
Equipped with this field mill, I was 

astounded to find that in low- humidity 
conditions (such as are normally found in 
homes during the winter) merely remov- 
ing a brand -new record from its protec- 

FIG. 1 -FIELD MILL DEVICE measures electro- 
static surface charge. Reading is in volts -per- 
centimeter. 

tive sleeve induces a charge of between 
3,000 volts to 10,000 volts! The charges 
were found to be negative in all cases with 
vinyl LP records. 

Effect of static charges 
There are several undesirable effects 

that occur when highly charged records 
are played on a high -quality high -fidelity 

component system. When Shure Broth- 
ers, Inc. first introduced the model V -15 
Type 1V phono cartridge, we reported 
(Radio -Electronics, September 1978) on 
the unusual destaticizing and stabilizing 
carbon- filament brush on the cartridge, 
which, among other things, discharges 
the voltage on record surfaces. In connec- 
tion with the cartridge, Shure had done a 

good deal of research into static voltage 
build -up on records. 

For one thing, it was discovered that if 
the charge voltage exceeds a certain val- 
ue, called the threshold voltage, pickups 
that have a grounded metal shield and a 

grounded stylus may cause "discharge" 
of the static voltage build -up, thus giving 
rise to crackling, popping or frying noises 
during playback. Such pickups were 
found to have threshold voltages ranging 
from 4000 to 5000, a voltage value that is 

often exceeded in dry weather on disc 
surfaces. 

In addition, the electrostatic charge 
can actually increase stylus force, owing 
to the extra attraction of the cartridge to 
the record. It was found that a 4200 -volt 
charge adds an extra '/r gram to the stylus 
force! This additional force can increase 
record wear or, at the very least, change 
the intended groove tracking conditions 
significantly. 

Since the natural voltage charge on a 

record is not uniform over the entire 
surface, the added force can be cyclical in 
nature, causing the tracking angle of the 
stylus to vary cyclically with an attendant 
increase in apparent wow- and -flutter. 

Perhaps the most serious effect created 
by electrostatic charges on records is that 
dust and dirt are attracted to the record 
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surface, producing additional wear and 
playback noise. 

Lab tests 
The tests I conducted for Milty Prod- 

ucts were not designed to prove that the 
company's antistatic product reduced 
static charges,to zero. The company was 
perfectly capable of proving that to their 
own satisfaction. Rather, I was asked to 
investigate whether applying the antistat- 
ic product to a record surface in any way 
degraded the sonic or musical perfor- 
mance obtained from the record during 
playback. 

The tests I conducted involved playing 
treated and untreated test records for a 

total of 100 plays, and measuring such 
specifications as harmonic distortion ob- 
tained from playback of test tones, fre- 
quency response, and any increase in 
background surface noise. I was able to 
report that with respect to any of the 
foregoing parameters, no deterioration of 
performance occurred. If anything, the 
treated record exhibited a somewhat low- 
er surface noise level after 100 plays than 
the untreated control record. 

As for the claimed permanency of the 
treatment, I have had the treated test 
record for over six months, and it still 
produces no electrostatic charge when 
pulled from its sleeve or played on a turn- 
table. 

The Stanton Magnetics Company (I01 
Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, NY 11803) 
recently agreed to become the American 
distributor for this product, which has 
been given the name Permostat. And, in a 

presentation, Stanton presented further 
dramatic evidence of the effectiveness of 
the antistatic compound. 

Using an identical field mill to the one 
I used in my tests, Stanton confirmed 
that, no matter how hard you tried 
(including rubbing a record surface 
treated with Permostat with a silk hand- 
kerchief), no charge could be induced. 
Untreated records given the same test 
had induced charges as high as 15,000 
volts. 

Other antistatic devices have been 
available for some time, perhaps the most 
familiar being the so- called active ionizèr, 
which is shaped like a pistol. Such desta- 
ticizers produce positive ions when the 

FIG. 2 -DUST CHAMBER produces a dust 
storm that is used to demonstrate anti- static 
effectiveness. 

trigger is pulled and negative ions when 
the trigger is released. As Shure Brothers 
had learned in earlier tests (and, as Stan- 
ton confirmed), the ion -gun is fairly 
effective for large charges, but it is diffi- 
cult to avoid leaving residual charges of 
somewhat lower intensity on the record 
since there is no way of detecting the 
zero -charge condition (unless you own 
one of those sophisticated test instru- 
ments such as Stanton and I used in our 
tests). Even if the ion -gun does reduce 
the charge to virtually zero, the destati- 
cized condition is temporary, and the 
record would have to be treated each time 
it is removed from its protective sleeve, 
and played. 

To demonstrate the practical effective- 
ness of Permostat, Stanton unveiled a 

specially designed "dust chamber," 
shown in Fig. 2. Three records were 
suspended vertically within this chamber; 

FIG. 3- PERMOSTAT LIQUID is applied directly 
to record surface via a hand pump. 

FIG. 4- BUFFING PAD is used to evenly spread 
Permostat solution over record surface. 

one was untreated (on the left), one was 

treated with an ion -gun destaticizer (cen- 
ter) and one was treated with Permostat 
(on the right). The method of treatment 
using Permostat is similar to applying 
Sound Guard, a record preservative. Per - 
mostat liquid is applied by a hand -spray 
pump (see Fig. 3). The fine spray is 

directed around the record; about 8 to 10 

sprays are required to coat one side. It is 

essential that both sides of the record be 

treated for the Permostat to do its job 
effectively, even if only one side is to be 

played. 
A buffing pad is then used to spread 

the solution evenly over the surface of the 
record and to remove any excess fluid. 
(See Fig. 4.) The dust chamber shown in 

Fig. 2 was equipped with electrically 
operated blower fans that injected simu- 
lated dust particles consisting of two 
oppositely charged fluorescent pigments 
having an average particle size of 2.5 
microns to 3 microns. These particles 
were circulated within the test chamber 
parallel to the plane of the records. This 
created what amounted to a miniature 
dust storm. Once the dust had settled, the 
records were then examined for dust 
pickup. 

Figure 5 clearly shows what happened 
to the untreated record, which previously 
had measured a static charge of 15,000 
volts, readily attracted a considerable 
amount of dust. The record treated with 
the ion -gun registered much lower static 
charges but still attracted a significant 
amount of dust. Only the record treated 
with Permostat showed a zero static 
charge (as before) and picked up no 
dust. 

Usually, leaving an untreated record 
exposed for a day or so in a normal envi- 

FIG. 5- UNTREATED RECORD after being ex- 
posed in dust chamber. 

FIG. 6- PERMOSTAT -TREATED RECORD after 
being exposed in dust chamber. 



FIG. 7- SINGLE RECORD GROOVE of untreated record after 100 plays as viewed through electron 
microscope. 

FIG. 8- PERMOSTAT- TREATED record groove alter 100 plays. 

ronment results in an appreciable collec- 
tion of dust and debris on the disc 
surface. If such phonograph records are 
highly charged, it becomes extremely dif- 
ficult to dislodge the dust. In the case of a 

record whose charge has been neutralized 
to zero volts, whatever dust does accumu- 
late can be easily dislodged, often by 
merely shaking the record before playing 
or, at worst, by using a properly designed 
dry brush to lift off the nonadhering dust 
particles. 

Figure 6 shows the Permostat treated 
disc, after their emergence from the dust - 
chamber test. In the course of the demon- 
stration conducted by Stanton, several 
pertinent questions were asked regarding 
the use of Permostat with other prepara- 
tions, such as cleaning liquids and preser- 
vatives. We learned that Permostat is 
soluble in water. Thus, if a product such 
as Discwasher were used strictly as a 
record cleaner after a record had been 

treated with Permostat, it would "wash 
off" the Permostat solution. The correct 
procedure would be to use such cleaners 
first and then treat the record with 
Permostat. The same holds true in apply- 
ing record preservatives such as Sound 
Guard; apply them first, then apply Per- 
mostat. 

My earlier lab tests led me to the 
conclusion that applying Permostat also 
reduced record wear in some unknown 
manner. I reached these conclusions by 
measuring surface noise and distortion 
during multiple playback of treated and 
untreated discs. The reasons for the ap- 
parent decrease in record wear are not 
fully known. Obviously, if less dust is 

being attracted to the disc, then the stylus 
is less apt to grind such dust particles into 
record grooves with repeated playings; 
that, in and of itself, would reduce record 
groove wear. Furthermore, it is conceiv- 
able that the Permostat coating acts to 

reduce overall friction between the pick- 
up stylus and the record groove, thereby 
reducing record groove wear. 

Regardless of the reasons, my results 
were directly derived from measuring 
playback performance of treated and un- 
treated disc samples. Stanton's engineers 
were in a more advantageous position in 
that they own a scanning electron -beam 
microscope. The photo of Fig. 7 shows a 
highly magnified view of a single groove 
of an untreated record after being played 
100 times with an elliptical stylus pickup 
using a 3 -gram vertical tracking force. 
The serrations or breakup of the groove 
walls are evident. By contrast, Fig. 8, 
shows a magnified view of a single groove 
of a record that has been treated with the 
new product after 100 playings using the 
same pickup, stylus shape and vertical 
tracking force. While some damage to the 
groove is still visible, it is far less than 
that seen in Fig. 7. Figures 7 and 8 offer 
direct proof of reduced mistracking 
caused by the static charge. 

The Permostat kit to be offered by 
Stanton is not inexpensive. It contains a 
3- fluid -oz. bottle of fluid, a pump 
sprayer, a record buffing pad and record 
identification self- adhesive tabs so that 
you can identify discs that have been 
treated. The 3 -oz. bottle of fluid is 
enough to treat both sides of about 25 
records, 30 records if you are very careful 
and don't overuse the material. The com- 
plete kit carries a suggested retail price of 
$19.95, with refills available for $15.95. 
That amounts to about 67 cents -per -disc 
for the first 30 records, and 53 cents -per- 
disc once you start using the refills. This 
may seem a high price to pay for reducing 
static charges on records if you are a casu- 
al record collector and listener. But for 
many audiophiles who are fussy about 
their precious records and have been frus- 
trated in their attempts to permanently 
de- staticize them, Permostat may be just 
what they have been waiting for. R -E 
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CIRCLE 106 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SETTON INTERNATIONAL, LTD. (60 REMINGTON 
Blvd., Ronkonkoma, NY 11779) is a relative 
newcomer to the high -fidelity field. The corn - 
pany's entry into the world hi -fi market has 
included no less than three receivers, a pair of 
stereo amplifiers, a separate preamplifier, a 
tuner, a turntable, a novel car stereo amplifier, 
and a three -way car speaker. The model RS- 
660 stereo receiver is their highest -powered 
and most expensive model. 

This rugged -looking, integrated receiver, 
shown in Fig. I, comes with a pair of integral 
carrying handles and a well -styled, three - 
dimensional front panel with enough knobs, 
switches and lights to delight any control- 

Setton Model RS -660 
Stereo Receiver 

happy audiophile. The upper section of the 
panel has a softly illuminated dial area with 
signal- strength and center -of- channel tuning 
meters on the left., linearly calibrated FM and 
conventional AM dial scales in the center, an 
easy -to -grip tuning knob on the right and a 
"security panel" arrangement of three indica- 
tor lights that warn you when the amplifier is 
driven into clipping, when output circuits are 
overheating, or when the protection relay 
circuits have been activated. At turn -on, all 
lights illuminate briefly to show that they are 
working. 

Centered just below the dial area are a series 
of oval -shaped pushbuttons for defeating the 

MANUFACTURER'S PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS: 
FM TUNER: 
Usable Sensitivity: mono, 10.3 dBf; stereo, 18.0 dBf. 50 -dB Quieting: mono, 16.0 dBf; 
stereo, 38 dBf. S/N Ratio: mono, 72 dB; stereo, 67 dB. Harmonic Distortion, 1 kHz: 
mono, 0.1%; stereo, 0.15 %. Selectivity: 80 dB. Capture Ratio: 1.0 dB. IF Rejection: 95 
dB. Image Rejection: 85dB. Spurious Rejection: 100 dB. Stereo Separation: 50dB at 
1 kHz. Muting Threshold: 14 dBf. Subcarrier Rejection: 65 dB. Frequency Response: 
30 Hz to 15 kHz, 0.5, - 1.5 dB. 

AM TUNER: 
Usable Sensitivity: 25 1V Image Rejection: 60 dB. Selectivity: 45 dB. S/N Ratio: 45 
dB. Frequency Response: 6 dB at 2.3 kHz. 

AMPLIFIER AND CONTROL: 
Power Output: 120 watts -per -channel into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz at 0.035% rated 
harmonic distortion. IM Distortion: 0.035 %. Frequency Response: phono, N /A; auxil- 
iary inputs, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ± 0.5 dB. Damping Factor: 45. Input Sensitivity: phono, 
2.5 or 5.0 mV; high level, 150 mV; mike, 6.0 mV. S/N Ratio: phono, referenced to 10 
mV, "A "- weighted, 85 dB, high- sensitivity position; high level, 90 dB. Maximum Phono 
Input Voltage: high sensitivity, 180 mV. Bass Control Range: ± 10 dB at 62 or 125 Hz 
(depending upon turnover setting). Treble Control Range: ± 10 dB at 10 kHz or 20 
kHz. Mid -Range: ± 6 dB at 1 kHz. Audio Muting: 20 dB. High -Cut Filter: 7 kHz or 12 
kHz ( 12 dB -per- octave). Low -Cut Filter: 15 Hz or 40 Hz (- 12 dB- per -octave). 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
Power Requirements: 110/130/220/240 volts (switchable), 50 to 60 Hz, 450 watts 
maximum. Dimensions: 22.4 W X 6.7 H X 13.8 inches D. Weight: 37 Ib. Suggested 
Retail Price: $879.95. 

LEN FELDMAN 
CONTRIBUTING HI -FI EDITOR 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS AUDIO LAB 

SOIJNI) 
RATES 

SETTON RS-660 

EXCELLENT 
Copyright ` Gernsback Publications in . 1979 

tone -control circuits, choosing bass or treble 
turnover frequencies (250 Hz or 500 Hz for 
the bass; 2.5 kHz or 5 kHz for the treble), 
selection of either the mono or the stereo 
mode, and selecting an external FM /Dolby 
circuit. An external adapter must be connected 
for Dolby FM decoding, but pressing the 
Dolby switch does introduce the required 25- 
µs FM de- emphasis. To the right of these 
pushbuttons are a series of tiny indicator lights 
that denote program sources and speaker selec- 
tion as well as stereo FM signal reception and 
activation of the Dolby FM switch. A match- 
ing power -on light is on the extreme left of the 
front panel. 

The lower portion of the panel contains two 
phone jacks; a speaker selector switch (up to 
three sets of speakers can be connected to the 
model RS -660, with up to two sets operable at 
one time;) two high -cut and low -cut filter lever 
switches (each filter has two selectable cut -off 
frequencies); BASS. MID -RANGE and TREBLE de- 
tent- stepped tone controls; pushbuttons for 
FM muting, audio muting and loudness com- 
pensation; a dual concentric volume and bal- 
ance control; lever switches for tape monitor- 
ing and dubbing; a program selector switch; 
and a stereo microphone input jack with a level 
control. 

The rear panel of the model RS -660, shown 
in Fig 2, contains 300 -ohm and 75 -ohm FM/ 
AM antenna terminals, just below which are 
dual pairs of tape- output and tape -input jacks 
and a DIN connector for the Tape B input and 
output circuits. Alongside these jacks are the 
auxiliary (high level) and phono input jacks 
and a slide switch that varies phono input 
sensitivity to accommodate a wide variety of 
cartridges. The Dolby input and output jacks 



and preamplifier- output /main amplifier -input 
jacks are located near the center of the rear 
panel; below these jacks are the three sets of 
color -coded speaker terminals. The model RS- 
660 receiver can be used abroad thanks to a 

voltage selector switch located behind a cover 
plate and a separate power -cord receptable that 
can accept the different line cords required by 
each country. An AM- ferrite loopstick anten- 
na and a chassis ground terminal complete the 
rear -panel layout. Auxiliary equipment that 
can be used includes three speaker systems, 
two tape decks and a Dolby adaptor. 

FM performance measurements 
Table I summarizes the measurements 

made for the FM section of the RS-660 receiv- 
er. Although harmonic distorion levels were a 

bit poorer than claimed at 1 kHz (the pub- 
lished specifications do not include figures for 
harmonic distortion at the other test points 
called for by the IHF Tuner Measurement 
Standards), they were nevertheless quite low 
and remained low at the more difficult 6 -kHz 
test frequency, with readings of 0.12% for 
mono and 0.22% for stereo. What's morc 
important, there was no evidence of "beats" 
when checking the recovered 6 -kHz stereo 
waveforms. Frequency response in stereo FM 
is shown as the upper trace of Fig. 3, while 
separation is shown as the difference in dB 
between the upper and lower traces. Each 

vertical division in this scope photo is equal to 
10 dB. 

Setton is one of the few manufacturers of 
stereo receivers that is willing to disclose the 
AM frequency response of their products. As 
it turns out, although the stated response range 
is nothing to be proud of, it was somewhat 
exceeded in our test sample as is shown in the 
response trace of Fig. 4. The -6 -dB rolloff 
point actually turned out to be 3.0 kHz as 

opposed to the 2.3 kHz claimed. It should be 
noted that such limited frequency response 
range of AM is typical of most of today's 
stereo "high fidelity" receivers. 

TABLE 1 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT 

Manufacturer: Setton International Model RS -660 

FM PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

SENSITIVITY, NOISE AND R -E R -E 
FREEDOM FROM INTERFERENCE Measurement Evaluation 
IHF sensitivity, mono (NV) (dBf) 2.0 (11.2) Very good 
Sensitivity, stereo (MV) (dBf) 4.2 (17.6) Excellent 
50 -dB quieting signal, mono (AV) (dBf) 3.1 (15.0) Very good 
50 -dB quieting signal, stereo (NV) (dBf) 40 (37.2) Fair 
Maximum S/N ratio, mono (dB) 73 Very good 
Maximum S/N ratio, stereo (dB) 68 Very good 
Capture ratio (dB) 1.0 Excellent 
AM suppression (dB) 60 Excellent 
Image rejection (dB) 88 Excellent 
IF rejection (dB) 95 Superb 
Spurious rejection (dB) 100+ Superb 
Alternate channel selectivity (dB) 81 Excellent 

FIDELITY AND DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS 
Frequency response, 50 Hz to 15 kHz (. dB) 1.0 Very good 
Harmonic distortion, 1 kHz, mono ( %) 0.12 Excellent 
Harmonic distortion, 1 kHz, stereo ( %) 0.18 Very good 
Harmonic distortion, 100 Hz, mono ( %) 0.14 Excellent 
Harmonic distortion, 100 Hz, stereo ( %) 0.25 Good 
Harmonic distortion, 6 kHz, mono ( %) 0.12 Excellent 
Harmonic distortion, 6 kHz, stereo ( %) 0.22 Very good 
Distortion at 50 -dB quieting, mono ( %) 0.32 Excellent 
Distortion at 50 -dB quieting, stereo ( %) 0.24 Excellent 

STEREO PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 
Stereo threshold (AV) (dBf) 2.5 (13.2) Superb 
Separation, 1 kHz (dB) 40 Excellent 
Separation, 100 Hz (dB) 42 Superb 
Separation, 10 kHz (dB) 30 Very good 

MISCELLANEOUS MEASUREMENTS 
Muting threshold (AV) (dBf) 2.5 (13.2) Excellent 
Dial calibration accuracy (+ kHz at MHz) Perfect Superb 

EVALUATION OF CONTROLS, DESIGN 
AND CONSTRUCTION 
Control layout Excellent 
Ease of tuning Excellent 
Accuracy of meters or other tuning aids Superb 
Usefulness of other controls Excellent 
Construction and internal layout Very good 
Ease of servicing Very good 
Evaluation of extra features, if any Excellent 

OVERALL FM PERFORMANCE RATING Very good 

Amplifier measurements 
Results of our amplifier measurements are 

summarized in Table 2. In general, the power 
amplifier circuitry exceeded published specifi- 
cations by a wide margin and might well have 
been rated at 130 watts -per- channel for its 
rated harmonic distortion of 0.035 %. At its 
presently rated output of 120 watts- per -chan- 
nel, mid -frequency harmonic distortion was a 

very low 0.01% while IM distortion was almost 
as low, with readings of 0.027 %. Dynamic 
Headroom (per the new IHF Amplifier Mea- 
surement Standards) was on the high side, 
with readings of 1.8 dB. This means that with 
short -term burst input signals, the amplifier 
can be expected to reproduce peaks of 180.0 
watts without undergoing clipping. 

Signal -to -noise and sensitivity measure- 
ments shown in Table 2 are in accordance with 
the new IHF Amplifier Measurement Stan- 
dards, and will therefore not correlate with this 
manufacturer's published specifications. The 
measurements should therefore be judged on 
their own merits and should be compared with 
similarly obtained figures for competitive 
products. 

Figure 5 depicts the range of the BASS and 
TREBLE tone controls when each is set to either 
of its available turnover frequency points. The 
availability of these alternate turnover settings 

ely:trly provides increased tone control flexibil- 
it) that is further augmented by the MID -range 
tone control whose maximum boost and cut 
range is shown in the scope photo of Fig. 6. 

Figure 7 shows the response of the low -cut 
and high -cut filters. All slopes are at 12 -dB- 
per- octave as claimed. The scope display does 
not show the subsonic filter characteristic sim- 
ply because our frequency sweep on this 
display extends only from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 
whereas the subsonic filter cuts off at 15 kHz. 
Separate testing disclosed that it, was accu- 
rately designed and provides the same 12 dB- 
per- octave slope below 15 Hz. 



Figure 8 is a plot of the action of the loud- 
ness compensation circuitry, taken at various 
settings of the master volume control. Action 
begins at around 30 dB below the maximum 
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TABLE 2 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT 
Manufacturer Sefton International 

AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

Model: RS -660 

R -E R -E 
POWER OUTPUT CAPABILITY Measurement Evaluation 
RMS power /channel, 8 -ohms, 1 kHz (watts) 140.3 Excellent 
RMS power /channel, 8 -ohms, 20 Hz (watts) 133.0 Excellent 
RMS power /channel, 8 -ohms, 20 kHz (watts) 130.0 Very good 
RMS power /channel, 4 -ohms. 1 kHz (watts) N/A N/A 
RMS power /channel, 4 -ohms, 20 Hz (watts) N/A N/A 
RMS power /channel, 4 -ohms, 20 kHz (watts) N/A N/A 
Frequency limits for rated output (Hz -kHz) 10 -55 Superb 
Dynamic Headroom (dB) 1.8 Excellent 

DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS 
Harmonic distortion at rated output. 1 kHz ( %) 0.01 Superb 
Intermodulation distortion, rated output ( %) 0.027 Superb 
Harmonic distortion at 1 -watt output, 1 kHz ( %) 0.0045 Superb 
Intermodulation distortion at 1 -watt output ( %) 0.08 Very good 

DAMPING FACTOR AT 8 OHMS, 50 Hz 44 Good 

PHONO PREAMPLIFIER MEASUREMENTS 
Frequency respons (RIAA ± dB) +0.1 -0.8 
Maximum input before overload (mV) 160 
Hum /noise, "A" -weighted, referenced to 1W or 0.5V output, 
for 5 -mV input (dB) 77 

HIGH LEVEL INPUT MEASUREMENTS 
Frequency response (Hz -kHz, dB) 8.5 -94, 3.0 
Hum /noise "A" -wt'd, re: 0.5 or 1W out, 0.5V in (dB) 76 
Residual noise, "A" -wt'd, minimum volume, re 1W out (dB) 81 

Good 
Very good 

Excellent 

Superb 
Very good 

Good 

TONAL COMPENSATION MEASUREMENTS 
Action of bass and treble controls See Fig. 5 Excellent 
Action of secondary tone controls See Fig. 6 Very good 
Action of high- and low- frequency filters See Fig.7 Excellent 

COMPONENT MATCHING MEASUREMENTS 
Input sensitivity, phono 1 /phono 2, re: 1W or 0.5V out (mV) 0.22/0.44 Good 
Input sensitivity, high level, re: 1W or 0.5V out (mV) 15 Good 
Output level, tape outputs, at rated output (mV) 150 Good 
Output level, headphone jack, at rated output (mV or mW) 90 mW Good 

EVALUATION OF CONTROLS, 
CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN 
Adequacy of program source and monitor switching Excellent 
Adequacy of input facilities Excellent 
Front panel layout Excellent 
Action of controls and switches Excellent 
Design and construction Very good 
Ease of servicing Good 

OVERALL AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE RATING Excellent 

setting of the volume control and consists 
primarily of bass boost at that level. At lower 
settings of the volume control ( -40 dB and 
-50 dB), treble boost is also incorporated, 
though more moderately than the bass boost. 

Summary 
Table 3 provides an overall product evalua- 

tion of this high -powered receiver from Setton 
International, as well as our summary com- 
ments regarding its performance and ease of 
use. The RS -660 is, above all else, an extreme- 
ly flexible and well- thought -out receiver that 
delivers enough clean power for just about any 
home high -fidelity requirements. Although 
phisically large, its depth has been kept reason- 
ably short, permitting it to be used on a shelf as 

well as a table top -something that many high - 
powered receiver manufacturers seem to ig- 
nore these days. For its power output, control 
features, performance level and overall flexi- 
bility, the receiver seems to us to be fairly 
priced, and its features surpass those of many 
similarly priced receivers, not to mention sepa- 
rate components costing much more. R -E 

TABLE 3 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT 
Manufacturer: Setton International 

OVERALL PRODUCT ANALYSIS 
Retail price $879.95 
Price category High 
Price /performance ratio Excellent 
Styling and appearance Very good 
Sound quality Excellent 
Mechanical performance Excellent 

Model: RS -660 

Comments: The model RS -660 was obviously designed for the stereo receiver user who desires all 
of the flexibility of "separates" but has limited installation space and cannot afford the 
$1200 to $1500 that might have to be expended to acquire a separate amp and tuner 
having equal power capability and features. Not that the RS -660 is in any way miniatu- 
rized or compact. It is, very deliberately, a large unit for its rated power output, 
constructed in an extremely rugged manner. with careful attention paid to a logical 
layout of the front -panel controls, internal circuit board layout and long -term reliabili- 
ty. Individual components are top -grade. Intermodule wiring is kept to a minimum, and 
most of the potentiometers and switches on the front panel are directly mounted to 
their respective circuit boards. The three -way "security" light panel on the face of the 
receiver is a novel idea that lets the user know that all is well with the internal circuits 
and even indicates when the amplifier is being driven into clipping levels. 

This conservatively rated 120- watt -per -channel receiver is not likely to go into clip- 
ping, however, even when driving relatively inefficient speaker systems such as those 
we used in our extended listening tests of the unit. The amplifier's performance is truly 
awesome, with reproduced sound extremely transparent and devoid of any audible 
transient intermodulation distortion, noise or other unwanted sonic coloration. The 
tuner section, while not quite as "state -of- the -art" as the amplifier and control 
sections, was nevertheless of high enough quality so that most of our FM listening 
evaluations were limited by the quality of broadcast signals rather than by any limita- 
tions of the tuner circuitry itself. 



Quickie 
Course in 

VCR Video 
Although the results are similar, the video signal in the Beta 
and VHS systems is handled quite differently. Here's a look 

at the recording and playback video circuitry of these two systems. 

FOREST BELT 

YOU PROBABLY DO NOT NEED A 
lengthy discourse about television elec- 
tronics. But VCR electronics does 
deserve some attention. Video may be 
video; yet its not handled the same in 
video cassette recorders as in TV 
receivers. 

The two popular video cassette for- 
mats -VHS and Beta -bear strong 
similarities, at least in their video. A brief 
familiarization should carry you through 
the video electronics in either kind of 
machine. You will see briefly how a color 
VCR processes luminance and 
chrominance signals in preparation for 
laying them down magnetically on a 

video tape. None of these processes are 
really very complicated. 

You will note a considerable difference 
between how chroma is handled and 
how luminance is handled. They are 
treated separately, as individual func- 
tions, each in its own circuitry. 

Chrominance, as it accompanies 
regular composite video, actually consists 
of various -phased 3.579545 -MHz 
sidebands signals. For reasons we needn't 
go into here, it is impractical in video 
recording to keep the chroma at that 
frequency. 

So conversion stages beat these 
sidebands down to much lower frequen- 
cies. In VHS machines, chroma ends up 
as 629.36 -kHz sidebands. That's the fre- 

quency of the color signal that goes to the 
recording head and is impressed 
magnetically upon the tape. In Beta 
systems, conversion brings the chroma 
sidebands down to 688.362 kHz. In that 
form, chroma signals are impressed on 
the tape. 

Luminance is handled differently -yet 
virtually alike in both machine formats. 
Composite video, minus color informa- 
tion, goes through a certain amount of 
frequency equalization. This is followed 
by clipping that prevents sync tips from 
reaching too far "black" and video from 
going toward "white" enough to corn - 
press or to overmodiilate. 

Video and sync then frequency - 
modulate an FM oscillator. The center 
frequency of the "luminance" oscillator is 

chosen so that, in VHS equipment, 
negative -going sync tips swing the fre- 
quency down to 3.4 MHz, while max- 
imum video white raises it to 4.4 MHz. 
Beta systems permit a slightly greater 
modulation swing -from 3.5 MHz to 4.8 
MHz. 

These signal -handling techniques are 
called "color under." Summing them up: 
chrominance information goes on the 
tape as sidebands at 629 kHz or 688 kHz, 
depending on the VCR's format. Black - 
and -white video and sync are frequency - 
modulated, centered at a frequency of 
around 4 MHz. The exact frequency swing 
for 100% video modulation depends on 
the format. 

In case you've been wondering, TV 
sound is not involved in either of these 
two processes. Sound is brought into the 
recorder electronics separately, is handl- 
ed by itself, and then is recorded as one 
narrow track along the top of the tape. In 
all these respects, a VCR handles sound 
just like any audio cassette recorder. 

The bottom of the video tape has 
another narrow track, used to record 
control pulses. These control signals 
operate the synchronizing and servo 
systems during playback. 

Beta recording sections 
The block diagram of Fig. 1 shows the 

major sections in a Beta format VCR that 
deal with luminance, sync and 
chrominance signals during the Record 
function. Some very complicated stages 
and circuits make up these sections. But 
the interrelationships among the sections 
are fairly simple. 

Sections make a good level at which to 
start understanding a VCR. With a little 
study, you should be able to commit this 
entire diagram to memory. Doing so will 
greatly speed your thought processes 
later when you begin troubleshooting or 
diagnosing electronic malfunctions. 

Composite video input signal comes 
from either a color camera (a mono- 
chrome camera omits chrominance) 
or from a video detector in the tuner /IF 
section of the VCR. (All consumer VCR's 
now have tuners and IF stages.) 
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A bandpass filter separates out all 
3.58 -MHz burst and sideband signals and 
sends them to chroma amplifiers. A low - 
pass filter blocks the chroma, and sends 
video and sync signals to the video am- 
pifiers. 

Follow the video or luminance signal 
first since it is the simplest. Video from the 
video amplifier section goes through 
some equalization to prepare it for either 
standard -speed or long -play recording. In 
two -speed Beta format, this is the 
1- hour /2 -hour switch. (Long play, with a 

new 750 -foot cassette, now gives 3 hours 
of Beta recording and playback time.) 

A clipping section prevents sync from 
reaching too far black or the video from 
going too far white. This leveled 
luminance signal feeds an FM modulator. 
The 3.5- to 4.8 -MHz FM signal goes to 
the recording amplifiers and from there to 
the video recording heads. 

The signal back at the video amplifier 
section also goes to a sync separator. 
Horizontal sync tips are used in an AGC 
system that controls gain in the video 
amplifiers. 

The sync separator supplies 15,734 -Hz 
signals to several other sections in the 
VCR. Instead of dealing with these sec- 
tions at this point, save your study of each 
until you see its purpose. For now, just go 
back and follow what happens to the 
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3.58- MHz -chrominance (chroma) side - 
bands and burst signals. 

A bandpass filter separates the color 
signals from the incoming composite 
signal and feeds them to a chrominance 
amplifier section. A color sync section 
recovers the burst. Horizontal sync from 
the sync separator gates this section only 
during the burst portion of the chroma 
signal. The 3.58 -MHz burst thus 
separated out tightly controls a color 
oscillator inside the section. A phase - 
locked 3.58 -MHz continous -wave (CW) 
signal feeds the automatic color control 
(ACC) section. 

A DC voltage goes back from the ACC 
section to level out the gain of the chroma 
amplifiers. The ACC also puts out a sens- 
ing voltage to the color -killer section. The 
killer lets a frequency converter 
operate -or, in absence of a color signal. 
not operate. 

Meanwhile. the chroma amplifier sec- 
tion amplifies 3.58 -MHz sidebands. It 
then feeds them to the chroma frequency 
converter. There the color sidebands 
convert to sidebands of a 688 -kHz signal. 

To understand how this conversion oc- 
curs, you must go back to another group 
of sections. A carrier generator section 
takes a sample 15,734 -Hz sync signal. In- 
side the carrier section, a control loop 
phase -locks a VCO at exactly 44 times 

the horizontal sync frequency. The out- 
put of this section is a signal tightly held at 
692.296 kHz. 

Next, this CW signal mixes with a 

crystal -controlled 3.575611 -MHz signal 
in a mixer section. The additive 
heterodyne of the two makes 
4.267907 -MHz signal that also is CW (no 
modulation). 

Meanwhile, another part of the signal 
from the sync separator triggers an 
alternate -line phase inverter. The entire 
function of this inverter section is to 
reverse the phase of the CW signal at in- 
tervals that correspond to every alternate 
horizontal line. The purpose lies in the 
way chroma signal must be laid down on 
the tape. Lines fit very closely together. 
The phase of chroma information is 

reversed for each line as it is laid down on 
the tape. This counters crosstalk between 
adjacent lines. 

The inverter section alternately 
reverses the phase of the 4.27 -MHz CW 
signal that is fed through it. This signal 
mixes subtractively with the 3.58 -MHz 
chroma sidebands in the chroma fre- 
quency converter. In exact megahertz, 
4.267907 minus 3.579545 equals 
0.688362. The result. therefore. is 

688.362 -kHz sidebands reversed in 
phase for every alternate horizontal line. 

This 688 -kHz color sideband signal 
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then goes to the recording amplifiers that 
matrix the FM signal and the 688 -kHz 
sideband signal (this is linear mixing, with 
no heterodyning). The two recording 
heads lay both signals down on the tape. 

This doesn't seem too complicated, 
does it? It really isn't, at this level of 
analysis. And this is the level at which you 
ordinarily begin your troubleshooting 
diagnosis. 

VHS recording function 
A VHS video cassette recorder uses 

similar electronics for recording. Figure 2 
is the block diagram of the sections in- 
volved; you can just follow the analysis 
on this diagram. 

A low -pass filter separates out the 
luminance or Y signal, and feeds it 
through a video amplifier section. Then, 
long- play /standard -play (2- hour /4- 
hour) equalization is added, some pre - 
emphasis and the usual black /white 
clipping. 

The only real difference in the 
luminance processing comes with the 
field interleaving that occurs before the 
video goes to the FM modulator. This 
locks the start of video in each field to the 
head /servo system. The frequency - 
modulated luminance signal proceeds 
through the amplifiers to the two video 
recording heads. A sync separator right 
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after the video amplifiers does essentially 
the same thing as in a Beta- format tape 
deck. That is, it supplies gating and con- 
trol pulses for other sections. 

Chroma, pulled out by a bandpass 
filter, goes to a color amplifier section, 
where an ACC section controls the gain. 

A color sync section uses horizontal - 
rate gating from the sync separator to lift 
out the burst signal. Color sync controls a 

3.58 -MHz (actually, 3.579545 -MHz) 
variable crystal oscillator (VXO). A color - 
burst- locked CW signal enters a balanced 
mixer. 

Meanwhile, in a carrier generator sec- 
tion, a sync separator signal serves as 
reference to phase -lock a 2.51744 -MHz 
VCO. A 4:1 down -counter divides the 
VCO signal. Output of the carrier 
generator therefore is 629.36 kHz, a CW 
signal that feeds a phase rotator. 

Phase rotation accomplishes the same 
end as the alternate -line inverter does in 
the system described earlier -it reduces 
crosstalk. A unique phase- shifting 
system, slaved to the 15,734 -Hz sync 
signal, rotates the vector (phase) of the 
629 -kHz CW signal. Coinciding with the 
start of each line, the CW signal phase 
rotates 90 degrees. At the next line -start 
time, the phase rotates again, and so 
forth. 

At the start of each TV field, a phase 

629 = 629.36 kHz 

4.2 = 4.208905 MHz 

shifter also inverts the phase of the 
629 -kHz signal. This phase- switched 
signal goes to the balanced mixer to 
heterodyne with the color- burst- 
synchronized signal from the VXO. 
These signals together create an 
alternate- line- rotated and alternate- field- 
reversed CW signal at 4.208905 MHz. 

This 4.2 -MHz signal takes on the same 
phase- switched characteristics as the 
629 -kHz signal. The 4.2 -MHz signal now 
goes to a balanced modulator. There it is 

modulated by the 3.58 -MHz chroma 
sidebands. The result is the difference 
heterodyne: 4.208905 MHz minus 
3.479545 MHz equals 629.36 -kHz 
sidebands. In other words, the chroma 
signal has become 629.36 -kHz 
sidebands, with the phase- rotating 
characteristics carried from the phase 
rotator /switcher. 

This signal goes to the recording 
amplifiers and from there to the video 
heads. The color signals are laid down on 
the tape, oriented according to the phase 
conditions instituted by the signals. Video 
goes onto the tape simultaneously, but 
remember it is an FM signal that is con- 
fined between 3.4 MHz and 4.4 MHz. 

Beta playback functions 
Keeping in mind what happens to the 

signal during recording helps you know 
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what to expect during playback. Figure 3 
shows the playback sections involved in a 

Beta -format machine. Try to memorize 
the signal -handling sequence: 

The two spinning video heads pick up 
signals from the diagonal magnetic tracks 
on the video tape. Timing and position- 
ing of the two heads is taken care of 
precisely by the control track and by the 
tape deck's servoelectronics. The heads 
pick up signals in a precisely synchron- 
ized pattern. 

First, let's consider recovery of the 
luminance signal. The 3.5- to 4.8 -MHz 
FM signal comes from the head amplifiers 
to a section called the dropout compen- 
sator. Slight oxide flaws in the tape cause 
specks to be seen during video playback. 
The compensator senses the dropped - 
out video and replaces the emptiness with 
whatever signal just precedes that spot on 
the line. The result is a more solid picture. 

Next, the FM signal is demodulated. 
Recovered luminance video runs through 
de- emphasis according to the tape speed 
that the control track sets the machine to 
playing. Finally, the luminance (Y signal) 
goes to a Y -C matrix where it rejoins 
recovered chroma. 

Before you get to the chroma recovery 
stage, note that the luminance signal at 
the Y -C matrix also goes to a sync 
separator section. The horizontal sync 
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that accompanies the video is needed to 
control a number of color- recovery 
stages. 

For example, it feeds horizontal sync 
pulses to the same carrier generator sec- 
tion used for recording. As you recall, the 
output is a steady 692.296 kHz (this is 44 
times the horizontal sync frequency). The 
CW signal goes to a mixer. 

RCA MODEL VCT400 

Meanwhile, the sync separator also 
feeds a signal to a color -sync automatic 
phase control (APC) section. The output 
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of the APC section, a 3.579545 -MHz 
signal that is phase -locked to the burst 
signal from the chroma amplifiers, goes to 
the mixer. 

In the mixer, the 692.296 -kHz signal 
and the 3.579545 -MHz signal 
heterodyne to form a 4.271841 -MHz 
signal. This CW signal goes through an 
alternate -line phase inverter that is also 
controlled by the sync separator: The 
signal phase reverses during the time of 
every other line. This alternate -line- 
reversed 4.27 -MHz signal is then fed to a 
frequency- conversion mixer. The same 
converter receives the 688 -kHz color - 
sideband signal from the head amplifiers. 

Remember that the 688 -kHz signal was 
recorded in such a way that alternate lines 
are in opposite phase on the tape. 
Therefore, 688 -kHz sidebands played 
back to the conversion mixer change 
phase every other line. Feeding an 
alternate -line- inverted 4.27 -MHz signal 
to the frequency converter counters this. 
The 3.58 -MHz signal heterodyned from 
the converter thus regains its original 
form. Going to the chroma amplifier are 
the original 3.58 -MHz chroma sidebands 

Any jitter in the chroma signal appears 
also in burst signals that go to the APC 
section. An inverse jitter finds its way 
from the APC section to the frequency 
converter. This counteracts any tendency 
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for the picture to jitter. 
The sync separator also provides the 

gate signal to recover the burst from the 
chroma signal. One direction sends a 

burst signal to the automatic color con- 
trol, just as in a TV receiver. Another 
direction opens the color -killer stage 
when color is present. This allows the 
chroma signal to reach the Y -C or 
luminance -chroma matrix. Of course, 
when no color burst is present, the killer 
blocks noise originating in the chroma 
amplifiers. The Y -C mixer feeds the 
video output jack and the RF modulator 
(for a TV set monitor). 

The important thing to recognize here 
is that Playback processes the color and 
video signals virtually in mirror to the way 
they were processed when recording the 
tape. As soon as you recognize this fact, 
you can commit the whole 
record /playback system to memory. 

VHS playback sections 
Figure 4 shows a virtual reversal of the 

signal processing that took place during 
the VHS Record function. 

Signals from the two video heads drive 
the playback amplifiers. The frequency - 
modulated Y signal and sync pass 
through a dropout compensator and 
demodulator. Video then finds de- 
emphasis on its way to the Y- combiner. 
Video also goes to a sync separator. 

Meanwhile, the chroma, in the form of 
629 -kHz sideband signals, arrives at a 

balanced modulator whose job is to 
"modulate" a heterodyne with these 
sidebands. 

SONY MODEL SL -5400 

Horizontal sync, taken 
controls a phase- rotation section that 
reverses the rotation applied during 
Record. The phase- corrected 629 -kHz 
signal goes to a balanced mixer, along 
with a 3.58 -MHz signal that has been 
locked by color burst in the APC 
(Automatic Phase Control) section. The 
sum of these signals forms a phase - 
correcting 4.2 -MHz signal. It is fed to the 
balanced modulator to mix with the 
phase- rotating 629 -kHz chroma sideband 
signals coming from the tape through the 
head amplifiers. 

Without the correcting rotation of the 
4.2 -MHz CW signal, color sidebands 
from the balanced modulator would con- 
tain the recorded phase rotation. But, as 
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it's processed here, the output of the 
balanced modulator consists of the 
phase- corrected original 3.58 -MHz color - 
sideband signals. 

This goes through chroma amplifiers. 
Some signal from the chroma amplifiers is 

fed back to an ACC section that is keyed 
by the horizontal sync separator. A DC 
voltage proportional to the burst -signal 
amplitude controls the gain in the 
629 -kHz RF section. 

The chroma signal from the chroma 
amplifiers goes through a color -killer 
stage to the Y -C matrix -if the color 
killer doesn't block it. The color -killer sec- 
tion, operated from the APC, is open 
when the color burst is present. When the 
color burst is not present, the killer blocks 
noise coming from any of the chroma 
amplifier circuitry. 

And, of course, the Y -C matrix sends 
color and luminance plus sync to the 
video- output jack or to the RF modulator 
in the tape deck. 

Learning to understand and trouble- 
shoot record and playback electronics of 
a VCR probably is the least of your wor- 
ries with video cassette recorders. There 
are other functions that are more difficult 
to understand. They will be the subject of 
future "What You Need to Know" sec- 
tions in RadloElectronics. Watch for 
them in future issues. R -E 
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Programmable- read -only- memories can perform many logic 
functions and at the same time reduce circuit complexity. 

The key to using a PROM, however, is the ability to program it. 

A read -only memory (ROM) is a random access memory in 
which data is mask -programmed during the manufacturing 
process. A programmable ROM, or PROM, is also a read -only 
memory; however, memory patterns are programmed into it 
by the user after manufacture. Read -only memories act as 
code converters that accept input codes and generate arbi- 
trarily assigned output patterns. They are logically equiva- 
lent to truth tables in which the number of input variables 
equals the number of ROM address inputs and the number of 
output functions equals the number of ROM outputs. For 
example, an 8K PROM organized as 1024 x 8 bits implements 
the truth table for eight functions of ten variables. 

Techniques for programming PROMs differ according to the 
technologies used to implement the devices. Certain types of 
MOS PROMS IEPROMsI can be erased and reprogrammed, 
but bipolar TTL PROMs can be programmed only once. In 
either case, the user can custom -program PROMs and, when 
necessary, make system changes without facing the sub- 
stantial mask charges, manufacturing turn -around time, and 
need to maintain inventories of different patterns that are 
required by ROMs. 

Bipolar TTL PROMs offer access times in the 25 ns to 50 ns 
range and ECL devices are available with access times in the 
10 ns to 20 ns range, while MOS is slower than either type. 
Although MOS has historically been available in larger bit 
configurations than bipolar, advances in bipolar memory 
technology are narrowing the gap. Isoplanar Schottky 
PROMs, for example, offer densities between those of PMOS 
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and silicon -gate NMOS. They are also cost- and performan- 
ce- competitive not only with ROMs, but also with standard 
TTL on a per- function basis. 

Isoplanar Schottky PROMs in various sizes and configura- 
tions are available from Fairchild, with high performance 
guaranteed across both commercial and military tempera- 
ture ranges. These devices include the 93417/93427 256 x O- 
bit, the 93436/93446 512 x 4 -bit, the 93438/93448 512 x 8 -bit, 
the 93452/93453 1024 x 4 -bit, and the 93450/93451 1024 x 8- 
bit PROMs. They are completely TTL compatible, include 
fully decoded addressing, and are available with open -col- 
lector or 3 -state outputs. A 256 x 4 -bit Isoplanar ECL PROM 
with a typical access time of 11 ns is also available. 

Reprinted from "Fairchild Journal of Semiconductor Progress, Vol. 6 No. 2 
© Copyright 1978, Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp. 







3. On 93436 and 93446 PROMs, connect the Chip Select 
inputs to the TTL decoder outputs. 

4. On 93438, 93448, 93450 and 93451 PROMs. connect the 
CS3 and CS4 inputs to a HIGH or leave them unconnected. 

5. To program a bit in one of the PROMs, simultaneously 
raise the TTL decoder supply voltages to Vcc = 12.6 V and 
VEE = 7.6 V and select the desired PROM via the TTL decoder 
Address inputs (HIGH = 10.0 V, LOW = 7.6 V). 

6. Close the bit switch associated with the bit to be pro- 
grammed and raise the programming pulse voltage to 21 V. 

The selected PROM, the active LOW Chip Select input of 
which is at approximately 7.8 V, programs. The active LOW 
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Chip Select inputs of all other PROMs are at approximately 
10.6 V; these PROMS remain deselected, and do not program. 

7. To verify a LOW in the bit just programmed, remove the 
programming pulse and sense the PROM output bus after 
simultaneously lowering the TTL decoder supply voltages to 
Vcc = 5.0 V and VEE = 0 V and lowering the TTL decoder 
Address inputs to their normal levels (HIGH = 2.4 V, LOW = 

0.4 V) . 

8 Repeat the procedure for other bits, following the nor- 
mal programming sequence. 

9. To select a different PROM on the board, change the 
TTL decoder address. R -E 
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At 18, things looked different 
You remember -the most important thing was to 
get started working. Enough of books and classes! 
You wanted to make money. Maybe you had responsi- 
bilities. Afamilytotakecareof .Anyfurthereducation 
would just have to wait. 

But then you started noticing something: the 
guys with diplomas were getting first crack at good 
jobs and promotions. You were losingout. And it hurt. 

Now you know: a degree opens doors 
Government, defense contractors, large companies 
-they want good electronics and electrical special- 
ists. But they also want credentials. A degree. For- 

tunately, even if you're working it's not too late to 
get one. 

You don't have to commute, quit your job, 
conform to a class schedule 
The Center for Degree Studies offers Associate in 

Specialized Technology degrees in electronics 
technology and electrical engineering technology. 

These are no ordinary degree studies. Using 
guided independent study, a concept pioneered by 
ICS in 1890, you work at your own place and pace. 
No commuting to classes, no classroom pressures. 
You'll be supplied with clear, fully illustrated study 
materials including practice problems, quizzes 
and exams to evaluate your progress. In the final 
semester you'll have two weeks of on- campustrain- 
ing at a leading engineering college or university. 

You'll also receive valuable instruments and 
equipment when required, to make your course 
come alive. Equipment you can keep on using 
on the job. 

Help is just a toll -free call away 
You can call CDS /ICS from anywhere in the U.S. or 
Canada except Alaska and Hawaii, using our special 
toll -free Dial -A- Question® 
service. 

CDS accreditation make your degree 
impressive 
The Center for Degree Studies has been accredited 
by the Commission on Higher Education, Middle 
States Association of Colleges and Schools. This is 

the same body responsible for accrediting tradi- 
tional colleges and universities of the Middle States 
region, including some of the nation's leading 
schools. So your degree from CDS means a great 
deal. 

But maybe a degree isn't your goal. If you want 
career training that can help you move ahead in the 
exciting electronics /electrical field, ICS is the place 
to get it. Of course, no school can guarantee you a 

better job. But ICS can give you the first -rate training 
you need in areas like appliance servicing, TV ser- 
vicing and repair, electronics, electrical contracting 
and more. 

Here's what some of our students say: 
"My rotating shifts and three children made it im- 
possible to get a degree the usual way. I did it at home 
through the Center for Degree Studies." 

Frank Jones, Jr., East Brunswick, NJ 

"I started putting my knowledge to the test after only 
two months of training. I now have as many repair 
jobs as I can handle and quite a few satisfied 
customers." Richard Stratton, Mastic, NY 

See what it's all about ... free 
Just mail the coupon or card and we'll send you a 

catalog that includes a sample lesson and examina- 
tion. Do it now. Don't let this second chance slip by. 

r 
Free facts about your 
electronics /electrical 
degree. 
Mail to CDS /ICS Independent Study Programs, Scranton, PA 18515. 

XA230J 1 

There's no obligation and no salesman will call. 

I want to know more about degree studies and career training in the 
electronics /electrical field. 

Name 

Address 

City, State, ZIP 

Send me information about career training in the following fields: 

Electrical Motor Repair 
Electrical Appliance 
Servicing 
Electrical Contractor 

77. Electrical Engineering 
AST Degree in Electrical 
Engineering 

7 Electrical Fundamentals 
Electrician 
How to Install Electrical Wiring 
Industrial Electrical 
Technician 
Reading Electrical Blueprints 
Servicing Electrical 
Appliances 
Basic Electricity for 
Electronics 

Color Television Theory and 
Troubleshooting 
Electronics 
Electronics Fundamentals 
AST Degree in Electronics 
Technology CDS- 
First Semester 
Electrical Troubleshooting 
Techniques 
Fundamentals of Electronics 
Communications 
Stereo Receiver& Component 
Troubleshooting 
Television Servicing 

CDS/ICS 
J 
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1 HOBBY C JI 

The programmable calculator can find many interesting 
applications in electronics. 

EARL "DOC" SAVAGE, K4SDS, HOBBY EDITOR 

THIS MONTH WE'RE GOING TO GET AWAY 
from the usual "how -to" info and talk a 

bit about an instrument that can be a 

great help in the "how -to" department. 
We all own soldering irons, VOM's and 
so on, but how about the forgotten pro- 
grammable calculator? 

The field of electronics is strange in 
many ways. Consider, for example, how 
microcomputers have captured the atten- 
tion of hobbyists. This is quite under- 
standable since they are awe- inspiring, 
and some of them can even talk! 

However, the rush to microcomputers 
has overshadowed other electronic devel- 
opments for many hobbyists; calculators 
are a case in point. A calculator was 
considered an impossible achievement 
just a few short years ago, and now it is 
practically ignored. I paid $365 for my 
first book -sized "four- banger "; nowa- 
days, dealers almost pay you to take 
them. 

Calculators have become so common- 
place that I, for one, can't even add 2 + 2 
without punching it out to find the 
answer. We all know that sophisticated 
calculators are available for a few tens of 
dollars. At this point, you may ask, so 
what? Well, something happened to cal- 
culators while you weren't looking. 

What happened was the appearance of 
the scaled -up calculator -or stripped - 
down microcomputer, depending upon 
your point of view. The programmable 
calculator fits squarely between the two 
instruments and does not deserve to be 
forgotten. 

Programmable calculators 
Just what is a programmable calcula- 

tor? It's a smart calculator that can learn; 
it is a dumb microcomputer that doesn't 
know the alphabet. If you stick with 
numbers, there is no limit (almost) to 
what it can do! 

With just a few key -pushes, you can 
perform complex statistical analyses in a 

minute or two that would take hours or 
days on a conventional calculator. A pro- 
grammable calculator can solve quadratic 
equations, multiple resistor networks, or 
inductor /capacitor frequency and imped- 
ance problems in seconds. It can also play 

a variety of games. 
A programmable calculator makes it a 

snap to solve all kinds of involved prob- 
lems. Equally important, it can perform 
simple or complex calculations repeatedly 
just by your punching in new values and 
then pressing the RUN key. Imagine the 
trial- and -error time you can save when 
you substitute values in a filter, for exam- 
ple. 

If the programmable calculator doesn't 
already know how to do a particular job, 
it learns how just as quickly as you can 
press the keys. It is a real time -saver. As 
long as you stick with numbers, it per- 
forms as well as most microcomputers 
and better than some. Program it how to 
figure the bias resistors for one transistor 
and it will compute three or three hun- 
dred more resistors as fast as you can key 
in the conditions. 

Programming it consists of nothing 
more than pressing a key labeled LEARN 
and then punching through the operation- 
al sequence of the problem. Of course, 
you should know how to do the problem 
in the first place. However, if you don't, 
programmable calculators come prepro- 
grammed and /or with libraries of pro- 
grams that have been figured out for 
you. 

Let's take a look at several low -cost 
units that are currently available and find 
out what they can do for the electronics 
hobbyist. I have worked with three of 
these devices. You can find more sophis- 
ticated models, but they are definitely 
designed for mathematicians and engi- 
neers. In fact, even the least expensive 
one has capabilities (and programs) that 
are way over my head. 

The model TI -58 (Texas Instruments, 
about $130), and the models EC -4000 
and EC -4001 (Radio Shack, $60.00 and 
$40.00, respectively) are three first -rate 
instruments. The most striking feature 
about them is that all three come with 
books of instructions. 

It isn't that they are that difficult to 
use. The manufacturers simply don't 
want to leave anything out. They assume 
you don't know anything about them and 
proceed from there. In addition to com- 
plete instructions and numerous exam- 

pies, the manuals provide libraries of 
programs (even the model EC -4001 
comes with 290 programs). If you can 
read, there is no way to go wrong. 

The model TI -58 has several features 
not found on the other two. It contains 
connections for adding a printer. In addi- 
tion, it incorporates a removable module 
containing 25 prerecorded programs that 
can be called up from the keyboard (other 
modules are also available). 

The TI -58 provides more functions 
than the other two calculators. It contains 
45 keys, 42 of which are dual -purpose, 
thus actually providing 87 keys. The 
model EC -4000 has 40 keys (27 of them 
are dual -purpose) for a total of 67 keys. 
The little model EC -4001 has only 19 

keys, but 6 are double, 11 are triple and 1 

is a four -purpose key; this gives an effec- 
tive total of 50 keys. 

Actually, the three calculators are 
much more alike than they are different. 
They are all battery- or AC- operated; 
capable of conditional and unconditional 
branching or looping programs; and can 
provide regular or scientific notation, log 
and trig functions, etc. 

For an electronics hobbyist, perhaps 
the most practical difference between 
them is the number of memories and 
steps they have available for holding pro- 
grams. Although they can be varied, the 
TI -58 normally has 20 memories and 320 
potential program steps; the EC -4000 has 
8 memories and 50 program steps; and 
the EC -4001 has 1 memory and 36 steps. 
In evaluating these figures, don't be mis- 
led. The number of problem steps to a 

solution can greatly exceed the maximum 
number of program steps. At first glance, 
this may seem impossible but it often 
happens through the proper and normal 
use of various types of branching. For 
example, in this manner the EC -4000 is 

not limited to calculations with 50 or 
fewer steps. 

Overall, it seems unlikely that a hob- 
byist /experimenter would need the pow- 
er and capacity of the model TI -58. 
However, if you are a student who is plan- 
ning to go on to engineering or advanced 
math studies, the TI -58 (or better) would 
be the calculator to choose. 

However, don't get the idea that the 
EC-4000 and EC -4001 are toys (remem- 
ber the latter comes with 290 "canned" 
programs). These instruments will do 

Continued on page 78 
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'ILL,. l 8022A 
Extensive overioac ano vals en .i.c ion 
Rugged construction 
HI /LO power ohms for in- circuit resistance and diode testing 
10 MO input impedance doesn't load circuit 
200 hour battery life - low battery indicator 
Large LCD readout - 2000 counts 
1 year calibration cycle 
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Try this exciting 
new hobby! Build 
your own electronic concert 
organ. Its easy. No technical 
knowledge required. Just 
follow the clearly pictured 
instructions of the famous 
Wersi do -it- yourself system. 
Choose from seven different 
models. Send $2.00 
(refundable) with coupon for 
colorful 104 page catalog. 

®WERSI 

.... y ir t, .. 
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Wersi Electronics. Inc. 
Dept. 42. 
1720 Hempstead Road 
Lancaster. PA 17601 

Enclosed is $2.00 for my copy of your 104 page catalog 

Name 

Address 

City Stag, zip 
L 
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almost anything an electronics hobbyist, 
experimenter, ham or CB'er will ever 
want. 

Uses 
Now, what can you and I do with a 

programmable calculator? The general 
answer is, anything that involves numeri- 
cal calculations. A programmable calcu- 
lator operates straight from the keyboard 
just like any calculator, but its program- 
mability is the factor that makes it pay 
off. It really comes through whenever you 
must perform the same calculation more 
than once. 

For example, let's take any game - 
black jack, dice -toss, number guessing, 
moon landing, submarine, cannonade, 
biorhythm, or whatever. In each case you 
program the calculator to perform the 
math automatically and display the an- 
swer(s). Then, you simply key in your 
play, press the RUN keys, and the calcula- 
tor does the rest -over and over as long as 
you want. 

School assignments in math and sci- 
ence are another use. Bank statements, 
mortgage computations, interest compar- 
isons and discounts are but a few of the 
business world applications. 

In electronics the list of applications is 
a long one. A few examples are: in filters 
(power supply, audio, RF, bandpass, 

high -pass, low- pass); in networks (resis- 
tor, capacitor, inductor, combinations, 
tuned circuits); in antennas (dimensions, 
radiation, matching); and in transistor 
and tube -operating parameters. 

Learning to use a programmable calcu- 
lator provides a hidden advantage. Pro- 
gramming is simpler and easier to learn 
than for a microcomputer. Yet the princi- 
ples are the same. If you become profi- 
cient in programming a calculator, you 
will be well ahead when you obtain your 
first microcomputer. 

A hobbyist who builds slavishly from 
plans or an experimenter who sticks in 
different parts "just to see what will 
happen" doesn't need one; it would be 
only an interesting plaything. If you want 
to know why and how things operate, you 
have to dig a little deeper into circuits and 
a programmable calculator will help here. 
If you want to design and /or modify 
either simple or complex circuits, it can 
be as useful as meters and solder. 

Coming attractions 
If you've gotten the idea that I am 

"anti- microcomputer," it just ain't so. To 
prove it I'm preparing a rundown on a 
new, inexpensive microcomputer/con - 
troller, and we'll discuss it in a future 
"Hobby Corner." R -E 

Now, an automotive computer plus 
cruise control at your fingertips! 
This is CompuCruise! The first true computer for your car, 
truck or RV It's the most effective and functional cruise control 
ever designed, PLUS complete trip computing, an efficient fuel 
management system, and a split- second -accuracy quartz time 
system. 

CompuCruise is a cruise control with a memory. A unique 
seek -and -hold capability makes highway driving easier and more 
enjoyable. Fully electronic, making it more accurate and reliable. 

CompuCruise is a true computer, constantly reacting via 
automatic sensors to changing conditions, updating vital data 
for you every second. Just look at what CompuCruise gives you: 

Time, E.T. Lap timing, Alarm 
Time, Distance, Fuel to arrival 
Time, Distance, Fuel to empty 
Time, Distance fuel on trip 
Current or average MPH, MPG, GPH 
Fuel used, Distance since fillup 
Inside, outside or coolant temp. 
Battery voltage 
English or Metric display 

CompuCruise works on foreign or American cars (except 
Diesel and fuel- injected vehicles). It's priced for the budget - 
minded, and easily installable by you or your automotive outlet. 

Only $199.95 with Cruise Control, $159.50 without. Fully 
warranted for 90 days from date of purchase. Delivered 

complete with easy -to -follow installation guide. And backed by 
a 100% satisfaction guarantee. If not fully satisfied when you 
receive your unit, return it before installation and your money 
will be fully refunded without question. 

For the name of your nearest dealer, call or write us right 
now: ZEMCO, 12907 Alcosta Blvd., San Ramon, CA 94583. 
Phone (415) 838 -8060. 

Do it today -for a better cruise control and more auto- 
motive information 
than you've ever 
had before. 
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Transmitter Oscilloscopes 

Where do you find everything that's unique, 
everything that's new in electronics for home, 
hobby and business? Where else but in this 
exciting Heathkit Catalog ?...and it's 

X - Chart 
Recorder 

Digital Mu timeter 

Camp Light 

roc - -_ 1 

Handheld Digital 
Multimeter 

Educat cnal 
Progran< 

Ground - 
irack' 
Metal 
Locator 

Car lock; Truer 

me -button 
Phone Dialer 

Mal 

Digital 
Electronic 

Scale 

BETTER 

ELECTRONICS BECAUSE 
YOU BUILD THEM BETTER 
Some of the most exciting...and use- 
ful electronics kits you'll find anywhere. 
Easy to build, too! Heathkit instruc- 
tions assure even a first -time builder 
of success. Imagine the pride as you 
tell family and friends, "I built it myself!" 
You'll save money, too, because each 
Heathkit manual's troubleshooting 
section helps you avoid costly repair 
bills. If you ever need help, though, it's 
as close as Heath's technical assistance 
phone line, or at 55 sales and service 
locations* nationwide. 

-Heathkit products are displayed, sold and serviced 
coast -to -coast at Heathkit Electronic Centers 
(Units of Schlumberger Products Corporation) listed 
in the white pages of your phone book. 

If coupon is missing, write: 
Heath Company, Dept. 020-570, 
Benton Harbor, MI 49022 

send 
for yours 

TODAY! 
The latest Heathkit Catalog's 104 
pages contain pictures and descrip- 
tions of nearly 400 electronics kits 
you can bui d yourself...computers, 
color TV, amateur radio, test instru- 
ments, weather, radio control 
modeling, auto, boating and home 
products...and more. Its free. 

Schlumberger 

mimeiommilmomimiimm 
Heath Company, Dept. 020-570 
Benton Harbor, MI 49022 

Please send me my FREE Heathkit Catalog. 
I am not currently receiving your catalogs. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

R C Gear 

CL -711 Zip . - -.- to ------ ttttt1t1aa 
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communìcatíons corner 

A new super -loop antenna system for DX'ing the broadcast 
band and a true SWR meter. 

HERB FRIEDMAN, COMMUNICATIONS EDITOR 

FOR MANY SWL's THE REAL A( "I ION IS 

DX'ing on the broadcast band. But in 
today's world, between housing lots 60 X 
100 feet or smaller, local ordinances 
against "transmitting" antennas. and 
crackpot neighbors who claim any visible 
wire radiates "eminations" that produce 
ghostly voices from their teeth, it's almost 
next to impossible to get up a longwire 
antenna that can really pull in the DX 
signals. 

But there is a way to electronically 
boost the weak signals that can be picked 
up by a loop antenna, and at the same 
time "tune out" local stations that inter- 
fere with the DX. Fact is, with a Palomar 
Engineers Loop Antenna System you can 
tune your SW receiver to what appears to 
be a "dead" part of the broadcast band, 
and then make it spring to life with 
signals packed from end to end. And if a 

local broadcast gives you any trouble, you 
can simply tune it out. Sound fantastic? 
Well, it really does work. The Loop 
Antenna System consists of two sections 
that plug together. (See Fig. 1.) The base 
section contains a tuning capacitor. 
broadband amplifier, on /off switch, and a 

9 -volt "transistor" battery. Into the top of 
the cabinet you plug a loop antenna 
mounted on an unusually large, oversize, 
pivoting metal support. The support is 
calibrated to ±90 °, with 0° representing 
a horizontal loop position. The entire 
assembly can also be rotated through 
360 °, and the top of the cabinet has a 

360° compass for reference. 
The loop is tuned by the capacitor in 

the base section, so the circuit consists of 
a tuned loop followed by a broadband 
amplifier. The amplifier's output is fed 
through a short length of coax cable (any 
type) to your SW receiver. 

Obviously, signals received by the loop 
will be "peaked" when the loop is tuned 
by the capacitor, and then amplified. 
What isn't obvious is that the loop is 

directional in the familiar figure -8 dipole 
pattern. If the loop is adjusted for maxi- 
mum sensitivity, signals arriving ± 90° 
into the loop are sharply attenuated, so 
interference with the desired signal can 
be reduced. 

Next, imagine you can hear a weak DX 

signal but it's buried under a local broad- 
cast. Now comes magic. Skip signals have 
no distinct polarization; reflections pro- 
duce a combined vertical /horizontal 
wavefront. Groundwave signals, howev- 
er -such as from a local station -are 
vertically polarized; there is essentially no 
horizontal component. By careful adjust- 

FIG. 1 

ment of the rotational position (compass 
heading) and the tilt of the loop itself, it is 

possible to almost totally null out a local 
station. While this might reduce the 
reception of the DX signal, the signal will 
still be received if an adjacent or nearby 
local is sharply or completely nulled out. 

So you have two options when it comes 
to the loop's position: either you can 
adjust for maximum received signal, or 
for nulling of local interference. (The null 
effect is very broad on skywaves -if at 
all- because of what is effectively dual 
polarization of the signal caused by sky/ 
ground reflections.) 

The broadband amplifier is rated by 
Palomar Engineers at a nominal 20 dB 
gain. In comparison with a receiver hav- 
ing a built in broadcast band loop anten- 
na, the Loop Antenna System produced a 

direct signal improvement of about 15 dB 
to 35 dB. The extra "gain" is explained 
by extra sensitivity of the high -Q loop/ 
tuning capacitor circuit in the Palomar 
Engineer's device. 

The only limitation on use of the Loop 

Antenna System is that the receiver used 
for broadcast band DX'ing must have 
external antenna terminals. 

Obviously, if you have room, or some 
way to string a real longwire antenna, the 
Loop Antenna System offers little or no 
advantage, unless nulling of local signals 
is an important consideration. And if you 
have no way to string a longwire, the 
Palomar system is about the only way to 
bring a "dead band" to life. 

You can get additional information by 
writing to Palomar Engineers at Box 455, 
Escondido, CA 92025. 

SWR really means power 
Though there is some mistyque con- 

cerning SWR (Standing Wave Ratio), it 
is simply the antenna impedance divided 
by the transmission line impedance, or 
vice versa; the values being arbitrarily 
arranged to produce a value greater than 
I. For example, if the antenna is 300 
ohms and the line is 50 ohms the SWR is 

300 - 50 or 6:I (the "I" being the refer- 
ence value, and meaning the mismatch is 

6:1). If the antenna was 50 ohms and the 
line 300 ohms we would rearrange the 
figures so again we get 300 ± 50, or 6:1. 
There is no such thing as an SWR less 
than 1:1; we cannot have 50 - 300 or 
0.166:1. 

Now the antenna to line ratio is all 
there is to antenna system SWR. There 
are no other considerations. Unfortunate- 
ly, there is no convenient way to measure 
the antenna and line impedance where the 
two are connected together. Even if we 
had the instruments, how many of us are 
willing to climb to the top of a tower, or 
hang suspended from a wire dipole, to 
measure the impedance values? 

Fortunately, there are other ways to 
accomplish the same end. If there is a line 
to antenna mismatch, some of the power 
fed into the line by the transmitter is not 
transferred to the antenna; it is reflected 
(Aha!) back towards the input end of the 
line. setting up standing voltage waves 
along the line. (There are no standing 
waves when the line is perfectly matched 
to the load as all power flows into the 
load.) It is easy to build a device that will 
measure the standing wave on the line. 
The device that measures voltage stand- 
ing wave ratios is the VSWR meter, 
which is often mistakenly termed an 
"SWR meter ". Switching is generally 

Continued on page 82 
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Introducing 

l bl00tCr 
Six functions and 24 ranges for $129* make the jump 

from Analog to Digital more affordable than ever. 

We call our new hand -held 
8022A DMM the 'froubleshooter. It 
combines the basic performance 
features you want with all the 
advantages that give digital 
DMM's the edge over analog - 
0.25% basic dc accuracy, a 
rugged, reliable design, a 
razor sharp 31 -digit 
LCD readout, small size 
and light weight. 

Measure for 
measure you won't 
find a better value. 
Six functions- 
high and low 
ohms, ac and dc 
voltage and 
current (24 ranges 
in all) make the 
'froubleshooter a 13 
ounce (0.37 kg) package of 
excellent measurement value. 
This kind of value wasn't possible 
until our custom CMOS LSI single 
chip design made hand -held 
DMM's an affordable reality and 
Fluke the industry leader. 

Here's something new that 
won't shock you. Fluke's exclu- 
sive probe design features finger 
guards on the probe and shrouded 
connections to discourage acci- 
dental contact with circuit 
voltages. 

You won't find a more rugged 
or reliable hand -held DMM. 
There's a lot more to building a 
high -quality hand -held DMM 
than you might suspect. The case 
has to survive bumps, scrapes, 
and scuffs. The LCD readout must 
withstand the extremes of humid - 

*U.S. Price Only 

dents in Alaska, Hawaii, and 
Washington, the number is 

(206) 774- 2481.) 
In Europe, contact: Fluke (Holland) 

B.V., P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB Tilburg, 
The Netherlands. Thlephone 
(013)673973. Telex 52237. 

Ask about the new 8022A. And 
while you're at it, check into the 
8020A Analyst, the improved 
version of our $169* DMM. It 
boasts Fluke's exclusive conduct- 
ance capability for high resis- 

tance measurements and 
0.1% measurement accuracy. 

Both instruments are 
available at your 

distributor from stock. 
For immediate 

response, fill out 
the attached 
coupon. 

ity, temperature, and vibration. 
Function switches need to per- 
form reliably through thousands 
of cycles. And electrical circuitry 
must survive both physical shock 
and electrical overloads. 

We built the 8022A to with- 
stand all these tortures -with a 
rugged impact resistant plastic 
case, a custom LCD display, 
reliable push- buttons instead cf 
rotary switches and over 20% of 
the components devoted to over- 
load protection. 

Take the next step. Contact 
the Fluke office, representative 
or authorized distributor in your 
area. In the U.S., CALL TOLL 
FREE (800) 426 -0361. (For resi- 
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FLUKE 

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. 
P.O. Box 43210 MS #2B 
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 

Please send 8022A Troubleshooter data. 
Please send the 8020A Analyst specs. 

Please have a salesman call. 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City 

Thlephone( 
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see 
the logic 
of it all 

with 
B &K PREISION 

logic and pulser 
probes 

DP-50 $50 DP-100 $80 

Armed with only two portable instru- 
ments, you can now trace logic levels 
through the most popular types of 
logic circuitry... TTL, MOS, CMOS, 
even HTL and HiNIL. 

The new B &K- PRECISION DP -100 
is a digital pulser probe that's a great 
aid to fast analysis and debugging of 
integrated circuit logic systems. 
Simple to operate, the DP -100 can be 
used alone or with a logic probe or 
oscilloscope. It generates a "one 
shot" pulse train at a 5 Hz rate and 
senses circuit conditions to pull an 
existing high state to a low or a low 
state to a high. 

The B &K- PRECISION DP -50 is the 
digital probe that offers more than 
logic. In addition to logic status, it ac- 
tually displays pulse presence to 50 
MHz. The intensity of its PULSE LED 
reveals the duty cycle of the signal 
observed. 

Both the DP -50 and DP -100 are 
well protected against overload and 
accidental polarity reversal. You can 
see the logic of it all today! Contact 
your B &K- PRECISION distributor for 
immediate delivery. 

¡PRECISION 
DYNASCAN 
CORPORATION 

6460 West Cortland Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60635 312; 889 -9087 

in Canada Atlas Electron,cs Ontano ` Intl $IS Empire Cap 270Newiown 9d Pla,nwew L I NV 1180] 
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COMMUNICATIONS CORNER 
continued from page 80 

provided so we can set the forward volt- 
age reading to full scale. The reflected 
voltage reading is then read, and a cali- 
brated scale interpolates the meter point- 
er position into a VSWR or SWR value. 

Now Ohms Law tells us that if we 
know the voltage and impedance values 
we can calculate current, or power. Fact 
is, professional forward /reverse indica- 
tors are calibrated in power, and the user 
employs a special chart to calculate SWR 
values. This might not seem important 
when you're using a 4 -watt CB rig, but 
imagine a 300 kW TV transmitter with a 

2:1 SWR. That's almost 10% of the 
forward power output, or 30 kW, coming 
back down the line that's got to go some- 
where. Part of it is dissipated as heat in 
the transmission line; the remainder gets 
dissipated as heat in the transmitter's 
output circuit. Given a high enough 
SWR, you can literally burn up an output 
stage. 

Imagine if you will, a 1 kW amateur 
radio linear or other final. With a 2:1 
SWR you've got about 200 watts coming 
back down the line. When you think in 
terms of "200 watts" it becomes a little 
more unsettling than "a 2:1 SWR ". You 
can afford to lose a little in the way of 
radiated signal, but can you afford to 
replace components that might burn up? 

It is precisely for this reason that many 
commercial stations use meters that indi- 
cate the forward and reflected power, 
with the SWR calculated from special 
charts. To avoid the calculations, some 
stations employ a dual power meter con- 
sisting of two independent meter move- 
ments in a single case, with the move- 
ments located at each bottom corner. 
This causes the pointers to cross, and the 
scale is calibrated in SWR at the crossing 
location. In fact, the entire central area of 
the meter is calibrated in SWR so that 
regardless of the forward and reflected 
powers, and the meter pointer positions, 
they will always indicate the correct 
SWR value. 

Formerly limited to commercial instal- 
lations, the dual -purpose power /SWR 
meter (which dates back to the 1930's) is 
now available for amateur and low power 
commercial use as the DAIWA CN -720, 
distributed by the J. W. Miller Division 
of Bell industries (through your local 
amateur equipment distributor). Cover- 
ing the frequency range of 1.8 to 150 
MHz, with switch -selected full scale for- 
ward power ranges of 1kW, 200 W, and 
20 W, and LED indicators visually indi- 
cating the selected power range, the CN- 
720 (and a smaller "junior" version, the 
CN -710) is designed for 50 -ohm antenna 
systems employing coaxial cable trans- 
mission lines. A switch in the rear per- 
mits the output of the meter to be 
directed to the antenna or a dummy load 

(I assume for calibration checks). 
The photographs illustrate the actual 

operation of the CN -720 working into a 

deliberate mismatch producing an SWR 
of about 2.4:1. In Fig. 2 the transmitter is 

FIG. 1 

FIG. 2 

FIG. 3 

delivering 10 watts forward power; there 
are about 1.5 watts reflected power. The 
pointers cross at about 2.4. In Fig. 3 the 
meter sensitivity has been upranged and 
the output power increased. Though the 
pointers indicate lower on the power 
scales, they still cross on a "line" repre- 
senting an SWR of 2.4:1 (don't get 
confused by the pointers' shadows). Fig- 
ure 4 shows the transmitter's 10 -watt 
output being fed into an almost perfectly 
matched antenna system. The pointers 
now cross at about 1.2:1. Also note the 
almost unmeasurable reflected power 
that is causing the "low SWR" pointer 
crossing. 

Best place for additional information 
on the CN -720 is your local amateur 
radio equipment distributor. If they can't 
help you write to the J. W. Miller Div., 
Bell Industries, 19070 Reyes Ave., 
Compton, CA. 90224. R -E 



INTERNATIONAL FM- 2400CH 

FREQUENCY 
METER FOR 
TESTING MOBILE 
TRANSMITTERS 
AND RECEIVERS 

Portable Solid State Rechargeable Batteries 

The FM- 2400CH provides an accurate frequency standard for testing 
and adjustment of mobile transmitters and receivers at predeter- 
mined frequencies. 

The FM- 2400CH with its extended range covers 25 to 1000 MHz. 

The frequencies can be those of the radio frequency channels of 
operation and or the intermediate frequencies of the receiver be- 
tween 5 MHz and 40 MHz. 

Frequency stability: - .0005% from +50° to +104 °F 

Frequency stability with built -in thermometer and temperature cor- 
rected charts 00025% from +25° to +125° (.000125% special 450 
MHz crystals available) 

Tests Predetermined Frequencies 25 to 1000 MHz 
Extended Range Covers 950 MHz Band 
Pin Diode Attenuator for Full Range Coverage as Signal 
Generator 
Measures FM Deviation 

FM- 2400CH (meter only) Cat No. 035320 
RF crystals (with temperature correction) 
RF crystals (less temperature correction) 
IF crystals 

40116-14- 

$627.72 
26.26 ea 
19.93 ea 

catalog price 

INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC. 
10 Nnrth Lee Qklahnm,3 0,1v Okla 73102 
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the best. 
PTS 8001 
Component 
Analyzer 
Solid state component 
tester works in or out 
of the circuit. Simple 
hook -up to any standard oscilloscope. High, 
medium and low range switch for matching 
the impedance of the component 
being tested. 

PTS DG-1 
Digital Power 
Supply 
External variable power 
supply for substituting 
voltages in televisions, 
stereos, radios, computers, microprocessors, 
appliances, CB equipment, telephone 
equipment, electronic cash registers, 
security systems and other electronic 
devices. 

PTS DG-4 
Voltage Control Center/ 
Digital Power 
Supply 
Independently produces 
four variable DC supply 
voltages. Excellent for 
substituting critical 
control voltages for TV 

electronic /varactor 
tuners. All units corne 
in vinyl cabinet in optional walnut, black 
or blue and carry a one year 
limited warranty. 

These products available from any PTS stocking distributor 
as well os PTS tuner module servicenters. Check the 
yellow pages tor the servicenter nearest you. 

.. ... ... ..... Iru 

.. ..... .. ...... ......:::... 
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. 

The Only Name You Need To Know 
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Vertical and convergence oriented problems can often be 
traced to a single capacitor. JACK DARR, SERVICE EDITOR 

THERE ARE MANY PARTS IN TV SETS THAT 
cause frequent problems. However, my 
candidate for the most versatile and infu- 
riating component is an easy winner. I've 
had problems with it for years, as have 
other technicians. The infuriating thing 
about this particular part is its ability to 
cause so many different kinds of prob- 
lems. 

You've probably guessed that I'm talk- 
ing about the little 50 -µF or 100 -µF elec- 
trolytic capacitor found in the cathode 
circuit of the vertical- output tube of 
many color tube -type TV sets. Many 
different makes of sets use this circuit. So 
we run into problems in lots of sets from 
different manufacturers -all with the 
same cause. 

Although at first glance this capacitor 
looks like a stock cathode -bypass capaci- 
tor, it really isn't. It has multiple func- 
tions, which is why it can cause so many 
different problems. It does serve as a 
cathode bypass, and also acts as a cou- 
pling capacitor. It feeds the parabolic 
pulses developed by this cathode circuit 
over into the convergence circuits. 

So now we have the opportunity for all 
kinds of problems. If this "little monster" 
goes bad it can cause poor vertical linear- 
ity; loss of height; severe misconvergence; 
and in some cases a complete loss of 
convergence, and so on and on. 

The actual problems depend on the 
type of defect. When they first appeared, 
low- voltage electrolytic capacitors 
weren't all that reliable. If the capacitor 
opens, this causes a complete loss of 
convergence. If it shorts, it upsets the 
impedance in the vertical- output cathode 
and results in loss of height, linearity or 
both. If the capacitor develops a high - 
power factor, this can cause many differ- 
ent troubles. If this happens you can't fix 
it by the old method of bridging it with a 

good capacitor! In all cases the surest 
method is to take the capacitor out and 
put in a new unit. 

Very poor convergence or convergence 
drift can be due to leakage in the capaci- 
tor, to a high -power factor, or to many 
other causes. One quick check is to use a 

scope to display the waveform on the 
cathode. Normally, this waveform will be 
from 30-35 volts P -P with a parabolic 

shape that has the sharp points facing up. 
Follow this waveform through the capaci- 
tor to make sure that the signal is getting 
to the convergence board undistorted and 
with correct amplitude. 

Reader Tom Davenport (Bellevue, 
OH) informs me that he had an RCA 
model CTC-63 with a terrible conver- 
gence problem. The picture was so far 
distorted that a vertical line pattern 
looked like a bunch of letter "C's" of 
different colors facing in opposite direc- 
tions. The set's controls had no effect at 
all. He cured it by replacing this electro- 
lytic capacitor; it was evidently complete- 
ly open. 

In many cases, I've told technicians to 
look for this capacitor to service and 
check it, and they couldn't find it! It is 
usually located on the chassis near the 
vertical- output tube; in quite a few sets it 
is mounted on the convergence board! If 
you trace the circuit from the conver- 
gerce board back to the vertical- output 
cathode, you'll find that it's in the usual 
place. 

Finally, there is always a chance that 
the capacitor can be an intermittent! This 
can really run you up the wall unless you 
think of it. Intermittent loss of conver- 
gence or convergence drift can be a real 
headache. Always check or replace the 
electrolytic capacitor if you run into this 
problem. There's only one other compo- 
nent that can cause this, and I've seen it in 
only three sets: it's a thermal- conver- 
gence diode unit. It doesn't take long to 
check; just squirt coolant on it when the 
problem shows up. (Incidentally, this lit- 
tle component can also be thermal and go 
bad when it gets warmed up.) Most often 
however an electrolytic is the culprit 
since these capacitors love to develop 
intermittents when the contact between 
the terminal tab and the foil roll oxidizes 
or loosens up. 

This problem has been showing up ever 
since the development of the dry electro- 
lytic capacitor way back in the year 5! (In 
the year I, electrolytics were wet and 
about the size of a quart of oil. Had a 

nasty habit of getting the vent stopped up 
and exploding.) 

To repeat, this is one of those oddball 
things that can be very simple to trouble- 

shoot if you remember and so very hard 
when you forget! So, any weird problems 
that crop up anywhere in either the verti- 
cal or convergence circuitry, check out 
this capacitor. This may solve your whole 
problem. R -E 

service 
questions 

NO HIGH VOLTAGE, SOUND OK 
This Sylvania model E40 -3 plays for 

about 30 minutes, then loses the high 
voltage. The sound is still OK. After many 
tests, I found that pulling the high - voltage 
limiter, 0402, let the set work. When the 
high voltage goes, the - 125 -volt supply 
jumps to 185 volts. I then played the set 
for five hours with limiter 0402 removed. 
There were no apparent ill effects! How- 
ever, I don't want to send it back like this. 
Any help would be appreciated. -C.L., 
Whitehall, PA. 

Apparently, when the +120-volt line 
goes up, this triggers high- voltage shut- 
down. From the voltages you show, this is 
what's happening (the high voltage is 
controlled by regulating the DC supply 
voltage). 

Check the + 1 20-volt supply regulator, 
Q412, and its circuitry. Try plugging the 
set into a variable -voltage line transform- 
er, and bringing the line up until the 
+ 120 -volt line shows exactly + 120. In 
the fault condition, see if the high -voltage 
adjust control is working. This control 
varies the bias on the base of Q4I0 and 
should control high voltage by setting the 
+ 1 20-volt supply to the right value. 

(Feedback: "Bingo! Regulator Q4I2 
was leaky! I put a new regulator in; the set 
works perfectly! ") 

OHMMETER CAN TEST SCR'S 

Several readers have written to ask if 
an SCR can be tested with an ohmmeter 
the same way that transistors can. Trying 
this test out showed that you can use an 
ohmmeter, at least with smaller SCR's. 
First, measure the SCR from the anode 
to the cathode. This should show an open 
circuit in both directions. Now, connect 
the positive lead of the ohmmeter to 
the anode and short the gate terminal to 
the anode. This should turn the SCR on. 
The larger SCR's won't latch on but will 
conduct when the gate is shorted to the 
anode. R -E 
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Light years ahead 
with information on software, hardware, simulations, circuit 

design, robotics, languages and compilers, computer games, 
custom systems design and a universe of applications. 

Through each exciting issue of BYTE, the 
leading magazine in the personal computer 
field, you'll be kept informed of the latest fast - 
paced changes taking place within the ever- 
expanding universe of microprocessors. You'll 

be way ahead with reports on home computer 
applications, tutorials, and computer 
product reviews. 

BYTE's editorials explore in depth the 
fun of using and applying 
computers for personal 
satisfaction in activities as 
wide ranging as electronic 
music, electronic mail, 

ó 

computer games, and practical personal business 
programs. Each monthly issue has authoritative 
yet easily read coverage of principles of hard- 
ware and software design, approaches to 
novel applications, and essential articles of 
interest to personal computer enthusiasts. 
Expand your mind with BYTE! 

Read your first copy of BYTE. If it is 
everything you expected, honor our in- 

voice. If it isn't, just write 
cancel on the invoice and 
mail it back. You won't be 
billed, and the first issue is 
yours to keep at no charge. The Small Sys terns Journal 

BYTE Subscription Dept. P.O. Box 590 Martinsville, N.J. 08836 

United States One year $18 (12 issues) Two years $32 Three years $46 

Canada or Mexico One year $20 (12 issues) Two years $36 Three years $52 
['CHECK ENCLOSED (Entitles me to 13 issues for price of 12. North America only) 
OBill Visa Bill Master Charge Bill me (North America only) 

Card Number Expires 

Signature Name (please print) 

Address 

00 
ó...c 
a' .9 

I City State /Province/Country Code 
o 

d Foreign Rates (To expedite service, please remit in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank) 

a . ` o. á Europe, one year, air delivered $32 Other countries, one year, surface delivered $32. ç w 
ó 

at' L Air delivery available upon request. 7899 
Q3atos L - -- 

BYTE Publications. Inc. 1979 
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ADVANCING 
The State of the Art 

in automatic percussion units 

PHiEt" :1:4t,, 
(HAI 

the 

PRUGRRmmFlBLE DRUM SET 
features: ScoreEditing, Bridges, Intro's, External 
sync. to sequencers or foot controls, Memory 
save switch and much more! 

Enter =, 'r it tonds - 
No Programming knowledge Required! High 
Fidelity describes the kit as "an easy project 
...fun to do and yields delightful results.... 
an excellent educational tool and versatile aid 
to the musician who can't afford a live rhythm 
section." 
Programmable Drum Set Kit $84. 95 
Programmable Drum Set Assembled $149. 95 p ( plus $3 shipping) 

a+6iA ELECTRONICS 1020 W WILSHIRE BLVD.. OKLA CITY. OK 7 116 

CL-.7 CCCCL CCC C/O CD 

( )ProgrammableDrvmSotKit 384.95 
( )ProgrammablaDromSrtAssembled 5149.95 

pl,,, ,hippong.n. 
( )SEND FREE 

p`rQ ` 6.QrV1`0 
IIP 

-T 

LMkiA ELECTRONICS, TIPI 91 IMP WILSHIRE MANOR* CITY. OK 731164 
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HIGH STABILITY 
CRYSTALS FOR 
FREQUENCY 
OR TIME 
USE THE THE BEST 
BUY 
JAN CRYSTALS 

CB 
CB standard 
2 meter 
Scanners 
Amateur Bands 
General 

Communication easy 
Industry to 
Marine VHF charge 
Micro processor crystals 

Send 10' for our latest catalog. 
Write or phone for more details. 

EIRIP 

Jan Crystals 

JAN 
tstvsrras 

2400 Crystal Drive 
Ft. Myers, Florida 33907 
all phones (813) 936-2397 
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new produces 

More information on new products is available from 
manufacturers of items identified by a Free Information 
number. Free Information Card is inside the back cover. 

AUTOMATIC DIAL PHONE, Freedom Dialer, re- 
places a conventional phone. In addition to pro- 
viding 32- number automatic dialing capability, 
the unit features an LED clock, elapsed timer, 

risetime; ± 3% accuracy; internal and external 
triggering. Both units measure 8 W X 7'/. D X 3'/. 
inches H; weigh approximately 5 lbs., and operate 
on 10 -16 VDC at less than 1A. Both models come 
with probes, X 10/ X 1 feature, 115 VAC adapter, 
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month /date calendar and phone- number remind- 
er. Also included are separate pushbuttons for 
dialing police and fire emergency numbers, plus 
an automatic redial function. Suggested retail 
price: $199.95. -Royce Electronics, 1746 Levee 
Rd., North Kansas City, MI 64116. 

DIGITAL POWER SUPPLY, model DG -1, can be 
used to substitute voltages in TV's, stereo sys- 
tems, radios, computers, CB's, and many other 
electronic devices. The voltage meter provides a 
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0.05% accuracy and indicates to 0.1 volt. The unit 
is housed in a choice of walnut, black or blue 
vinyl. Dealer net price: $114.95. -PTS Electron- 
ics, Inc., Box 272, Bloomington, IN 47401. 

12 -MHZ SINGLE- AND DUAL -TRACE SCOPES, 
model 1021A, 1022A, are mini -sized instruments. 
Both units (model 1022A shown) have a rectangu- 
lar CRT and internal graticule with 8 X 10 -divi- 
sion display area. Unit specifications: a 5 mV- 
per- division vertical sensitivity; display modes 
such as Channels 1 and 2, chopped, alternate 
and X -Y (model 1022A only); a continuously vari- 
able sweep speed from 100 ns -per- division to 
100 ms -per- division; X 10 magnification; 36 -ns 
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operator's manual, with other optional accesso- 
ries available. Prices: model 1022A, $785; model 
1021A, $595. - Ballantine Laboratories, Inc., 

P.O. 97, Boonton, NJ 07005. 

FLAT SWITCHING PANEL KIT, Flexswitch, is a 
16- position, nontactile switching control panel 
that can be trimmed to a 2- to 16 -key water- and 
dust -resistant keyboard. Pressure- sensitive ad- 
hesive on panel back and press -on characters 

1rol,1,1 K 

I1c,i4n 6.nldclincw 
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provide flexibility in control panel design. When 
ordering, specify short -to- ground or crosspoint 
circuit. Comes with 8- or 17- position circuit con- 
nector, depending on circuit chosen. Price: Flex - 
switch, $10 postpaid by cash or check (no 
purchase orders).- Sheldahl, Inc., Dept. FSCP, 
Box 170, Northfield, MN 55057. R -E 
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TR -1000 600 MHz FREQUENCY COUNTER 
THE BEST VALUE IN FREQUENCY COUNTERS 

COMES TO YOU FROM TRIONYX INDUSTRIES .. . 

SPECIFICATIONS 

THE NEW TRIONYX TR -1000 HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO SUCH STANDARDS THAT ONLY 

MODERN DAY TECHNOLOGY CAN GIVE YOU WITH FEATURES YOU'D EXPECT ONLY 

FROM FREQUENCY COUNTERS COSTING MANY TIMES MORE. THE TR -1000 FEATURES 
AN ATTRACTIVE HEAVY BLACK ANODIZED ALUMINUM CABINET. LARGE .4" LED 
DIGIT DISPLAYS, SELECTABLE GATE TIMES WITH GATE INDICATORS, DIRECT AND 
PRESCALED INPUTS FROM 10 Hz to 600 MHz. 50 OHM AND 1 MEG OHM INPUTS 
BOTH WITH AMPLIFIED SUPER SENSITIVE DIODE PROTECTED CIRCUITRY, AUTO- 
MATIC DECIMAL POINT, FULLY SOCKETED IC'S, PORTABLE POWER PACK (4 AA 
NICADS), AND RAPID AND TRICKLE CHARGING CIRCUITRY. 

FREQUENCY Direct 10 Hz to 60 MHz 
RANGES: Prescaled 10 MHz to 

600 MHz 

SENSITIVITY: 15 mv at 30 MHz typical 
25 mv at 150 MHz typical 
50 my at 450 MHz typical 

TEMP. 09 PPM /C` ( 1 PPM 
STABILITY: 20' to 40' typ.) 
GATE TIMES: Selectable -1.0 second 

0.1 second 
RESOLUTION: 1 Hz - 10 Hz to 20 MHz 

l0Hz- 10 MHz to60MHz 
100 Hz - 10 MHz to 600 

MHz (Prescaled) 
INPUT 60 MHz - 1 Meg shunted 
IMPEDANCE: by 20 pf 

600 MHz - 50 ohm 
INPUT Direct input - 
PROTECTION: 100 V up to 10 MHz 

50 V up to 60 MHz 
Prescaled input - 

2Vmax. 
DECIMAL Automatic placement 
POINT: 
POWER 9to15VACorDC300ma. 
REQUIRE- 
MENTS: 
BATTERIES: 4 each AA Ni -Cad. 
SIZE: 33 "Hx5 "Wx51/2"D. 
WEIGHT 1 Lb. 90z. with batteries. 

Look to TRIONYX Industries 
for your best value in 
Frequency Counters. 

ORDER YOURS TODAY 
Master Charge, VISA, Check, 

Phone Orders Accepted 

TRIOIIVX IIIDUSTRIES 
P.O. Box 2366 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46206 
317- 297 -2717 

-rd 

Completely Assembled 
with a 

1 -Year Warranty 
PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

TR -1000 fregcy. counter 

telescoping antenna 

AC power pack 

4 -AA nicad battery pack 

AFOLLR $159.95 
FOB Indianapolis. Ind 

Indiana residents odd 4 °. lox 
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NEW CATALOG OF 
HARD -TO -FIND 

PRECISION TOOLS 
Jensen's new catalog is jam -packed 
with more than 2000 quality items. 
Your single source for hard -to -find pre- 
cision tools used by electronic techni- 
cians, scientists, engineers, instrument 
mechanics, schools, laboratories and 
government agencies. This popular 
catalog also contains Jensen's world - 
famous line of more than 40 tool kits. 
Send for your free copy today! 

©JENSEN TOOLS 64 ALLOYS 
1730 SOUTh PRIEST DRIVE TEmPE. AZ 85281 
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FREE EinE 
CATALOG 
Audio-Computers 

Instruments 
Kits & Assembled 

11111.7raliLER 
1PAtiku-CTS 

[ CATALOGU 

_ 

Southwest Technical Products Corporation 
219 W. RHAPSODY 

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78216 
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[communications products 

More information on communications products is available 
from manufacturers of items identified by a Free Information 
number. Free Information Card is inside the back cover. 

MOBILE SCANNING RECEIVER, mode /SX -100, 
suitable for both mobile and home -base opera- 
tion, is keyboard -programmable- most -used 
frequencies are entered into 16- channel memory 
for pushbutton retrieval. Other features include 
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variable -speed scan -delay control; seek function 
to tune to and lock into next programmed chan- 
nel; digital clock; volume and squelch controls; 
built -in speaker; and AC /DC operation. List price: 
$489.95.- J.I.L., Dept. P, 737 West Artesia, 
Compton, CA 90220. 

CB ANTENNA MOUNT, model 142, model 143, 
model 144. The model 142 is a heavy -duty roof 
mount designed for mobile applications. Made of 
chrome -plated brass, mount accepts any '4 -inch 
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base antenna and fits a '/z -inch mounting hole. 
The model 143 is a flat ball -mount bracket, and 
the model 144 is a flat bracket bent 90° for verti- 
cal installation. Brackets accept most ball -type 
mounts and are corrosion- resistant. Suggested 
retail prices: model 142, $5; model 143, $7.50; 
model 144, $8. -Valor Enterprises, Inc., 185 W. 
Hamilton St., West Milton, OH 45383. 

SSB CB BASE TRANSCEIVER, model SB-5400, 
is a microprocessor -controlled transceiver that 
provides 5 programmable channel memories, au- 
tomatic 2 -speed 2 -mode channel scanning (240 
ms- per -channel, or 2 seconds -per -channel), and 

15- pushbutton keyboard. The model SB -5400 
also features PLL synthesizer, LED readout, 4- 
digit LED clock, signal- strength and SWR meters, 
40 AM /80 SSB channels, 4 operational modes 
(AM, USB, LSB, PA), 4 -watt AM output, 12 -watt 
PEP SSB, and 100% modulation. Dual -MOSFET 
receiver has 0.5 -NV AM and 0.3 -8V SSB sensitivi- 
ty and -70 dB adjacent channel rejection. Other 
controls include dual clarifiers, noise blanker and 

L49 

rumoroor _ " " Ware! 
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limiter, volume, squelch, RF gain, mike gain, SWR 
calibrate, and speaker and power switches. Built - 
in power supply provides 12 VDC or 117 VAC 
operation. Unit comes in simulated woodgrain 
vinyl -clad aluminum, and carries a list price of 
$529.95 -Robyn International, Inc., Northland 
Dr., P.O. Box 478, Rockford, MI 49341. 

MOBILE ANTENNAS, Monitennas, is a line of 
mobile, four -band scanning antennas that oper- 
ate on low- or high -VHF and two UHF bands. 
Each antenna is 24 inches high, is constructed of 
stainless steel and brass, comes with hermetical- 
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ly sealed coils and RG -58/U coax cable (plugs 
attached). Retail prices: $19.95- $26.95. -Chan- 
nel Master, Ellenville, NY 12428. R -E 
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ALL THE MOST WANTED FEATURES 

AT A MOST WANTED PRICE... 
BIG %2" HIGH LCD DISPLAY 

USE INDOORS OR OUT 

200 HOUR 9V BATTERY LIFE 

AUTO ZERO, POLARITY, 
OVERRANGE INDICATION 

100 mV DC F.S. SENSITIVITY 

19 RANGES AND FUNCTIONS 

ONLY 74.95 
HICKOK 
THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO 
10514 Dupont Avenue Cleveland. Oho 44108 
12161541 -8060 TWX 810 -4218286 

Here is the handful) of 
accuracy you've been 

waiting for. Hand- 
somely encased. 

Compact. Efficient. 
Onlyl2ounces. 
Hickok's exciting, 
new LX 303, 3%2 

digit Mini- Multime- 
ter with high quality 
components, one 
year guarantee 
and rugged Cyco- 
lac ° case offers 

features previously 
found only in ex- 

¡pensive units. ..at a 
price under $75.00! 

So why wait any 
longer? The 

amazing LX 303 
is here, NOW! 

Another American 
made test equip- 

ment breakthrough 
from Hickok. The Value 
Innovator. Order today! 

Removable cover stores test lead 
set furnished as part of the unit. 

Available accessories include AC 
adapter, padded vinyl carrying case 
40KV DC probe, 10 Amp DC shunt 

1:3 I=1©1=1 oo 5:k4A, 

X 10 DCV probe adapter available 
'or protecting input up to 10KV 
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SPECIFICATIONS: 
DC VOLTS (5 RANGES): 0.1 mV to 1000V; Accuracy 

rdg ±0.5% f.s.; Input impel: 10M ti; vtax. 
input 1kV except 500V on 200mV range. 
AC VOLTS (40Hz to 5kHz): 0.1V tD 600V; Accuracy: 
±1.0% rdg ±0.5% f.s. ( -2dB max. at 5kHz); Max. 
input: 600V. 
RESISTANCE (6 LOW POWER RANGES): J 1 itto 
20Mí l ; Accuracy: ±0.5% rdg ±0.5% f.s. ( ±1.5% rdg 
on 20M! u range); input protected to 120-att 
ranges. 
DC CURRENT (6 RANGES):.01rL4to 100m4; 
Accuracy: , 1.0% rdg .+ 0.5% 
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT: 5-7;8" x 3-3/8" x 
1 -3/4 ", 12 oz.; POWER: 9V batt. (not incl.) or Hickok 
AC adapter; READ RATE: 3 /sec. OPERATING 
TEMPERATURE: 0 " -50 °C. 

e your local Hickok distributor or order below 

aova 
ELECTRONICS-%-- 

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 
800 -223 -0474 

54 Wg9t 45th Street, New York. N.Y. 10036 212- 687 -2224 

PLÉASE SEND ME 
Hickok LX303 Digital Multimeters @ 74.95 ea. 

RC -3 AC Adapter, 115VAC (220VAC avail.) @ 7.50 ea. 

CC -3 Deluxe Carrying Case @ 7.50 ea. 

VP -10 X10 DCV Probe Adapter @ 14.95 ea. 

CS -1 10A DC Current Shunt @ 14.95 ea. 

VP -40 40 KV DC Probe @ 35.00 ea. 

Payment encl. Bill my: Master Charge VISA 

Account : Exp. Date 

Name 

Address 
City State Zip 

L Add 
$3.00 Postage and Handling. N.Y. residents add sales tax RE-9 



YOU 
DESERVE 

IT? 
GET IT 

EVERY MONTH! 

Radio -Electronics 
`I SOD ON CAOCn° 

AIRING n SIENS 

PRECISION DAIM 

EILLLII4.! > 

Come on, treat yourself -and save money, too. Subscribe to Radio -Electronics today, and make sure you get all of the most interesting, most exciting and authoritative electronics reporting in any magazine, month after month. Don't miss a single one of the upcoming 
issues jam- packed with new -equipment test reports, projects to build, servicing ideas, and 
news of solid state, computers, hi -fi, hobbies and everything electronic. Save money, too -as much as $11 off the newsstand price when you subscribe to Radio -Electronics. Come on, you deserve it -check off the money- saving offer you prefer on the handy coupon, and start 
enjoying Radio- Electronics every month. 

h 

Get The Authority -Every Month 
Name (Please print) 

Address 

City 

Indicate the offer you prefer: 
E] 1 Year -12 issues ONLY $9.98 

(You save $5.00 off newsstand price.) 

2 Years-24 issues ONLY $19.00 
(Save More! $11.00 off newsstand price.) 

4199 

Stato Zip Code 

¡l Payment enclosed (send one extra issue) 

-J Bill me 

Check here if you are extending or renewing your 
subscription. 

Extra Shipping -. Canada $3.00 per year. all other countries $5.00 per year 
Mail to Radio- Electronics 
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT., P.O. BOX 2520 BOULDER, COLO. 80322 

ad! 

OPTOELECTRONIC 
SEMICONDUCTORS: 

28 -PAGE 
CHOOSE 

USE 
GUIDE 

L;;2 
Describes highly di- 

verse line of optoelec- 
tronic devices. 

Gives data on 77 
different visible light - 
emitting diodes, alpha- 
numeric light- emitting 
diode displays, infra- 
red emitters. photo 
transistors. opto- isola- 
tors . . plus mounting 
hardware. 

Includes electrical & mechanical specifications 
plus characteristic curves. 

Provides handy cross- reference (other makes to 
Sprague Products). 

wWrite for your copy 
of Guide C -710 to 
Sprague Products 

O Co., 81 Marshall St., 
QNorth Adams, 

cc Mass. 01247. 

SPRAGUE 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

a subsidiary or OK Technologies 
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WIRE CIRCUITS FASTER 
WITH SOLDER THRU PENCIL WIRING 

VECTOR P178 -1 

NEW IMPROVED TOOL 
Makes solder 
wrapped 
connections 3 times 
faster than usual 
way. 

Quick -melt 
insulation fo 
clean, fast 
solder for 
with 7 's 

iron. 

snap -in 

Easy thre 
& finger 

ntrolle' 

t nsion & 
ao vance 

m, light, 
'fort 

ip 

ÓNE,. 
NEE 

eCiGr 
d 

If unavailable locally, factory order. Add 
$2.00 shipping and handling charge. 
California residents add 6' sales tax. 
VECTOR ELECTRONIC COMPANY, Inc. 
12460 Gladstone Av., Sylmar, CA 91342 - phone (213) 365 -9661 

twx 910 -496.1539 
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books 

THE "COMPULATOR" BOOK -Building Super 
Calculators & Minicomputer Hardware with 
Calculator Chips, by R. P. Haviland. TAB Books, 
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214. 322 pp. 3 X 81/2 

in. Softcover, $7.95; hardcover, $10.95. 
This is a step -by -step guide to using calculator 

IC's to create more efficient calculators with 
sophisticated functions. All projects have been 
tested and include easy -to- follow instructions 
and circuit drawings. Some of the projects teach 
you how to create a computer interface for log 
and trig functions, an electronic lock. a Teletype 
interface, plus how to make giant displays, keep 
running totals, and many more Other chapter 
topics include IC logic levels and voltage require- 
ments, how keyboards operate and how digits 
are multiplexed. Chapter 10 contains instructions 
on how to build a tape -controlled calculator, 
interfacing the calculator circuit to a Teletype 
terminal. 

THE CMOS DESIGNERS' PRIMER AND HAND- 
BOOK, Second Edition, by Robert M. Glorioso 
and Jack Streater. ESL Instruments, Inc., 61 
First St., Derby, CT 06418. 290 pp. 6 X 9 in. 
Softcover, $8.50. 

This book is an expanded and revised guide to 
CMOS circuit design geared to engineers, hob- 
byists and designers. The introductory chapters 
outline and describe various basic CMOS devices 
and how to use them. A chapter on "How to Use 
CMOS Logic" covers power requirements, input 
protection, TTL interfacing and other topics. Oth- 
er chapters include data on op -amps and micro- 
processors, and the reader has an opportunity to 
perform several experiments. The back of the 
book contains appendixes of characteristics and 
pinouts for more than 100 devices, plus a glossa- 
ry of terms. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS, 
VOLUME II, SOME REAL PRODUCTS, by Adam 
Osborne, with Susanna Jacobson and Jerry 
Kane. Adam Osborne & Associates, Inc., P. 0. 
Box 2036, Berkeley, CA 94702. 1208 pp. 5'/. X 8 

in. Softcover, $15. 
This book is the companion volume to An Intro- 

duction to Microcomputers, Volume I, Basic Con- 
cepts, and deals with actual LSI circuits. Covered 
in this book are such devices as the 8080A, 8085, 
8048, MC6800, Z80, 9440. MCS6500, PACE and 
SC /MP microprocessors. Only instruction set 
summaries are included, no actual programming 
descriptions. Each instruction set has two tables, 
with its own set of symbols, used for those tables 
alone. A short benchmark program is given to 
illustrate each program set and the text is aug- 
mented by many schematics and tables. 

SEMICONDUCTOR REFERENCE AND APPLI- 
CATION HANDBOOK No. 276 -4002. Radio 
Shack, Tandy Corp., 1400 One Tandy Center, 
Fort Worth, TX 76102. 144 pp. 8'h X 11 pp. Soft - 
cover $1.95. 

This book contains replacement listings for 
over 46,000 transistors, diodes and other inter- 
changeable devices. Data and schematic dia- 
grams are also included on such IC's as counters, 
BCD decoders, op -amps, flip -flops, etc.; there is 
also a full description (plus schematic) of the 
8080A microprocessor CPU. Other sections deal 
with soldering, case dimensions, and transistor 
testing; and a glossary of words and expressions 
is included in the back. 

R -E 



PC BOARDS 
continued from page 53 

minal must have its own hole. The circuit 
board can have one of two types of holes 
(or even both types at extra cost) - 
plated- through and nonplated- through 
holes. The nonplated- through holes of 
course will not conduct from one side of 
the board to the other. These holes are 
drilled after plating (and quite often after 
etching). Plated- through holes are drilled 
before plating; during plating, a reliable 
interconnection is deposited between the 
layers on the inside walls of the hole. 
Since most hobbyists do not have the 
equipment to plate their own boards, we 

will only discuss nonplated- through 
holes. 

A nonplated- through hole should be 

drilled using the following equation: 
Dmin = + Tmin 

where Dm;n is the minimum hole diame- 
ter, LI,,,, is the maximum lead diameter, 
and Tm;n is the tolerance of the drill. 
Always choose the next larger standard 
drill size if the calculated diameter falls 
between two sizes. The largest hole 
should never be over 20 mils greater in 

diameter than the lead to be inserted in 

it. 

Summary 
Although this article has contained a 

good many facts and equations, PC de- 

sign does not have to be quite so formal. 
After you've worked with various materi- 
als and designed a few systems, you'll 
develop a certain intuitive expertise. This 
will reduce the amount of data required 
during design. Regardless of how the 
information is used, the procedure out- 
lined in this article should be used if your 
design is to have any measure of reliabili- 
ty. R-E 

ONE DISEASE 
YOU CAN'T 
CATCH! 

HUNTINGTON'S 
DISE ASE 
NATIONAL HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE ASSOCIATION 

Suite 501 1441 Broadway 
New York N Y 10018 
212 -966 -4320 

HIS SPACE CONTRIBUTE L) BY THE PUBLISHER 71.1 

HOLD IT! 
Anywhere you 
want it. 

PanaVise tilts, turns, rotates. 
One quick turn of the control 
knob and you securely position 
your work exactly where you 
want it. Holds firmly but gently 
the most delicate electronic 
parts and P. C. boards. 

Whether you're into building 
home electronics, trouble 
shooting, or professional serv- 
icing ... you'll wonder how 
you got along without this mod- 
estly priced 'extra hand.' 

Model 396 Wide Opening PanaVise 
shown. An ingenious variety of other 
interchangeable bases, holders and 
accessories also available. See your 
electronics distributor, or write 
for FREE brochure. 

A N A Dept. CE2 
2850 29th St.. Long Beach, CA 90806 

ft 
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Put Professional Knowledge and a 

COLLEGE DEGREE 
in your Electronics Career through 

HOME 
STUDY 

Earn Your 

DEGREE 
No commuting to class. Study at your 
own pace, while continuing your present 
job. The Grantham home -study program 
leads first to the A.S.E.T. and then to the 
B.S.E.T. degree. Our free bulletin gives 
complete details. Write for Bulletin R -9. 

Grantham College of Engineering 
2500 S. LaCienega Blvd. 

Los Angeles, California 90034 

Prepare for Your 

F.C.C. LICENSE 
(3rd, 2nd, & 1st class commercial radiotelephone) 

The Grantham home -study package course for 
FCC license preparation consists of electronics 
technician studies slanted toward FCC license 
exams and final review materials to put you in 
top condition for the FCC exam just before you 
take it. 

The electronics- technician studies consist of 
91 lessons, bound in six lesson books, size 7 x 1014, 

totaling 2062 pages. These lessons "begin at the 

beginning" and cover basic electricity, basic 
mathematics, electronic devices and circuits, 
electronic circuit analysis, radio and television 
systems, microwaves, etc. -all written in con- 
versational easy -to- understand language, for 
home study. Included are detailed explanations, 
many diagrams and illustrations, many sample 
problems with solutions, 91 lesson -tests and 5 

review -examinations. These lessons cover com- 
plete technical preparation for FCC radiotele- 
phone exams. 

The 91 lessons discussed above are followed by 
an additional volume of 377 pages, entitled Gran- 
tham FCC License Study Guide. This final vol- 
ume of the package course covers FCC rules and 
regulations likely to appear on FCC exams and a 

complete technical review concentrated on the 

points most likely to appear on FCC exams. This 
study -guide volume consists of 1465 FCC -type 
multiple- choice questions, arranged by class of 
license in a total of 16 "pre- exams," with more 
than 65,000 words explaining the correct answers, 
with the explanations keyed to the questions. 

10-day free -examination money -back guarantee. 

For this entire FCC License package course 
(everything you need to study for your FCC exam) 
sent postpaid upon receipt of your order, send 

$99 cash in advance, or send $39 down to be 

followed by two monthly payments of $32 each. 
Please send payment with order (no C.O.D.$) to: 

GSE 
Home Study Publications 

( 2500 S. LaCienega Blvd.) 
P.O. Box 35499, Los Angeles, CA 90035 

CIRCLE 45 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Nobody does it 
better than 'JIZ 

NEW SUPPLYSTSTMDO 

TWO JOBS 

Ì 

` 
-ver/ 

DC Power External DC 
Supply Voltmeters 
Set desired voltage within 0.1 V: Measure voltages up to 99 9VDC 
set Current within 0.01A 

... cost less than other power supplies alone! 
Save money. Why buy a power supply and a volt- 
meter when a SUPPLYST will do both jobs. Every 
SUPPLYST is both a laboratory quality, fully regu- 
lated source of DC power and a dual digital volt- 
meter. That's real versatility! 
As a power supply, a SUPPLYST can be set to your 
desired "voltage" and your "current limit" by con- 
venient panel controls. Instant pushbutton reset. 
You can continuously monitor either voltage or cur- 
rent on a clear LED digital readout. 
As a voltmeter, a SUPPLYST can be used to meas- 
ure one or two external circuit voltages simul- 
taneously -even while the unit is being used as a 
power supply! 
SUPPLYSTS come with probe and one year parts 
and labor warranty. Available in four models -to 
meet a wide range of needs. 
See your local VIZ distributor. 

o o +6 

Single. 0- 50VDC. 0 -2A. Two 
meters 0- 99.9VDC. 
WP-705 

volt- 

$240 

O o 0 
>. 

6 

Dual. Two 0- 25VDC, 0 -2A supplies: 
0 -50VDC (series). Two voltmeters 
0 -99 9VDC. 
WP -707 $299 

I. :i 2 491 25ti1 i 
o o t 

Single. 0- 25VDC, 0 -4A 
meters 0- 99.9VDC. 
WP-706 

Two volt - 

$240 

^ e e 0 ' , ro ' . b 

Triple. Two 0- 20VDC, 0 -2A sup- 
plies: 0 40VDC (series). One 5VDC 
(0 -4A) used supply. Two voltmeters 
0 -99 9VDC. 
WP -708 $333 'J z Test Instruments Group 

335 E. P-Ice St., Philadelphia, PA 19144 
The VoltOhmyst company 

For 

faster 
service 

USE 

ZIP 

CODE 

on 

all 

mail 

THEG()VERNMENT 
CAN IX) EVERYTHING 

THE UNITED WAY DOES. 
ONLY THEY 

WRAP IT UP FOR YOU 
IN NICE RED RIBBON. 

MILESAND MILES OF IT. 

1....,'. 
Q 

f -- ;.; 
One of the best things 
about United Way i. not what 
it des. but what it doesn't do. 

For instance. because 
United Way is run almost 
entirely by volunteers. n 

is able to return an amazing 
Mgr of even olLir to people 
who need it That means 
less than II% goes for 
administrative costs. 

so it doesn't waste 
your money. 

And because United 
Way is re- created each year 
with a combination of old 
and new volunteers. it doesn't 
become over encumbered 
with huge staffs of people who 
night actually get in the 
way of progress. 

So it doesn't strangle you 
in red tape. 

All of which means that 
1Mcause of what United Way 
Mrsn't du. it can do a much 
better job at 
what it toes- du. 

Helping 
people. 

:d:r>r.:us 

United VAN 

new Iii 

More information on new lit is 
available from the manufacturers 
of items identified by a Free Infor- 
mation number. Use the Free In- 
formation Card inside the back 
cover of this issue. 
SPEAKER SYSTEMS, 49 -page catalog details 
characteristics of Speakerlab hi -fi speaker kits. 
Speakers are shown in full color and each system 
is described in detail, with technical specifica- 
tions and prices. Some of the systems featured 
include Speakerlab 30, Subwoo/er Drive System 
1000, and Speakerlab 1 (designed for inexpen- 

sive or low- powered receivers). Also included is a 
section on woofer design as well as lists of woof- 
ers, mid -range speakers, tweeters, enclosures, 
crossovers, accessories and publications. Two 
complete stereo systems are described with their 
specs and prices. A handy separate order form 
for your convenience comes with the catalog. - 
Speakerlab Inc., 735 N. Northlake Way, Seattle, 
WA 98103. R -E 
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Cramped 
for Antenna 

space? 

L 

The McKAY DYMEK DA 100. 
The DA 100 is a compact, wide dynamic 
range, broadband, untuned, Omni- direc- 
tional receiving antenna covering the 
frequency range of 50 kHz to 30 MHz. 
The exterior module, a small weather -proof 
box with a 56 inch (142 cm) whip delivers 
the signal to the power supply unit through 
a supplied 50' coaxial cable. 
The power supply locates near your 
general coverage receiver and attaches 
with a supplied patch cord. 
The DA 100 antenna is small, but will equal 
or outperform a 100' long wire antenna, 
and is priced within reach of everyone! 
Output Impedance - Attenuator Switch 
provided to match receiver input 
requirements and prevent overload. 

Order factory Direct. Call toll free today! 
Money Back guarantee. Rent /Own Plan 
available. Specs and details on request. 

Nationwide 800/854 -7769 
California 800/472 -1783 

r McKay Dymek Co. 
111 S. College Ave., PO Box 5000 
Claremont CA 91711 
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sliereo products 

More information on stereo products is available from 
manufacturers of items identified by a Free Information 
number. Free Information Card is inside the back cover. 

SPEAKER SYSTEM, model CL 2, features acous- 
tic suspension with a 10 -inch woofer and 1 -inch 
soft -dome tweeter. Its specifications include: fre- 
quency response, 52 Hz -22 kHz within 2 dB; 
crossover, 1200 Hz; nominal input impedance, 8 
ohms; minimum input impedance, 6 ohms; 60- 
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watt power -handling capacity; sensitivity, 91.5 dB 
at 1 meter with a 1 -watt "pink noise" input. The 
model CL 2 comes housed in either an oak or 
walnut -grain cabinet. with black or brown front - 
grille panel. It measures 23'/ H X 14 W X 10 %- 
inches D. Suggested retail price, $139. -KLH 
Research & Development Corp., 145 University 
Ave., Westwood, MA 02090. 

POWER AMPLIFIER, model 2300, has a rated 
output of 150 watts -per -channel minimum RMS, 
into 8 ohms, 20 Hz -20 kHz 0.05% THD. Other 
features include toroidal transformer, thermal 
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protection, signal relays, overload protection, 
and LED indicators to monitor power output. 
Suggested retail price: $700.- Scientific Audio 
Electronics, Inc., 701 E. Macy St., Los Angeles, 
CA 90012. 

CASSETTE TAPE DECK, model M -T01, mea- 
sures just 10% x 5'iß X 9% inches and weighs 17 

lbs., 10 oz. The unit features a closed -loop dual - 
capstan system and Dolby noise reduction. Con- 
trols include peak -level meters, a multiplex filter, 
three -way bias and equalization switches, time - 
controlled record /playback functions, memory 
play /stop capability, line /mike mixing capability, 
an output -level control. and a mike jack. Specifi- 

cations: frequency response: (standard tape), 30 
Hz -15 kHz; (ferrous and chrome tape), 30 Hz -17 
kHz; S/N ratio, 64 dB (with Dolby); wow- and -flut- 

. * ttttt Afty 
C C 

eD° r e.. e- . 
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ter, 0.045 %. The model M -T01 comes in a gold 
finish enclosure. Suggested retail price: $560. - 
Mitsubishi, Melco Sales, Inc., 3030 E. Victoria 
St., Compton, CA 90221. 

DIRECT -DRIVE TURNTABLES, Series 5000. is a 

line of quartz -locked automatic. semiautomatic 
and manual turntables constructed of antireson- 
ant material. The model SL -5100 (shown) is a 
manual turntable with a high- torque servomotor, 
an LED strobe light speed indicator, a manual 
pitch control and a 12 -gram tonearm (includes 
diecast aluminum headshell with gimbal suspen- 
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sion). The model SL -5200 is a semiautomatic unit 
with automatic tonearm return, LED indicator and 
manual pitch control. The model SL -5300 has a 
high- torque servo -controlled motor to minimize 
ripple, cueing switch, on -off switch, two speed 
controls and manual pitch control, 12 -gram tone - 
arm; plus automatic single disc operation with 
Memo -Gram control that automatically repeats 
records up to 6 times. Specifications for the 
model SL -5300: speed drift, ±0.002 %; wow - 
and- flutter. 0.025 %; rumble, 78 dB. The model 
SL -5350 is fully automatic; plays up to 6 records; 
and features Memo -Gram repeat control. LED 
indicator light, manual pitch control and cueing 
switch (optional manual spindle available). Sug- 
gested retail prices: model SL -5100, $240; model 
SL -5200, $260; model SL -5350, $340; model SL- 
5300, $290. -Technics, One Panasonic Way, 
Secaucus, NJ 07094. R -E 

You'll find more 
of what you need 

at the 
GC 

Chemical Center 

tElectronic Chemical Çentei_j 

Producing service chemicals is how we 
got our start half a century ago. Today. 
you'll find all the chemicals you want at 
your GC distributor: 

cements & glues 
"miracle" adhesives 
thinners & solvents 
lubricants 
cleaners 
insulating chemicals 
printed circuit soldering 
chemicals 
circuit coolers 
special non -slip com- 
pounds 

...all the different chemicals and 
cements you need for every kind of 
electronic repair or service. 

Ask your distributor for the all -new GC 
50th anniversary catalog of over 5000 
products, for all your electronic needs. 

ELECTRONICS 

400 S. Wyman Street, Rockford. IL 61101 
815!968 -9661 
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CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or 
services). $1.50 per word (no charge for zip code) ... minimum 15 words. 
NONCOMMERCIAL RATE (for individuals who want to buy or sell personal items) 85c per word .. . 

no minimum. 
ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME set in bold caps. Additional bold face (not available as all caps) at 
10C per word. Payment must accompany all ads except those placed by accredited advertising 
agencies. 5% discount for 6 issues, 10% for 12 issues within one year, if paid in advance. All copy 
subject to publisher's approval. Advertisements using P.O. Box address will not be accepted until 
advertiser supplies publisher with permanent address and phone number. Copy to be in our hands on 
the 26th of the third month preceding the date of the issue (i.e., August issue closes May 26). When 
normal closing date falls on Saturday, Sunday, or a holiday, issue closes on preceding working 
day. 

FOR SALE 
FREE catalog (anglais). IC's, semi's. CORONET 
ELECTRONICS, 649A Notre Dame W., Montreal, 
Que., Canada. H3C 1H8. US inquiries. 

RADIO 8 TV tubes 36e each. One year guaran- 
teed. Plus many unusual electronic bargains. 
Free catalog. CORNELL, 4217 -E University. San 
Diego, Calif. 92105 

TEST equipment catalog listing used Tektronix. 
HP and GR equipment at bargain prices. Price 
$1.00 refundable with first order. PTI, Box 8699, 
White Bear Lake, MN 55110 

NAME brand test equipment. Guaranteed dis- 
counts up to 50%. Free catalog. SALEN ELEC- 
TRONICS, Box 82 -M, Skokie, IL 60077 

SATELLITE Television- movies, sports, etc. 
Build or buy your own Earth Station. Send $3.00 
for information. SATELLITE TELEVISION, Box 
140, Oxford, NY 13830 

AUDIO noise reduction kit -318 silencer for 
tapes, records, FM. Free brochure. LOGICAL 
SYSTEMS, 3314 "H" St., Vancouver. Washington 
98663. 

TELEPHONES unlimited, equipment, supplies. 
All types, regular, keyed, modular. Free catalog. 
Call now toll free (800) 824 -7888 in California, 
(800) 852- 7777 -Alaska, Hawaii -(800) 824 -7919 
ask for Operator 738 

TUBE caddys: Just like the old favorite. . Only 
better! Free catalog: (800) 233 -8851. JOHN AN- 
THONY TELEVISION, Box 13, Matamoras, PA 
18336 

FREE catalog of new merchandise, at great 
prices. IC's, semi's and more. KEY ELECTRON- 
ICS, Box 3506 -RE, Schenectady, NY 12303 

LED pen 6 function watch now only $18.00, add 
$1.50 for postage, regular price $50.00. F J 
REYES, 12421 Racine St., Calumet Park, IL 
60643 

To run your own classified ad, put one word on each of the lines below and send this form along with your check 
for $1.50 per word (minimum 15 words) to: 

Radio -Electronics, 200 Park Avenue South, N.Y., N.Y. 10003 

ORDER FORM 
PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to 
appear. For special headings, there is a surcharge of $10. 

( ) Plans /Kits ( ) Business Opportunities ( ) For Sale 
( ) Education /Instruction ( ) Wanted ( ) 

(PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, 

Special Category: $10 

IN BLOCK LETTERS.) 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30 

31 32 33 34 35 

TREMENDOUS BUYS In New 
And Gov't Surplus Equipment 

Dial Telephone "SUPER BUY" :, 

=Mao silt 

Save os the lobo, costs of cleaning and 

polishing and save SSSS on standard dud 
telephones Work on any commercial system 
Complete I no ports missing I in good 
working order Your choice of desk or wall 
models These ore yoke -outs from commercial 
service 1 

not to,s I Instructions furnished 

011.10 NO S 
..,... ,n,.m $7.95 

x..,n.,aR.,, 

,enM tyn, 

N,u1 
SI/ Se 

FREE CATALOG Show, BIG SAVINGS o,. 
,1100(1. ., tht.e0w1 .y. 

wnn,n w,rnnen 
KKtMS n10In 

..n1 nAen 11161,41 Sn.,.4 1.11.4., un WINN 

Surplus Center Box 82209-RE Lincoln, Ne. 68501 

PRINTED -circuit boards, reasonable. Also, art- 
work, prototypes, designs, fabrication and test- 
ing. MICROCON INC., Box 43, Glenview, IL 60025 

RCA, Zenith original TV parts. Dealer prices, fast 
service. Send part and model numbers. L.I. ELEC- 
TRONICS, 981 Sunrise Hwy., Bayshore, NY 11706, 
516- 666 -7360 

NEW. Meter solid -state isolated relay. Control 5 
millivolts 5 microamperes 1000 ohms DC. Lead 
circuit 3 amperes 125 VAC. Write today for facts. 
EGYED ELECTRONICS, Box 92, Huntingdon Val- 
ley, PA 19006 

SENSITIVE converter 1.6 -2.4 GHz $99.95 post- 
paid. Details for stamp. GW ELECTRONICS, POB 
688, Greenwood, IN 46142 

RECORDSAVER, poly -lined inner sleeves, ten 
cents each. postpaid, minimum 100. DEO INC., 
Box 452J, Glenview, IL 60025 

COMPUTER INFORMATION 
OSI 1P users. Solve some of the mysteries of your 
machine. Also some 1P orientated supplies. 
$1.00 + S.A.S.E. gets sample info sheet and list. 
BILL'S MICRO SERVICES, c/o William Dirks, 
44th USAAD, APO New York, NY 09221 

PICTURE TUBE MACHINE 
We buy and sell NEW and USED CRT rbuilding machinery. COMPLETE 
TRAINING. Buy with CONFIDENCE from 
the ORIGINAL MFGR. 
1 or complete details send name address 
np to 
LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES 
4071 N. Elston A 
Chicago. III. 60618 
Phone: 312.583 -6565 

FREE KIT Catalog 
AU'rORANGE DIGITAL CAP -METER 
KIT. Still the beat for only $74.95 

Phone 415 - 447 -3433 
Write or Phone for FRE3 CATALOG. 
Average I minute Saturday call is 21{. 

contain, 
TEST B 
EXPERI - 
MENTERS 

EQUIP 

DAGE gOXN 0514R IIÌVERMORET CA 94550 

The Orynal FCC Tests.Amwen exam manual 
that prepares you at home for FCC First and 
Second class Rd,otelphone licarnes. Newly 
reamed multiple chance exams cover all areas 
tested on the actual FCC exam. Plot' Self 
Study" Ab,lny Tnt. Proven. $9.95 posrpa,d. 
Moneybeck Gum ant.. 

qÌ0 140.,, 
roar4,rliI 

°lrrr ss 

i 

COITMflAIID iAODUCTIO1tS P.O. aoa 26348 E 

Rado Ena.nr,,,g D,vn,on San Francium, CA 94126 
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534.95 

FREQUENCY COUNTER KIT 

Outstanding Performance 

CT-50 

The CT -50 is a .ersatde and precision frequency counter which will measure 
frequencies to 60 mHz and up to 600 mHz with the CT -600 option Large Scale 

Integration. CMOS circuit-y and solid state display technology have enabled this counter to 
match performance found in units selling for over three times as much Low power 
consumption (typically 3C0 -400 ma) makes the CT -50 ideal for portable battery operation 
Features of the CT -50 include large 8 digit LED display, RF shielded all metal case, easy 
pushbutton operation, au'omatic decimal point, fully socketed IC chips and input protection 
to 50 volts to insure against accidental burnout or overload And, the best feature of all is the 
easy assembly Clear. step by step instructions guide you to a finished unit you can rely on. 
Order your today! 
CT -50. 60 mHz counter kit 
CT -50W T. 60 mHz counter wired and tested 
CT -600, 600 mHz scaler option add 

CAR 
CLOCK 
The UN -KIT, only 
5 solder connections i 
Here s a super looking rugged and accurate auto 
clock which is a snap to build and install Clock 
movement is completely assembled -you only solder 
3 wires and 2 switches takes about 15 minutes' 
Display is bright green with automatic brightness 
control photocell -assures you of a highly readable 
display day or night Comes in a satin finish an- 
odized aluminum case which can be attached 5 
different ways using 2 sided tape Choice of silver 
black or gold case (specify) 
DC -3 kit 12 hour format $22.95 
DC -3 wired and tested $29.95 
110V AC adapter 55.95 

Under dash 
car clock 
12 24 hour clock in a beau 
tiful plastic case features 6 
jumbo RED LEDS. high accuracy min mo ) easy 3 
wire hookup display blanks with ignition and super 
instructions Optional dimmer automatically adjusts 
display to ambient light level 
DC -11 clock with mtg bracket $27.95 
JM-1 dimmer adapter 2.50 

PRESCALER 
E ler,.1 the ianye of your 
counter to 600 mHz Works 
with any counter Includes 2 
transistor pre -amp to give super sens. typically 20 
mv at 150 mHz Specify - 10 or + 100 ratio 
PS-1B 600 mHz prescaler $59.95 
PS 1BK 600 mHz orescaler kit 49.95 

$8995 
Incredible Price 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Frequency range 6 Hz b 65 mHz. 600 mHz with CT -600 
Resolution 10 Hz h. O 1 sec gate. 1 Hz rn 1 sec gate 
Readout 8 digit 0 4" rqn LED. direct readout in mHz 
Accuracy adjustable to 0 5 ppm 
Stability 2 0 ppis over 10 to 40 C. temperature 

compensated 
Input BNC. 1 megohm 2C pf direct. 50 ohm with CT -60( 
Overload 50VAC. maxis um. all modes 
Sensitivity less than 25 my :o 65 mHz. 50 -150 mv to 600 
mHz 

Power 110 VAC 5 Watt o 12 VDC p. 400 ma 
Size 6" x 4" x 2 '. high qua fly aluminum case 2 IDs 

ICS 13 units al soJkeldd 

589.95 GB -1. Color TV calibrator -stabilizer 
159.95 DP -1. DC probe general purpose probe 
29.95 HP -1. High impedance probe. non- loadir 

OP -AMP SPECIAL 
741 111.11' cep 12152.00 
Bt -FET mini dip 741 type 10/92.00 

VIDEO TERMINAL 
A completely self- contained, stand alone video ter- 
minal card. Requires only an ASCII keyboard and TV 
Set to become a complete terminal unit Two units 
available. common features are single 5V supply. 
XTAL controlled sync and baud rates (to 9600). 
complete computer and keyboard control of cursor. 
Parity error control and display Accepts and gener- 
ates serial ASCII plus parallel keyboard input. The 
3216 is 32 char by 16 fines, 2 pages with memory 
dump feature The 6416 is 64 char by 16 lines, with 
scrolling. upper and lower case (optional) and has 
RS -232 and 20ma loop interfaces on board Kits 
include sockets and complete documentation. 
RE 3216, terminal card 
RE 6416. terminal card 
Lower Case option. 6416 only 
Power Supply Kit 
Video RF Modulator, VD -1 

Assembled. tested units. add 

5149.95 
189.95 
13.95 
14.95 
6.95 

60.00 

CALENDAR ALARM CLOCK 
The clock that's got it all 6- 5" LEDs. 12 24 hour 
snooze 24 hour alarm 4 year calendar battery 
backup and lots more The super 7001 chip is used 
Size 5x4 x2 inches 
Complete kit less case (not available) 
DC -9 

30 Watt 2 mtr PWR AMP 
Simple Class C power amp features 8 times power 
gain 1 Win for 8 out. 2 in for 15 out 41,A1 in for 30 out 
Max output of 35 W incredible value, complete with 
all parts. less case and T -R relay 
PA -1. 30 W pwr amp kit $22.95 
TR -1. RF sensed T -R relay kit 6.95 

Ramsey's famous MINI -KITS 
FM WIRELESS MIKE KIT 
Transmits up to 300' 
to any FM broadcast 
radio uses any type of 
mike Runs on 3 to 9V 
Type FM -2 has added sen- 
sitive mike preamp stage 
FMt kit $2.95 FM -2 kit $4.95 

COLOR ORGAN /MUSIC LIGHTS 

See music come alive' 3 ddferert 
lights flicker with music One light 
for lows one for the midrange and 
one for the highs Each channel 
individually adjustable and drives 
up to 300W Great for parties band 
music nice clubs and more 
Complete kit ML -1 57.85 

LED BLINKY KIT 
A great attention getter which alter. 
nately flashes 2 jumbo LEDs Use 
for name badges buttons warning 
panel lights anything, Runs on 3 to 
15 vdits 

im.lete kit BL -t 52.95 

VIDEO MODULATOR KIT 
Converts any Tv to video monitor 
Super stable tunable over ch 4 -6 
Runs on 5 -í5V accepts std video 
signal Best unit on the markets 
Complete kit VD -t $6.95 

TONE DECODER 
A Complete 
lone decoder on 
a single PC board 
Features 400 -5000 
Hz adjustable range via 
20 turn pot voltage regulation 567 
iC Useful for touch -tone decoding 
tone burst detection FSK etc Can 
also be used as a stable tone en- 
coder Runs on 5 to 12 volts 
Complete kit TO -1 55.95 

WHISPER LIGHT KIT 
An interesting kit small mike picks 
up sounds and converts them to 
light The louder cite sounn the 
brighter the light Completely self 
contained includes mike runs on 
110vAC. controls up to 300 watts 
Complete kit. WL -t $6.95 

ramsnU aInctronics 
BOX 4072, ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14610 

SUPER SLEUTH 
A super sensitive am- 
plifier which will pick 
up a pin drop at 15 teed 
Great for monitoring baby s room or 
as general purpose amplifier Full 2 
W rms output runs on 6 to 15 volts 
uses 8 -45 ohm speaker 
Complete kit BN -9 $5.95 

.4 

POWER SUPPLY KIT 
Complete triple regu- t 
lated power supply pro- 
vides variable 6 to 18 
volts at 200 ma and 5V at t 

Amp Excellent load regulation 
good filtering and small size Less 
transformers requires 6 3V o, t A 
and 24 vCT 
Complete kit PS -3LT $6.95 

SIREN KIT 
Produces upward and downward 
wail Characteristic of a police siren 
5W peak audio output runs on 3.15 
volts. uses 3 -45 ohm speaker 
Complete kit SM -3 52.95 

PHONE ORDERS CALL 
(716) 271-6487 

$14.95 
12.95 
15.95 

FM MINI MIKE KIT 
A super r oerlormance FM 
wireless mikr Transmits a stable 
signal up to .100 yards with excep- 
tional audio quality by means of its 
built in electret mike Kit includes 
case mike. on -off switch. antenna. 
batte-y and super instructions This 
is the finest unit available 

FM -3 kit $12.95 
FM -3 wired and teste.1 16.95 

our Best Seller 
your Best Deal 

Try your hand at building the finest looking 
Clock on the market Its satin finish anodized 

aluminum case looks great anywhere while six 4' 
LED digits provide a highly readable display This is a 

complete kit. no extras needed and it Only takes 1-2 
hours to assemble Your choice of case colors 
silver gold bronze black blue (Speedy) 
Clock kit. 12 24 hour DC -5 522.95 
Clock with 10 min ID timer 12 24 hour 

DG -10 27.95 
Alarm Clock. 12 hour only, -DG -B 24.95 
12V DC car clock DC -7 27.95 
For wired and tested clocks add 510 00 to kit once 

Hard to find PARTS 
LINEAR IC. REGULATORS 
301 S 35 78MG St 25 
324 150 723 50 
380 1 25 309K 85 
380 -8 75 7805 85 
555 45 78L05 25 
556 85 7905 1 25 
566 115 7812 85 
567 125 7912 125 
1458 50 7815 85 
3900 50 TTL ICs 
CMOS ICs 74500 35 
4011 20 7447 65 
4013 35 7475 50 
4046 185 7490 50 
4049 40 74196T1 1 35 
4518 t 25 SPECIAL ICs 
5369 t 75 ttC90 1350 
TRANSISTORS 10116 125 
2N3904 type 10 1 00 4511 200 
2N3906 type. 10 1 00 5314 2 95 
NPN 30W Per 3 t 00 5375AB 2 95 
PNP 30W Pwr 3 1 00 7001 6 50 
2N3055 60 4059 - N 900 
UJT 2N2646 type 3 200 7208 17 95 
FET MPF102 type 3 2 00 LEDs 
UHF 2N5179 type 3 2 00 Jumbo red 8 1 00 
MRF -238 RF I t 95 Jumbo green 6 100 
SOCKETS Jumbo yellow 6 1 00 
8 pin 10 2 00 Mini red 8 1 00 
14 pin 10 2 00 Micro red 8 1 00 
16 pin 10 200 B&Polar 75 

24 pin 4 2 00 FERRITE BEADS 
28 pin 4 2 00 With into specs 15 1 00 
40 pin 3 2 00 6 hole baiun 5 1 00 

TERMS: Satisfaction guaranteed or money 
refunded COD add 51 50 Minimum order 
56 00 Orders under 510 00. add S 75 Add 

L.rn.r_ 5% for postage insurance. handling Over. 
seas add 15% NY residents. add 7% tax 

CIRCLE 59 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 



SpeakerCuts. 
The absolute latest in 
advanced speaker teche 
logy. Wave Aperature' 
Drivers, the Patented 
Nestrovic Woofer SysteM7 raw 
speaker components selected tor 
their excellence. Homs. crossovers. subwoofers. woofers. 
mid:anges. horn and dome tweeters. Over 30 in all. Build 
your own speaker system and we'll provide top quality 
speakers and design information. Send for FREE 48 page 
color catalog from the largest. most experienced speaker 
kit manufacturer m the world DONT DELAY. Mae today, 

4eokei Io 
pt. 9 -RE, 735 N. Northlake %ay 

Seattle, Washington 98103 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES PLANS & KITS 
MECHANICALLY inclined individuals desiring 
ownership of Small Electronics Manufacturing 
Business -without investment. Write: BUSINESS- 
ES, 92 -R, Brighton 11th, Brooklyn, NY 11235 

LEARN to repair PLL or crystal synthesis CB for 
profit, 30 PLL's covered. Send $12.95 for instruc- 
tion book. A.P. SYSTEMS, PO Box 488, Milford, 
PA 18337, Dept. RE 

BECOME a consultant. Earn $20- $40 /hr being in 
business for yourself. For detailed information on 
starting or expanding your own engineering con- 
sulting business write DR. S. TOMCZAK, ST & A, 
Dept RA. Box 480530, Los Angeles, CA 90048. 

WANTED 
LINEAR amplifier for SSB 1.6 to 23 MHz. Write: 
FERRO, 2933 Vauxhall, Vauxhall, NJ 07088 

4r 

C)/ 

4(4' 
Ila e Labs to permit soldering... buttons on both ends 

Tested !AA' 

ICADS 
SPECIAL -BY -MAIL OFFER 

Brand new - slight imperfections On case! 

Amper tikli 
Delta No. Type Hours Dunen. 

05811811 1 /3A .170 .819dia. .680 78 
058865 1 /3A .200 .619dia.. .758 .88 
5876R AA .600 .545di.a1.63 .98 
58!95 AA .550 .887d!01ä.98 .98 
¡ó8677R sub C 1.2 .065 d! 61.646 1.08 

8711 C 2.0 1.06 dt...1.87 1.98 
58799 C 2.0 1.305dt...1.36 1.98 
058799 1 /2D 2.3 1.305dIa.t2,28 8 

'156786 D 40 1.308d1a.a2.28 2.78 

5685R 
56030 
56849 
5692R 
5981R 

BUTTON CELLS 
1.2 .05 .895d1a.a.206 
1.2 .1t 111.:17 Sd7 
1.2 .2 1 d0 
1.2 .22 1.36 dla.a.308 
1.2 .22 1.61 dts.x.320 

Sale 
.5a 
.68 

.88 

100% Guaranteed - Rechargeable 

^ 

* EACH 

22" WAVETEK 
ANTENUATORS Delt.i 

No. 5670R 
MODEL: 50100 -2 Rotary Attenuator 
Attenuation: 0.100 db in 20 db steps 
Rotation: Increasing attenuation in CCW direction. 

6 position -450throw, with stops at each 
end of rotation. 

Impedance: 50 ohms 
Insertion Loss: >0.5db 
Range: DC to 1 GHz 
Power: 0.5 watts 
Accuracy: 0.5 db from DC to 500 MHz 

1.0 db from 500 MHz to 1 GHz 
RF Connectors: SMA Jack receptacle 
Size: 1 7/8" diem. x 3 7/16" long. 

Pre Programmed PARTS 
Would You Believe 250-300 (or 1/4 lb.) of .Assorted Parts For 
PRE-PROGRAMMED components mounted on melt foe use in 
automatic ineeting ski. Them atnps coneit of variety of 
components such as register, capacitor.. diode., amen, etc. 
Fortunately we have acquired weed IMlb.., all mounted on 
reads with hill leads. Upon examination of the...trip we noted 
there owe tantalum capacitors. mostly 5% resistor. and many 
imef.. 

BELDEN .:;; 
TEST PROD WIRE 

2Sj No. 571 711 -Black 
a `t..S 1 . SONo, 571$R - Red 

BELDEN No. 8899 Test Prod Wire is extremely 
flexible wire that has a high dielectric strength. 
Tinned copper 18 AWG-65 x 36 stranded - 
separator, and is rubber insulated. Outer dia. 
0.144 "....breakdown voltage 20 000V....and 
suggested working volts is 5000V. Sells in the 
Cramer's catalog for .161/2 cents per ft. (10 -ft. lot) 

COAX CABLE CB ANTENNAS.! E - 25-ft. $2. 
COAX cable by Essex- RG -59/Uti solid No. 20 
AWG with 2 copper shields.... over with black 
neoprene. Outer dia. 0.360 ". Delta No. 5722R 

Rack of Amphenol 
Series 261 Wire -Wrap 
EDGE CONNECTORS! 

$9.95 Original cost of this 
unit was over $150. 

2for$18. 

Wire wrap connectors for less than -305 each!! 
The dimensions of the board are 10V. s 171 ". 
This board contains 16 AMPHENOL No. 261- 
12543-2 double 43 contact wire wrap edge 
connectors (which sell in Newark Catalog for 
$6.65 each) and there are 17 AMPHENOL 
No. 261-12515-2, double 15 contact wire 
wrap edge connectors (which list for $2.93 
each). Spacing of contacts is 0.125 ", and 
takes 1/16" board. Ideal for breadboard 
set-ups. Connectors are easily removed from 
the board by drilling out the rivets. 4 lbs. 
Delta No. 9032R 

3 

.. Delta No 66009.114 1/4 M. s 2.00 --- -. Delta No 660014-1/2 1/2 lb. s s.20 
Delta No. 66008.1 1lb. st0.00 < c' 'M, if ; "' i.zj++Wr i '1s 

A sample', lb had the following 216 'r- att 5% maton, 18 or 
59 signal diode. and W) tantalum watt 

capacitors Notre er'aib 
small 

t. the same. but the one 
we 

most 
We guarantee a minimum of 250 or t l with 

average 
lofa running overm:Nr1 for a '4 1b 

naanrtment 

DELTA POWERRaek Mount... 
18 
Ship 

x 7 5 Brute Force Supply hi Sp wt. 65 lbs 

+6VDC @içA 
+40 VDC @ SA 

Beautiful black steel cabi- net-inner dia 17 x 16 x 
6 7/8" -with quick-Open 

14 Cover....along with 
hundred dollars worth of parts listed below. Origi- 
nal 

r 
this 
Shipped 

wooly 
b 

was 

tAi ' over $45o. 
FREIGHT COLLECT only. 

011104. r j $35. Delta No. 5694R 
2pcs.-GE 9T92A1042G11- Variac 0- 120/132Ve2.5A 
1pe. FerroResonant xfine with 15mfd cap.14Vcte16A 
1pc. Ferro -Resonant xfmr with 20mfd cap.60Vcte6A 
1pe. 40V adjustable 6- position Double Cam Switch 
2pcs. 1N1184A -Diode Rectifier on isolated heat sink, 
2pcs. 1N1200AR -Diode Rectifier ) on heat sink. 2pcs. 1N1202AR -Mode Rectifier ) 
1pe, 15 Ohm 25 watt fixed wirewound power resistor 
1pc. 50 Ohm 50 watt fixed wirewound power resistor. 
1pc. 34000mfde50Vdc Electrolytic computer grade cap 
1pe. 18000mfde10Vdc Electrolytic computer grade cap 
2pcs. 42000mfdelOVdc Electrolytic computer grade cap 
1pc. 10000mfde10Vdc Electrolytic computer grade cap 
1pc. AMPETA 250V -6A. Circuit Breaker. 
1pc. AMPETA 250V -7A. Circuit Breaker. loc. AMPETA 250V -20A. Circuit Breaks 
2pea. Littelfuse 344125 -Indicating fuseholder .125V -15A 
1pc,. Kulka double 8 -term. barrier strip, w/8-32 screws 

iy 

NEW MAIL -ORDER ADDRESS 

if íl 
1 j i2o-PG, ELECTRONICS 

A 
'SURPLUS' A\ 

CATALIG ,\ 

11 

ia DELTA 

mas79 il 

TEL. (617) 388 -4705 

176 SEC $N I AVE. 
WALTHAM, MASS 

02154 
Minimum Order S8.00 

It'Isen ill 014 area. Iki!fh,'JSfern Mass. or So Itlrer,i N.fl, visit our r, :. It 7 Oakland St., Amesbury, Mass. 

CIRCLE 9 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SCANNER users -build many useful accesso- 
ries. Free kit catalog. CAPRI ELECTRONICS, 
Route 1R, Canon, GA 30520 

PRINTED circuit boards from your sketch or 
artwork. Affordable prices. Also fun kit projects. 
Free details. DANOCINTHS INC., Box 261, West- 
land, MI 48185 

CONSTRUCTION plans for profitable business 
ideas. Catalog $1.00. GARLING, 438 N. Garfield 
Street, Lombard, IL 60148 

BUILD flyback and transformer checker under 
five dollars. Plans $2.00. JACK ROSS, 6206 N. 
Francisco, Chicago, IL 60659 

PROJECTION TV . . . Convert your TV to project 
7 foot picture. Results equal to $2,500 projector. 
Total cost less than $20.00. Plans & lens $16.00. 
Illustrated information free. MACRICOMA, 
Washington Crossing, PA 18977 

BUILD your own speaker system. Write for free 
catalogue. McGEE RADIO, 1901 McGee St., Kan- 
sas City, MO 64108 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 
TWELVE bands /channel $100 kit still available: 
See May 1978 cover story. Complete instruc- 
tions, reprint review $2.50. Free information. 
SYMMETRIC SOUND SYSTEMS, 1608 South 
Douglas, Loveland, CO 80537 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 
TELEPHONE bugged? Don't be Watergated! 
Countermeasures brochure $1.00. NEGEYE LA- 
BORATORIES, Box 547 -RE, Pennsboro, WV 
26415 

UNIVERSITY degrees by mail! Bachelors, Mas- 
ters, Ph'D's . . Free revealing details. COUN- 
SELING, Box 317 -RE9, Tustin, CA 92680 

UNDERSTAND digital electronics. Programmed 
learning courses. Design of Digital Systems, 6 
volumes, only $19.95. Digital Computer Logic, 4 
volumes, $14.95. Both $29.95. Free details. GFN 
INDUSTRIES, Bldg. 7 -20, 203 Loudon Road, 
Concord, NH 03301 

EARN high school diploma, spare time. College - 
recognized. Credits given for previous courses, 
job experience. Low tuition. Exams repeated free. 
Individual counseling. State registered. CAM- 
BRIDGE ACADEMY, Dept. RE -2, 409 E. Osceola, 
Stuart, FL 33494. Toll -free 1- 800 -327 -8103. 

MECHANICALLY INCLINED INDIVIDUALS 

Assemble electronic devices in your home. Invest- 
ment, knowledge. or experience not necessary. Get 
started in spare time. Above average profits. $300 - 
$600 /wk. possible. Sales handled by others. Write for 
free details. 

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT LAB 
Box 1560R, Pinellas Park, FL 33565 

YOUR PHONE 
CALLS ON TAPE 
Record incoming and outgoing calls automatically -7 
with this all solid slate unit connected to your =' 
telephone lack and tape recorder. Stets record 
ing when phone is lilted. Stops when you hang y 

up, making a permanent record Easily installed I 

No extra monthly phone charges FCC APPROVED `` $24.50' i 
IOx VOICE 

ACTIVATED 
CONTROL \ 

2.14n3 4 . I z SWITCH 
Sell contained solid state Excellent adjust- 

able sensitivity Recorder activated by voices 

or other sounds. Uses recorder mike cr 
remote mike Great for home, business. etc. $24.95' 

!CC ARRROV[0 

MICRO 
AMAZING 

NI MINI MIKE 
` Among world's smallest. solid stale. self contained 

, WIRELESS MIKE Mercury Bat turn. Picks up most 

sounds and transmits without wires up to 300 ft thru 
tt Radio Tuneable Use as mike. ampi. . alarm $ alert 
stem. baby sitter. hot Int. etc. !'Plus S1.00 Pstg. 6 
Hdlg I Money back guarantee California residents add 

to Free data Mad order Visa, M, C. Cods o k Ouam'Ir 
drotn,n' AMC Sales. Dept 19. 9335 1.4. -rble Lubec 

518.95 , ..ray, Calif 9024l Phone 713 8698519 
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MICROCOMPUTER 
BOARDS 

NEC MICROCOMPUTER TK -BOA 

bum RAM and ) L iel I 1 u' L .sanr PR, . 
Pndebi a8anoaa.e 's3oO.,, ,7UOna.wt.sii 
Ka Ls Cr. IYP a o A N, PKlammar 

TK-80A 5299.00 

POTENTIOMETERS 
TRIMPOT® Potentiometers 

STANOAND DIMENSIONS , 

YODEL POWER RESISTANCES IN W 11 PRICt 

L 3006P 0 75 Wan IO onm - 2 Meg 25" 19. 75 WB 

3299W 0 5 Wan 110 onm 1 Meg 39.37.25 $1 4. 

3386P 05 Wan 10 ohm 2 Meg 375 -. 375 t9 50 6 

P Printed Circuit Pins (AI mounting) 
w Printed Circuit Pins (edge mounting) 

3299W 

f= 
3386P 

EPROM's 
1702A -6 Sfi $4.45 

256 x 8 1.5 uS 

2708 $9.95 
IKx8 450 NS 

MICROPROCESSOR 
HIPS 
PUs 

Part No P.. i 
8080A 5.50 
8085 12.95 
6800 X95 6.95 
INTERFACE 

SUPPORT CIRCUITS 
Put r . , Rn' N, l" 

8212 2.95 8255 5.50 

8214 3.95 8257 10.95 
8216 2.75 8259 14.95 
8224 2.95 
8226 1.98 6810 3.95 
8228 4.75 3.98 6820 3.95 
8238 4,75 3.98 6821 3.95 
8251 5.50 6850 3tt 4.50 
8253 14.95 6852 4 4.50 

MOS Static RAM's 
Part No. Price 
2101 525 $2.39 

22 NN 

2102LFPC $3:49 $1.14 
1K 350N S I lc w Power i 

2102.1 PC $ï.9e- 0.94 
1K aSONS 

2114 $, $5.99 
44 K 41 3OONS 

2114 
aK11K 41450N5 

$g; $4.99 

MOS Dynamic RAM's 
Part No. Price 

4K 4027 $2.95 
46 14K A 1) 300NS 16 PIN 

16K 416.3 $11.95 

16K 416 -5 $9.95 

UART's 
Part No. Price 

AY5 -1013A $4; $4.25 
AY3 -1015 $ $5.25 

1K CMOS RAM .UUU.000..W. Part No. SPrice 

it Special of the Month 5101 $4:95 
5 

$4.50 

. , LBO-PIP >>aL S%9s . 
ZaOA-CTC S* fa 95 

180-DMA SatK'i 524 95 

. m 
280A-S10/1 sa $4s a 

. 

Zilog 

zeD-cpu 
2a0A-CPU 5Z 
Z80-PIO ilTf'IC 
Z804-PIO 53R¢n 

$995 
$11 95 

280-S10/0 5Xs@ 
Z80A-SIO/O SSw 
280-S10/1 $35 al 

$7 95 
SB 95 280-S10/2 541147 835 00 

280A -SIO 2 SSIKO $45 DO 

S35 00 
$45 00 

data sew lcll Master quote 
to the latest l C s including "Special 
mlcoprocessors ana 
consumer circuits Otter" 

Low Profile Sockets ` j Free Quarterly Updates $33.95 
Finest Quality Socket available In the 
world Nobody can match Texas Inst- 
ruments quality -a unique combina 
lion of I.0 technology and multi 
metal expertise a - - - 
Over one million pieces m stock 

Contacts Price Contact 
8PIN 08 22PIN 

14 PIN 12 24 PIN 
16 PIN 14 28PIN 
18 PIN 18 4O PIN 

20 PIN 20 

LED. LAMPS 
LED209 
LED211 
LED212 

LE0220 
LED222 
LED224 - DISPLAYS 

MAN74A 300' Common Cathode 
FND357 375' Common Cathode 
FNDSW S00' Common Cathode 
FND507 300" Common Anode 
FND561 300` Common Anode 
0L747 650" Common Anode 
DL 704 300- Common Cathode 
OLIN 300 Common Anode 

T -1 3mm Red 
T -1 3mm Green 
T-1 3mm Yellow 

.09 
14 

.13 

T -1.3/4 5mm Red .11 
7-1.3/4 5mm Green .15 
T -1 -3/4 5mm Yellow .14 

ISOLATORS 

S099 
St 09 
St 09 
SI 09 
St 29 
S230 
$1 29 
SI 29 

49 

/4000C Series Positive t AMP 
I10 -220 Plastic) 5.6.8. 12. 15. 18, 24, Volts 

50 99 

Data Available on Request 

78H05SC 
78Ht2SC 
78Ht5SC 
78P05SC 
78HGKC 
79HGKC 
SH1605 
SH1 705 

0V/ SA 
12V/5A 
15V/5A 
5V /10A 
5V- 24V/5A Positive Ad1ustable 

24V to 2 11V /5A Negative AOlustable 
3V- 30V /5A Ade Step Down Swilrhnq 
5V /SA Fixed Positive 

-Act1Ve 
filff'Electronic 

BR InS Corp. 

P.O. BOX 1035 FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 01701 
Over the counter sales. 
12 Mercer Rd Natick. Mass 0 760 
Behind Layres on Rte 9 
Telephone Orders 6 Enquiries 16171879 0077 

IN CANADA 

5651 FERRIER ST 
MONTREAI QUEBEC 
HAP 2K5 
Tel 15141775 6425 

4800 DUF FERIR ST 
DOWNSVIEW ONTARIO 
M3H 559 
Tel 14161661 1115 

MINIMUM ORDER Sic 00 ADD 52 00 TO 
COVER POSTAGE 6 HANDLING 
Foreign customers please remit payment on an 
international bank drift or mtematlonal postai 
money order in Ameon dollars 

BAXTER CENTRE 
1050 BAXTER ROAD 
OTTAWA ONTARIO 
K2C 3P7 
Tel 16131820 9471 

3070 KINGSWAn 
VANCOUVER 8 C 

V5R 5J7 
Tel 16041438-3321 
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DIGITAL AUTO SECURITY SYSTEM 
4 DIGITS 

PERSONAL CODE!! 

proximity triggered 
voltage triggered 
mechanically triggered 

3 -WAY PROTECTION! 
This alarm protects you and itself! Entering 
protected area will set it off, sounding your 
car horn or siren you add. Any change in vol- 
tage will also trigger the alarm into action. If 
cables within passenger compartment are cut, 
the unit protects itself by sounding the alarm. 

SPECIAL $19.95 

100 W CLASS A 
POWER AMP KIT 

Dynamic Bias Class -A- circuit design makes 
this unit unique in its class. Crystal clear, 100 
watts power output will satisfy the most picky 
fans. A perfect combination with the TA1020 
low T.I.M. stereo pre-amp. 
Specifications: 

Output power : 100W RMS into 8-ohm 
125W RMS into 4-ohm 

Frequency response: 10Hz - 100 KHz 
T.H.D.: less than 0.008% 

S /N ratio: better than 80dB 
Input sensitivity: IV max. 

Power supply: +40V @ 5amp 

i:.. TA-1000 KIT 
551.95 
Power 

transformer 
515.00 each 

LOW TIM DC STEREO 
PRE -AMP KIT TA -10 20 

Incorporates brand-new D.C. design that gives 
a frequency response from 0Hz - 100KHz 
+0.5dB! Added features like tone defeat and 
loudness control let you tailor your own fre- 
quency response. Independent I.C. regulated 
power supplies to eliminate power fluctuation! 
Specifications: T.H.D. less than .005% T.I.M. 
less than ,005% Frequency response: DC to 
100KHz +0,5dB R IAA deviation: +0.2dB 
S /N ratio: better than 70dB *Sensitivity: 
Phono 2MV 47K /Aux. 100MV 100K Output 
level: 1.3V Max output: 15V Tone control: 
bass +10dB @ 50Hz /treble +10dB @ 15Hz 
Power supply: ±24 D.C. @ 0.5A 
Kit comes with regu- 
lated power supply, 
all you need is 
a 48V C.T. . 
Transformer @ `'!' 
0.5A 

ONLY $44.50 
x..--ORMER 

THE MOST ADVANCED TIMEPIECE 
OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD! 

LCD Quartz Alarm Chronograph wnh calen 
dar and dual time zone,' Watch Is the same as 

Seiko but you Pay a lot more for the name' 
Features 

24 hour alarm 
Chronograph Counts up to 
12 hrs , 59 wins 59.9 sec. 

Precision of chrono up to 
1/10 sec indicated by 10 
moving arrows', 
Lap time with chrono run- 
ning uninterrupted( 
Time displays by LCD for 
hour, min, sec, day, date 
of the week and AM /PM 
Calendar gives out date-day 
Dual time zone for any two 
cities of the world at your 
own choice. 
With light switch to allow 
you to see the torn,. in the 
darki 

$55.50 

PROFESSIONAL FM WIRELESS MICROPHONE 
TECT model WEM -16 is a factory assembled FM wireless microphonep powered by an AA size battery. 
Transmits in the range of 88- 108MHz with 3 transistor circuits and an omnidirectional electric conden 
ser. Element built-in plastic tube type case; mike is 6' /e long. With a standard FM radio, can he heard any- 
where on a one-acre lot; sound quality was judged very good. $16.50 -- . 

sanwa 
- COMPACT - 

- LIGHTWEIGHT - 
- ULTRA -SLIM - 

BATTERY CHECKER 
- LED TESTER - 

T-550 (w /o temp probe) 
$44.50 

T- 55THD(temp probe) 
S66.50 

sPE c l l IcA nuNs 

DC von.9. 150mV 5o0mV r 5V 5V. 
15V 50v 250v v l All 
20.11 rv1 
25w Usono NV gook, 

DC Currant 50ÁA. 25mÁ 25mÁ, 
250mA 1500.1V drool 
151/ 150V 5001/ 191111 IV1 

6A 129 oM 55mV drool 
10k 11 100kt: VW! 5M1í 
Irraa e416tn1 
10017 1 : 10111: 50111: 

Onrd 
Load C,.rnr 301nÁ 31nA 300mA 
Load Volta. 3V 3v 3V 
ou11.1. lo to 55d13 
Bee Ckck 09 tot 5V 1101: 1oadl 
LED Cn «k A;oib1 

a Tmorron 50 t 100C and 0 to 200C [Probe nor wool.. won T 55131 

AC Volta. 
AC Cortaro 
Rwntao[. 

AccuraW 
DCVOe., r.2 se 
13CC.rnot rzsxl.d 
9 kSr, Batt rz5..d 
AC Voltage/Power on 1 5V ran. 51. l.t 
AC 1/011../Pow.r Ao. 15V rango r3 5X lad 
Accrrrnt 51.na 
Ra.ntane./Irm.ratur of are 

D rmnpom 
146 97 . 2B own tnok 
Waqni 7400 
Instromaor 

o 
. opl,.d wtn eAnn 1.5V IU M 3 or 061r2 

Ewa 6 Span 500mA 250V 
T.mwralun Probe IT SSTRD onlvl 

na,ii - ií. 
Stereo levy -i 

kit with all 31- jilt ills 
play panent This Mark Ill LED level indicator is a 

new design PC board with an arc -shape 4 colors 
LED display (change color from red, yellow, green 
and the peak output indicated by rose red(. The. 
power range is very large, from 30d13 to 45dB. 
The Mark III indicator is applicable to 1 watt 
200 watts amplifier operating voltage is 3V 9V 
DC at max 400 MA. The circuit uses 10 LEDs 
per channel It is very easy to connect to the am 
;Adler. Just hook up with the speaker Outpm' 

IN KIT FORM $18.50 

HICKOK LX303 

r-r 

DIGITAL LCD MULTIMETER 
3% digits display 
200 hours 9V battery life 
Auto zero; polarity; overrange 

indication 
I 100MV DC F.S. sensitivity -II- 19 ranges and functions 

D.C. volt: 0.1 MV to 1000 V 
A.C. volt: 0.1 V to 600 V -'r Resistance: 0.1 &to 20 MS2 
D.C. current: 0.011-2A to 100 MA 

CALL FOR OUR DISCOUNTED PRICE 

ELECTRONIC 
DUAL SPEAKER PROTECTOR 

Cut oil when circuit is shorted or oval 
load to prote, 
your aniphfier , 

well as your speak 
ers A must for 
OCL circuits 

KIT FORM 
$8.75 EA. 

FM WIRELESS MIC KIT 
It is not a pack of cigarettes. It is a new FM 
wireless mic kit! New design PC board fits 

into a plastic cigarette box 
(case included). Uses a con - 

densor microphone to al- 
low you to have a better 
response in sound pick -up. 

W.4).11 
()11 Transmits up to 350 ft.! 

With an LED indicator to 
signal the unit is on. 

KIT FORM $7.95 

60W + 60W 

COMPLETED UNIT -NOT A KIT! 
OCL pre amp. & power stereo amp. with 
bass, muddle, treble 3 -way tone control. 
Fully assembled and tested, ready to work. 
Total harmonic distortion less than 0.5% 
at full power. Output maximum is 60 watts 
per channel at 8 t1 . Power supply is 24 - 

36V AC or DC. Complete unit 
Assembled 549.50 ea. 

$ 8.50 ea. Power transformer 

MARK IV 18 STEPS 
LED POWER LEVEL 

INDICATOR KIT 
This new stereo level indicator kit consists of 
36 4 -color LED (1B per channel) to indicate 
the sound level output of your amplifier from 
36dB +3dB. Comes with a well- designed 
silk screen printed plastic panel and has a se- 
lector switch to allow floating or gradual out- 
put indicating. Power supply is 6 - 12V D.C. 
with THG on board input sensitivity controls. 
This unit can work with any amplifier from 
1W to 200W! 
Kit includes 70 pcs. driver transistors, 36 pcs. 
matched 4-color LED, all other electronic 
components, PC board and front panel. 

MARK IV KIT S31.50 

JUMBO 
1^ LED ALARM CLOCK MODULE 

Assembled not a kit. 
i eatures 1- 4 digits red LED 

12 hours real time 
24 hours alarm audio 
(lust add speaker' 
Power failure indicator 
Count down timer 59 ',ins 

12 16V AC 50'60 Hr 
input 
10 min snooze con- 

7"31 Red Display 
$8.50 each 

Green Display 
$10.50 each 

Transformer 51.75 

displa 
format 
output 

POWER TRANSFORMER 

30W +30W STEREO HYBRID AMPLIFIER KIT 
It works in 12V D.C. as well! Kit includes 1 PC SANYO STK -043 
stereo power amp. IC LM 1458 as pre amp, all other electronic 

parts, PC Board, all control pots and special heat sink for 
hybrid. Power transformer not included. It produces ultra 
hi -ft output up to 60 watts (30 watts per channel) yet gives 
out less than 0.1% total harmonic distortion between 10OMz 
and 10KHz. $32.50 PER KIT 

$6.50 EACH 

CIRCLE 11 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 



,PER 15 WATT AUDIO AMP KIT 
Uses STK -015 Hybrid Power Amp 

Kit includes: STK -015 Hybrid IC, power supply with 
power transformer, front Amp with tone control, all 
electronic parts as well as PC Board. Less than 0.5`. 
harmonic distortion at full power '/AB response from 
20 100,000 Hz. This amplifier has QUASI -Compli - 

mentary class B output. Output max is watt (10 watt 
RMS) at 4i! ONLY $ 23.50 each 

REGULATED DUAL VOLTAGE SUPPLY KIT 
±4 " 30V DC 800 MA adjustable, fully regu- 
lated by Fairchild 78MG and 79MG voltage 
regulator I.C. Kit includes all electronic 

parts, filter capa- 
citors, I.C., heat 
sinks and P.C. 
board. 

$12.50 
PER KIT 

PROFESSIONAL CASE 
for our 0-30V Power Supply. It 
Is a nice looking metal cast case 
with giant 4" volt /amp meter 
output blinding post and fuse 
holder, on /off switch and lin' 
cord' ONLY $21.50 EA. 

CASE 016 

BECKMAN FET 
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY 
Overall size 2" x 1.2" 0-5" characters 

reflective type 

Model 737 -01 - for clock 
4 digits with PM, alarm, 
snooze, colen indicators. 

88:88 
7l)-01 

8.8:8.8 Model 739 -04 - for panel 
meter 4 digits. 

Model 739 -03 - for panel 
11.1:1 :: meter 3'/ digits with + sign 

and over range indicator. 

739-04 

1 I. 
739-0 

All displays include zeber connectors and 
front bezel. With data sheets. 
Your choice -any model S7.50 EACH 

MANY SOUND DECISIONS! 
.1.., Date sound in01cat' 

Iny voltage 6V DC 
f1 A, Small site approx. 

Model LB2116 (Continuous) 
Model F132126 (Slow Pulse) 
Model EB2136 (Fast Pulse) 

POWER SUPPLY KIT 
0.30V O.C. REGULATED 

ses UA 723 and IN3055 Power 
' n output can be adiusted fro, 
0 30V 2 AMP. Complete with P1 

oars and all electronic parts 
aE. c S10.50 each 

Transformer for Pow*, Supply, 2AMP 24V v 2 $t 50 

FLUORESCENT LIGHT DRIVER KIT 
12V DC POWERED 

Kit includes high voltage col power transistor, heat sink, all 
other electronic pa is and PC Board, light tube not Included' 

WITH CASE ONLY $6.50 PER KIT 

12V DC MINI RELAY 

6V SPDT 2AMP 1.30 
12V SPOT 3AMP 1.60 
12V DPDT 2AMP 2.50 
12V 4PDT 3AMP 3 50 

¡, 1W.!! AUDIO AMP 
All parts are pre assembled on a mini PC Board 

Supply Voltage 6- 9V D.C. 
SPECIAL PRICE $1.95 ea. 

"FISHER" 30 WATT STEREO AMP 
MAIN AMP 115W X 2- 

s 2 p , s f r l'A 30; 

I, 
0 It tfail 1/0(15 

Ha,tl Vnwrr 16v 

Soper 1H SU 

SUB -MINI SIZE 
SP DT RELAY 

Ideal for use in mini circuits, con- 
tact rated at lamp 125V AC. Coil 

resistance 30OS2 , stan- 
dard 0.1- lead spacing 
allows it to plug into a 

14 pin I.C. socket! 
12V DC type 5250 ea. 
5V DC type 53.50 ea. 

MINI -SIZED I.C. 
AM RADIO 

Size smaller than a hi.. 1 matches' 
Receives all AM stations 

pat,' les and ear phone included 

Only $10.50 

v 
HEAVY DUTY 
CLIP LEADS 

10 pairs - 5 colors 
Alligator clips on 

a 22" long lead. Ideal 

52.20 /pack for any testing. 

III 
SSW AUDIO AMP KIT 

C, ONLY S6.00 EACH 

WE FOUND THE CASE FOR THE FM MICI 

Sub Mini Size 
CONDENSER MICROPHONE 

FET T ransoeor Bu,it ,n $2.50 each 
F 

ELECTRONIC ALARM SIREN 
COMPLJ TE UNIt 

,is.. ,p, 
Y. ,, t.1, ria.e 

1 OlH 

S7 50 

SOUND ACTIVATED SWITCH 

ULTRA SONIC 
SWITCH KIT 

KIt includes the Ultra Sonic Trails 
.filters, 2 PC Boards for transmitter ld receiver. All electronic parts 
old instructions. Easy to build and 

lot of uses such as remote control 
!or TV, garage door, alarm system 
,r counter. Unit operated by 9 -12 

DC. 
S15.50 

SOUND 11;,(.:77 

GENERATOR 

Creates almost any type 
of sound -gun shot, explo 
sion, train, car crash, star war, birds, 
organ ext. A built-in audio amplifier 
provides high level output. Operates 
from one 9V battery, 28 pin dip; we 
supply the datas. $2.90 EACH 

Sub Mini Size 
PANEL METER 

00 I.' 
ONLY 51.20 ea 

ELECTRONIC 
SWITCH KIT 

racr x.: a A 

LINEAR SLIDE POT 
500K12 SINGLE 

Metal Case 3" Long 
2 FOR $1.20 

Rechargeable 
NI -CD Batteries Pak 

6AA NI-CD in a flat pack gives you a 

total of 7.2V 450MA output 

S5.25 PER PACK 

LCD CLOCK MODULE ! 

0.4" LCD 4 digits display 
X'tal controlled circuits 
D.C. powered (1.5V battery) 
12 hr. or 24 hr. display 
24 hr. alarm set 
60 min. countdown timer 
Dual time zone display 
Stop watch function 

NIC1200 S24.50 EA. 

fY r TRANSFORMERS 

5750 EA 
5850 EA 
58 50 E 4 
Se 50 EA 
5180EA 
SI 80E4 
51 25 EA 

UNIVERSAL 
PROTOBOARDS 

CIRCUIT FIT" 

e 

.. .n made al Hini I1,i. , 1,10 fior, 
,Ia.. .,ca Ph,.nnl P,,. Ihelled n 1747 niamelH 

i 01 rrn,,, p,ith ,n plated copper 

vrlei .nil tinge, ed6r connednn hmglt ud441 

in anos, any knd ol aanea,d comp6neml to 

fit hoard 

H-5612 
H-5616 31/4:: X 6': 
H-5606 
41-5602 2't- X 6'/s 

1.70 
1.70 
1.50 
1.50 

A< POWER SUPPLY 

Wan T von Tennalt 

" 5210EA 
5190f 

1"I.: sl90EA 

510.50 EACH 
MODE 888 R 

BATTERY POWERED 
FLUORESCENT LANTERN 

I.C. TEST CLIPS 

$2.75 Derip'' 

PROFESSIONAL PANEL METERS 

TYPEa Mu-52E ALL METERS 
WHITE FACE WITH BLACK 
SCALES. PLASTIC COVER. 

A. 0 50UA 
B.0J0VDC 
C. 0 50VDC 

D.03ADC 
E. 01001/0C 

B.50 ea 

8.50 ea 

8.50 ea 

9.00 ea 

9.00 ea 

GIANT SIZE VU METER 
1MA movement 3 1/2" scale length. 
Scale in VU -20db to +3db. Meter 
face 5 1 /8" x 2 3/8" with a "smoke" 

plastic cover. 

S8.50 
E ach 

PUSH -BUTTON SWITCH 
nom, Cunlacl 

Color Red, W,r,te Blue, 
:14 Green, Black 3751.00 

N /Close aise 
Available 50. w. 

LARGE OTY AVAILARLF 

FORMULA INTERNATIONAL INC. 9/79 

Send $1.00 11; For 
Catalogue inside Catalogue 

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES 
n er urch f urchase 

inside n 
Outside Calif. inc udes Mexico Canada) 1 

Oyetseas /5% 20% 
Minimum Order a Residents Sales Tao 
Phone Orders Accepted on Visa or MC ONLY, NO C.O.D. /Store Hours 10.7 Mon. thru Sat. 

12603 CRENSHAW BLVD., HAWTHORNE, CA 90250 
PHONE (213) 973.1021 (213) 679 -5162 
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IS RADIO 
CONTROL 

YOUR HOBBY? 
Then here's the perfect oppor- 
tunity to make your hobby your 
job. Mattel, the world's fore- 
most toy manufacturer, is seek- 
ing enterprising people with ex- 
perience in radio control sys- 
tems, including linear experi- 
ence up to 100Mhz. Selected 
applicants will work with the 
most advanced technology in 
radio control today. 

Degree in Electronics or Elec- 
trical Engineering is preferred. 
Start putting your skills and 
knowledge to work in an ex- 
citing new job - send us a re- 
sume or letter detailing your 
background and capabilities to: 

Dennis Marchand 
Dept. RE 

MATTEL 
ELECTRONICS 

5150 Rosecrans Ave. 
Hawthorne, CA 90250 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

HOUSE MARKED 
DARLINGTON 
TRANSISTOR 

101 
16 AMPS 60 VOLTS 
ISO WAITS 

Specify NPN s I I $1.50 
e/4glo.xv 

or PNP elaos xex each 

HEAVY DUTY 
12 VOLT RELAY u 

Cleat Plastic f nClOSed 

3 PDT 

12 Amp Contacts \I 
53.00 osh 

10 MEG POTS 
Standard 1/4 Won Site 
3/8" long Snoe 

4 tor $1.00 

SPRITE COOLING FAN 

U ea Bull tray lesled 
115oac9w.11s 

71/8 431/8 
.15/11 

66.00 each 

HOUSE MARKED 
DARLINGTON 
POWER TRANSISTOR 
SPOCll v S AMPS 65 WAITS, 
NPN 80 VOLTS 

5111110 
PNP nor 1 llA120071 

) 

M 10220 

Me each 

INDOOR - 
OUTDOOR 
PAGING 
HORNS 

8 "SIZE /30 WATTS 
$24.95 

6 SIZE /15 WATTS 
$17.95 

S.SIZE /5 WATTS 
$6.50 

SPECIAL SALE 
1000 MFD 16VDC 

41er SI 00 

MAGNETICALLY 
ACTUATED SWITCH 

NO W/Magnellr.,,.,. . 

Intl.uls In '/h lfule 
Magnel Included j 

754 oche 

P.N.P. GER. TRANSISTOR 

St 00 each 

ALLIED CONTROL 
Miniature P C Relay 

MPC - 4C00 - 12VOC 

02 50 each 

ALCO 
MINIATURE 

SWITCH 
5 P (I I 

hamp,ar 12'.,. 

SI. 15 each 

MALLORY 
COMPUTER 
GRADE 
ISO 000 Mf D 15VOC 

63 SO each 

ALL ELECTROAKS CORP. 
SEND FOR OUR FREE FLIER 

905 S. Vermont Ave. Oaanidles tended 

Los Angeles. CA 90006 Mirk 0,0e1 5500 
Add SI 50 Snlppmg IISA 

Cold Res Add 6% 
Some Doy Shipping with 
Cen Check of M/0 

(2131 380 8000 

& 1 5 , .'' 
9AM 5l'M 
MOndpy thru f 'day 
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...MORE SOLE... 
Part of preparing for the Fall is making 

room for a bunch of new products. so we're 
clearing out some of our inventory at re- 
duced prices. Limited quantities. 

MA1003 CLOCK 
MODULE .05:45g $13.20 

20 °,e off our very best clock module. Inter.. 
crystal timebase, fluorescent readouts that di 
wash out, simple assembly Oust add 2 time' 
switches and + 12V DC). much more. Perfect I,,. 

car. mobile use (documentation Included). Match- 
ing case with mounting hardware d optical filter. 
add S5.95. 

16K MEMORY EXPANSION 
C¡ CHIP SET $I9 $87.20 

20'3 off one of our ail-time best sellers F 

Mm250 ns 
Shack-80. 

cc access time. 
Sorcerer. 

power pparts. DIP shunts j 
included. 1 year limited warranty. and easy-to- follow instructions that make memory expansion a snap. 

u . ! WE BREAK THE !ea 
1c /BYTE BARRIER!! L. 

Were offering low power 21L02 1K static 
memory chips, guaranteed to run with any 2 MHz 
system. at the very low price of 10/S9.90-that's 
under 15 per byte! Stock up now, we can't predict 
how much longer well have the last of these prime 
parts avav i' .. i 

:50', shleppl,ag e.,., ss ,e'u..Je.: /150 *Mast,.. 
rife, d 114151082-0638. COD OK wither,. 

D@O 
o 

(JD IE 

Nu GOOBOUT ELECTRONICS 
BOX 2355. OAKLAND AIRPORT, CA 94514 

LI FREE FLYER W hay what you're !oohing loo. and its oi,' 
9001 while to sand for our flyer Just give us your name and ac E 
drew wall take care of the rest For 1st class mail exclude 4' c n ' m stamps 
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 
DOUBLE SIDED EPDXY 

1 16" Thick 
S S.^ 6n 

7 WATT LD -65 LASER DIODE IR $8.95 
4' 

S 4'. 
S 45 

4 S1 00 
S 65 

StALS 53 45. 
000 MHz 6.144MHz' 

4000MM7 8000MHZl 
.; 57 MII. In I,I,O 11.1Hz 

v1/z 

.: i TURN TRIM POTS 
.,I IK 2K, 5K, 10K, 20K, 50K, 
1K, 1Meg, 2Map, 535 each 3/S2.00 

watt Infra Red Pulse I SG 2006 egu,v I 

Laser Diode (Spec sheet ,ncludedl 524.95 
VIRIPAX PC BOARD S 12.95 
our nee. Prototye'ng .s nt0 410 66" 
rngle sided 1,16" epoxy board It veil hold 0. 

24 16 134 u 14 8 Pen IC's Titer are 
ee busses .5V, ground and a Ilot,ng buss 

Po for TO 220 regulator There n 
-'2 pue edge connector w n 156" s ac.ng 

FP 100 PHOTO TRANS. S 50 
RED. vELLOW, GREEN 

LARGE LED'. 2" 6/51174) 
TIL118 OPTO- ISOLATOR S. 75 
MCT.6 OPTO ISOLATOR S 80 

1 WATT ZENERS 3.3. 4 7. 51. S.6, 9.1, 
10.12. 15.18. or 22V 6/01 00 

MCM 6571A 7 x 9 charade, gen S 10 75 

TRANSISTOR SPECIALS 
2,76233 NPN SWITCHING POWER S 1.95 
MRF.6004 a CB RF Tranuslo. NPN S 75 
.'\3172 VPS S. T1, 3 S 1-00 
261546 PNP GE TO3 . . . S .75 

l'N1 s s 00 
.\5086 PSP S. lEn 92 4 S I 00 
,13137 N P N S, RF S 55 

',391H NP\ S. TO 3 HI S 1 50 
2N1420 NPN Si TO 5 . . . . 34 1.00 
'. 1767 NPN S. T1166 S /0 

22:1 .P 1n1F '.S IOO 
S 60 

. . . . . 6/5 1.00 
61 I 00 

STS 2068 eight position dip switch - 

OTS 206-4 four position dip switch S i 

LIGHT ACTIVATED SCR's to 18. 200 V IA S. /0 

UNIVERSAL 4Ka8 MEMORY BOARD KIT 
569.95 

32 2102 1 fully buffered, 16 address II 
board decoding fora any of 64 Pages standard 

t3Rloon Power RleetlBe 

35 00 

200 07 20 40 1 30 4; 5 6 55 
100 09 75 65 1 50 6 50 9.50 
GOO I 1 30 80 200 850 12.50 

15 35 100 250 1050 16.50 
`0 45 1 25 3 00 12 50 20 00 
024 .01 DICON 1024 stage analog "Ruck. rgnt. 514.95 

500 

TTL IC SERIES 

1409 

/411 
1412 
/413 
1414 
1,116 

1420 
6125 

147/ 
/470 
/432 

/440 

1442 

33 
21 
21 

77 

31 

4.5 

71 

33 

105 
67 

07 1.72 

6666 

14,69 

/490 
/491 
/497 
N. 
/494 
N. 
7/1161 

14171 
/4172 
1.23 

/4144 
74150 
/4161 

á 
60 
11/ 

91 

7 74 

/41110 

14. 
14163 
14164 

74193 

/4111. 
141941 

/4191 

,,3666 
,67.61 

/4391 

1 70 

19 

.47 

1 36 

111/ 

7 25 

II :v: B 

PRV 
100 
200 
400 
600 

DIP SOCKETS 
DA BA 25A a PIN 17 24 VIN .35 

1.43 14 PIN .20 28 PIN .40 
82 1.37 2.20 16 PIN ,22 40 PIN .60 

1.04 1.653.30 la PIN .25 
1.32 1.92 440 

SANKEN AUDIÓ POWER AMPS 
S.1010GI011A1 TS S 780 
S, 1020 G 20 WATTS 
S 1050 G 50 WATTS 

TANTULUM CAPACITORS 
.22UF 35V 5/51.00 
A7UF 35V 5/S1 00 
68UF 35V 5/S1 00 
1UF 35V 5/S1.00 
2 2U 20V 5/SI 00 
3.3UF 20V 4/51 00 
4 7U 15V 5/51.00 

68UF 35V 4/51.0, 
(OUF IOV S 
22UF 25V 5.40 
15UF 35V 3/S1.00 
30UF 6V 5/S1 00 

150UF 15V S.9'' 
58UF15V $ .5C 

DATA CASSETTES 1/2 HR S 95 

4148 II9141 
1 ul 25Y pram c cgs 

15/S1 00 
16/51.00, S5 00/100 

14 pin headers 341.00 

ILICON SOLAR CELLS 
I" diameter .4V at 1 AMP 510.00 

RS232 
CONNECTORS 

DB 75P male 
DB 255 female 
HOODS 

5295 
S3 50 
S1 50 

MM5387AA 
M7001 
MM5369 

CLOCK CHIPS S5 95 
S7 50 
S3 75 

END 359 C .4" S.60 LED READOUTS 
sCS 8024 4 r,, DL.704 C.A. 3" S 75 
_Ce u t +l.S595OL14:CA 6" S1.50 
I Sn'.03 CC .' S 8s HP3400.8"CC 51.95 

- . '1"405.8"CA 51.95 

REGULATORS 
323K 5V 3A S 5 75 340K 12, 15 
309K S 1 60 or 24 V . S1 50 
723 .S 50 340T 5. 6, 8. 12 
320T 15.113nr24V$140 

NO. 30 WIRE WRAP WIRE SINGLE 
STRAND 100' SI 50 

74LS SERIES 

601 
/4 304 

473 .1 

.371 

mass 
1.11.540 

TRIACS 
ALC htlNIATUHE TOGGLE SWITCHES 

SITA 106SPDT S .95 
,1TA 206 DPDT S 1 70 
MIA 208 P DP131 CENTER OFF 5 1.85 
N150 206 P DPOT CENTER OFF 
.EVER SWITCH s 1.85 

PRV( IA 10A 2SAA 

Topf 48 84 156 
200: 84;1J2:210 
4004 1 32 1 92 3 12 

6001 2 0 2 It, ' 4 i] 

Towns FOB CombAlg.. Ross. Send 254 for our :atlog let/Wrong SOLID STATE SALES 
Sand Check or Mowry Oder. Transnrors end Rectifiers 
Ine1MM Pw1s, M Mm 145 Hampshire St. , Eambrldge, Mar. P.O. BOX 740 
OrMrf5.00, '5520.00 SOMERVILLE. MASS. 02143 TEL. 16171 5477053 

100 

WE SHIP OVER 95/. 
OF OUR ORDERS THE 

DAY WE RECEIVE THEM 

'iiREAR CIRCUITS 
úM 201 75 

101 70 25 
-0301 30 
0 306 75 

.M111 75 
,M3,1 -120 

M 324 - 95 
M339 110 
M 351 70 

1370 -115 
M 317 - 11U 
M 3a0 95 
M 312 1 25 

.N131)6 80 
VP 1 75 le. ss 

a!) es 
)o 250 

.M553 250 

.0555 101 

V 554 55 

5/0 200 
565 - 3 
596 110 
SO? 110, 

1031 H 95 
'0g - 75 

OM AO Hit 30 
50 

M1310 -250 
45, 95 

iÓE'0 
103CC - 390 
191 -195 
s1M 

SCR'S 
1.54 ;SA /35A 
48 60 ;1 44 

12 I 84 ;1 92 
20 1 44 2 64 ;1 44 

I360 
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ADVANCED THE FIRST TO OFFER PRIME PRODUCTS TO THE HOBBYIST 

'100 'ER FAIR 
RPPRICES /NOW W LLOWERS QYBty 

PRICES EVEN 

prod 

FURTHER! 

e rr VMC9, Factory tested ucts only, re testa 

O +C pv°$ 1 7911DuCATALOon 
money 

NOWsttd b i , 0p pp 0 Sen 

g Ë. 
$1 00 for your copy of the most -,plete r.3' y of corn, prod 

for the serious computer user 

STATIC RAM BOARDS 

1100 32K (uses 21141 
ASSEMBLED Kit Was f-bs 
450ns 599.00 450ns 53995 
250ns 69995 250ns 599.95 
Bare Board 49 95 
Bare Board w /all parts less mem 99 95 

S-10015K (uses 21141 KIT (exp. to 32K) 
ASSEMBLED 450ns 27900 
450ns 32500 250ns 29900 
250ns 37500 
Bare Board 49.95 
L000S IOK 
ASSEMBLED 
150 ns 169.95 KIT 450ns 
.,Sons. 189.95 250ns 149 95 

bare PC Board w /Data $21 95 
': ìw over 1 year successi.: ' -.d experience 
pecral Offer" Buy(418K4r K1s$11700 

125.95 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 

1 VISTA V-80 MINIDISK 
FOR TRS -80 
* 23% More Storage 

Capacity - 40 Tracks 
* Faster Drive - 

Up to 8 Times Faster 
2 Drive Cable Add $29.95 
4 Drive Cable Add 539.95 

2 VISTA V -200 MINI -FLOPPY SYSTEM 
* 204K Byte Capacity * w /CPM, Basic "E' 
* One Single Sided, 

Double Density Drive 
* One Double Density 

Controller w /Case 8 P.S. 
Add to your EXIDY, 
HORIZON, etc. 

' X00 FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM 
. ,yart 800-R 8" Floppy Disks 

* Coorreller Card. Cable. 
Case 8 P.S. 

* GPM 'S Basic E. 
Instructions& Manual 

4 MPI 851 -5'!'. 40 tracks 279 00 
5. Shugart SA400.5 ,. ".35 tracks. 295 00 
6 Siemens /GSI FDD100 -8 8" 375 00 
7. Shugart 800/801R 8" . 495 00 
8. PERSCI Model 277 Dual 1195.00 

EXPANDORAM MEMORY KITS 
* Bank Selectable * Uses 4115 or 4116 

200 ns 
* Write Protect * Power 8VDC. d:16VDC 
* Phantom * Lowest Cost /Bit 
Expando 32 Krt (41 15) Expando 64 Kit (41 161 

8K $17900 16K $248.95 
16K $22900 32K $369.00 
24K $29900 48K $469.00 
32K 5349.00 64K $565.00 

APPLE /EXIDY /EXPANDO 
TRS 80 18K-UPGRADE KIT 

* 16K with Jumpers 8 Instructions 
for either Level I or Level II $89 95 

* 16K Ire Apple II Upgrade $89 95 
Spy' .i TRS80 Schematic S 4.95 
E.t. Interface Schema' S 4.95 

TRS 80 TO S -100 
PET TO S -100 ADAPTER 
Arrows Pel, TRS e c be errai thl tO 

popular S-100 Bus 
Pet to S -100 Kit $189 95 
Assembled 526995 
TRS801oS -100 HUH 8100Krt $27500 
A- .venhiel 5 155 ^C 

KEYBOARD ASCII ENCODED 
One time purchase of 
NEW Surplus key- 
boards. From the Singer 
Corporation. The 
keyboard features t 28 

1-ASCII characters in a 63 
.- . key format. MOS 

encoder circuitry "N" key 
r, oo rated shift lock, control. escape and 
repeat functions Ltd Ofy 00 KEY $59.95 

1 I 
UV "Eprom" Eraser 

Model UVP -11E 964.95 
ti 1s 4 Eprom's at a time 

, -d by 45 years 

war- 

Prof« 
Model S- 52T...$219.95 

IMS STATIC RAM BOARDS _did' 
* Memory Mapping * Low Power N- 
* Phantom * Assembled 8 tested 
Recommended by Alphamicrosystems 

250 es. 450 os 
8K Static $209 00 $189 00 

16K Static $449 00 $399.00 
32K Static S799.00 $699 00 

ANADEX PRINTER 
Model DP -8000 compact. impact, parallel or ®8ocket ire. 80 cols 

84 Al 
Sprocket d 

bi-directional 
New only $995 00 

VERBATIM' DISKETTES OVI 
* Si." Minidiskettes * p10E 
Softsector, 10 Sector, 16 Sector ViOV1.1! 
$4 25 Each, 10/39.95 OVPt(65 

* 8" Standard Floppy Disks * KE 
Soft Sector, Hard Sector Ot`' 
14.50 Each. 10/41.95 

-Add 4.95 for 10 Pack in Deluxe Disk Holder 

6800 

TARBELL FLOPPY INTERFACE 
BALE 12:9.00 

Assembled Omer Drr.es 525v 
KO S 1 7 3 . - 

Bare Board $36 95 (Doc Add Slot' 

thus Double Densrry 5, Controller 
Assem 029900 

50 Versa Floor. Kit 9159 95 
So V,. -,:r F «'poi Asse,nnea 5' eV 95 
Tames Cassette t'O Kit 9,5 00 
Sale 1771oí Froopy Chip 92795 

BYTE USER 8K EPROM BOARD 
* Power on Jump * Reset Jump 
Assembled 8 Tested 594 95 
Byteuser Kit 564 95 
Bare PC Board $21 95 
Special Offer: Buy 4 kits only $59.95 each 
MR -88K w'1K Ram $9950 
MR -16 16K w, 1 K Ram $99.50 
EPM -1 4K 1702 55995 
EPM -2 2708 or 2716 Eprom $69 95 

Z- 8O /Z- 80A/8080 CPU BOARD 
* On board 2708 * 2708 included 1450nsI * Power on lump 4 completely socketed 
Assembled and tested 5185 On 
Kit $129 `' 
Bare PC Board 5 34 ' 
* For 4MHz Speed Add 515 00 
8080A Kit 5 99 ii. 
8080A Assembled $149 <r 

S-100 MOTHERBOARD SPECIAL 
8 slot expandable w.'9 cone. 
reg $69 95 NOW S5.' i5 

TARBELL FLOPPY CONTROLLER 
Card assembled and tested for use with 5. 
Drives S SALE PRICE only 5229.00 

MOTOROLA BKORCISIR COMPATIBLE 
9600 MPU Module */6802 CPU $49500 
9601 16 SAi Mother Board 17500 
9602 CardCage 119 - Resma Rack MUunll 7500 
9603 8 Slot Mother Board 100 00 
9604 Smtchmode System Power Supply 25000 
9610 Utility Protolypieg Board 3600 
9616 Ouad 8K Eprom Module 
9620 16 Channel Parallel I/O Module 295 00 
9622 Serial /Parader I/O Combo 
9626 8K Static RAM Module 29500 
9627 16K Static 45ons 49500 
9630 Card Extender 68 00 
9640 Multiple Programmable Tune. 

(24 Timers) 39500 
9650 8 Channel Duplex Serial 110 39500 
96103 32/32 I/O Module 27500 
96702 32 Point Reed Relay Module 350 00 

9600 BARE BOARDS 
9620-0 54500 96030 
9626-0 4500 9600 
9650-0 4500 96103 
9601.0 5000 96702 
Also AMI EVK System in Stock 

27 00 
5500 
5500 
5500 

ACOUSTIC MODEM 
NOVATION CAT" 
0 -300 Baud 
Bell 103 
Answer, Originate $198.00 

ACOUSTIC COUPLER SPECIAL 
AJ MODEL A30 
SPECIAL PURCHASE 
OF SURPLUS UNITS 
AVAILABILITY LIMITED S29 41' 

DATA BOOKS COMPUTER BOOKS 

M5C L Vo Soto ,r 95 AMO 5cndn, OMarrou. 
MSC CMOS 395 AMi MO5,L5i D.ra 
MSC Memdy 395 Si MOÁ Lsr DM* 

oo inter OaMb. .95 M rr.raV Databoo 
er MCS 65 Manua, 750 r loam, C.Omrd DaM . 

SALE OeO111M BOMA SALE 
Ree s.r 

to w..ras voi o 

n 9060 G w.ry 
6600 aaprammuy Rs0 

Voi 
60 

Some R. 
Pro0ramm.rq 4S0 

rr Mr man4e 3600 
iii Some BM Surxran Dem., memo., 7000 t 

Irmo ioMCros Vd rr 70013. rr 
PALE arlRMUY COW VIER WOMB MIA 
uroeruanarg Compotes !x 
9060Mcrocomrwi«F.psumenrs T)SA r 

9ep.r.nar0 BASIC sa e 
9e9,r*ers Gbes.n s u..a. ePa 5 

Peano Bote, 4 Jairr G,.As to Cdnoums TK 6 

8080 M. hne Larqupe Roprammrg TM b 
Home Compur.n Voi M.re..re 7'aA 
some Comm.,' Vd a sbre..m rM I 

5 

5Mrsr0Senar.rd 146. ha 

P. O. BOX 17329 Irvine, California 92713 

MICROPROCESSORS STATIC RAM HEADQUARTERS SOCKETS 

19 95 

SUPPORT DEVICES 

DYNAMIC RAMS 

PROMS 

s.IAanasP.S 
r55iz.6ns 

CHARACTER GEN 

UARTS /USRTS 

BAUD RATE GEN 

21Ial 71147 75 

CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES 

S18.95 each (reg. 43.001 

CRY YSTALS 
Tr TV Game 

DISPLAYS /OPTO/ LED'S 
7SECMENI CM, CLOCKS 

ATTENTION KIM USERS 

7e 

COMPUTER SPECIALS 

KEYBOARD ENCODERS 

A/D CONVERTERS 

,$0 

MONTHLY IC SPECIALS 

ATTENTION 
APPLE II USERS 

Phone (714) 558 -8813 
TWX: 910 595 1565 

TEXTOOL ZERO 
INSERTION FORCE 
SOCKETS 

CONNECTORS 

CTS DIPSWITCHES 

LIVERMORE BASIC 

NAKED PC BOARD SALE 

WAVEFORM 
GENERATORS 

FLOPPY DISK I/O 

TV INTERFACES 

ATTENTION 
PET USERS 

ATTN TRS 00 USE.lS 

Retail Store Open Mon. - Sat. 
Located at 1310 "B" E. Edinger, 
Santa Ana, CA 92705 
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 HOME of SURPLUS BARGAIN 
ELECTRONIC S 
P...: e .1 - DEPT. R -9) 'LYNN FIELD,MASS. 01940 

Phone orders (617) 532.2323) - Use your Charge Card visa -MCAE 
TERMS. Add Postage; No. C.O.D. s - $10.00 Minimum Order 

SAVE UP TO 90% ON SURPLUS BARGAINS! 
iP- { - rio' 

11 

!I 

0 I 
COMPACT 2 WAY SPEAKER 
KIT . Contains Walnut 
6" full range spkr w /40 
free air res p. 30 Hz., 
3K Hz., 4" phenolic 

r es.. 17H Ho.. freq. rep. 
Hz., 2-6" IW'R'). 24" 
you cut to size, 2 -P.Button 
Damp's, ern & Velcro 
Clk'g Mat'l, etc., 
Reg. Price. 5110.00 /pr. 
Size: 16Hx10Wx6XD 

ISh. Wt. 38 Lbs. 9310286 
3 pr. for SI13.88 9310286 

*WALL 

` 

) 

- 

MOUNTS - Good for B 6 W, color 
T.V 's, projection and C.C. T.V.'s, moni- 
tors, cameras, etc. 2 types avail.: chrome 
plated and brown painted units. Use in 
motels, labs, hosp., claesrms, ate. Chrome 
plated takes 17" col. T.V. Size: 20" o 18' 
x 15 ". Cost over $30 to make. OTY LTD 
9W0329/15 lbs. $13.88 3/$39.88 
B.n Painted takes IB" col. T Sizes: 22" x 
22" o 15" OTY LTD 
9W0330/15 lbs. $12.88 3/535,88 
Both Adjustable thru approx. 30° hwú 

SVSTE 
Vinyl Clad Cab. 
watts IRMS) cap., 

freq. rep. 40 Hz to 
ring tweeter, Ire air 

1.5K Hz. to 20K 
Tweeters, 2- Grills 

Term. Acst 
Fastnrs, Hrdwre, 

with instructions 
SAVE: S70. 
SO COMPACT. 

$39.88/pr 
$113.88/3 pr 

SPEAKER SYS- 
Vinyl clad Speaker 
all components to 
compact 3 Way 
8" Pass. Rad. w/ 

4" phenolic 
35 Hz. to 20K 
RMS. U must 

to cabs. & cut 
8" P'R' woofer, 

yells & inst. 

$59.88 /pr 
5169.88/3pr 

40 CH. C.B.. CHASSIS HI -GAIN 
C.B Synthesized P.C. Board Amy 
8, Chaesis complain or newly so tMy 
haYe not been type accepted- can be 
used for ham's 10 meter rigs etc. see 
73's fall 78 ono. on data. with typical 
whom, inc. 2 types avail. 
Trunk Mount Remote 9AS0251 $9.88 
Under Dash Mount 9AS0252 $12.88 

f \es 2 r p a 
ALARM , STUFF New PKG Stuff 
UltSonie Mot. Dot. 81330336 $49.50 
Touch Switch AI 8M10475 $6.88 
Touch switch AL/Hoen 8M10474 $7.ß8 AI. Wireless Xmittw 8520110 $14.88 
Al. Wireless Rec. 8520111 $14.88 

6" Boll Rec. 9520198 $12.88 
114' Light Sen. Sw. 7C70281 $4.88 
Patio Door Al. 8520261 $1.50 
Buzzes 3,8,1224 VDC $1.25 
Door/Window Grd. 8M110612 $2.88 
CB Alarm R8K30283 $4.38 
Elec. Bike Al. 7570456 $7.50 
BITS & PIECES 
Latching Sw. 15A 8F20204 $2.88 
AI. Bd. Latch 8K30267 52.88 
Ke Sw. ISPSTI 9D0157 $4.88 Key 
Key Sw. ISP3T) R7C70103 51.25 

COMPACT 3 WAY 
' TEMS KIT - Walnut 
system kit contains 
Budd 2 complete 
Of systems. Contains 
rear firing, 6" W. Range 
ring tweeter, freq. resp. 
Hz. power cap. 30 watts 

, add sm components 
hole in rear of cab. for 

) w /black foam 
I Sae: 16HxlOWx6'AD 
Sh.Wt. 43 Lbs. 9310287 
3 pr. for $169.88 9310287 

Get Our FREE Super 
Ilse our Retail Stores-lit 
Peabody Mass. OStO or 
store -THE TOWNE DUMPS, 
nest to WOOLCO, 771 
Manchester. Ness Hampshire. 

Large Catalog 
Pinter! 

our NEW I 

INC 
Willow Sr VISA 

10% OFF ON ALL ORDERS of over $10.00 from this ad! 

CIRCLE 49 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Electricity from the sun. 
5 Volt panel 1/4 amp $50 2.5 Volt panel '/2 amp $40 
GIANT 3'/2 inch cell, delivers 1 amp $8.50 
Above cell with special motor & prop, runs in sun $10.25 

LOGIC power supplies, unused, solid state construction. 
5 Volt 4 amp $35 5 Volt 15 amp $45 5 Volt 25 amp $45 
5 volt 35 amp $50 12 Volt 15 amp $40 

SEE IN THE DARKNESS 

Govt surplus walky 
talky, used cond. 
47 -55.4 me range. 
Ant. $5 each extra. 
With data. 

$25 ea 2 for $45 

AN /PRC -6 

IR viewer, portable, new with 
choice of one lens...close up, 
telephoto or gen. purpose. 
Requires 6 volt DC btry. 

$250 
Shipping extra on all merchandise 

Meshna Inc., PO Box 62, E. Lynn, Mass. 01904 
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lULLEI ELECTRONICS 
SE -01 SOUND EFFECTS KIT 0' 7 WATT AUDIO AMP KIT 

P. O. BOX 401244R 
GARLAND, TX 75040 
214/278-3553 

ALL PARTS 

COMPLETE 
INSTRUCTIONS 

QUALITY PLATED 

& DRILLED BOARD 

IC SPECS INCLUDED 

RUNS ON ONE 9- 

VOLT BATTERY 

SMALL 3'," t 5" 

$16.95 
LESS SPEAKER 

& BATTERY 

76477 CHIP IS 
INCLUDED. EXTRA 

CHIPS 52.95 EACH 

OTHERS WILL SELL YOU THE CHIP. BUT ONLY BULLET 
CAN FURNISH YOU A COMPLETE KIT OF ALL THE PARTS 

YOU NEEO TO PUT THE T.I. 76477 SOUND CHIP 
THROUGH ITS PACES! WE INCLUDE SPECS AND 

PROGRAMMING CHARTS. YOU WILL BE AMAZED AT THE 

THOUSANDS OF SOUND EFFECTS YOU CAN PRODUCE 

WITH OUR KIT! MAKE PHASOR GUN, STEAM TRAIN. 
GUNSHOT AND OTHER SOUNDS. BOARD HAS AUXILLARY 

PULSE GENERATOR. COMPARATOR AND MULTIPLEX OSC 

FOR EVEN MORE VERSATILITY. 

SMALL. SINGLE HYBRID IC ANO 

COMPONENTS FIT ON A 2" x 3" PC 

BOARD (INCLUDED) RUNS ON 12 VDC. 

GREAT FOR ANY PROJECT THAT NEEDS 

AN INEXPENSIVE AMP. LESS THAN 3 °° 

THD @ 5- WATTS. COMPATIBLE WITH 

SE -01 SOUND KIT. 
S 5.95 

6 DIGIT AUTO /VAN CLOCK 

LARGE'1 " CHARACTERS LED 

QUARTZ XTAL TIMEBASE 

ALARM & SNOOZE OPTIONS 

NOISE FILTERING 

EASY TO ASSEMBLE 

45e "X3 "X1'1 ". 

DRILLED & PLATED PC BOARDS 

COMPLETE KIT 

12 VDC $16.95 
ULTRASONIC RELAY KIT 

INVISIBLE BEAM WORKS LIKE A PHOTO 

ELECTRIC EYE. USE UP TO 25 FT. APART. 
COMPLETE KIT. ALL PARTS 

& PC BOARDS. $21.50 

NO COOS 

SEND CHECK. M.O.. 

M.C. OR VISA 
ADO 5 °° FOR 

SHIPPING 

CATALOG FREE UPON REQUEST 

ORDERS UNDER $10 
ADD 75c 
TEX. RESIDENTS ADO 

500 SALES TAX 
FOREIGN ADO I0°á 

PARTS 
301 OP AMP 8 LEAD CAN 3/1.00 
723 VOLT REG. 10 LEAD CAN .50 

13741 FET INPUT 741 MINI DIP 3/1.10 
30.000 @ I5V COMPUTER GRADE 2.10 

2N4400 NPN GEN. PURPOSE 8/1.00 
2N4402 PNP COMPLIMENT 8/1.00 
2N6028 P.U.T. W /SPECS .50 

LM380 2W AUDIO IC W /SPECS 1.09 

LM377 DUAL LM380 W /SPECS 2.50 

7815 VOLT REG. IA I5V .69 

725 LOW NOISE OP AMP .99 

IL -I OPTO ISOLATOR MINI DIP 60 

MEM 631 QUAL GATE MOSFET. 

DIODE PROTECTED. SIMILAR 

TO 40673 .50 

MV1624 VARICAP DIODE 10 PFD 49 

IN4003 IA 200V DIODE 15 /1.00 
TIP30 TAB PNP POWER 3 /1.00 
-MC1351P FM IF DISC IC .50 

INDICATES ITEM IS 'HOUSE NUMBERED' 

LED'S 
JUMBO GREEN 4/.89 
JUMBO RED 5/.89 
MEDIUM RED )18") .15 
MEDIUM GRN OR YELLOW 16 

i 



AVAILABLE NOW! ONL YSJ95 
Add Sl 00 for shipping 

TRANSISTOR SUDSTTTUTION MANUAL JAPANESE 

klil5nr.irOr` 9VoP rCY oppro,imOre'y 
3000 ,onvVOrs 

Cop me 25A 250 ?SC ond 
250 senes 
inrrOQiC,O^ irY4rdPt O 9uCle 

undenrcrd,9 ,oponese 
,rpn4VOrt 

A 00 POW P v+i 

PARTS PROCUREMENT PROBLEMS 

FUJI -SVEA Has the Largest Inventory 
of Original Japanese Parts Anywhere 

Seeking Original Japanese Replacement Parts for CB, TV and Stereo Repair Use? 
TYPE 25-UP 10-24 1-9 TYPE 15 UP 1024 I 9 TYPE 25-UP 1024 1 9 TYPE 25-UP 1024 1 9 TYPE 25-UP 10-24 1-8 

25A 473 45 55 60 2S5 346 30 35 40 2SC 69JF 20 27 30 1SC 1226A 50 55 60 2SD 234 60 70 80 
254 483 2 00 2 20 2 50 250 367 I 10 1 25 1 40 2SC 696 1 00 1 20 1 30 25C 1237 1 80 2 00 2 25 2SO 2335 60 70 80 
2SA 484 1 50 1 75 1 95 258 7688 1 80 2 00 2 25 25C 708 1 30 1 45 1 60 2SC 1239 2 20 2 70 2 90 2SD 261 35 40 45 
254 485 1 40 1 60 1 80 25B 379 70 80 90 25C 710 20 27 30 2SC 1279 50 55 60 2SO 287 2 50 2 70 2.90 
254 489 1 10 1 25 1 40 25B 381 30 35 40 25C 711 20 27 30 2SC 1306 1 30 1 45 1 60 2S0 300 4 50 
254 490 70 80 90 25B 400 30 35 40 25C 712 20 27 30 2SC 1307 190 2 10 2 00 250 313 60 
25A 493 45 53 59 2513 405 30 35 40 2SC 715 30 35 40 2SC 1310 20 27 30 250 315 60 
25A 095 30 35 40 25B 407 80 90 100 2SC 717 35 40 45 2SC 1312 20 27 30 2SD 325 60 
25A 496 50 64 70 2SB 415 30 35 40 25C 727 100 120 130 2SC 1313G 20 27 30 250 370 60 
25A 497 1 00 1 20 t 30 256 434 80 90 1 00 2SC 730 3 00 3 20 3 40 2SC 1316 4 20 4 40 4 90 2SD 350 3 80 
254 505 50 64 70 2SB 435 90 1 10 1 20 2SC 731 2 50 2 70 2 90 25C 1317 20 27 30 2SD 380 5 20 
2SA 509 30 35 40 258 440 40 53 .59 2SC 732 20 27 30 2SC 1318 .35 40 45 15D 381 85 
25A 525 50 64 70 15B 449 1 30 1 45 1 60 25C 737 20 17 30 25C 13254 6 50 6 90 7 60 250 424 3 80 
2SA 530 1 50 1 70 1 90 2513 461 90 1 10 1 20 2SC 734 .20 27 30 25C 1327 20 17 30 2SD 425 2 90 
25A 537A 1 50 1 70 1 90 2SB 463 90 1 10 1 20 2SC 735 20 27 30 25C 1330 50 55 60 150 426 3 10 
254 539 40 45 50 258 471 1 10 1 25 1 00 2SC 776 .M 27 JO 2SC 1735 50 55 60 25D 427 1 80 
2SA 545 45 53 59 208 472 2 10 2 50 2 80 2SC 756 I 50 1 80 2.00 25C 1741 45 53 59 2SD 525 90 
25A 561 30 35 40 2S8 473 .80 90 100 2SC 756A 150 180 2 00 2SC 1344 45 53 59 2SD 526 60 
2SA 562 30 35 40 258 474 .70 80 90 2SC 763 35 10 45 25C 1J58 4 20 4 40 4 90 2S6 1961 50 
254 564A 20 27 30 258 481 90 1 10 1 20 2SC 772 30 335 40 2SC 1359 30 35 40 JSK 220 /40 
2SA 565 70 80 90 158 492 60 70 80 25C 773 35 00 OS 25C 1360 50 .55 60 3SK 39 90 
25A 566 1 50 2 70 3 00 258 507 80 90 1 00 2SC 774 1 00 1 20 1 30 25C 1362 JS .10 45 JSK 40 90 
25A 606 1 00 1 20 1 30 258 509 1 10 1 20 1 30 25C 775 1 40 1 60 1 80 2SC 1364 35 .40 45 35K 41 1 JO 
254 607 1 10 I 25 1 40 258 511 70 80 90 25C 776 2 00 2 20 2 50 25C 1377 3 20 3 40 3 70 75K IS 1 JO 
25A 624 70 80 90 256 514 .70 60 90 2SC 177 J00 325 3 50 15C 1J83 JO .75 40 AN 20J 140 
25A 627 3 10 3 30 3 60 1S8 523 .10 80 90 2SC 778 2.90 3 20 3 40 25C 1384 35 .40 45 AN 2140 1 SO 

2SA 628 30 35 40 258 526C 70 .80 90 2SC 781 1 90 1 10 210 25C 1)% 45 53 59 AN 239 4 20 
25A 634 40 45 50 1SB 527 90 1.10 1 20 2SC 783 2 10 2 50 2.80 1SC t3% 70 80 90 AN 247 2 SO 

2SA 640 30 35 40 25B 5280 .70 .80 90 2SC 784 30 35 40 2SC 1400 35 40 45 AN 274 1 50 
254 642 30 35 40 2SB 529 70 .60 .90 25C 785 35 40 05 2SC 1402 3 00 3.20 3.40 AN 317 3 00 
2SA 643 30 40 45 258 530 3 20 340 3.70 2SC 789 80 90 1 00 2SC 1403 3 20 3 40 3 70 AN 315 1 80 
254 653 I 90 2 10 2 40 250 531 1 80 2 00 2.25 ISC 790 80 90 t 00 25C 1407 .50 55 60 84 511A 1 80 
254 659 35 40 45 150 536 1 00 1 20 1.30 2SC 793 2 00 2.20 2 50 2SC 1419 .60 70 80 BA 521 1 90 
2SA 661 50 64 70 25B 537 1 00 1 20 1.30 2SC 799 2.00 2 20 2 50 2SC 1444 1 60 1 80 2 00 HA 1151 1 50 
25A 663 3 65 3 80 4 20 2SB 539 3 20 3 40 270 2SC 626 20 27 30 25C 1445 2 50 2 70 1 90 HA 1156W 1 60 
2SA 666 35 40 45 2SB 541 3.20 3 40 3 70 2SC $29 .20 .27 30 2SC 1447 .00 70 80 HA 1306W 1 00 
254 671 80 90 1.00 2S0 554 5.00 6 00 6 60 2SC 83064 2.50 2 70 3 00 2SC 1448 70 .80 90 HA 1339 2 50 
2SA 672 30 35 40 25B 556 3 20 3 40 3 70 2SC 838 35 40 45 2SC 1449 60 .70 .80 HA 1339A 2 50 
2SA 673 35 40 45 2SB 557 210 250 2.80 25C 839 JO 3S 40 25C 1451 1.00 1.10 1.20 HA 1312A 250 
254 678 35 40 45 2SB 5618 35 40 .45 2SC 853 70 80 90 15C 1454 ).20 J 10 3.70 HA 1366W 2 50 
254 679 4 20 4 40 /.90 25B 564 40 .53 .59 25C 867 310 3 40 3 70 25C 1475 80 90 1 00 HA 1366WR 2 50 
2SA 680 4 20 4 40 4 90 2SB 595 1 10 1.40 1.50 2SC 867A 3 20 1 40 3 70 2SC 1478 50 55 .60 LA 4011P 1 80 
254 682 80 90 I 00 2SB 596 1 10 1 40 1.50 2SC 870 35 40 .45 2SC 1509 50 SS .80 LA 4032P 1 80 
2SA 683 30 35 .40 25R 600 5 00 6.00 6.60 25C 87t JS .00 15 25C 1567 60 70 .80 LA 0051P 1 80 
254 684 35 40 45 251 183 40 .53 59 2SC 895 4 20 1 40 4.90 2SC 15674 60 70 .80 LA 4400 1 90 
254 695 40 53 .59 2SC 184 40 .53 59 2SC 897 2 00 210 2.50 2SC 1584 6.00 6 30 7.00 LA 44001 2 00 
254 697 40 .53 .59 2SC 281 30 35 45 2SC 898 2.50 2.70 3 00 2SC 1586 6.50 6 90 7 60 LA 4420 2 00 
254 699A 50 64 70 2SC 283 40 53 59 2SC 900 20 27 30 25C 1624 ,60 70 80 LD ]001 2 00 
2SA 705 40 53 59 2SC 284 80 .90 100 2SC 923 20 27 30 2SC 1626 60 70 80 MS 151JL 2 00 
2SA 706 85 1 00 1 10 2SC 317 40 53 59 25C 929 20 77 30 2SC 1628 60 70 80 STE 011 3 80 

254 715 60 70 80 25C 352A 2 00 2.20 2 50 15C 970 .20 27 JO 25C 16/7 70 80 90 STK 013 7 60 
254 719 30 .35 40 25C 353A 1 40 1.60 1 80 2SC 941 .20 27 .30 25C 1667 3.00 3 20 3 40 STK 015 4.20 
2SA 720 30 35 40 2SC 367 10 .70 .80 2SC 943 .35 .40 45 25C 1669 .10 100 1 10 STK 435 4 50 

S.00 
70 
70 
70 
70 

4 00 
5 40 

5 60 
80 
80 
80 
80 

4 40 
5 95 

100 110 
4 00 4 40 
710 7 40 
3 30 7 60 
200 225 
1 10 I 20 
70 80 
SS 60 
60 80 
10 20 
10 20 
45 60 
45 60 
60 80 
70 1 90 

4 40 4 90 
2 70 3 00 
1 75 1 95 
3 20 1 40 
2 00 2 25 
2 00 2 25 
2 10 2 00 
1 75 1 95 
1 80 2 00 
2 20 1 50 
2 70 J 00 
2 70 3 00 
170 700 
2 70 
2 70 

3 00 
3 00 

2 00 2 25 
1 00 2 25 
2.00 2 25 
2 10 2 40 
2 20 2 50 
2 20 2 50 
210 2 50 
2 20 2 50 
4.00 4 40 
8.00 8 80 
4 40 4 90 
500 5.60 

254 721 30 35 40 2SC 369 .30 .35 .40 2SC 945 20 .27 30 2SC 1674 70 35 40 STE 439 7 90 8 00 8 80 

2SA 725 30 35 40 2SC 370 .20 .27 .30 2SC 959 100 1.20 130 25C 1675 20 27 30 TA 7015M 2 00 2 20 2 50 
254 726 30 35 40 2SC 371 .30 .35 .40 2SC 971 70 .80 .90 2SC 1678 110 125 140 TA 7055P 2 00 2 20 2 50 
2SA 733 20 27 30 2SC 372 .20 .27 .30 2SC 982 70 .80 .90 25C 1679 700 3 3.40 TA 7061AP 90 1 10 1 20 
2SA 738 40 53 59 25C 373 20 27 .30 2SC 983 50 64 70 2SC 1681 .30 75 40 TA 7062P 1 10 125 140 
2SA 740 150 1 70 190 2SC 374 .30 335 40 2SC 1000 35 40 45 2SC 1682 30 35 40 TA 7203P 2 50 2 70 2 90 
254 743A 85 1 00 1 10 2SC 375 .30 35 40 2SC 1012 1.20 1.10 1 50 2SC 1684 30 35 .40 TA 7204P 2 00 2 20 2 50 
2SA 744 4.20 /.40 4 90 2SC 377 .30 .35 40 2SC 1013 50 64 70 25C 1687 40 45 .50 TA 7205P 1 60 1 80 2 00 
2SA 745R 360 4 00 4 10 25C 380 20 27 30 2SC 1010 50 64 70 25C 1688 35 40 AS TA 7122P 300 
2SA 747 4.20 4 40 4 90 2SC 381 .335 .40 45 2SC 1017 80 90 t 00 2SC 1708 30 35 .10 TA 7310P 1 30 
254 748 70 80 90 15C 382 35 40 45 2SC 1018 60 70 80 2SC 1728 70 80 90 TBA 8105H 1 90 
258 750 35 40 45 2SC 383 35 40 45 25C 1030 1 80 2 10 2 40 2SC 1730 45 53 59 TC 5080P S 00 
2SA 755 80 90 100 2SC 7874 35 40 45 2SC 1047 35 40 45 2SC 1756 50 55 60 TC 5081P 3 00 
2SA 756 2 30 2 40 2 65 2SC 768A 40 53 59 2SC 1051 3 40 3.55 3 90 2SC 1760 70 80 90 TC 5082P 3 40 
2SA 758 3 40 3 55 3.90 2SC 394 20 27 30 2SC 1060 70 80 90 2SC 1816 1 50 1 75 1 95 UHIC 001 4 20 
2SA 764 3 80 4 00 4 40 2SC 403 30 l5 40 15C 1061 70 80 90 2SC 1856 45 53 59 UHIC 002 4 20 
254 765 3 10 3 30 J 60 25C 430 50 64 70 2SC 1076 30.00 35.00 3900 25C 1885 45 53 59 UHIC 003 4 20 
25A 771 40 45 .50 25C 454 30 35 40 2SC 1079 3 40 3.55 3 90 2SC 1908 .30 35 40 UHIC 004 4 20 
25A 777 50 .M .70 25C 458 .20 27 30 2SC 1080 310 3 55 3 90 25C 1909 i 80 2 00 2 25 UHIC 005 110 
2SA 794A 60 .70 -80 2SC 460 35 00 45 2SC 1096 45 55 60 2SC 1945 4.50 5 00 5.60 uPC 20C 1 10 

2SA 798 SO 55 60 2SC 461 35 40 45 2SC 1098 50 64 70 2SC 1957 60 70 80 uPC 563 190 
2SA 814 70 .80 .90 2SC 478 .60 70 80 2SC 1111 2 10 2 50 2 80 2SC 1969 3 60 4 00 4 40 uPC 575C2 1 30 
254 815 60 .70 80 2SC 181 1.30 1 40 1 50 2SC 1114 4 20 4 40 4 90 2SC 1973 70 80 90 uPC 576 1 90 
2SA 816 SO 64 70 2SC 482 1 IO 1 25 1 40 2SC 1115 2 50 2 70 3 00 2SC 1975 1 30 1 70 I 90 uPC 592H 70 

2SA 818 70 80 90 2SC 484 1 30 1 40 1 50 2SC 1116 3 20 3 40 3 70 1SC 1978 5 40 6 00 6 60 uPC 1001H 1 90 
2SA 837R 2 SO 2 70 2 90 2SC 485 1 30 1 40 1 50 2SC 11164 3 40 3 55 3 90 2SC 2028 50 64 70 uPC 1008C 4 20 
254 839T I 30 1 45 1 60 2SC 486 1.30 1.40 1 50 2SC 1124 80 90 1 OC 2SC 2029 1 50 1 80 2 00 uPC 1020H 1 90 
2SA 908 8 60 8 80 9 80 2SC 493 300 3 20 340 2SC 1127 80 90 1 00 2SC 2074 80 90 1 00 uPC 1025 1 90 
254 913 70 80 90 2SC 495 45 55 60 2SC 1161 1 30 1 45 1 60 2SC 2076 50 64 70 uPC 1154 2 00 

25E1 22 30 35 40 2SC 496 45 55 60 2SC 1162 70 80 90 2SC 2091 90 1 10 110 uPC 1155 2 00 
2SB 54 20 27 30 2SC 497 1 10 125 1 40 25C 1166 20 27 30 2SC 2092 1 80 200 225 uPC 1156 1 90 
258 55 40 53 59 2SC 509 35 40 45 25C 1167 3.80 4 00 4 40 2SC 2098 3 20 3 40 3 70 uPD 861 8 00 
258 75 35 40 45 2SC 510 1.30 1.40 1 50 2SC 11708 3 80 4 00 4/0 2SC 2166 / 40 1 60 1 80 uP0 857 8 00 
2S8 77 35 40 45 2SC 515A 80 90 1 00 2SC 1172B 3 20 3 60 3 95 2SD 72 50 64 70 PD 858 6 00 
258 173 30 35 40 2SC 517 2 50 2 70 3 00 2SC 1173 50 SS 60 1S0 77 35 40 45 PLL 01A 3 00 

2SB 175 20 27 30 2SC 535 .330 .75 40 2SC 1175 35 40 45 2S0 90 1 30 1 45 1 60 PLL 02A 5 00 

2SB 176 30 35 40 2SC 536 .30 35 40 2SC 1177 11 00 12 60 14 00 2313 91 I 30 1 45 1 60 PLL 03A 7 60 

2SB 178 35 40 45 2SC 537 30 35 40 2SC 1189 I 00 1 10 1 20 2S0 92 1 30 1/5 1 60 C-3001 1 30 

2SB 186 20 27 30 2SC 627 1 30 t 45 1 60 25C 1209 30 35 40 2S0 93 1.60 1.80 2 00 2SC F8 2 20 

25B 187 20 27 30 24C 631 35 40 45 25C 11110 30 35 40 250 118 1 90 3 20 140 4004 190 
2S8 202 I 10 1 20 1 30 2SC 632A 35 40 45 2SC 1212A 80 90 I 00 2S0 130 1 10 1 25 1 40 4005 2 00 

25B 220 90 1 10 120 2SC 634A 35 40 45 2SC 1213 30 35 40 25D 187 35 40 45 SG 613 5 20 

258 307 30 35 40 25C 680 1 90 2 10 2 40 15C 1215 35 40 45 2SD 201 2 30 2 40 2 65 78L05 90 

256 324 30 35 40 15C 681A 3 00 3 25 3 50 25C 1222 20 27 30 250 202 310 3 56 3 90 MPS U31 1 50 

258 337 70 80 90 2SC 6E14 An 90 tnn 201. 1276 50 55 60 2SD 218 2 50 2 70 300 SN 7400 15 

PRICES MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE COD ORDERS WELCOMED 

Minimum order SS 00 Onto r.slcents add 4% sais V Add SI 00 postage end handling 

Quantity discount prices An For Our Complet. Prtc List Manul.clur. inpulrl. WIcom.d 
All parts guaranteed against factory defect 

TOLL FREE TELEPHONE 
Nationwide 800 543 -1607 

01110 800 582 -1630 

Hours Mon Fri 10 -7 S.1 11.5 

LOCAL 513 874 -0220 

874 -0223 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY WITHIN 48 HOURS 

ON ALL TRANSISTORS IN STOCK 

7 SS 3.90 
1 45 1 60 
2 10 240 
5 20 S 80 
3 20 3 40 
3 55 J 90 
4 40 4 90 
4 40 4 90 
4 40 4 90 
4 40 4 90 
4 40 4 90 
2 50 2 80 
2 10 2 40 

1 45 1 60 
2 10 2 40 

80 90 
2 10 2 40 
4 40 4 90 
2 10 2 40 
2 10 2 40 
2 20 1 50 
2 20 2 50 
2 10 140 
8 40 9 50 
8 40 9 SO 
6 30 7 00 
4 20 4 60 
5 20 S 90 
8 00 8 80 
1 45 
2 70 

1 60 
2 90 

2 10 2 40 
2 20 2 50 
5 40 5 95 
1 00 1 10 
1 70 1 90 

17 19 
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SOLAR POWERED MUSIC BOX 
AND FAN COMBINATION KIT 

A Tek El exclu.-ave. unique solar music box 
with fan combination. Kit comes complete with 
a 3" 1.15 Amp solar cell ¡leads attached). a 
swiss -style music movement, a Mabuchi RE-26 
ultra -low friction motor fan blade, and a clear 
Lucite box. SOLAR CEL.. in powerful enough to 
drive motor and fan at the same time even in 
low light levels. This kit makes a perfect gift. 
and will fulfill almost any science project need. 
Music box plays "Edelweiss ". while the fan 
keeps you cool C ebe is 4" square. 
Cat. No. 1296 Wt. 1 Ib. $29.50 

What a find! 
3 AMP POWER TRANSFORMER 

24 VCT at an incredible 3 amps or dual 12 volt 
windings at 1 5 amps each. Built for the govern- 
ment so you know they're tough 115 vac input. 
Great for those projects where you need Hi- 
Amperage 800 pee. at press time. 
Cat. No. 1173 Wt. 4 , Iha. $8.95 

GIANT 4" SOLAR DISC 
As far as we know it is the largest cell ever pro- 
duced. It measures 4" in diameter and is capa 
hie of delivering up to 1.4 amps in full sunlight 
at 45 volts. Others are selling it for up to 
$35.00' 
Cat. No. 1040 Wt. 4 oz. $8.88 

COD'S MAY BE PHONED' 
TERMS: Add Postage 
RATED: Net 30 
PHONE: 1617) 935-73289:0(1 A.M. to 5:00 F.M. MINIMUM ORDER: $10 
Mastercharge and Visa accepted. 
When ordering, always use catalog number, 
type no., the name of the magazine you are 
ordering from and the month. _ TEK -EL Corp. 

P.O. Box 2361 R 

01888 
We have moved to 

larger quarters J 
CIRCLE 50 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CFR ASSOCIATES' 

USED PRINTER BARGAINS 
D,ab /o Centronics "Selecbres 

auppN.. Lmn.O 
TM Best of the Bunch C.11 u. NOW to Resrr. vow Print., 

Modified 'SELECTRIC' I/O Printers: 
2 models avail A is almost fully useable a 

a stand alone typewriter printer. while 'B5 
has servo driven carrier le printer 1 %SY) 
for BIDIRECTIONAL capability. Both models 
use solenoid to activate mechanisms. and all 
circuitry ,s brought out at a 

c 

onrector on 
a I0' cable Used, removed from equip. equip. 
AS IS. good condition 

Model 'A $384.00 
Model B' $360.0e 

Campi.t. Data Patkag. (Beadle Wheel Only win 
,weir, A VOC lo arh.re aaeno-a.,wrc vale. 

Cntronies Dot -Matrix Printers: 
The workhorses of the industry Over 100 
characters second, Model 101 tested b 
funct'I. $696.05 AS IS $420.00: Model 
102A tested and lunct'I. 5e0.0e AS IS 
$480.00. linter-laces with TRS 80 code too', 

/nee b.res ore AA. but an roe bast 

Diablo 1384W P 'Daisy Printen': 
Serial or parallel inputs Used on all Zeros 
word processors takes metal daisy wheel 
Includes all Diablo PC cards, mainframe, pin 
ter power supply case coon and data 

Call for prices and availability 

L 

Modular DC to DC Converters it u.ch.. $4.410..1 
15 Volts in r 15 Volts Out at 100mA $16.00 

5 Volts In 12 Vats. - 5 Volts Out SIB 00 
12 Volts In 5 Volts Out O 1 5 Amps $16.00 

Cantar-Lro Analog Panel Mater 
5',r wide by 4h' high F S. 500.50 u Amps, MIRRORED SCALE 
BRAND NEW. log, linear scale 514.96 

Flexible 3Wb Una Cords 
120 Von standard power cords. Rs feet in length. brand new re 
moved from young equipment. 3 prongs Only 96 w.. 41$3.00 

Hybrid Active Rear Speciell II 
AF 100 state variable filter with HP. BP. LP b NOTCH outputs Oper 
ates from n 15VDC. DC to lO thin IAFIW ICJ, Only $.56 ea. 

PLUS OUR LINE OF LOW COST ANALOG BARGAINS 
So write foe our LATEST CATALOG and get on our Mail Um! 

CFR 
Associates, Inc. 
Newton, N.H. 03858 

(603)382 -5179 
Add $2 07 for snipping 

INC, VISA, 6 C O D accepted Rione orders ere welcome 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

CIRCLE 40 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

YOU'RE UNDER SURVEILLANCE!! 

A HOST OF PEOPLE, AGENCIES, AND COMPUTERS 
ARE BUSY SPYING ON YOU AND YOUR BUSINESS 
EVERY DAY, OFTEN ILLEGALLY. 

HOW TO STOP IT OR DO IT BACK! C 1 

I 

1 

111 
A Large Format (81/ " x 11' ) Quality Paperback, 240 Pages 

BUGGING 
WIRETAPPING 
TAILING 
OPTICAL AND 
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE 
SURREPTITIOUS ENTRY 
DETECTIVE TECHNIQUES 
WEAPONS 
COUNTERMEASURES 

"A VIRTUAL ENCYCLOPEDIA ON SURVEILLANCE 
EVERYTHING YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO 

KNOW ABOUT SPYING." - 
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE 

$1195 

With this order 
FREE SHOPLIFTING BOOKLET FOR DETECTIVES -plus other 
Investigative materials. 

QUIMTRONIX 
Postpaid -P.O. Box 548 -RE 
Seattle, Washington 98111 

CIRCLE 24 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

FAIRCHILD RED LED LAMPS 
FLV5057 Medium Size Clear Case RED EMIT TING These are not 
etestedoe -spec units as sold by someof our competition These are 

factory prime first quality new units 

10 FOR '1'9 
50 FOR x495 

4111111 "WE BOUGHT 250,000 PCS." 

MILITARY 
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 

JUMBO CLOCK MODULE 
,$al'` 

TIME FORMAT' 
MA1008D 

BRAND NEW. 

COMPARE AT UP TO TWICE 
OUR PRICE! 

Sa 

... . 1. ,.l ' S495 !V o. $795 //7 . / %/% / /7 - /7 / - REG.'9.95 
"THE COLOSSUS" 

FAIRCHILD SUPER JUMBO LED READOUT 
A full .80 inch character The biggest readout we have 
ever sold, Super efficient. Compare at up to $2 95 each 
from others) YOUR CHOICE $149 
FND 847 Common Anode 
FND 850 Common Cathode (6 for $6.95) 

\ e ADO S19s FOi 

ZULU 
500% OFF SALE! 

Ac OPUS 

PERFECT FOR USE 

WITH A TIMEBASE MANUFACTURER'S CLOSEOUT! 

16K DYNAMIC RAM CHIP 
WORKS IN TRS -80 OR APPLE II 

16K X 1 Bits 16 Pin Package Same as Mostek 4116 -4 250 NS access 410 NS cycle 
time Our best price et for this state of the art RAM 32K and 64K RAM boards p y 
using this chip are readily available These are new fully guaranteed devices by a 

major mfg VERY LIMITED STOCK! 

"MAGAZINE SPECIAL" - 8 For $79.50 

CLOCK 
08 Aand D MAIOI3 

OPTIONS 
Switches and pot for all options 
Includes: 
5 push buttons 
1 toggle 
1 10K pot $2.50 

Alarm Parts (Including high impedence 
transducer) Much more effictent than a 
speaker $1.50 
Transducer only )unbelievably loud') $1.10 

TOSHIBA POWER AUDIO AMP 
5 8 Watt RMS Typical Output 50 to 
30.000 HZ _ 3 DB For CB's. tape 
decks. PA's. etc. Works off of a single 
supply voltage from 10.5 to 18 VDC 
10 Pin plastic DIP with special built in 
heat sink tab Perfect for use on 
12VDC With Data. 

FAIRCHILD PNP 
SUPER TRANSISTOR" 

255502 TO 92 Plastic Silicon PNP 
Driver NighConent VCE0,40 hitE -50 
to 150 at 150 MA FT 150 MN/ Asuper 
BEEFED -UP version or the 2N3906 

8 FOR $1 

G.I. FULL 
WAVE BRIDGE 
4 AMP 600 PIV 
3/4 In. Square 

With Lugs. #LM -1 
75C ea. 3 For $2 

MOTOROLA POWER 
TRIAC 

TO -220 CASE 
15 AMP 400 PRV 

SPECIAL 895 each 

5 FOR $3.95 

COMPLEMENTARY POWER TRANSISTORS 
SILICON NPN AND PNP. TO -220 CASE. 
VCEO - 40V PD - 30 WATTS 
FOR AUDIO POWER AMPS. ETC "í 

TIP29 - NPN YOUR CHOICE 

TIP30 - PNP 3 FOR $1 
FET SALE! 

2N4304 Brand New 
N Channel. Junction Fet 

BVGDO -30V IDSS -15 MA Typ 
1500 uMHOS TO -t8 Plastic 

Case Mfg by Teledyne 

6 FOR $1 

EXPERIMENTER'S 
Large Manufacturers Surplus 
tempered glass with heating element 
off 120 VAC Protected by thermostat 
Rated 120 Watts Use for any heating 
heating ferric chloride to increase 

Units are brand new non-submersible. 
WHILE THEY 

HEATING PLATE 
5.10'. In Made of 38 in 

laminated on back Works 
and two thermal fuses 

applications Perfect for 
PC board etching efficiency 

LAST - $2.99 each 

Parts 
(214) 271 -2461 

LED BAR GRAPH AND ANALOG METER DRIVER 
New from National Semi. #LM3914. Drives 10 LED directly 
for making bar graphs. audio power meters. analog meters 
LED oscilloscopes. etc. Units can be stacked for more 
LED's. A super versatile and truly remarkable IC Just out 
SPECIAL PRICE: $3.99 INCLUDES 12 Page Spec. Sheet 

TERMS: Add postage, we pay balance. Orders under 
$15 add 75¢ handling dling No C O D We accept Visa. Master- 
charge, and American Express cards. Tex. Res add 5% Tax charge, 
Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P & H. 90 Day 
Money Back Guarantee on all items. 

Digital Research : 
TEXAS) `P.O. BOX 401247B GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 



1 Q SALE 
WE'RE BACK WITH OUR WORLD FAMOUS INFLATION FIGHTIN' 

ONE CENTERS" 
4V RECHARGEABLE $12.50 

GEL /SEL ENERGY PAK'N, 
2 for 11'7 

$12.51 s. 

.. "nIS'a4 Its Stacked Energy! 

' tiO 04-1 '. 40 CHANNEL' r 
jt' t y CB BOARD 

.4:,., 
;a1 r, $12.50 

u ..' . -" I 2 FOR . E. ' $1 2,51 
so ou gem ligaran a . Ii, otalas sell tt Nr.1 .oii. 
Chip. RE d Mod Tram..tors. and Motorola MI' 

syn./U. M. be used for In meter conversion. vie. L 

continuing series 'CB to 10 in 73 m.ganne, The -- 
wt. . lone makeit an offer you tan'. refuse Wt Soi - -- - - 
CM. N.. 52005534 

; 
25 AMP BRIDGE 

"TIE -PIN" 2 for 3.961 RECTIFIERS :::'. SALE 2 2. 

CONDENSER MIKE 
so 1.6 1... l ¡I c. } O :1 ,00 2.28 2.241 

200 2.50 2.11 
L. 400 4. 3.11 

4100 4.31 4.36 

PARALLEL ENTRY 
DIGITAL PRINTER 

s 92CUSS4S 

HY GAIN BANDIT MIKES 
Only 

$14.99 
2 FOR 
$15 

000 4.11S 4.00 

cat S3.95 j 
--- OrbrN. 2273 £.silage 

FANTASTIC? YOU BET IT IS! LOOK WHAT YOU GET FOR le MORE! 

lake one hand commas t 
with Hy Gain's One \o \ I 
VOLUME. S111'ELI Il ri 1I -h .1., :11 h. 
SPEAKER. and DIGITAL UIOPLA) re all ton,. 

ently located where your fingers do the talking 
Coi with 6 ft multi conductor color coded. coiled 
cable Sep . for 

e 
integration into any u-pe of 

erg .Sere 4 2 s sI W' 9 or N.. S2CUS084 

:. -_ Only .é 7 $19.99 

h 2 

for 
t, $20.00 

1N4000 Epoxy Rectifiers /rl 

C.1 N. 
2377 
2376 
2371 
2180 
2111 
2382 
7383 

TIP. Polls 
104001 SO 
114002 100 
104003 200 
104004 400 
104001 600 
104004 000 
104007 1000 

Sale l. SALIt 
101.r 0 7S 20/.rS 76 
101.. SS 201.r 04 
101.. IS 201.. 04 
1 0 . . 1 It 201.r 1 20 
10 I.r 1 31 ION. 1 40 
101.r 1 411 201.e 1 SO 
101.. 1 S/ 201.r 1 60 

$12.50 
2 for 

- $1 2.51 
V006 DIAL 

DESK 
TELEPHONE 

ULTRASONIC 
TRANSDUCER 

s for $3.98 $3.99 
Perfect tut closet.. of projects. including remote con 
trot device.. I.rm.. etc Sends d Receive.' I" 
diameter. '.' deep. with standard RCA type phono 
tack Kt 2 or Cal. Ne. 112CU1375 

.. 10- HUMBUCKER CONTROLS W/KNOI. tor TV vertical, horia.. etc. 158821 
S0- CAPACITOR SPECIAL. discs, mwlan. and more. 1.37751 

_. 6 -HOBBY VOLTAGE REGULATORS. 1M- 309. 320. 340's, 10 -3. 13310k' 
12 -PANEL SWITCHES, assorted slides, rotaries. modular+, etc. 1.2951 
65- RESISTOR SPECIAL, 1 4 to t watt. carbon. cubo- films, etc. 1350961 

- 65 -HALF WATT RESISTORS, &sold. carbons, carbo-films, various value. 1.4541 

61M340T VOLTAGE REGULATORS. S to 24 volts. TO -220, 1058971 

60- POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS. assrd values and voltages. 110521 
15- THERMISTORS, resistors that change with the temperature. 1.20401 

65.1,4 WATT RESISTORS. asst'd values. meal film. marked. 1.5'971 
I12VDC SPOT RELAY. 180 ohm coil. 25 me,. 1.1.1'," 1059371 

1S- VOLUME CONTROLS, asst. value. audio. and swilch loo' 105921 

-5- PREFORMED DISC CAPS. handy asaorlmenl of values. marked. 1011811 

15 -AXIA1 ELECTROS. assorted values and capacitance. 1.59011 
100 -GLASS ZENERS, 400mV1. untested. belle. Ihan 501. yield. 158091 
10 -PC TRIMPOTS. screwdriver adjust. assorted values. 1.33461 

5 -SLIDE VOLUME CONTROLS. assortment of values. duals. singles. 123181 
10 -4" CABLE TIES. plastic, like Ty -wrap style. 1052171. 
5CRYSTALS. may include; Cl. ham. various shapes and sites. 157161 
10 -POWER RESISTORS. assorted type. Includes 2 to 10 wailers. 1.2281 
10 -TWO WATT RESISTORS, carbo -film. carbons. some 5'.ers. 10456' 
60- TERMINAL STRIPS, asst'd solder and screw types. 2 lugs 8 up. 0334' 
I -V. ATC H GUTS, LID, who knows how good, micro- digiul bonne,. 1.51151 

10.1000V IA RECTIFIERS, 194007, epos rat0 axial leads. 1059261 

5- MULTI -DIGIT LID READOUTS. bubble magnifier, 2 to 6 digits. 1016241 

15 -POWER TAB TRANSISTORS. NPN, plastic. TO.220. 1.58981 
6- PRECISION TRIM POTS. asst'd singles and multi .rasa, untested. 1.13891 
50.194000 RECTIFIERS, eposv, ial leads. untested. 1x25941 
10p. HEAT SHRINK, Thermo -lit. useful asst of sire. shrinks 50 052181 
15 SLIDE SWITCHES, SPIT. SPOT. etc all shapes and site. 1059271 
25 -DTI's, 100'. prime. asst'd flip flops. el., marked. 137091 
25 -T T L's, 100. prime, assrd flip (lops, eb., marked. 1. S8'1' 
6 -HOBBY OPTO COUPLERS. 1500 volt isolation. U -left, '.26292' 
8.1 API RECORDER EARPHONE, for radios, recorder. 8 ohm. 1029461 

5.1011 80 -MINI PACKS, in a block, for 2mm sub -mini plugs. 101437 
SPI -55 PHONE JACKS. standard bushing, lo, hams. common;, moons. 105065' 

1 S -110 DEVIL C APAC (TOSS, hands assort of pop. values, axial leads. 1038211 

60 -MICAS Assl, sins -n- shapes, incl. "silvers" low '0313. 
12.TRANSISTOR SOCKETS, Inv npn and pnp types. 105944,. 
12 -LED DRIVER ICY, similar to 75491, .58901 
10- MODULAR SWITCHES, Cenlralab "push -on" Iype. up to 0P31, '011501 
6- "MOTORS MOTORS ". small, high speed, assrd sues. 3 -611DC. '015511 

2 HEAVY DUTY LINE CORDS, S11.. 2 cond.. 18 gauge. buck insulation, 1058011 

12 -LED SOCKETS, "snap -in" minis. fur LEDS. and trananhma too' 15745' 
15 -M1154 MICRO -MINI LEDS, flat lop style. dillused red lens. 1.17891. 
30 -WIRE NUTS. twist -od1, for 20.24 gauge *0.. .17241 
1 -ALUM. HEAT SINKS. 2 3/4",3". la power tabs. innumerable uses. 1.51381 

1- "MICRO MINI" METER, 1/2" dia. 0 -1 basis movement 1.58581. 
2- DOUBLE -SIDED PC BOARDS. 3 ".11" high quality G -10 glass, 1056941 
60- TUBULAR CAPACITORS, asst'd 100mm1 to loll to 600 WVDC , I. 3522191 

6 -MICRO MINI REED SWITCHES. I long, for alarms. relays, r',., 112501 
10-TANTRUM RFC TROS. assl'd mini, axial, hernlelically 002led..50481 
60 -DISC TIFF CAPS. incl. NPO. hi -Q. molar, ceramics, assrd values. 1.4111 
60 -COILS 8 CHOKES. assrd RI. OS( , If parasitic Types, 1.1522971 
10- SWITCHCRAET PHONO PACKS. hi -Q, ,basis mounl, tenon base, 15119' 
1 -TO-) HEAT SINK. heavy duly aluminum. prepunched Ito 10 -8 1.40811 
75 -MOLE11 SOCKETS, "on- a- strip", la multiple pin dips, .16091 
6 -PAIRS 9V BATTERY ( LIPS, w -red 8 black color -coded lead. 1.28521 

1 -UHF TUNER, I gang, uhf 15 unit. 100 ohm. pos direct drive. 11921' 
1S- HUMBUCKER CONTROLS. assorted values. mono., lure's dump. 1.18131' 
50- SUBMINI IF TRANSFORMERS. slug tuned. shielded. 1.+15291 

15 -"POP" OPTIC AI 115515. piano -cony... 1" dia.. plash. 105043' 

_. 40-ADP/STAIR FERRITE CORES, renter cut IOC he. adjust 1.5701 

"SKINNY -TRIMS" 
POTENTIOMETERS 

/7CU l 66 ORDEN ' CAI NO AND V0í.1 

6 for $2.49 SINGLLyv7USF 
111.111 

12 for 10 100 1" 5001 0 2tw 214 ION SON 

$2.50 SO SOD 2SN 200 LOON t tel 

29 20 for 1.30 
29 1001a 1.30 
29 12 for 1.30 
29 24 for 1.30 
29 130 for 1.30 
29 130 for 1.30 
29 12 for 1.30 
29 120 loo 1.30 
29 30 for 1.30 
29 130 loo 1.10 
29 2 la 1.30 
29 10 for 1.30 
29 ISO for 1.30 
29 30 ta 1.30 
29 200 la 1.10 
29 20 la 1.30 
29 10 for 1.10 
29 60 for 1.10 
29 10 for 1.30 
29 60 for 1.30 
29 60 for 1.10 
29 120 Ior 1.10 
29 2 Ior 1.30 
.29 20 for 1.30 
29 10 for 1.301 
29 10 for 1.30' 
29 12 for 1.30 
29 LOO lot 1.31 
29 60 for 1.10 
29 10 10, 1.30 
29 50 la 1.30 
29 S0 for 1 30 

29 12 tor 1.10 
29 16 for 1.10 
29 16 la 1,30 
29 10 lot 1.30 
29 á010r 1.30 
29 110 for 1,30 
29 24 for 1.30 
29 24 for 1.30 
29 20 la 1.30 
29 12 10, 1.30 
19 4 for 1.10 
.29 24 low 1.10 
29 30 for 1.30 
29 60 for 1.30 
.29 4 fa 1.10 
29 2 1u 1.10 
19 4 for 1.30 
29 120 for 1.30 
29 12 for 1.10 
29 20 for 1.30 
29 120 for 1.30 
29 120 for 1.10 
29 20 for 1.10 
29 2 10, 1.10 
29 150 for 1.10 
29 12 for 1.31 
29 2 for 1.30 
.29 10 for 1.10 
.29 100 lor 1.10 
29 10 IOC I. 10 

19 80 for 1.31 

3 -1 5V MINI LAMPS, only 3/32" dia.. draws 15 m2, w /1" win leads, 1.56931 1.29 6 for 1.30 
30 -FT. WIRE -WRAP WIRE, 30 guage, insulated, continuous length, 1038031 .. 1.29 60 for 1.30 
4 -MONO TAPE MEADS. may loci, cassette. 13-track, reel to reel loo: 1.57891 1.29 8 for 1.30 
5 -DUAL DIGIT "BUBBLE" READOUTS. HP5082 style. red, dip type 1.5740) . 1.29 10 for 1.30 
SO -METAL 8 PLASTIC TRANSISTORS, assrd sites 1019651 1.29 100 for 1.30 
2 -HI PWR. TRANSISTORS, Motorola Type. 1013201. NPN, 15W, TO-66,1027971 1.29 4 for 1.30 
100 -GERM. GLASS DIODES, similar to 1934, axial leads, untested, 1.6421 1.29 200 for 1.30 
30 -114914 SWITCHING DIODES. silicon. 4n5, glass. untested, 1143) 1.29 60 for 1.30 
4-AM/FM VARIABLE COND., 2 bands, "poly-con". 3/4" square, 1.29241 1.29 8 for 1.30 
4 -MICRO SWITCHES, SPST, 140 contacts. plunger style, solder labs, 1.57851 1.29 8 for 1.30 
10- CRYSTAL SOCKETS, 3/16" mt. holes for 1/16" PC lead. 1055271 1.29 20 fa 1.30 

10 -MULT IGANG POTS, audio 2 gangs and up, asst'd Imes and values, 1753261 1.29 20 la 1.30 
10- MAN -I's, 7 segmenl, w /bubble magnifier, 100. material. 1038421 1.29 20 for 1.30 
1 -PL -259 COAS PLUG. males to 50.239, Amphenol, 1.52231 1.29 6 for 1.30 
1 -LITI SENSITIVE UNIIUNCTION TRANSISTOR, programmable 5-19 1.29 21a 1.30 
1 -LASCR OPTO COUPLER, type H11C3, mini dip. 1.57001. 1.29 2/a 1.30 

4 -MINI BLOCK READOUTS..122 ". red, Type IND -10, 105911, 1.29 8 for 1.30 
3 -LINE CORDS, 6 11. 10 gauge, 2 rond. while wiplug, 10378' 1.29 6 for 1.30 

15-SINGLE PIN MICR() RED LIDS. 100'. malerial, 3 ydls IE 10 mils. io 5896/ 1.29 30 for 1.30 
S0- FIEDTHRU CAPACITORS. used for ham. IF, UHF circuitry. 1.58471 ..., 1.29 100 for 1.30 
40- PLASTIC TRANSISTORS, used untesled and hobby. .2604A1 1.29 BO la 1.30 
5 -65 INDICATORS, w lur leads. lest lamp anulacers recess, 1.58931 1.29 10 la 1.10 
40 -MIT AI CAN TRANSISTORS. asst'd types. hobby, untested, 2603A1 1.29 60 for 1.30 

15- UPRIGHT ELECTROS. 1001 asst'd values and voltages, 1.59001 1.29 30 fa 1.30 
40 -SIMI -CON SUPRISE. tenets. reclifiers, transistors, etc. UIesl, 102225) 1.29 80 for 1.30 

100- STABISTORS, Asial. la regulators 8 computers, U -loll. 1.3140) 1.29 200 Io. 1.30 
40- SQUARE PC COILS, uprights, assorted values, for PC applications, 131801 1.29 80 la 1.30 
50-1 WATT MIENS. 13,8,10.12,15V. etc.. double plug, untested, 119641 1.29 100 for 1.30 
4-ROCKER SWITCHES, DPDT. solder eyelet terminals. 1.33021 1.29 0 for 1.30 

60IONG LEAD DISCS, 100'. prime, marked capacitors, 158991 1.29 120 for 1.30 
6 -MINI TRANSFORMERS, assrd oulouts, interslage a audio, 1" sq. 1032951. 1.29 12 toe 1.30 
1 -TV /AUDIO SHIELDED CABLE, 2 cond. 15 11. wtRCA phone plugs, 158121 . 1.29 2 for 1.30 

25 -DATA ENTRY KEYCAPS, 1/4" sq. s 8 Junctions, asst. colors, 1.40131 1.29 50 for 1.30 
2 -GE 3W AUDIO AMP. type PA -263 IC chip, mono, 1.15221 1.29 4 for 1.30 
1- MIICURY TILT SWITCH, N.C. rated 24VDC EE .052, w /leads, 1.54061 1.29 2 la 1.30 
6 -POWER TAB TRIACS, 100'. prime, 100V, TO -220, .50881 1.29 12 for 1.30 
6 -POWER TAB SCR's, 100'. prime, 100V. TO -220. 159041 1.29 12 for 1.30 
1 -WATCH LCD's, 3 -1/2 digit asst types. sin: 1" s 1 -112" lappros.l, 150661 1.29 6 la 1.30 
10 -TV INTERLOCK 1ACKS, for TV power ml. ctr, solder lab Irons., 1.55191 . 1.29 20 for 1.30 
4 -MOS FITS, 3N121. by Fairchild 8 RCA, TO -18, some duals. 1016861 1.29 8 for 1.30 
4 -PHOTO ELECTRIC DARLINGTON TRANSISTORS, 2615777, 132761 1.29 I Io. 1.30 
6 -AC UTILITY" OUTLETS. la 1 1 4" mt. dr., solder lugs, 1.35821 1.29 12 la 1.30 
IS -NI -2 LAMPS. 11004 red, la 110VAC, less resislor..14351 1.29 30 for 1.30 
20- 194148 SWITCHING DIODES, CIS. 100V ,I. 10mA, Asia! 100' , 

1010001 1.29 40 for 1.30 
2 -4 AMP SILICON BRIDGE RECTIFIER, 200V. block alyle, 5928' I.29 4 for 1.30 
4- VARACTOR DIODES, var. tuner capari.nce, 20 -SO pí..55071 1.29 8 for 1.30 
SO- PRECISION RESISTORS. 1/2. I, A 2 watts. 1'., assorted lope. 1.1611 1.29 100 for 1.30 

60- CERAMIC CAPS. asst'd val. 8 styles, inri: tubular., NPO's, etc., 1.5901. 1.29 120 for 1.30 

25- PLASTIC SCR's, incl; 200V, untested, high Yield, TO -92, 103192) 1.29 SO for 1.30 
35- MOLDED CAPACITORS, lobular. assl'd roll. 10 1 mf. axial leads. 3486421 1.29 70 for 1.30 

100 -MICRO ZENIR A RTC T. KIT, assrd voltages, only 1/8" sq. U -1,51, 112511 1.29 200 for 1.30 

1 -LINE CORD, 8 I1. 2 cond. IS gauge. vinyl molded plug A pommel 1036611 1.29 2 for 1.30 
12 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 
14 la 1.30 
40 for 1.30 
80 for 1.30 

1.29 4 la 1.70 
1.29 2 la 1.30 
1.29 4 la 1.30 
1.29 30 for 1.30 
1.29 120 for 1.30 
129 14 for 1 III 

6 -SPOT MICRO SLIDE SWITCH, only 3/7" cube, for PC mount, 13429) .... 1.29 

10 -PR. -RCA PLUGS 8 LACKS, lo. audio, speakers, etc., 1.4021 1.29 

2N3055 HOBOS TRANSISTORS, 1001.. TO -3, 1037711 1.29 

20- ZENERS, 1 wall 9.1 rolls axial leads 1001 10517041 1.29 

40.104148, 4 NANO. SWITCHING DIODE, axial leads untested .5923) 1.29 

2- RELAYS, 520(O(K 6VDC. SPIT, plastic case .58071 .. 
1 -25 AMP BRIDGE RICTIFIER, 50 volts, 100./ 1.59481 
2- QUADRACS. 10 amp 200 PRIG TO -220 1001 .5915/ 
1S -PNP SWITCHING TRANSISTORS. 261404. 1305 etc. TO -S .59111 
60 -MINI RESISTORS, 30 -1/2W. 30 -1'4 wall. ä141l, color coded, 1.59221 

12- SUS- TRIAC- QUADRACS, asst. rolls. 10 -220 case .20871 

HY GAIN 
LED CLOCK KIT' 
Panel or case design 3 PC t 

Cet N. aruswl 

PLO. LY PAKS® -IP SON R9 
LVNNFIELb. MA 

Terms: 
01940 

R41td: \, 111 Phone: 
Rsta11: .r :. I1, 1r,,.. 

S1:Y 

HOWTO 
cwí, 

t0 

. 

.;4tr'0. .417 . .M t ORDER ,tata rte rl. from t. rl t2' m..2' 
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5974009 
51710111 
514740211 

$74710311 

$1474011 
5174059 
$11740611 

51740711 
57471066 
59740911 
5N7410x 
561741111 

56474129 
511141311 

5X741164 
9174166 

56111111 
5x71256 

51174216 
5674226 
SN712)N 
514142511 

SN7426N 
5N741/9 
51174299 
59743011 
5671326 
5814379 
5N7477N 
5674399 
5974409 
5674419 
5614429 
5/174436 
5974446 
574744511 
5974471 
5174419 
5914476 
59745014 
517451N 
567453N 

5674516 
5974594 

4ór4 

7 400 TTL 
5N74,pN 29 
5N1112N 29 

16 

18 

56147311 
597471N 

35 

35 

c4 
' 

18 5147475N 49 
11 5N111611 35 
18 SN747914 5 00 
20 5971926 90 ,y .i'.. - 

29 514714214 99 59741669 I :5 

29 5614636 59 514/416711 1 95 

20 f9/1656 19 56141139 1 59 
20 5914969 35 06741729 6 00 
16 5674099 1 75 5741411311 1 25 
25 59119074 45 5117131111 89 

25 5911919 59 5117111511 79 
40 5614929 43 $6141171 79 
70 59749316 43 511147176 79 

25 51174941 65 514741799 1 95 
25 91749311 65 567419011 79 
20 5674961 65 5674181N 1 95 
79 
39 

$/174979 
511741009 

3 00 
89 

56711826 
56741946 

79 
1 95 

25 94741079 35 56711856 1 95 
29 5741417911 59 59711866 9 % 
19 597411611 1 95 59141906 3 95 
25 511741219 15 597419114 125 
39 59111779 39 917419114 1.5 

20 S9741271 49 514711981 
25 59711258 49 514741936 

25 59II126N 49 514741916 

25 59141378 75 5117/19514 69 
25 59741369 75 56741949 89 

20 574741411 19 56747919 69 
89 5747414211 2 95 56/11966 1 49 
49 S9141439 7 95 59141906 I 49 

75 59741174 2 95 59715200 4 95 
75 591174511 79 59142519 119 
15 59741176 1 95 5674279N 79 

69 511741189 0 29 9174263N 2 25 
59 5914150/1 99 511742819 3 95 
19 5117415111 59 511742859 3 95 

20 5141415274 59 59)43656 69 
20 59741539 59 59743666 69 
20 514141549 99 59743679 69 
20 511741559 511743669 69 
75 59/41569 5N743909 1 % 

EXCITING NEW KITS 
JE600 HEXADECIMAL 

ENCODER KIT 
694726E5 

LED readout 10 verily mows 
Easy mew., etn slnarn 16 pm 

IC connector 
On6 5VDC mowed 107 operations 

FULL 8 BIT LATCHED OUTPUT -19 KEYBOARD 
the 7E600 Encoder RtybOatd M.O. two æ4174e r1,40eomn 
Mph produced tram srguenl47 ey mnws to 4eow dlred 7709 

10771609 1or 600 007477oce5507 or 8 44 memory Grouts Tree 
131 addIrona7 efts are/now/led for user opera PM One 514ng 
a drstatne o1pur in7196 Theo/444s are latched and onn0red 

m t ED 7eaeoLrs 4:579 m46a0 ,s a der 10779 shade 

JE600 $59.95 
Heaade real Keypad only 510.95 

Digital 
Thermometer Kit 

e 
Dual M - witching control for in 
door /outdoor or dual monitoring 

Hangs 
u áÓ°F so 199F 

ht. 
/ 400'0 to 1000 A c racy 1.nominal 

S,t for Fahrenheit or Celsius reading 
5 6. ]nut caw AC wall adapt n 
Sin. 3.1/4 "H6.5 /8 "Wir 1 -3 /8 "D r 

YEW 

JE300 $39.95 

DISCRETE LEDS fill- 
.200 dl. 

XC556R red 5 St .125 d19. 
XC556G preen 4íS1 602096 red 511 
XC556Y yellow 411 XC209G preen 411 
XC556C clear 411 %C209Y yellow 111 

.200- Ill. .156' Ill. 8C226 red 511 
6C52614 red XC226 Oran 411 
8C5260 green 

XC22Y yellow 411 
X05267 yellow 

.170 d4. XC526C clew 
MV10B red 4/51 

.005- Na. .190 119. 

MV50 red 6/51 XC11R red 

INFRA RED LED 
)(CMG green 

1 1',1.4,1 16'hat %07770 cleat 
%C111V yellow 

5 S len 

51 
4/1 
4/51 
411 

5/51 
411 
411 
4 SI 

110010 CRYSTAL DISPLAY 
CLASS n 

r ILS EFFECT I 
fl l 9 , n 

DIGIT 5 "'CNARA,. R: 
THREE ENUNCIATORS 
00 X120"PACK AGE 

INCLUDES CONNECTOR 
T1001-Trmn.wi,.iw. 57.85 
T100119.R.E14cti 0.25 

94007 
C04202 
011006 r 19 

004001 25 
CD1909 49 
CD/010 49 

C04011 23 
-11012 25 
CD4013 )9 
CD4014 139 
CI9015 1,9 

C04016 49 
7.04017 1 19 
CD401e 99 
054019 49 
704020 1 19 
/704071 1 39 
C04022 119 
CD4023 23 
CD1D24 79 
CD4025 23 
CD4026 2 25 
C04021 69 

C/MOS 

OaUO 
C04035 
CD4040 
CD4011 
CD4017 
C04011 

C04014 
CO1D/6 
CD1041 
C04019 
CD4019 
C04050 
CD4051 

CD4053 

C'01056 
CD4059 
C04060 
C04066 
C01068 
C04069 

99 
1 19 
1 25 

99 
es 

99 
79 

2 SO 

49 
49 9 

9 
1 19 

% 
5% 
119 

79 

39 
45 

C134 .- 

CD+: 
CD409C 
MC14409 
MC74440 
MC1441I 
MC14419 
MC14433 
MC74501 
84714501 
MC14562 
MC14583 
Cw506 

CD1510 
CD4511 
CD15r' 

cD4r - 

CD4,. 

COds,.r, 

95 
1' % 

95 

9Y 

74 50 
3 sn 

74[00 
,4002 
4004 

:44708 

74471$ 
,4014 
4020 
'1C70 
402 

'4073 
4074 

39 
;9 74C00 
39 71C05 2 19 
19 74C90 1 % 
39 14C93 I 95 
% 11C95 ; % 
39 I4C101 25 
39 74C151 290 

1% 74t151 IDO 
219 74C157 215 

89 74C160 249 
89 11C161 249 

74C163 
1%161 
740173 
710192 
740193 
]IC 195 
140922 
'40323 
740925 
140329 

60097 

595 
6 25 
795 
895 
150 
I SO 

-WAG 175 
IM1074 99 
.M300N N 
L43010190 35 
.M302H 75 

970111 1 00 
r1430511 60 
.93075916 35 

43011C911 1 00 
,M3MI 110 
193060 1 25 
L8310064 I 15 
164711116 90 
143129 I % 
1113114 6 SO 

16431847990 I 50 
1643199 1 30 
1463216.5 I 35 
44320,S 2 135 
1113204(.12 1 35 
1643260-,5 1 35 
14320 18 1 35 
146320624 1 35 
163207-5 1 25 
1M3227 52 125 
243201 8 1 25 
143201.12 1 25 
111320T-15 1 25 
187207.18 1 25 
112320124 1 25 
L173234.5 5 % 

143204 1 68 
M339N 99 

r1134011 5 1 35 
1931066 1 35 
1443108 r 35 
.93401 17 135 
L14340115 135 

LINEAR 
183405.11 1 35 

4M340K-24 ' 35 
1463001.5 1 25 
483407.6 125 
4834010 1 25 
1643001 12 1 25 
04310715 125 
1M3401.16 125 
111340124 125 
LM3589 I D0 

1M370N 1 % 
183181 3 25 
183116 4 00 
1643806 1 25 
0438004 99 
16131119 1 79 

183629 179 
9E5016 6 00 
11E5104 6 00 
6E5294 4 % 
945315 3% 
NE5361 6 00 
945404 600 
NE 5446 1 % 
995506 t 30 
NE555/ 39 
11E5566 99 
9E5608 5 00 
905618 5 00 

NE5B29 5 00 
8856569 1 25 
NE566CN 1 75 

NE5670 H 99 
1415709 4 95 

rr 9 

187106 79 

14671111 39 

14723611 55 

161733N r 00 

141399 1 19 

161711CN 9 35 
1M144 -74N 19 

71474714 9 
164141N H 

1641310N r 

1M1459CN H 

4C141811 
MC148N ' 

LM1196N 
1415569 ' - 

MCII4ISCP 4 

142111N 7 95 
14629019 2 % 
1113053N 1 50 
111306511 1 49 

18390041131011 49 

1939%9 89 
11139099 I 25 
MC5556V 59 

90390 4 % 
11775150N 49 
75151[1 39 

75152CN 39 
15453CN 39 
I5154LN 39 
154p1CN 19 

75492CN 89 
154936 89 
15194CN 

RC4036 
RC4151 -- 

TYPE 

MAN 

MAN 2 

MAN 3 

MAN 4 

MAN 16 
MAN 7v 

MAN 72 

MAN 74 

MAN 82 
MAN M 
MAN 3620 
MAN 3630 
MAN 3640 
MAN 4610 
MAN 4640 
MAN 4710 
MAN 1730 
MAN 4740 
MAN 4810 
MAN 4840 
MIN 6610 
MAN 6630 
MAN 6610 
MAN 6650 
981 6680 
MAN 6680 
1749 6710 

POLARITY 
Common A,o0 mec 

5 r ; Dol Matin -red 

Common Cathode red 
Common Cathode red 

Common 4node-Qreen 

Common Anode yellow 
Common Anode red 

Common Cathode red 
Common Anode a moor yellow 
Common Anode orange 
Common Anode ode-or 
Common Cathode-orange 

Anode 
1 

Common Ca-a orange 
Common GMWe orange 
Common Anale red 

C ommon 1 

Common 
Anode 

p 

Common Crga yal 

Common wow 
Common 004deorang. D 

Common Caca orar - 1 560 
Common Cathode Orange -D 560 
Commet Co 560 
Common Mode-orange .6.1 560 
Common Campa ange 560 
07910107910 Anone 779 n n 5679 

DISPLAY LEDS 
NT MICE 791E POLANTT NT 
2/0 2 95 MAN 6730 Common Anode red 1 560 
300 4 95 MAN 6140 Common Cat.de led 0 0 560 
125 25 MAN 6150 Common Camode-lid - I 560 
121 195 MAN 6760 Comma Anode no 560 
300 1 25 MAN 6180 Common CamoUered 560 
300 99 01707 Common Amodered I 300 
300 99 D1101 Cor -' UI^ ,. ' Inc 
300 1 25 01707 

300 99 (10728 
300 99 01741 1. 

300 99 04746 
300 99 00747 Common Anode -red 
300 99 00149 Common Caó0ae rte 1 

300 99 01750 Common Cpnode -rte 
400 99 16070 Comma Cathode rte 2 

400 99 16035 Common Cathode 357 
400 99 165359 Common Campa r 357 
400 99 165359 Comma Cathoa 357 
400 99 195503 Common ATOO. 05001 500 
400 99 50877 Common Ara reO05101 300 
560 99 

3400 
Common Aade red 300 

99 HD5P 3403 Common Camoder 800 
99 507 3403 Common Camoa 600 
99 5082 7300 4 I / 541 D94.649 P 600 
99 5082 732 4 . /591 Dept Lm P 600 
99 5082.7301 Overran. ter 600 
% von: '340 4 . ; SQ. O,p,lHe.aaome 600 

PRICE 

99 
75 

99 
99 

1 30 
2 10 

2 ,0 
1995 
19 % 
1500 
22 50 

RCA LINEAR 
0439929 .00 CHIPS /DRIVERS 
476300314 1 60 14145725 92 95 
CA208614 95 MM5738 2 % 
CA30894 3 15 0468864 200 
CA31307 7 39 DM8865 100 
47431101 1 25 548887 75 

CA31601 , 25 118889 75 
CA34019 49 904 7 wo 
04360011 350 C A LED hoe, 1 50 

CALCULATOR 

CA30131 ; 15 

CA20231 2 56 
C,A70351 2 48 

CA30391 1 35 
CA30461 1 30 

CA30596 3 25 

C43060N 3 25 
CA30601 65 
CA30879 200 

pm LP 
74pnLP 
16pn1P 
18 pm LP 

20 pm LP 

124 
Iv 

2tO2 

29 
30 

CLOCK CHIPS 

995309 54 95 
845311 4 95 
MÁ5312 4 % 
445314 4 % 

845111 
885369 
4465307 19400 
8645041 

995 
295 
495 
995 

It SOLDERTAIL - LOW PROFILE ITINI SOCKETS 
2549 50100 1.2 

16 15 = 22 pn LP 8 37 

19 te 21 on LP 38 

21 20 74 on LP IS 
74 27 36 pin LP 60 
32 36 SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (TIN) a pm LP 63 

16 
74 mn 51 111 25 24 

1111111 pn SI 30 27 25 
18 pro 51 35 17 30 
240n6T 49 45 42 SOLDERTAIL STANDARD 100101 

74 pm 5G 9 70 

6 Don SG 9 90 27 24 MI WO 2B pm SG 1 10 
14 pm SG 35 32 29 36 pn SG 165 
16 pn 5G 36 35 32 40 pn SG 1 75 
18 on SG 52 47 43 

9 pin WW 639 38 31 (GOLD) LEVEL 3 
10 pm WI/ 45 41 37 

INII 
74300.96 39 38 77 

1111 16 eel WM 43 42 41 
lemww 75 68 62 

26pn51 S 99 

36 pn51 13 
40 pin 5T 159 

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS 

MOTOROLA 

H% 
MCI4'2,a 575 
MCI I.9. 
kW 3020P 
MC3061P 
MC1017744161 
MU024P 
WIMP 
MC4041P 

295 
295 
3 50 
7 50 
395 
695 
4 50 

TELEPHONE /KEYBOARD CHIPS 
AY 5 9100 Pusn Button Teleph077e Dialler 
A7.5 9200 Repertory Duller 
AY-5.9500 CMOS Clock Generale, 
$7.5 -2376 Keyboard Encoder 188 Eeysl 
900165 Keyboard Encoder (16 keys) 
740922 Keyboard EnCOder 116 71551 

ICM CHIPS 
CMOS Preasron Timer 
CMOS LED Stopwatch Tinter 
05494107 Controller 
Seven Decade COUnler 
CIO* Generator 

ICM70/5 
ICM7205 
ICM7207 
ICM7208 
ICM7209 

514 95 
14 95 

4 95 
14 95 

795 
5 95 

24 95 
19 95 

7 50 
1995 

6 95 

MCM6571 
MCM6574 
MCM6575 

NMOS READ ONLY MEMORIES 
128 X 9 X 7 ASCII S5Med with Greek 
128 X 9 X 7 Meth Symbol 6 Pptures 
128 X 9 X 7 Aphanumenc Control 
Character Generator 

13 50 
13 50 
13 5C 

TL074CN 
T1494CN 
TL496CP 
ItC90 

951190 
4933 
MK50240 
DS0026CH 
TIL308 
MM5320 
MM5330 
11/1101 11 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Quad 100, Noise b1-Ier Op Amp 2 49 
Sw1IcSing Regulator 1 49 
Smille Smooching Regulator 1 75 

[Nerd! 10,11 Pre5caler 19 95 
Hi -Speed Oxide 10 11 Pre5C3Im 11 95 
Photo Darlington Dplß-I$Ol46Or 3 95 
Top Octave Ereg Generator 17 50 
5Mh2 2-phase MOS clock [Inver 3 75 

27- red num dispIay 61 inleg log7c chip 10 50 
TV Camera Sync Generator 74 95 
415 Olgll OPM 10010 BIooA 15p4c101) 3 95 
35, Old A D Convener Sel 25 00 set 

LITRONIX ISO -LIT 1 

Photo transistor OptoIsolalor 
(Same as MCI 2 or 414251 

2/99¢ 

SN 78477 
SOUND GENERATOR 

Generates Complex Sounds 
Low Power Programmable 

3.95 each 
TV DAME CHIP AND CRYSTAL 
AY -3- 8500 -1 and 2 01 M112 Crys al ¡Chip 8 Crys4I 
Includes 90019 disp4ay. 6 games a O select angles. etc / , VP/Sel 
X9205 58 40 
01210 4.40 
%9215 440 
06320 155 
XR -1555 1.50 
06555 39 
XR556 99 
XR567CP 99 
XR567CT 1.25 
XR1310P 1.30 
X81468011 3.85 
011468 1 39 
881409 1 39 

EXAR X 320 
JE220614.6 14 95 092507 2.99 
JE220899 1995 063403 1.25 
881800 3.20 XR4136 1.25 
082206 4.40 07151 2.85 
0642207 3.85 094194 4135 
092209 520 094292 3.90 
592208 1.75 064212 2.05 

X962212 
4.. 084558 75 

1.15 
XR2240 3 45 094741 1 47 

TYPE 

19746 
IN15r 
79/52 
IN/53 
19751 
;N757 

N159 
111959 

111%5 

1115232 

015231 
165235 
1115236 
165212 
0N5245 
114456 

1r1468 

19485A 
764307 

DIODES 
COLO 97 PRICE 

3 3 400m 
5 1 400n 
5 6 400m 

6 2 1000 
68 400m 
9 0 400m 

12 0 400m 
8 2 400m 

15 1007 
5 6 SOOm 

6 2 50079 
60 50010 
7 5 500m 

12 500m 
15 500m 

25 40m 
150 7rn 

780 1Orn 

sn PII" 5.11 

471 00 
1/1 00 
471 00 
4/I 00 
4/1 00 
or 00 
4.1 00 
4/1 00 
4,I 00 

26 
28 
21 
28 
28 
28 

6100 
6100 
51 00 

r- .?- 

van 11NC! 
17 

164110; 10X, P1. 
193600 50 
1641146 75 

164151 35 10.7 

19305 75 2510 
1114711 5 6 he 
191715 6 2 le - 

194736 68 le 
164731 8 7 I. 
149742 11 1w 

191144 15 I. 
191183 50 P. 35 AMP 1 5 
IN11M 100 PIA 35 AMP 1 

180105 150 900 35 AMP 
7611% 200 PIA 35 AMP 1 PPP 

'91188 ate Pr, 15 AL. 1 

SCR AND FW BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 
C360 - 

C313M 0,4 00.'. ,iF 
292328 1 6A to 30ov SCR 

AIDA N0 -1 124 m SOS EW BRIDGE ROC 

404 911.3 124 m 200V 1W 

50 

e 

22pnWW$ 95 
24 mn WW 1 05 
28pnWW 110 
36 pnWW 159 
10 pn WW I 75 

2549 S0 100 

36 35 

37 36 
44 47 

59 S8 
62 61 

90 91 
7 26 1 IS 
1 45 30 

63 
000 

40 59 

57 
go 

174 
1 45 

95 75 

95 % 
25 1 10 

145 130 
55 140 

010661 so TRANSISTORS 
. . 

M05405 30 7193055 89 
905406 5 I 00 LIJE 3055 1 00 763906 
11597 6190 263192 5100 241003 
11540 6 1 00 793340 5 t 00 749121 
40109 

r 15 PN3567 3 1 00 M41219 
40110 175 7743568 4100 944750 
10613 115 1913569 4100 2071400 
2N918 4,I00 14953638A 
21422190 2 100 46753102 
792221Á 4 I DO 293701 
2927224 5 100 8953104 
092222 Plase/ 7 100 293708 
267369 5100 81053705 
71123658 1100 7743106 
46052369 5100 46953106 

4 292181 7 00 263707 
792906 4 I OD 263111 

211290' 5 r 00 7631744 
092901 Push/ 7 1 00 8131254 
'N9:5 

5100 
5100 
5100 
51D0 
5100 
5100 
5100 
5108 
5100 
5100 

65 
00 

294401 
294402 
844403 
.'81109 
295086 
295067 
295088 

795089 
795129 
765134 
765136 
295139 
295210 
7145149 

265%1 

'+7500 29 
',It 29 

1502 79 
10503 29 
+1501 35 

'aL505 35 
'41508 79 
'4L509 35 
47510 29 
41511 75 
'47513 59 
47511 125 

,4L5t5 35 
'11520 29 
a1521 35 
o7S22 35 
'47526 35 
'11527 35 
'4`528 35 
'1 S30 29 
40532 3s 

'4/537 45 
47510 35 

-.4542 89 

74LSOOTTL 
141647 89 
/41551 29 
141554 29 
140555 29 
741573 45 
741574 45 

,ILS139 
7415151 -- 
7415155 
7415157 er 
7415160 IS 

7115161 15 
7415162 15 

741575 59 7405163 15 
7415161 25 
7415175 9g 

741583 89 1415197 49 
741585 1 25 7115190 15 
741586 45 7415191 15 
141590 59 1415192 15 
741592 75 7415193 ts 
747593 75 7415194 15 
744595 99 7415195 15 
747596 115 7415253 99 
7415107 45 7415251 89 
785109 45 7115258 1 75 
1405112 45 7415260 69 

7415123 1 25 7115279 75 
7405125 89 7415367 75 
1415132 99 7415368 75 

1405136 49 7449679 2 49 

741576 45 
7115/6 49 

1/4 WATT RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS - 5% 
ASST. 1 5 ea 

ASST. 2 Sea 

ASST 3 574 

ASST. 4 5 ea 

ASST 5 5 ea 

ASST. 6 5 ea - - - 

ASST. 7 5 e - 
ASST. 8R Includes Resistor Assortments I 

50 PC5 

50 PCS 

50 PCS 

50 PCS 

50 PCS 

S0 PCS 

S1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

SO PCs 1.75 
7 350 PCS I 

$9.95 ea. 
510.00 Min. Order - U.S. Funds Only Spec Sheets - 251 
Cslrl. Residents Add 6% Sales Tao 1979 Catalog Avsrlable - Send 414 stamp 
Postage - Add 5% plus S 1 Insurance 111 desired) 

FREE 
A 

CATAoG 

t7A /L ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE 
1021 HOWARD AVENUE. SAN CARLOS. CA 94070 

ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD THRU SEPTEMBER 

arreco 
ELECTRONICS 

PHONE 
ORDERS 

WELCOME 
1415) 592.8097 

CAPACITOR :+A1Ci1l;l 
CORp9NER 

rr.F -O5 01 035 

Ns4'PI 05 01 035 
7í a3 9ye 05 a 035 

100I' % 04 03 0229F 06 05 04 
220 p' 05 04 03 047y4 06 05 04 
470 01 05 04 035 1 e 12 09 075 

1N VOLT aRIAN Rlr CAPACIT0119 
Ootml 12 10 07 027mt 13 11 06 
0022 12 10 01 01/161 21 17 13 
0017mt 12 10 07 711 27 23 17 
01mi 12 10 01 22nd 33 27 22 

20% DIPPED TANIAL9N9 3901.101 CYACROIO 
1150 28 23 11 I 5/351, 30 74 21 

15.155 28 23 17 2 250 31 27 22 
22,350 25 23 17 3 3/255 31 27 22 
13;35V 26 23 11 4 7255 32 21 23 
41 350 28 23 11 6 8,250 36 31 25 
61350 26 23 11 15250 63 50 40 

.0.355 2e 23 17 

IKINATIIIIE ILIMMIIM E4E4II1041T1C CAPACITORS 
Mal LW 111.18IW 

47 59 15 13 10 47.250 IS 13 10 
1 0600 16 11 11 41,59 16 14 11 

3 3,506 14 12 09 1 016/ 15 13 10 
1 7/250 15 13 10 I 0/256 16 14 11 
70/255 15 13 10 10;59 16 14 It 
11159 16 14 12 4 17165 15 13 10 
221250 17 15 12 4 7,150 15 U 10 
12,59 24 70 18 41,59 16 14 11 
17,250 19 17 15 107160 74 12 09 
4159 25 21 19 10255 15 13 10 
100,250 24 20 18 10/5017 16 14 12 
100,59 35 30 28 477500 21 21 
720 250 37 28 25 100 160 19 15 . 

22069 45 41 38 106,250 24 20 
/1025V 33 29 21 100 59 35 
1000 16V 55 50 45 220 'r 
2208.16V 70 62 55 4'^ 

CI01C1 F 15 AY F9FF IYFADYTInu fnn 

ln 

106 



Transistor Checker MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS 
law SOMA SUPPORT DEVICES 

- Completely Assembled - 
- Battery Operated - 

The ASP Transistor Checker rscao 
able of check mg a wide rein,/ of 
trensistor types, other "M circuit" 
or out of circuit To operate, 

mplV plu, the transistor to be 
checked into th front panel 
sock., or connect It with the all. 
WO, clip 

t 
leads provided 

The unit safety end automatically 
Identifies low, medium and high 
Pow., PNP and NPN transistors 
Size: 35' 6'," o 2" 

cell ',artery not Included. 

TransCheck S 19.95 ea. 
Custom Cables & umpers 

DB 25 Series Cables 
Part No. Cable Length Connectors Price 
OB25P -4.P 4 Ft 2-DP25P S15 95 ea 

0825P-4 -S 4 Ft 1-DP25P 1-25S S16 95 ea 

DB25S -4-S 4 tt 2-DP25S S17 95 ea 

Dip Jumpers 
DJ14.1 1 tt 1 14 Pin $1 59 ea 

DJ16.1 1 tt 1 -16 Pin 1 '9 ea 

0J24 -1 1 h 1.24 Pin 2 79 ea 

DJ14-1-14 I tt 2.14 Pin 2 79 ea 

DJ16 -1.16 1 It 2-16 Pin 3 19 ea 

DJ24 -1 -24 ' It r 1 q; en 

For Custom Caolat A Jumpers. See JAMECO 1979 Catalog for Pricing 

CONNECTORS 
25 Pin -D Subminiature 

DB25P as pictured) PLUG I Meets RS232) 52.95 
DB25S SOCKET (Meets RS232) 53.50 
DB51226-I Cable Cover for 0025P or DB25S 51.75 

PRINTED cIRCUIT EDGE-CARD 
156 Soong Tm 3h00 Reo Out - &Mast/ Comb - r n 051 Io 070 PC Ca ds 

15/30 PINS (Solder Eyelet) $1.95 
18/36 PINS (Solder Eyelet) $2.49 
?2'44 PINS (Solder Eyelet) 52.95 
50 100 

1 100 Spacing) PINS (Wire Wrapi $6 95 
50 100 I 125 Spacing) PINS (Wire Wrapi 9691.1 $6.95 

4 -Digit Clock Kit 
Br19nf .05/" hl. red dls0lay 
Sequential flashing colon 
12 or 24 hour operation 
Extruded aluminum case (black) 
Pressure switches for houes, minutes & noid funct win, 
Includes all components. case and wan lynsTUrrn 

Sr:e 

- 5995 

8216 

8226 

8226 
8226 
8228 

8258 

8253 
8255 
8255 

8252 

8259 

B. Daemon.. Bus Omer 
Clock Generator D,her 395 
Bus Diner 3 49 

System &M oiler Bus SCOTT 5 95 

System Comraer 595 
Pro Comm 1 0 .USARTI 795 
Prog Intone llmer la 95 

P,og Peon I 0 .OPTI 995 
Prop DMA Comer 19 95 
Prop immure Control 19 95 

U10II11 SUPPORT OMUS 
MC6800 MN) 01895 
14C6802CP MPU m& CMCk and Ram 24 95 

MC6810AP 12808 Slate Ram 595 
MC6821 Pendo Inter 884111006820) 7 49 
906828 Priority Interrupt Controller 12 95 
97683018 102488 &I ROM IMC6843081 14 95 

976850 Asynchronous Comm Adapt, 795 
57,6052 SynduCnous Sento Dee Mao/ 995 
MC6860 0.600 bps Dior.. MODEM 12 95 

MC6862 2400 fists Modulato, 14 95 
MC68808 quad 3 Sate Bus Tans MCA126n 2 25 - WCROMNCESWR CSPS-WSCELLANROUS- 
2801780CI CPU 01995 
2KAI700 -tl CPU 2495 
CAP1802 CPU 1995 
2650 MPU 1995 

5501 CPU IT 95 

8035 8 &t SOU or clock RAM 1 0 lines 19 95 
P8085 CPU 19 95 
TMS990611 16 Bn MPU Nrdeare muemn 

6 dude 49 95 

SHIFT MOST 
MM500. Due 25 Bn Dynamic S 50 

4M50311 Due 50 Be DOM.. 50 

MMSOH Doi 16 M Static 50 

555068 Due 100 Bn Stame 50 

MM510H Due 64 &I Accumulator 50 

NM501611 500 512 Be Dynamic 89 
1-.61 1024 Dynamic 395 

'9 W. 32 Be State 495 
Doi 32 Be Static 295 
5T2 Stole 99 

1024 Dynan 295 

Due 256 &Ir late 295 
Due 250 Slabs 400 
Due 240 &I Static A 00 

6040 80 &t Static 295 
253) 1024 State 295 
33.1 Flo 695 
70.56'0 stai Reorste file I Tr/State 2 49 

UARI0 

3 25 

5 95 

3 /9 

M-280 
M COP1802 
4 2650 

2513121401 

25131302/1 

2516 
94523084 

MICROPROCESSOR MANUALS 

e M. 
User Ma 

ROM 5 

CNrader Gerrera/orru000T CAW 

Charade, GMMMontmor cafe/ 
Cnaraer Genen°, 
208 - &1 Read OnS Memory 

11 

110 03 

2101181011 

2102 

211.02 
211118110 
2112 
2114 
21141 
2114.3 
21111.3 
5101 

5280 7107 
1489 

745200 
93421 

25681 
10246T 

25644 
102481 

102101 

25684 
25604 
102184 
102.4 
102481 
102444 

25684 
409601 

1654 

25681 

25601 
UPD414 1st 

196/0211 
UPD4t6 16K 

IM641161 
1454014 46 

45811 

1951045 102481 State 1 95 

1117 16 38491 D,Nmm 35Onf 97 

mo, maned/ 
MM5262 2681 Dynamic 4 00 

MOMS 

17014 1048 FAMOS 

77/6151E1 166' EPROM 
1952516 168 EPROM 

27161 RMUirn serge SV pose' sOWrf 

TIA52532 408 EPROM 8995 
2108 8R EPROM 1095 

2716 T I 160' EPROM 19 95 

-Reduces 3 voltages --SV 5V. 120 

5203 208 FAMOS T4 91 

6301117611i 1024 Instate &pia 
6330.117602) 256 Open C &oaar 
62523 3208 Open CdIMO, 
825T15 4096 &poor 
825123 3268 Instate 
'4186 5.1 T1/ Open COMM 

5750 
750 
500 

RAM'S 

Static 
Dynamic 
Stame 

State 
Slate 
State 
Static 905 
Static 150ns 

Stame ISbn toe poser 

Stale 3COns 

State 300ns taw peen 
Slam 
Dyneme 
Static 
Sta/C instate 
Mahe 
Nome 16 stn 

Dynamic 16 on 

Stan/ 

09 95 

9 95 
10 95 

195 

19 

99 
95 

95 

95 

95 

95 

95 

95 

95 

75 

95 

95 

9' 

95 

SS 95 

59 95 
49 95 

3 49 
2 95 

3 95 

1995 
3 95 

995 
3 95 

2 95 

The Incredible 

' Pennywhistle 103" 

TM P.M,.mn. 183 /apa.N of recording op l0 and hem auon tape eon. 
disc. speed reourremants Ile IN recardes and rl is able to communicate directly ris 

nomes modern and Iwminar lOr tOMMIOne nammm9 and [Mnmuncat0ns In 

addnnn f /CTrea0lprteal aoluslrr /tels and ,SSUrflnm inn- IY8MSM8 readevaOONOe 

Dag hew sre0Oencl Shin Keying fun dupe. rnMldu2e. 
seedabel 

Minimum Oata Rale .300 Baud 

Dab Fennel Asynchronous Serai r mura 10 man revel rpvre 
5M*,w1 4100 cturaderi 

Ream Cement Fr8weacns 2025 Ht for space 2225 Ht ,or man 
Transmit [Sono F.go.00les Sworn s tata.* low IOO,min 1010 soar. 

,1/1 ..,fin "5 seace 1725 in 
Renne Sensitivity 
Transmit Le( 

Recede Freemen. TellaMe 

Drgn.1 Data inumce 

Poet Rewrremenn 

PRO.) 

c or ODeramn EeTen1060 014 and 1100 n; 
!in AS 1122 r, /0 n cu rent bod recer 

TRS -80 
16K Conversion Kit 

Expand your 4K TRS -80 System to 16K. Kit 

comes complete with: 

' 8 each UPD416.1 (16K Dynamic Rams) 250NS 
' Documentation for conversion 

TRS-16K $75.00 

=0= CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES 
Proto Board 203 Pro o Board 20311 

J E 730 $14.95 

Jumbo 6 -Digit Clock Kit MI 
our 630'ní. aria TuO 300 "net. 

common node olsplaYS 
Uses MM5314 clock Chip 
Switches for hours. minutes and hold Tunctions 

f easily olewable to X feet 
s mutated walnut case 
11S VAC operation 
12 or 24 hour operation 
Includes all comDOnents, case and 'wall trans, owner 
Sre -. 6a.. 31 a IM 

JE747 $29.95 

Modal L.W,H 
Numb Docent hip 

P8-8 60,45,14 $15.98 
PO 100 60, 1511 4 019.95 
Pß101 60.45,14 $22lß 

re MIA $124.95 
Modal 

MTet (Indias) Price 
11-199 70545,14 DM 
P0403 9 0, 6 0, 1 4 54115 
P1-101 98, 80, 1 4 $51.95 

COMPUTER CASSETTES 
. 6 EACH 15 MINUTE HIGH 

QUALITY C-15 CASSETTES 
PLASTIC CASE INCLUDED 
12 CASSETTE CAPACITY 

. ADDITIONAL CASSETTES 
AVAILABLE KC-15-S2 95 ea 

CAS -6 
$14.95 

(Case and 6 Cassettes) 

0. O,. 1 
lock 

citas 
s c chin 6 Itches for hours, m 

and h 
w His. ly able [0 20 it -_ u l ate d walnut ca - 115 VAC operation 

J E 701 .ntlol 
t 
a4 t c 

is 

mpOnraant capa & 

err 
. 

n 3 1,6" lk" 

6 -Digit Clock Kit $19.95 

62 -Key ASCII Encoder Keyboard Kit 
JE610 

The JE610 62 Key ASCII Encoder Keyboard 
Kit can be interfaced Into most any cons 
puts, system. The JE610 Kit comes corn 
plate with an industrial grade keyboard 
witch assembly 162 keys/, IC's, sockets. 

actor, electronic components and a connector, 
peinted wring board. The 

keyboard assembly requires 5V Of 150mA 
and -12V @ lOrnA for operation. 

FEATURES 
60 Keys generate the lull 128 char 
asters, upper and lower case ASCII 
set 
Fully buffered 2 user-define keys provided for 
custom applications 
Caps lock for upper case Only 
alpha characters 

Utilizes a 2376 140 pin/ encoder 
read only memory 
Outputs directly compatible with 
TTL /DTL or MOS logic arrays 
Easy interfa<I 

connector 
WITTh a 16 pin dip E 

18 pen edge 

JE61O $79.95 

SUP 'R' MOD II 
UHF Channel 33 TV Interlace Unit Kit 

Wide Band 8/W or Color System 
Converts TV to Video Display for 
home computers. CCTV camera. 
Apple II. works with Cromeco Daz- 

zler. SOL -20. IRS-80. Challenger. 
etc 
MOD II Is retuned to Channel 33 

(UHF) 
Includes coaxial cable and antenna 
transformer 

MOD II $29.95 Kit 
Function Generator Kit 

Pro. le. ,? v 41.elerr .. 
e Idrng.e S , rare w . e 

F,eC 'a"Je n 1 Il: '^ 
100 II: 

In!U..' n ..d i lpr'.err0. 
ci 

.ces 
. .0115 pea. pea, 

. ie.'V,.., .1. 

JE2206B $19.95 

REMOTE CONTROL 
TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER 

REGULATED PO 
JE200 5V -1 AMP 

POWER SUPPLY 
Ups LM309K 
Hut sink pfovrded 
PC Board construction 
Provides a solid 1 amp 

@ 5 volts 
Can supply up to 55V, 
59V and ±12V with 
JE205 Adapter 

1 ne ludes components, 
hardware & instructions 

JE200 S14.95 .s.. 3W's5 "o2""H 

WER SUPPLY 
JE205 ADAPTER BOARD 

- Adapts to 1E200 - 
±5V, ±9V and ±12V 

DC /DC converter w/ 
.5V input 

Torrodal h, speed 
switching XMFR 

Short clr6.prctectlon 
PC Bed. construction 
Piggy -back to JE200 
board 
S ize: 39, "e 2 "a 9/16 "h 
JE205 $12.95 

Digital Stopwatch Kit 
Use 101/8 511 1216 ChiD 
Plated Ietru double sided P.C. BOard 
LED mspuy (red) 
rimes to 59 Mtn. 59.59 sec. with auto reset 
Quart/ crystal Controlled 
Threes TO pwatches in one: single event. soir' J."'.17 

(Commutative) L Taylor ICIQuentlal timing) 
Uses 3 pantile batterlef 

JE900 $39.95 

$10.00 Min. Order - U.S. Funds Only Spec Sheets - 25! 
Calif. Residents Add 6% Sales Tax 1979 Catalog Available - Send 41! stamp 
Postage -Add 5% plusS1 Insurance Of desired) 

arreco 
ELECTRONICS 

PHONE 
ORDERS 

WELCOME 
(415) 592 -8097 

MAIL ORDER ELECTRON. Y('.S IVORLUkYUE 
1021 HOWARD AVENUE, SAN CARLOS, CA 94070 

ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD THRU SEPTEMBER 

IDEAL FOR TRS 80 

Plug/Jack Interface lo any 
computer system requdmg 
remote control Of COSSeTIe 

functions 

The CCIOO Controls cassette 
motor func:lons monitors 
tape location WO Is internal 
speaker cid requires no 

and 
dorer Primates the plugging 

plugged of cabes dur- 
ing computer loading opera. 
Clon )rom casette 

CASSETTE CONTROLLER 

Micro - 
Miniature 
Joystick 

2 each 100K pots (Linear Taper) 
Printed Circuit Board Mount 
Size 1'r x 1- 3/16" x 1-3/16" ( 

Micro -Miniature Joystick ....$4.95} 
rICrI c s Au Cocc INCApYTIAN Ci9D 
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- hYl:gd'' 
Industrial Transistor Tester 

N.aonnKeon Random 
tor 

sN 
GGOD IrI.wP4or 

rc NPN RIO ON.rmrnCnr 
Pos.. St G n°trcoon 
Tests Owls* 

0.. 

SCR. SET e, and 
.rnpron. 

CSa .pplp.M rer4on ...e.N. 

Transistor Testers 
MODEL 

510 

CIA 
Portable Transistor Tester 

d..r IOC nwn of NM.ry born one*. 

Semiconductor Curve Tracer 
Display ch.r.ctri Nrc curve. for 
an semiconductor ...el on 
Our No 

.Np 
idenhh tunknon u.. c. 

' f( MODEL 

"'°. 530 
;$0 j L 

Lab -Quality Semiconductor Tester... 

Nondostru, 
. .. 

',sr sr 

.rrpo r FIT. 
SCR--rn r 

I 

r k 

Or.pr.m .re no ...wed 
un 

e.as or v.n°4en 

PMP NP 
p . und N or P [..nmi EST 

ew from B &K... and we have them at discount prices! 

MOD['. 

820 
MODEL 

3010 
MODEL 

3020 

New Portable Digital Capacitance Meter 
tor to 1 FN. 

toLonort 
. epe.... Io r..p LID ener.Y 

protect. 

Compact 
11) VOM 

New Low Distortion 
Function Generator 

v .np . sous. 

O 
o tpuI 

N. re .01s. o r.npe 
h.n Esnos r n 

n 
'on"er05. 

. DC on., br .npm . mp 

New Sweep /Function Generator 
Four ..... , .n 

w 

tuna 

wuo:utmpe.rn lone 
CO.. o ogNC 
IoeO I Nnerp rnp 

ron hip -.ccur.c. 

intern. 

outputs 

, end lop sweeps 
output n een.penp or 

nternelly propn naor 

Before you buy, mum 
check our prices. . 

Call TOLL FREE 
YOUR ONE STOP DISCOUNT CENTER 
Master Charge. Bank Americard. Visa. C.D.D.'s accepted. 

1800) 
645 -9518 FREE Send I01 nee 1979 [Malay over ] 000 Aem, IN page, of Ie,l egurpmem 

N V Si Rte CB loots tubes components and election,[ cupphes 

ADD S3 00 10 COVER 
SHIPPING. HANDLING 
& INSURANCE. N Y 

Res add approp 

sales tax>J 

HICKOK 3T /z Digit 
Mini -Multimeter $69.50 TV- VTR -MATV 

and Video Analyzer; 

$52.95 

G CONTINENTAL SP I 

100 MHz 8 -Digit Counter $119.00 ¡] 

PS500 500MHZ Prescaler '.52.9 
Medea 

MAR 100 

Digital coDE-A -PHONE BSR Changer / //l Telephone Accessories Capacitance Meter i nswering 
529.95 

5249 95 1400rß 

15 MHz Mini 
Oscilloscope 

MA., MS 15 

S269.95 

NOwAVAILABLE 

Nrrá:; Ms'i;5 V.'I"rr' S369.95 

GEra G 
M°- de LP 1 1 Logic Probe 

_ $40.00 

HNCCF.T 
POCKET CRICKET 

TRANSISTOR FET TESTER 

$99.95 

Service Master Attache Style 

Tool Kit Tool Cases M,d+ 

Modre 99SM MODEL IC 100 ST 99RN 

$42.95 Roll Kit 
$269.95 15.95 

L EADER '¡oNfC 
SUPER 

$654.50 

700 Series 

Auto Stereo 40 Watt 
Power Booster 
POW -40 S24.95 

VOM Multimeters 
20K ohm /v S19.95 

plott 
Attach' 
Tool 
Case 

- 

with 2 
Removable Pallet 
Mr,d, 6001 $65.00 

SPECIAL 
k, d.., In Dash IB71 AM /FM 8 Track 

Stereo i- 
C III 

$52.50 
it 
, y 

I 30MHz 
Portable 
Frequenc 
Counter 

Dual -Trace 5" 

30MHz Triggered 
Scope 

1474. 

5169 151 

weller 

Output 
Soldering 
Station 

Sub- 
stitution 
BoxModel 7910 

chetk ou,nc+ 

Call TOLL FREE 
(800) 645-9518 
M.I,terCharge Bank Arner.card 

COD Check Money Order 

FRE 
1979 

Catalog 

PISE 

1K ohm y S9.95 
MEIN- 
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Radio Shack -Your No. 1 Parts Place(T'v 
Why Wait for Mail Order Delivery? You'll Find Friendly Salespeople, 

Low Prices and New Items Every Day at Our Store or Dealer Near You! 

Low -Power 
Schottky ICs 

Low 490 
As 

100% Prime 
Guaranteed Specs 

Improved 5 -volt logic devices use 
Schottky diode technology for mini- 
mum propagation delay and high 
speed at minimum power. 

Type Cat. No. ONLY 

74LS00 276 -1900 .49 
74LS02 276 -1902 .59 
74LSO4 276 -1904 .59 
74LSO8 276 -1908 .49 
74LS10 276 -1910 .59 
74LS13 276 -1911 .99 
74LS20 276-1912 .59 
74LS27 276 -1913 .69 
74LS30 276 -1914 .59 
74LS32 276 -1915 .69 
74LS47 276 -1916 1.29 
74LS51 276 -1917 .59 
74LS73 276 -1918 .69 
74LS74 276 -1919 .69 
74LS75 276 -1920 .99 
74LS76 276 -1921 .79 
74LS85 276 -1922 1.29 
74LS90 276 -1923 .99 
74LS92 276 -1924 .99 
74LS93 276 -1925 .99 
74LS123 276 -1926 1.19 
74LS132 276 -1927 .99 
74LS151 276 -1929 .99 
74LS157 276 -1930 1.19 
74LS161 276 -1931 1.49 
74LS164 276 -1932 1.49 
74LS175 276 -1934 1.19 
74LS192 276 -1935 1.49 
74LS193 276 -1936 1.49 
74LS194 276 -1937 1.49 
74LS196 276 -1938 1.59 
74LS367 276 -1835 1.19 
74LS368 276 -1836 1.19 
74LS373 276 -1943 2.39 
74LS374 276 -1944 2.39 

4000 -Series CMOS ICs 
Type Cat. No. EACH 

4001 276-2401 .69 
4011 276 -2411 .69 
4012 276 -2412 .79 
4013 276 -2413 .99 
4017 276 -2417 1.69 
4020 276 -2420 1.69 
4021 276-2421 1.69 
4023 276-2423 .69 
4027 276 -2427 .99 
4028 276.2428 1.29 
4046 276 -2446 1.69 
4511 276 -2447 1.69 
4049 276 -2449 .79 
4050 276-2450 .79 
4051 276 -2451 1.49 
4066 276 -2466 1.39 
4070 276 -2470 .79 
4518 276 -2490 1.49 
4543 276 -2491 1.99 

All from Major Semiconduc- 
tor Mfrs., and Prime. Specs 
and Pin Out Diagram In- 
cluded with Each Device. 

28 -Range 
Multitester with 

10- Megohm Input 

Save 33% 

Reg. 3995 
59.95 

Dual FET Input 
5 Mirrored Scale 
Overload Protected 
Polarity Reverse Switch 

High- accuracy 25 NA meter with single -knob range selector measures DC 
Volts: 0- .3- 1- 3 -10 -30 -100- 300 -1000 at 10 Megohms. AC Volts: 0- 3- 30 -100- 
300 -1000 at 10 kit per volt. DC Current: 0 -100 (IA, 3 -30 -300 mA. 10A. Resis- 
tance: Rx1, Rx10, Rx1000. RxlOk, Rx1M (10 ohms center scale). dB: 20 to 
+ 62 in 5 ranges. Accuracy: -3 °a DC, - 4% AC. 7x5' x37 /e" overall. With 

leads, test probes, batteries. 22 -208 Sale 39.95 

6 -Digit 
Frequency 

Counter 

Save 
50°iß ; 

Reg. 
99.95 ,4 

4995 
Overload protected l n egohm input Sensdovay 
30 mV up to 30 MHz Accuracy Is 3 porn at 25 or 
less than 30 Hz at 10 MHz WOO antenna leads 
case. onstruceons 22 -351 Sal. 49.95 

Pocket Multitester 

Save 20% 
Reg. 9.95 

788 
8 Ranges Fits in Shirt Pocket 

Only 3i 2x2' 2.11 a: yet measures AC. DC volts 
co 1000. DC current 0.150 mA. resistance 1000 
ohms volt WO leads Regorres 'AA battery (not 
nCl 1 n-027 sale 785 

Heavy -Duty 12VDC Power Supply 

Reg. 59.95 

Save 16% 

4995 
Delivers up to 8 amps - powers high -power auto sound 
equipment, CBs. ham radios and other accessories at 
home. Well filtered for minimum hum. Circuit breaker pro- 
tected against overload For 120VAC. 60 Hz. 33ax8x6,s 
U.L. listed. 22 -125 Sale 49.95 

Variable 0 -24VDC Power Supply 

Save 25% 

.r1- 

Reg. 39.95 

2995 
Full 1 Amp Output 
Automatic Current Limiting 

Ideal DC source for solid -state projects and servicing. Load regulation 
better than 2 %. Ripple 25 mV at full load. Large switchable meter reads 
voltage or current. 3 -way binding posts. U.L. listed AC operation. 
22 -123 Sale 29.95 

Low -Power Static RAM Dual Audio Delay IC 

ASave 
24% 

Reg. 89 Under 450 nS 
2.49 I Access Time 

Type 2102L. 1024x1 bytes of memory in a 
16 -pin DIP. 100% prime. Ideal for low -cost 
static memories. Single 5V supply operation. 
Reliable NMOS design. 
276 -2501 Sale 1.89 

NEW! 

1095 

10- Position BCD 
Switch 

NEW! 

299 SAD -1024. "Bucket Brigade" device has 
two independent 512 -stage shift regis- 
ters for echo, reverb. phase shift and 
chorus effects. Provides continuously 
variable electronic time delay. NMOS de- 
sign operates from single supply. With 
data and applications. 
276-1761 10.95 

Full 0-9 binary-coded outputs for logic 
circuits. Gold contacts are sealed for 
long life. Positive detents. Fits 8 -pin 
DIP socket or mounts on PC board. 
Data included. 275-1310 2.99 

Bar /Dot 
Driver 

NEW! 
349 

Featured in July popular Electronics 

LM3914N. Ideal for voltage, current and au- 
dio displays. Drives 10 LEDs with adjustable 
analog steps, can be expanded up to 100 
steps. Single pin selects bar or dot display 
mode. Current regulated LED outputs. Oper- 
ates from 8 to 24VDC. 276.1707 3.49 

4 -Digit 0.5" LCD 

(-11Ìriii [iLl ut NEW! 

"4151111111111111E' 795 
Includes Socket 
Liquid crystal display with snooze. alarm 
and PM indicators. Direct drive requires 
5VAC at only 10 1A Perfect for battery 
powered digital projects. Data included. 
276 -1230 7.95 

Three 12VDC Motors 

NEW! 

198 

...I ÌÌ. --li 
Permanent Magnet -Type. Delivers 
high torque. Up to 10,000 RPM at no 
load. Overall 1' /1'x11 /é' dia. Shaft dia- 
meter 3/327 l /2" long. Solder terminals 
273 -213 Pkg. 3 1.98 

Come in for Your FREE Copy of 
Our New 176 -Page 1980 Catalog! 

(None Sent by Mail) 
Prices may vary at individual stores and dealers 

Radio I'haeK 
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION FORT WORTH. TEXAS 76102 

OVER 7000 LOCATIONS IN 40 COUNTRIES 
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moi::. HOBBY WORLD 
CALL TOLL FREE: (800)-423-5387 

CA, HI, AK: (213) 886 -9200 
YOUR #1 SOURCE FOR COMPUTER 

ELECTRONICS 

Rectifiers & Bridges 
Order by Cat No, Voltage, and Current 
IA IA IM 7SA 2A 6A 25A 

RECT. RECT. RECT. RECT. BRIDGE BRIDGE BRIDGE 

SOV 

01001 
.05 

01002 
.12 

01391 
.76 

1000 
200V 

.06 

.08 
.16 
.20 

.50 
.64 

400V 
600V 

.10 

.12 
.24 
.30 

.78 

.98 
800V 

1000V 
.14 

16 
1.26 
1.54 

01392 
.00 

01001 11004 01074 
1 20 

.90 
1.15 

.45 

.60 
.65 
.00 

1 SO 

200 
1.35 
1.60 

. 

- 

. 

- 

2SO 

1.95 
2.30 

- - 

Ribbon 
Cable 

CLEARANCE 
SALE 

Flat style, .JAKC 
Orderby Cat No. 1167 
8 conductors 

Cod. to it 
10 51.00 
26 2.60 
34 140 
40 III) 

Zeners 
Order b. .I, 
and Wattage 

1 NATI 
c1/118 

Orde, in multiples n n w 
each tape 

5 WATT 
01019 

1f -sr -- 
Oder m multiples of 1 0l 

h type 

4.7 
Vollage 

S1 7.5 12 M 
56 0.2 IS 62 
6 2 9 1 10 02 
6 0 10 24 100 

r EDGE 
CONNECTORS 

Cold plated 
Description 
5 -100, Imsa, type, Solder - 
tail 
Cal No.1376 14.00 

5.100, Imsai type, wke- 

c wow 1420 14.25 

5100, Altair-type, 
tail 
1.1 N. 131111 

86-pin Motorola 
wirewrap 
Cal NO 1789 

solder- 

MOO 

tYPe, 

52.50 

IC Sockets 
Penny-A-Pin 

Tesas In,vomenn 
Solder tail 
Package Guant,nes onit 

Order by Cal N 1117 anA 

14 Ms IÓ1r11.Ñ 
16 pin 10Nr51.00 
10 ptn S M SI 44 

p, Or f1.) 
24w, 1ti .72 
20 m 1 IN .N 
40 IM, 2 Ito .00 

TRANFORMERS 
All 110VAC Primary 
Order by Cat No. 

Gat N.1379 
Serdenary 

9/V/7A, 
15V/500mA 

Style 
Enued 

Price 
1 4.00 

Cat No 1385 
Secondary 

27V /3A,taps 
at 4V, 7V 

Style 
Encased 

Price 
1 6.00 

Cal No.1386 
Secondary 

OV /16A. 
o 16V,4A 

Style 

Cal No.1007 
Secondary 

12V /700mA 
Style 

Open Frame 
Open Frame Pore 

Price 

Send for 
FREE CATALOG 

Featuring: 
The brat election t com- 

fa1er a es add ono. 
ctory Ìrnh IC',. kd's. 

software, PC aida. 
protoly pin, aida. books 
lest equipment, nd more' 
Always updated Dozens 

nest 
Soue. 

yrodurla ra 

roar by rhea, COD. Visa. 
Maalercharge. Order 

by phone M mail. Mini- 
mum 
nc 

$10. 
include phone number and 

paring /issue are 
ordering Worn. O//SA: Add 
S2 for shi17m110 

marl { n d; 
s 
surface, 

N: Add. 9 Ìor 
w to it Coo'a 

dint Guaranteed sal- 
wk. for 120 days Or 

h k' jet to 
lr Inc lcet., ph' I 

me y e 
r,gh'lo I ,1 quanlil,ea 

19511 BUSINESS CENTER DRIVE Dept. R9 

NORTHRIDGE, CA. 91324 
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Is- 21-iOwn-rp 
SUPEß IC 

(hybrid) 

@ only f ive 
corinection, 

o no external part 
in most of them. 

. built In heatsink. 

HY5 
Preamplifier 

HY200 
120 Watts 
into $u 

HY400 
240 Watts 
into 4.. 

+ MORE. 

;.. 
M"wenlroTinrueMli 

0."ñ` oil.; sue.. Te *ow CMwrwh,c 
ISATYMO. Cen "-Yr, ,onellon wn,elen-Le. neM 
-Loa O.Irlort.on- 
Ar61CATI0NMM r-Y,weTDi<e-eGu'YTneO,9^-rubeMer.. 

ÑMCIIICATION 
: 

uTS wn c ean-uo lnV. Commie lenv Tow INnv, r,e..hne Itnv 
y ;9pnV. ,n 

Ci V[ SONI CONTROLS 1108 of 0.4 si NM $18,95 
ÓIKÓN'én,".' 06111 
OVERLOAD ÑyMSI<sú::vÓLTAG[ z1óev 

Ta. MVIOI...,MreeM to pre.. urw e, IA Wem he been a..,sM 1 4N. ne., 
'HOM..M,nne aura.. pn at p.. will ,w,n.I Irue Mi.n ..Me,Mwe 
SATYILC Taerwai ohoPoon-Wo, i..petnnn-LaMh e i MrtlMnuM 

-Me 
ArLICOIt11U'. M i ONM-Wnnp-hM, p..,neu.n.w_rubnl MnM 
8194CII1CTIONa 
NIUT SINSITivITy NpV 
OUTPUT rOWtR INw Nr1.1110 LOAD iMr1UNCl4-r0 OISTORT,oM F NIL N INW 
al 
SIGNLIIOISI RATIO Ie48 IM WING RE 801.11111 10M.41e4,- 148 SUPPLY vOLTAG! 

14NNinn $79.95 
me M.4m .I La .0..Ñá DMC.' ,MMnt Ne 4n' u a. b..n nM 

iGH il MOM RTiO re/ rRIOUINCv REMORSE 084,0042- M fulT volTGI 

HY30- 15W/8ohm $17e49 1Yr warranty 
H Y 50 - 25W/8ohm:$24.90 

frei"e shipping 

áctdfóf%gd 
nt 

H Y 12 0- 60W/8ohm : $49.00 l vlsa & mcX / 
K U ELECTBONICS TE L:-(213) 4669005 

6734 W. SUNSET BLVD, HOLLYWOOD, CA.90028, USA. 
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GET IT 
ALL! 

Radio -Electronics 

SUBSCRIBE 
TODAY, AND 
DON'T MISS 

A SINGLE 
ISSUE. 

When you subscribe to the best electronics magazine of 
all- Radio -Electronics -you're making sure that you'll get all the 
news of electronics you want, every month from now on. Issue 
after issue, you'll get equipment news, test reports, projects to 
build, computer technology, servicing tips and more, including 
regular columns on computers, solid state, hi -fi, hobbies and 
servicing. And every one is written by the experts, the 
outstanding authorities in the most exciting, fastest -growing field 
in the world today -electronics. 

And . . . you save money, too, as much as $11 off the newsstand 
price of Radio -Electronics when you select one of the 
subscription offers listed on the handy coupon. More 
important -you'll be assured of having your copy reserved, even 
if it runs out on the newsstands. You save money and time. Make 
sure you get all the excitement in every issue of 
Radio -Electronics, every month, by filling in and mailing the 
coupon, today. 

GET THE BEST!- Radio -Electronics 
1 Year -12 issues ONLY $9.98 
(You save $5 02 off newsstand 
price.) 
2 Years-24 issues ONLY $19.00 
(Save Morel $11.00 off newsstand 
price.) 
Payment enclosed 
Bill me 

Extra Shipping: 
Canada $3.00 per year. 
all other countries $5.00 per year. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 

(please print, 

4099 

Zip Code 

Mail to: Radio Electronics 
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT . P 0. BOX 2520, BOULDER, COLO. 80322 



DIGI-KEY 
CORPORATION 

Quality Electronic Components 

TOLL 1 -800- 346 -5144. 
FREEMN., AK., HI. RESIDENTS 218 -681 -6674 

DON'T FORGET OUR 
DISCOUNTS WHEN COMPARING PRICES 
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MOLES I SOCKET PINS 

I.C.'S RESISTORS TRANSISTORS CAPACITORS DIODES I.C. SOCKETS IL PINS SWITCHES 

CLOCK MODULES OPTOELECTRONICS BREADBOADING & TESTING DEVICES DRAFTING SUPPLIES 

DATA BOOKS HEAT SINKS WIRE TOOLS ... AND MORE ... WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS GOLD 
EDGEBOARD CONNECTORS 

4111111111111M 

1111111 
S M. Tab 

S.N.. 1Y 

'51 4,010 
ii 1111 

Panasonic 
DISC CAPACITOR KIT 

THE MÁ1023 by 
NATIONAL r {T SEMICONDUCTOR 

THE 11PROGRAMMABLE" 
CLOCK MODULE 

MA 1023 

PANASONIC ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 

o 50,7 
I s0v 
7 7 SW 
33xN 
4 35V 

5541445. COST 5P11C1.N1 CONTACT 014104 

S9lRi. 11ÌMM1w1. Twll r....M. 5M51M11 es 

15,..... 
0i.4.. w .NT. 

n.M.1.1 ,...6..r.. N.. 

011101.100 ...TOO 100150 0 CONNICTCNS 

- - . 4lr- 

10 140.10 V5100 
A310 DISC CAPACITORS 

ONLY S2Z9s 

ELECTRONIC HARDWARE 

175 550 IOC CONNECTORS 

)4y03ß 

1600 PIECES OF 
STEEL' ZINC PLATED 01495 

HARDWARE -ONLY 
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Electronic Warning Flasher Kit 
This battery operated device 
continuously emits bursts of 023207 
intense light. Great for bicych 
nts. skiers, boaters & campers. 
Comes with all parts, quality PC 
board and easy -to understand in- 
structions. Uses high -output xenon 
flash tube which flashes 2 times Ile 

i... i rr , alter Ws rish 
56.95 

T.V. Game Special 
Reject Video Olympiad TV 
game units. Play 3 exciting 
color TV games, with on- 
screen digital scoring and rea 
listic sound effects. You re 
pair and save i 

073872 S8.95 

Wheel of Fortune Kit 
Popular game device uses 
LED's, transistors & IC to . 
give the effect of a bright red 
ball spinning around numbers. 
Unit emits a clicking sound 
as ball spins and finally 
stops on a number. Incl. 
all parts, faceplate & P C 

board. t 7 IRlO, 

(Ó 
S8.99 

Strobe Kit 
Complete variable 
rate strobe light 
kit. Contains all 
parts, line cord. 
PC board and in 
structions. 117V. 

C2307í S 7.50 

6KV 
Trigger 
Co IL ) 
To fire 
xenon 
flash 
tubes 
C1.3c '4 89c 

Reject Earadio 
Relectnl for 
various reason,. 
We are offering t 
these sets "as is" r,f 

at tremendous savings. 
We send a block diagram 
of the radio IC with the 
reject set. W O batteries 

023789 '2.49 

CHANEY 
electronics me 

Strobe Tube 
Assortment 
Brand new facto 
ry prime strobe 
tubes. 5 tubes, 
w/ schematics. 
C23280 53,00 

Tube Special 
6SN7 
7AK7 
12AU7 
12AH7 
12AT7 

C23696 
C23697 
C23698 
C23699 
C23700 

YOUR CHOICE 

2 for 51.00 

Minimum order S5.00 
Please include Sl 00 for poste.. 
Visa. MC and COD accepted 
Phone orders are welcome 

P 0 BOX 27038. DENVER CO 80227 13031 781 5750 

Send for our free giant catalog of urnque Items 

AMAZING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS and PRODUCTS: 
Lasers Super Powered. Burning, Cutting, Rifle, Pistol. 
Pocket. See in Dark - Shotgun Directional Mike - 
Unscramblers -Giant Tesla-Stunwand -TV Disrupt- 
er- Energy Producing. Surveillance, Detection, Elec- 
trifying. Ultrasonic, CB, Auto and Mech. Devices, Hun- 
dreds More -All New Plus INFO UNLTD PARTS SER- 
VICE. Catalog S1. Information Unlimited, Dept. Re Box 
71e Amherst, N.H. 03031. 

- one O CAPACITANCE METER .1pF to 999KuF 
mx. In O FREQUENCY COUNTER 35MHz 

kit O SQUARE WAVE GEN. 1Hz to 99KHz- 
XTAL Controlled -Regulated Power Supply -Five 
.8" Readouts -Low cost TTL Circuits - Automatic 
Decimal Placement -Be AMAZED - Satisfaction 
Guaranteed. I Purchase the plans, etched P.C. 
board 4 -3/4" by 6 -3/4 "and front panel decal 
for $13.491 BAGNALL ELECTRONICS, Mil 
179 May Street, Fairfield. Conn. 06430 low 

BIG SCREEN OSCILLOSCOPE 
Converted from AN.Y Size TV Set... 

Marne T echeic ans. Mobbvn", Broadcasters 

Mimi ir.uensrve changer concert TV ter ro 

super senses. restir, devote No elnrronx er 

gonna needed Follow clew cul plana Full, 
,Iludrard Use on workshop, lab. school en 
Arec sue town Any sae TV set 

Complete Set of Pians 1 1 1 1 ... $4. 
-0 C(Yi PCS' A HAM %IMF 

MUM IND.. BOX 91 FOSSE IX 76653 

Burglar-Fire Protection 
'RIBS 

Protect Your Life, Norse, Business, Auto, etc 

Our catalog shows how. Install your own 
rrnst*4k alarm systems ond devices and save SSSS. We 

offer FREE weite.in engineering service. 

FREE CATALOG P`:.eá 
Burdex Security Co. Box 82802 -RE Lincoln, Ne. 68501 

fmNanaliewei' 
114 

- 

CYY,iI.TRIER 
ar,s rrwrry, I >ww M pwpaags 

rxei 

save on gas! 
Enjoy the benefits of 20% better gas 
mileage, quicker starting, elimination of 
tune -ups, reduced pollution, and 50,000 
miles on plugs and points. 

Update your car with a TIGER solid 
state electronic ignition system. Easily 
installed in 30 minutes . . even on 
new cars. 

Tiger 500 CD 
Assembled $49.95 
Simplikit $29.95 

Postpaid USA. 
Master Charge & BankAmericard accepted. .r- TStar Corporation 

Phone (303) 243 -5200 
P.O. Box 1727 

Grand Junction, Colorado 81501 
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-.fir; :: 
7400 lb 
7404 .18 
7408 .19 
7410 lt, 
7412 .25 

7413 .4O 
7416 .25 
7420 .16 

7425 .28 
7426 2h 
7427 .25 

7430 .l6 
7437 24 
7438 .2. 

7440 ,1h 
7445 .75 
7451 ,16 

7454 .16 
7474 is 
7475 .4v 

7483 .56 
7485 .78 
7486 .35 
7489 1.80 

7490 
.41 

7492 47 

7491 42 
7495 .65 
74107 .35 
74123 

y 74141 .7;i 
74151 .58 
74155 .7', 
74160 .81. 

74165 Si , 
74175 .75 
7418° .85 
74181 1185 
74195 65 

MISC TTI. 
74505 .35 
74505 .35 
74550 .35 
745153 1.`s 
7. I "1 

P11 A 
1024 X I Dynamic 
RAM 4 

e 2 

S- 10016K BOARD 

ASSEMBLED & TESTED 

w 
vL. 

,,,, LLLLLLLItül /ll I 

L"LLLl Lllllllll 11 l 
li... 1.1LLtLLLlll3 
L °Aper. <<LLIILL ' 

NIXIE 
TUBE 
BURROUGHS 

. $1.25 

8038C IT NFAR 
,130011 1 .78 
fools .35 
53050 .60 

'.fr306H /N 1.50 
.M307H /N .15 

'.M308N .95 
!.e3000 1.25 
''M3105 1.10 
1.113115 .85 
'.032075 1.25 
LP)20T12 1.25 

`H12°T15 
1.25 

i.M722N 1.75 
.M323K 5.75 
í.M34015 1.25 

f14OT12 1.25 
r X340115 1.25 
15556 .89 
.MSfi6 1.65 
1.,7115/0 .39 
Ist723N .55 
1572511 1.75 
ß.07335 .95 
:.,741N/H .35 

.78 
,.m7/.95 .85 

11,3900 .46 
781105 6.95 
.04501 1.95 

TRANSISTORS 
':2222A 5 /1.00 
JN2907A 5/1.00 
' x3055 .85 
'x3904 6/1.00 
253906 6/1,00 

'N44°1 6/1: 0 
`r IE2955 1.20 

F3055 1.00 

DIODES 
15914 20/1.00 
154003 15/1.00 
184005 lzn.00 
154(107 l0 /1.00 
p..1-,0 20/1. - 

VCO Waveform Gen. 
w /sine 

2708 
1024X8 EPRIM 

250nS $ 8,50 

741 PC 
MINI -DIP OP AMP 29C 279óo 

LM300H 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR $1.00 

7114A APPLE IIrM PROM 
MODULE 

PERMITS THE ADDITION OR REPLACEMEN 
OF APPLE FIRMWARE WITHOUT PHYSICAL 

REMOVAL OF THE APPLE ROMS. 

+NEW« $7995 
t ., tint r.rti 

Irl 555 
TIMER depth IMER ' 

3071 
3AMP 

1 OO VOLT 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE 

, 

82 5115 `'M't`r 
512 X8 PROM6Ons 

S 4.75 

LM305H ', 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

TO 99 75C 

7811A ARITHMETIC 
PROCESSOR 

BASED ON AIM'S AM9511 
ADDSUBTACT MULTIPLY* DIVIDE 
TRIG ROOTS + LOGS 

\A QQ 
7 40 0. YYYY 

1702A 
256X8 EPROM 

53.95 
A 

ULN2001 _.y High current Drivers 
Darlux3tons 75 

74S201 
2 -:76X1 Static RAM 
'O ns $1.95 

2716 
16K EPROM 38.50 

Calculator 
CREDIT CARD SIZE 

MEMORY 

AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF 

$ 19.95 

SOROC 
TERMINAL 

, 
lac I 120 ! 

W7490 W 490 

74LS240 I N 74LS244 
74LS245 STOCK 74LS373 
74LS374 ` t Ár ei 545 

MC1458P ' 
Dual' On-Amp 

2505K 

512 X 1 DYNAMIC 
95c 

SHIFT REGISTER 

6301.1J 
256X 4 

PROM 
$1 65 1 

V0L0T0. 
RECTIFIER 

25 ma 

a Ì.vS 

CONCORD 

COMPUTER COMPONENTS 
1971 South St.t College- Anah.Im, Calif. 94908 
Visa- Master Charge Minimum Order -10.00 
Check or M.O. 

( 714) 937 -0641 Add 1.00 for Frt. 
No COO Cal. Res. add 6% 

78005 
5 

REGULATOR 

IN 7013 PKG 

$4.95 

BAMP 
SCR 
2N4442 110 
200 V 

.50 
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Digital Temp. Meter Kit $39.95 
Indoor and outdoor Switches back and forth 
Beautiful 50" LED readouts Nothing like it 

available Needs no additional parts for com - 

nlete. full operation Will measure 100' to 

200 °F. tenths of a degree, air or liquid 
Beautiful woodgram case w/beael $11.75 

ATTENTION ELF OWNERS 
ANNOUNCING OUEST SUPER BASIC 

At last a Full Size Basic for 1802 systems A 

complete function Basic including two dimen- 
sional arrays, string variables, floating point. 
arithmetic and 32 bit signed integer arithmetic 
110 digit accuracy) with I/O routines. Easily adap- 
table on most 1802 systems Requires 12K RAM 
minimum for Basic and user programs Cassette 
version in stock now for immediate delivery 
ROM versions coming soon with exchange 
privilege allowing credit for cassette version 

Super Basic on Cassette $40.00 

Tiny Basic Source now available $19 00 

S -100 Slot Expansion. Add 3 more S -100 slots to 
your Super Expansion Board or use as a 4 slot 
S -100 Mother Board Board without connectors 
$9.95. 
Coming Soon: High resolution alpha numerics 
with color graphics expandable up to 256 o 192 
resolution for less than $100. Economical ver- 
sions for other popular 1802 systems also 

16K Dynamic RAM board expandable to 32K for 
less than $150. 

RCA Cosmac Super Elf Computer $106.95 
Compare features before you decide to buy any 
other computer There is no other computer on 
the market today that has all the desirable bene- 
fits of the Super Elf for so little money The Super 
Elf is a small single board computer that does 
many big things. It is an excellent computer for 
training and for learning programming with its 
machine language and yet it is easily expanded 
with additional memory, Full Basic. ASCII 
Keyboards, video character generation, etc. 

Before you buy another small computer, see if O 

includes the following features ROM monitor 
State and Mode displays. Single step. Optional 
address displays, Power Supply. Audio Amplifier 
and Speaker. Fully socketed for all IC s. Real cost 
of in warranty repairs. Full documentation 

The Super Elf includes a ROM monitor for pro- 
gram loading, editing and execution with SINGLE 
STEP for program debugging which is not in- 

cluded in others at the same price With SINGLE 
STEP you can see the microprocessor chip opera- 
ting with the unique Ouest address and data bus 
displays before, duting and alter executing in- 

structions. Also, CPU mode and instruction cycle 
are decoded and displayed on 8 LED indicators 

An RCA t861 video graphics chip allows you to 
connect to your own TVwrth an inexpensive video 
modulator to do graphics and games There is a 

speaker system included for writing your own 
music or using many music programs already 
written The speaker amplifier may also be used 
to dnve relays for control purposes 

A 24 key HEX keyboard includes 16 HEX keys 
plus load, reset, run. wait, input, memory pm- 
Mel, monitor select and single step Large, on 
board displays provide output and optional high 
and low address There is a 44 pin standard 
connector slot for PC cards and a 50 yin connec- 
tor slot for the Ouest Super Expansion Board 
Power supply and sockets for all IC s are In- 

cluded in the price plus a detailed 127 pg instruc- 
tion manual which now includes over 40 pgs of 

software info including a series of lessons to 
help get you started and a music program and 
graphics target game 

Many schools and universities are using the 
Super Eh as a course of study OEM s use it for 
training and research and development 

Remember. other computers only offer Super Elf 
features at additional cost or not at all Compare 
before you buy. Super Elf Kit $105.95, High 
address option $8.95, Low address option 
59.95. Custom Cabinet with drilled and labelled 

pleeiglass front panel $24.95. Expansion Cabinet 
with room for 4 S -100 boards $41.00. NiCad 
Battery Memory Saver Kit $6.95. All kits and 
options also come completely assembled and 
tested 

Ouastdata. a 12 page monthly software pubiica- 
tion for 1802 computer users is available by sub- 
scription for 512 00 per year 

Tiny Basic Cassette $10.00, on ROM $38.00. 
original Elf kit board $14.95. 

Super Expansion Board with Cassette Interface $89.95 
This is truly an astounding value' This board has 
been designed to allow you to decide how you 
want it optioned The Super Expansion Board 
comes with 4K of low power RAM fully address- 
able anywhere in 64K with built -in memory pro- 
tect and a cassette interface. Provisiois have 

been made for all other options on the same 
board and it fits neatly into the hardwood cabinet 
alongside the Super Ell The board includes slots 
for up to 6K of EPROM (2708. 2758. 2716 or TI 

2716) and is fully socketed. EPROM can be used 
for the monitor and Tiny Basic or other purposes 

A K Super ROM Monitor $19.95 IS available as 

an on board option in 2708 EPROM which has 

been preprogrammed with a program loader 
editor and error checking multi file cassette 
read write software. Irelocatible cassette hiel 
another exclusive from Ouest It includes register 
save and readout. block move capability and 
video graphics driver with blinking cursor Break 
points can be used with the register save feature 
to isolate program bugs quickly, then follow with 
single step The Super Monitor is written with 
subroutines allowing users to take advantage of 

monitor functions simply by calling them up 
Improvements and revisions are easily done with 
the monitor If you have the Super Expansion 
Board and Super Monitor the monitor is up and 
running at the push of a button 

Otter on board options include Parallel Input 
and Output Ports with lull handshake They 
allow easy connection of an ASCII keyboard to the 
input port RS 232 and 20 ma Current Loop for 
teletype or other device are on board and d you 
need more memory there are two S100 slots for 
static RAM or video boards A Godbout 8K RAM 

board is available for 5135 00 Also a 1K Super 
Monitor version 2 with video driver for full capa- 
bility display with Tiny Basic and a video interface 
board Parallel 110 Ports $9.85, RS 232 $4.50, 
TTY 20 ma I/F $1.95, S -100 $4.50. A 50 pin 
connector set with ribbon cable is available at 

512 50 for easy connection between the Super 
Elf and the Super Expansion Board. 

The Power Supply Kit for the Super Expansion 
Board is a 5 amp supply with multiple positive and 
negative voltages $29 95 Add S4.00 for shipping 
Prepunctled frame $7 50 Case 51000 Add $1 50 

for shipping 

LMulti-volt Computer Power Supply 
8v 5 amp. > 18v 5 amp. 5v 1 5 amp. - 5v 

5 amp. 12v 5 amp. -12 option -5v. -12v 
are regulated Kit 529 95 Kit with punched frame 
537.45. Woodgran case $10.00 

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40 
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency 
to crystal time base Outstanding accuracy. Kit 
includes PC board. IC, crystal. resistors. ca- 
pacitors and trimmer 

TERMS. 55.00 min order U.S. Funds. Calif residents add 6 tax. 
BankAmericard and Master Charge accepted. 
Shipping charges will be added on charge cards. 

Same day shipment. First line parts only 
Factory tested Guaranteed money back 

Quality IC s and other components at lac 
tory prices 
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Rockwell AIM 65 Computer 
6502 based single board with full ASCII keyboard 
and 20 column thermal printer 20 char al 

phanumeric display. ROM monitor, fully expand- 
able. $375.00 4K version $450 00 4K Assem- 
bler 585 00, 8K Basic Interpreter $100 00 
Power supply assy in case 560.00 AIM 65 in 

thin briefcase with power supply 5485 00 

Not a Cheap Clock Kit $14.95 
Includes everything except case 2- PC boards 
6- 50" LED Displays 5314 clock chip, trans- 
former. all components and full instructions 
Orange displays also avail Same kit w /.811' 
displays. Red only. $21.95 Case $11.75 

Video Modular Kit $8.95 
Convert your TV set into a high quality monitor 
without affecting normal usage Complete kit 
with full instructions 

S -100 Computer Boards 
8K Static RAM Kit Goitbout $135 00 

16K Static RAM Kit 265 00 
24K Static RAM Kit 423 00 
32K Dynamic RAM Kit 310 00 
64K Dynamic RAM Krt 470 00 
8K/16K Eprom Krt (less PROMS) $89.00 
Video Interlace Kit $139.00 
Motherboard $39. Extender Board $8.99 

79 IC Update Master Manual $35.00 
Complete IC data selector. 2500 pg master refer- 
ence guide. Over 50.000 cross references Free 

update service through 1979 Domestic postage 
$3 50 1978IC Master closeout 519.50 No foreign 
orders 
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Auto Clock Kit $17.95 
DC clock with 4- 50" displays Uses National 
MA -1012 module with alarm option Includes 
',get dimmer crystal bmebase PC boards Fuuy 
regulated. comp instructs. Add 53.95 for beau 

tilul dark gray case Best value anywhere 

Stopwatch Kit $26.95 
Full six digit battery operated 2 -5 volts 
3 2768 MHz crystal accuracy Times to 59 
mm . 59 sec 99 11100 sec. Times std 
and Taylor 7205 chip. all components n' 

case Full instructions. 

NiCad Battery Fixer /Charger Kit 
Cpens shorted cells that wont hold a charge 
and then charges them up. all in one kit w /full 
Darts and instructions. $7.25 

PROM Eraser 
Will erase 25 PROMs in 15 minutes Ultra 
/1olet. assembled 534.50 

Hickok 31/2 Digit LCD Multimeter 
Batt/AC oiler 0 1mv -1000v 5 ranges 0 5 

accur Resistance 6 low power ranges 0 ' 

ohm -20M ohm DC curt 01 to 100ma Hanc 
held. '2" LCD displays. auto zero. polarity ove' 
range $69.95. 

FREE: Send for your copy of nur NEW 1979 
OUEST CATALOG. Include 28c stamp. 
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ADVERTISING INDEX 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS does not assume 
any responsibility for errors that may 
appear in the index below. 

Free Information Number 
- AMC Sales 

54 A P Products, Inc 

7 Aaron -Gavin Instruments 

6 Active Electronics 

Advance Electronics 

4 Advanced Computer Products 

42 All Electronics 

5 American Antenna 

64 B & K Precision Dynascan Co 

43 Babylon Electronics 

Bagnall Electronics 

Karel Barta 

Bullet Electronics 

Burdex Security Co 

51 Byte (On Computing) 

40 C F R Associates 

C'haney Electronics 

17 Channellock 

C I E- Cleveland Institute of 
Electronics 18 -21 - Command Productions 94 

Computer Professional's Book Club - 
Div. of 1lcGraw -Hil1 38 -41 

46 Concord- ('omputer Components 112 

8 Continental Specialties Cov. 2 

Dage Scientific 94 

61 Data Precision 24 

60 Davis Electronics 26 

9 Delta Electronics 96 

13 Digi -Key 111 

Digital Research Corporation 104 

10 Electra Company 42 

29 Electronic Book Club -Tab Books 15 

Electronic Development Lab 96 

49 Electronic Supermarket 102 

EMC- Electronic Measurements Corp..... 34 

44 Fluke 81 

3 Fordham Radio Supply 108 

11,12 Formula International 98 -99 

Fuji -Soea 103 

66 CC Electronics 93 

General Electric 23 

48 Godbout Electronics 100 

55 Gould, Inc.- Instruments Div 16 

45 Grantham College of Engineering 91 

11111 Heath 2,27.79 

65 

35 

Page 
96 

32 

22 

97 

33,77 

101 

100 

Cov. 4 

82 

114 

112 

114 

102 

112 

85 

104 

112 

36 

Hickok Electrical Instruments 89 

Hobby World 110 

Information Unlimited I I2 

International Correspondence Schools.. 72-75 

15,16 Jameco Electronics 106 -107 

IS Jan Crystals 86 

14 Jensen Tools & Alloys 88 

57 KV Electronics I IO 

Lakeside Industries 94 

Mattel 100 

36 McKay Dymek 92 

39 Meshna 102 

Millco Industries 112 

National Radio Institute INRI) Div. of 
McGraw -Hill 8-11 

National Technical Schools 28 -31 

52 Netronics 35 

New England Business Service, Inc 25 

2 O.K. Machine & Tool Coy. 3 

19 Ohio Scientific I 

20 Optoelectronics 13 

23 PAIA 86 

21 PTS Electronics 84 

47 Panavise 91 

22 Poly Paks 105 

62,63 Professional Aids 34 

25 Quest 113 

24 Quimtronix 104 

26 Radio Shack 109 

59 Ramsey Electronics 95 

27 Rye Industries 16 

Sabtronics 7 

33 Soar 22 

28 Solid State Sales 100 

56 Southwest Technical Products 88 

Speakerlab, Inc 96 

38 Sprague Products, Inc. 90 

Surplus Center 94 

Technology Trends 37 

50 Tek -El Corp 104 

30 Tri -Star 112 

41 Trionyx Industries 87 

37 Vaco 17 

58 Vector 90 

V.I.Z. Mfg. 92 

31 Wersi Electronics 78 

32 Zemco 78 

HIGHLY 
PROFITABLE ONE -MAN 
ELECTRONIC FACTORY 
Investment unnecessary. knowledge not re- 
quired. sales handled by professionals. Ideal 
home business Write today for facts, 
Postcard will do. Barta -RE -U, Box 248, 
Walnut Creek, CA 94597. 

MOVING? 

Don't miss a 

single copy of 
Radlo -Elec- 
tronlcs. Give 
us: 

Six weeks' no- 
tice 

Your old ad- 
dress and zip 
code 

Your new ad- 
dress and zip 
code 

nam- e 

address 

ATTACH 

LABEL 

HERE 

(please print) 

city state zip code 

Mall to: Radio- Electronics 
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT., P.O. BOX 2520, 

BOULDER, COLO. 80322 
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WHY CUT? WHY STRIP? WHY SLIT? 
WHY NOT... 

jUsr 
UJ 

AWG 30 Wire 
.025" Square Posts 

Daisy Chain or Point To Point 
No Stripping or Slitting Required 

...JUST WRAP 
Built In Cut Off 

Easy Loading of Wire 
Available Wire Colors: 
Blue, White, Red & Yellow 

traditional Wire Wrapping 

WIRE 
WRAPPING 
TOOL 

JUST WRAP Wire Wrapping 

11, 
U.S.A.,FOREIGN 
PATENTS PENDING 

JUST WRAP TOOL WITH ONE 50 FT. ROLL OF WIRE 
COLOR PART NO. U.S. LIST PRICE 

BLUE 
WHITE 

YELLOW 
RED 

JW 1 B 

JW 1 W 
JW 1 Y 
JW 1 R 

$14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 

REPLACEMENT ROLL OF WIRE 50 FT. 

BLUE 
WHITE 

YELLOW 
RED 

R JW B 

R JW W 
R JW Y 
R JW R 

$ 2.98 
2.98 
2.98 
2.98 

JUST WRAP- UNWRAPPING TOOL 

JUW1 $ 3.49 

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION 3455 CONNER ST., 
BRONX, N.Y. 10475 (212) 994 -6600 /TELEX 125091 

*MINIMUM BILLING $ 25.00 /ADD SHIPPING CHARGE $ 2.00 /NEW YORK CITY /STATE RESIDENTS ADD APPLICABLE TAX. 
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The 
Speech Processor. 

So unique it's patented. 
So good its guaranteed 
to out - perform any 

microphone on any radio. 

CLIPS 
ANYWHERE 

WITHOUT A CLIP! 
Molded four -pole 

internal magnet clamps 
instantly to any steel 

surface. Steering 
column, metal dash, roof 

top, or the side of your 
CB radio. No groping for 

your mounting clip. 

PROCESSES 
SPEECH WITH A 

COMPUTER CIRCUIT! 
It's its own computer -it auto- 
matically monitors your speech 
and adjusts it in micro- second 
increments pumping so much db 
gain into your speech that you get 
400% more power than a standard 
mike. 

GUARANTEE I: 
The K40 Speech Processor is guaranteed 
to outperform any microphone it replaces 
or return it for a complete and full refund 
within 7 days from the K40 Dealer that 
installed and tuned it 

GUARANTEE II: 
Unconditionally guaranteed for 12 months. 
Guaranteed against cracking, chipping, or 
rusting. Guaranteed against mechanical' 
failure. Guaranteed against electrical fail -! 
ure. No exclusions. No gimmicks. For a full 
12 months. 

SOUND SENSITIVE 
2 INCHES OR 2 

FEET! 
A microphone so sensitive it will 
select your voice and process your 
speech no matter how close or far 
you are from the microphone. 

TWO MICS 
WITH ONE 
SWITCH! 

Switch up for a high - 
pitched transmission for 
cutting congested city 
traffic. Switch down for a 
mellow base in open, 
uncluttered rural areas. 

NOISE 
CANCELLING 

Pull the Processor directly 
to your mouth and speak 
directly into the mic. The 
Processor adjusts to your 
voice -and blanks out all the 
cab noise while you're speaking. 
Automatically. 

4, 
FRESH CHARGE 
WITH NO 
BATTERIES! 
Patented electronic storage 

system recharges while you 
listen to the radio. It provides 

a fresh electrical charge every 
time you squeeze the trigger. You 

never replace batteries 

$42.50' 
American Antenna Elgin. 11 60120 

'suggested retail. 
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SOLD AND SERVICED EXCLUSIVELY BY 3,500 REGISTERED K40 DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE U.S. AND CANADA 




